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3FORORD

Afdelingen for finansiel efterretning og efterforskning har 
i en længere årrække afgivet en årlig årsberetning. Denne 
årsberetning, som er en samlet beretning om de aktivite-
ter, som afdelingen har medvirket til i 2012, er den sidste, 
afdelingen afgiver.

Digitaliseringen af Hvidvasksekretariatet er på nuværende 
tidspunkt ved at være fuldført, og vi har dermed afsluttet 
en stor opgave, som vi tog hul på i 2010. 

Vi giver nu personer og virksomheder under hvidvasklo-
ven mulighed for at sende underretninger om mistænkelige 
transaktioner til Hvidvasksekretariatet gennem en portal 
på internettet. 

Hjemmesiden skal samtidig være et videnscenter om hvid-
vask og finansiering af terrorisme – og skal være med til at 
tegne sekretariatets profil som den centrale danske samar-
bejdspartner for finansielle efterretninger. Vi finder derfor 
ikke længere behov for at afgive en årlig beretning, da vi i 
stedet vil afgive informationer om hvidvask og terrorfinan-
siering hurtigere, mens de er aktuelle.

Når vi ser tilbage på 2012, kan vi konkludere, at afdelingen 
har løst sine kerneopgaver tilfredsstillende. Disse kerne-
opgaver er at bidrage til en styrket indsats mod hvidvask af 
udbytte fra strafbare forhold og terrorfinansiering gennem 
rettidig behandling, analyse og videreformidling af mod-
tagne hvidvaskunderretninger samt at efterforske penge-
sporet i sager om alvorlig økonomisk kriminalitet for at 
spore, beslaglægge og konfiskere udbytte fra kriminalitet.

Afdelingens arbejde har således været medvirkende til, at kri-
minelle personer er blevet idømt mere end 42 års frihedsstraf 
samt yderligere andre foranstaltninger, og at kriminelle per-
soner og netværk er blevet frataget mere end 420 millioner 
kr. gennem beslag, regulering, konfiskation og bødestraffe..

Vi forventer også, at mange hvidvaskunderretninger fra 
2012 – ikke mindst næsten 650 underretninger om kæ-
desvig for mere end 1,2 milliarder kroner – vil give dansk 
politi mulighed for at indlede en lang række succesfulde 
straffesager mod organiserede kriminelle i den kommende 
tid.

Årsberetningen indeholder en omfattende beskrivelse af 
Sporingsgruppens arbejde og af hvidvasksager, hvor hvid-
vaskunderretninger har medvirket til domfældelse eller 
administrative afgørelser i sager om økonomisk kriminali-
tet. Det er vores håb, at disse sagsbeskrivelser kan være et 
brugbart værktøj til uddannelse af medarbejdere i virksom-
heder, der skal arbejde med hvidvaskloven.

Årsberetningen indeholder yderligere en evaluering af ar-
bejdet med de strategiske mål, som afdelingen opstillede for 
2012. Disse strategiske pejlemærker skal understøtte løsnin-
gen af vores kerneopgaver, og vi kan i bakspejlet konklude-
re, at dette arbejde i det væsentlige er forløbet planmæssigt. 
Vi kan bl.a. nævne, at vi har afsluttet de første retssager mod 
virksomheder for overtrædelse af hvidvaskloven, og at vi 
har ydet assistance i 64 sporingssager til statsadvokaturen 
og politikredsene.

Vi har i 2012 atter oplevet et meget positivt samarbejde 
med alle de personer og virksomheder, der er omfattet af 
hvidvaskloven. Og vi vil gerne takke for deres store indsats, 
som er helt afgørende for afdelingens arbejde.

Forord

Jens Madsen  
Statsadvokat 

Per Fiig
Vicestatsadvokat, 
leder af afdelingen for 
finansiel efterretning og 
efterforskning
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Afdelingen for finansiel efterretning og efterforskning be-
står af Hvidvasksekretariatet og Sporingsgruppen. 

HVIDVASKSEKRETARIATET

Hvidvasksekretariatet er en finansiel efterretningsenhed, 
en såkaldt Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU), og en del af 
Statsadvokaten for Særlig Økonomisk og International Kri-
minalitet (SØIK).

Hvidvasksekretariatet er oprettet med henblik på at mod-
tage, analysere og videreformidle underretninger om mulig 
hvidvask af udbytte fra strafbare forhold eller finansiering af 
terrorisme fra de virksomheder og personer, der er omfat-
tet af hvidvaskloven og spilleloven. Sekretariatet modtager 
ligeledes underretninger fra offentlige myndigheder.

I 2008 og 2009 fik Hvidvasksekretariatet udvidet sit an-
svarsområde til også at omfatte underretninger i relation 
til visse EU-sanktionsforordninger. Dette betyder, at Hvid-
vasksekretariatet også modtager underretninger vedrø-
rende mistænkelige finansielle transaktioner, der kan have 
tilknytning til spredning af masseødelæggelsesvåben til Iran 
og Nordkorea.

Personalet i Hvidvasksekretariatet bestod ved udgangen af 
2012 af 4 jurister, 9 polititjenestemænd, 1 reservebetjent og 
4 administrative medarbejdere. 3 medarbejdere fra SKAT 
er tillige tilknyttet Hvidvasksekretariatet for med deres 
særlige ekspertise at bistå med analyse af hvidvaskunder-
retningerne.

Virksomhedsområdet for  
afdelingen for finansiel  
efterretning og efterforskning 

SPORINGSGRUPPEN

Sporingsgruppen er en tværfaglig enhed, der skal opspore 
udbytte fra kriminalitet med henblik på konfiskation af 
dette.

Sporingsgruppen efterforsker pengesporet i sager om kom-
pliceret økonomisk kriminalitet og kan samtidig assistere 
politikredsene med den finansielle efterforskning af sager 
om f.eks. kvindehandel, illegal arbejdskraft, rufferi, men-
neskesmugling, våbensmugling og narkotikakriminalitet.
 
Sporingsgruppen består af 1 jurist og 4 polititjenestemænd. 
Der kan om nødvendigt tilknyttes en medarbejder fra 
SKAT.

ANALYSE- OG 
DOKUMENTATIONSENHEDEN

Afdelingen for finansiel efterretning og efterforskning ud-
gør siden begyndelsen af 2013 statsadvokaturens 2. søjle 
sammen med afdelingen for sager om særlig international 
kriminalitet. I denne søjle er der placeret en analyse- og 
dokumentationshed, som er tilgængelig for hele statsad-
vokaturen. 

Enheden, der består af 3 analytikere og 1 polititjeneste-
mand, understøtter blandt andet Hvidvasksekretariatet 
med operationelle og overordnede analyser relateret til 
hvidvask. Dette arbejde omfatter bl.a. vurdering af risikoen 
for hvidvask på forskellige forretningsområder.  
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•  Hvidvask- 
sekretariatet

•  Sporingsgruppen
•  Hæleri/hvidvask-

gruppen

•  Sager om særlig 
international 
kriminalitet

Staben

•  Tværgående 
støtte til udvikling 
og drift

•  Administration
•  HR Funktion
•  IT
•  Erfa Sekretariat
•  Juridisk  

Sekretariat

Statsadvokat

ORGANISATIONSDIAGRAM SØIK

1. SØJLE 2. SØJLE

2. juridiske afdeling
Leder: En vicestatsadvokat

Politiinspektør

Efterforskning – 
sektion 3
Leder:
Politikommissær

Efterforskning – 
sektion 2
Leder: 
Politikommissær

Analyse- og 
dokumentationsen-
heden

Internationalt
kompetencecenter

1. juridiske afdeling
Leder: En vicestatsadvokat

Efterforskning – sektion 1
Leder: 
En politikommissær

•  Finansgruppen
•  Konkurrencegruppen
•  IPR- og cybercrimegruppen
•  EU-svigsgruppen
•  Andre sager om særlig økonomisk kriminalitet 

herunder skyldnersvig, underslæb, mandat-
svig, bedrageri, grov skattesvig mv.

•  Assistance til politikredse
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Arbejdet med målene 
for 2012 for afdelingen 
for finansiel efterretning  
og efterforskning

Afdelingen for finansiel efterretning og efterforskning fo-
kuserer hvert år på en række strategiske pejlemærker, der 
skal understøtte løsningen af vores kerneopgaver. I denne 
årsberetning redegøres der for status på dette arbejde i 2012.

HVIDVASKSEKRETARIATET

Hvidvasksekretariatet fokuserede i 2012 på tre strategiske 
pejlemærker:

1.  Vi ville fuldføre digitaliseringen af 
Hvidvasksekretariatets modtagelse af og 
arbejde med hvidvaskunderretninger.

  Dette mål er blevet indfriet i begyndelsen af 2013, hvor 
vi har fået introduceret det elektroniske hvidvasksy-
stem, der skal give vores samarbejdspartnere mulighed 
for at aflevere hvidvaskunderretninger i elektronisk 
form. Dette strategiske pejlemærke er nærmere omtalt 
nedenfor på side 16.

2.  Vi ville udvide vores compliancearbejde over 
for virksomheder omfattet af hvidvaskloven 
og spilleloven, herunder blandt andet 
fokusere på at styrke samarbejdet med 
Spillemyndigheden samt etablere et samarbejde 
med realkreditbranchen og Dansk Boldspil Union.

  Arbejdet med dette mål er nærmere omtalt nedenfor 
under side 7.

3.  Vi ville deltage aktivt i forhandlingerne om 
vedtagelsen af FATF’s nye rekommandationer, 
EU’s nye hvidvaskdirektiv og de efterfølgende 
ændringer af hvidvaskloven.

   Arbejdet med dette mål er omtalt nærmere nedenfor på 
side 36.

SPORINGSGRUPPEN

Sporingsgruppen fokuserede i 2012 på tre strategiske pej-
lemærker:
1.  Vi ville fokusere på samarbejdet med 

politikredsene og indlede assistance til 
politikredsene i mindst ti sager.

2.  Vi ville tilbyde alle politikredse at 
holde lokale oplæg med introduktion 
af vores håndbog om sporing.

3.  Vi ville arbejde for at etablere 
kursusaktiviteter om sporingsarbejde 
for politi og anklagemyndighed.

  Sporingsgruppens arbejde er nærmere omtalt på side 
37
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Samarbejdet med  
underretningspligtige

Et godt og tæt samarbejde med de virksomheder, der skal 
underrette Hvidvasksekretariatet om mistænkelige transak-
tioner med relation til hvidvask eller terrorfinansiering, er 
helt afgørende for vores arbejde. Vi arbejder målrettet for, 
at alle virksomheder kender deres opgaver, og at de er klædt 
bedst muligt på til at opdage de transaktioner, der skiller sig 
ud som mistænkelige.

Hvidvasksekretariatets compliancesektion skal skabe tæt 
kontakt til virksomhedernes tilsvarende complianceenhe-
der og løbende sikre, at der ikke er forhindringer for et 
frugtbart samarbejde. 

Målet med dette arbejde er, at virksomhederne bliver klædt 
endnu bedre på til at opdage mistænkelige transaktioner 
med relation til hvidvask og finansiering af terrorisme, og at 
vi derfor modtager flere underretninger, der gør det muligt 
for os at videreformidle flere finansielle efterretninger af høj 
kvalitet til vores offentlige samarbejdspartnere.

COMPLIANCEMØDER MV.

Hvidvasksekretariatet holder løbende møder med under-
retningspligtige virksomheder for at fortælle om reglerne i 
hvidvaskloven og om, hvordan virksomhederne skal finde 
frem til de transaktioner, som der skal ske underretninger 
om. Det sker både efter henvendelse fra virksomheden og 
på initiativ fra Hvidvasksekretariatet, hvis et behov herfor 
identificeres.

Herudover startede Hvidvasksekretariatet i 2011 et egent-
ligt complianceprogram, hvor vi gennemførte møder om 
det løbende samarbejde og udviklingen i den økonomiske 
kriminalitet med de største pengeinstitutter og de finansiel-
le virksomheder, vi i øvrigt modtog flest underretninger fra. 

Dette har vi i 2012 fortsat gennem møder med en række 
store og mellemstore pengeinstitutter og andre finansielle 
virksomheder. Møderne har været værdifulde og udbyt-
terige, dels med hensyn til udveksling af informationer om 
nye metoder og trends inden for hvidvask- og  kriminali-
tetsbekæmpelse, dels med hensyn til drøftelse af spørgsmål 
og feedback om konkrete sager og problemstillinger. 

Det er tanken, at dette complianceprogram videreføres i 
de kommende år. 

I 2012 har vi tillige i en række tilfælde deltaget som oplægs-
holdere i seminarer eller undervisningsforløb efter invita-
tion fra virksomheder eller brancheorganisationer. Eksem-
pelvis har vi i sommeren 2012 deltaget i et hvidvaskseminar 
afholdt af Finanssektorens Uddannelsescenter, hvilket gav 
os mulighed for at orientere en stor del af de danske pen-
geinstitutter om nye tendenser i økonomisk kriminalitet. 
Dette arrangement gentages i 2013. 

Vi har i 2012 også deltaget i udviklingen af et e-læringspro-
gram om hvidvask og terrorfinansiering, som er udarbejdet 
af Finanssektorens Uddannelsescenter. 
   

Hvidvasksekretariatet

Målet med dette arbejde er, at virksomhederne bliver klædt 
endnu bedre på til at opdage mistænkelige transaktioner 
med relation til hvidvask og finansiering af terrorisme
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I 2011 påbegyndte hvidvasksekretariatet sammen med Fi-
nanstilsynet et samarbejde med brancheorganisationen Liv 
& Pension, hvor branchens indsats over for hvidvask og 
terrorfinansiering blev gennemgået. Dette meget positive 
forløb er blevet videreført i 2012 – også i lyset af fremti-
dens krav om risikovurderinger i de enkelte sektorer – og 
forventes at munde ud i den første branchespecifikke risi-
kovurdering på hvidvaskområdet i Danmark.

Hvidvasksekretariatet har endelig i samarbejde med Finan-
stilsynet igangsat et lignende udredningsforløb med bran-
cheorganisationer i realkreditsektoren med henblik på at 
afdække risikofaktorer og drøfte tilgangen til hvidvask i 
realkreditsektoren. Dette skete som opfølgning på et møde 
i Realkreditrådet, hvor Hvidvasksekretariatet deltog som 
oplægsholdere.

HVIDVASK, MISTANKE OG 
UNDERRETNINGSPLIGT

I årsberetningen for 2011 gennemgik Hvidvasksekreta-
riatet kort de væsentligste grundlæggende spørgsmål, der 
var kommet frem i vores dialog med de virksomheder, der 
leverer underretninger til Hvidvasksekretariatet. Vi øn-
skede med denne gennemgang at præcisere omfanget og 
karakteren af de forpligtelser, der påhviler de virksomheder, 
der skal underrette efter hvidvaskloven. Gennemgangen er 
blevet vel modtaget af virksomhederne og har i årets løb 
været udgangspunkt for en frugtbar dialog om opmærk-
somheds- og  underretningspligt i hvidvaskloven.

Særligt spørgsmålet om afkræftelse af en opstået mistanke 
om hvidvask eller terrorfinansiering har givet anledning 
til tvivl. 

Det er derfor vigtigt at slå fast, at når en mistanke først er 
opstået, skal der omgående ske underretning til Hvidvask-
sekretariatet, medmindre institutionen gennem sin under-
søgelse af transaktionen og kundens forhold umiddelbart 
kan nå frem til, at mistanken ikke længere foreligger. Med 
andre ord, mistanken skal være afkræftet, ikke blot afsvæk-
ket.

Hertil kommer det selvfølgelige, at en oplysning fra en 
kunde, der ikke er understøttet (for eksempel af dokumen-
tation eller af oplysninger, som virksomheden i øvrigt er i 
besiddelse af), typisk ikke er egnet til at fjerne en mistanke, 
når denne mistanke er opstået. 

Kravene til en afkræftelse indebærer imidlertid ikke, at 
virksomheden skal anstille omfattende undersøgelser, fore-
tage efterforskning og lignende. Det indebærer heller ikke, 
at virksomheden altid skal indhente dokumentation fra en 
kunde, når der er opstået en mistanke om hvidvask. 

Det betyder blot, at virksomheden skal foretage indberet-
ning til Hvidvasksekretariatet, når den ikke mener at kunne 
komme længere med en undersøgelse inden for rimelige 
grænser.

 
 

14.3 Undersøgelses- og noteringspligt 
 

19. Virksomhedens undersøgelsespligt fremgår af hvidvasklovens § 6, stk. 2:  
”Formålet med de transaktioner, der er nævnt i stk. 1, skal undersøges, og resultaterne af en 
undersøgelse skal noteres og opbevares, jf. § 23.”  
 
20. Formålet med undersøgelsespligten er at få fastslået, om det, der ”ser mistænkeligt ud”, bliver til en 
egentlig mistanke om hvidvask af udbytte eller terrorfinansiering, som ikke kan afkræftes, eller om en 
mulig mistanke kan afkræftes. Der skal derfor alene foretages en undersøgelse i de tilfælde, hvor der er 
en mistanke. Det kan f.eks. være tilfælde, hvor en transaktion ikke svarer til kundens normale 
adfærdsmønster, eller hvor rådgiveren ikke har viden om, hvorfra kundens midler stammer.  
 
21. Udgangspunktet i en undersøgelse af en mistanke vil være at sammenholde de oplysninger 
virksomheden har om kunden (oplysninger om formålet med forretningsomfanget og omfanget heraf) 
og det, der ”ser mistænkeligt ud”. I denne proces kan det være relevant at inddrage kunderådgiveren. 
Virksomheden kan også kontakte kunden for at indhente oplysning om formålet med transaktionen / 
aktiviteten. Kundens forklaring vil i mange tilfælde ikke være nok til at afkræfte en mistanke. Det kan 
derfor være relevant at bede kunden om dokumentation for sin forklaring. I tilfælde af et bilsalg kan 
kunden sende en salgsaftale og i forbindelse med arv kan kunden fremsende en skifteretsattest. Der skal 
alene foretages undersøgelse i de tilfælde, hvor der er en mistanke om hvidvask af udbytte eller 
terrorfinansiering. Virksomheden skal derfor ikke i alle tilfælde af kunders bilsalg, arv m.v., indhente 
dokumentation fra kunden.  
 
22. Hvis virksomheden vurderer, at en forespørgsel vil give kunden et ”hint” om, at virksomheden har 
mistanke og derfor er i gang med at foretage en undersøgelse, eller hvis virksomheden i øvrigt ikke 
ønsker at kontakte kunden om sagen, skal virksomheden foretage en indberetning til SØIK, såfremt en 
mistanke ikke kan afkræftes på anden måde. 
  
23. Hvis en mistanke ikke kan afkræftes helt, skal virksomheden foretage indberetning. ”Afkræftes” 
skal forstås bogstaveligt og det er derfor ikke nok kun at svække en mistanke.  
 
24. Noteringspligten omfatter faktuelle oplysninger om kunden og transaktionen, samt en konklusion, 
og notatet skal være tilstrækkeligt til at genopfriske hukommelsen og give andre, herunder andre 
medarbejdere og politiet, en forståelse af sagen. Udgangspunktet vil ofte være kundens egen forklaring 
om formålet med transaktioner / aktiviteten, dokumentation af kundens forklaring, eventuelt 
sammenholdt med forklaringer indhentet fra kolleger, som har kontakt med eller opgaver i relation til 
kunden. Noteringspligten omfatter ikke de tilfælde, hvor et maskinelt overvågningssystem generer 
såkaldte ”false positives”, hvorved forstås "hits", hvor det med rimelighed kan lægges til grund, at disse 
ikke giver indikationer om konkret mistænkelige enkeltsager.  
 
25. Hvis mistanken ikke kan afkræftes, skal der ske underretning til Statsadvokaten for Særlig 
Økonomisk og International Kriminalitet (se kapitel 14.4 om underretningspligten). Hvis mistanken kan 
afkræftes, henlægges sagen.  
 
26. Efter hvidvasklovens § 23, stk. 2, skal de i henhold til § 6, stk. 2, noterede oplysninger opbevares, så 
de kan fremfindes samlet i mindst 5 år efter, at de er foretaget. Se nærmere herom i vejledningens 
kapitel 16. Da der kan være tale om følsomme oplysninger i henhold til persondataloven, anbefales det, 
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Hvidvask – mistanke  
og underretningspligt
Som det fremgår ovenfor, har vi i 2011 haft god anledning 
til at drøfte og præcisere omfanget og karakteren af de for-
pligtelser, der påhviler virksomheder, som er omfattet af 
hvidvaskloven. Dette har givet os en god indsigt i de over-
vejelser og misforståelser, der opstår i hvidvaskarbejdet.

I det følgende vil vi kort gennemgå de 6 væsentligste af 
de grundlæggende spørgsmål, der er kommet frem i vores 
dialog med de virksomheder, der leverer underretninger til 
hvidvasksekretariatet. 

1.  selvHvidvask er omFattet 
aF Hvidvaskloven

  Hvidvask og hæleri hænger nøje sammen, men er ikke 
sammenfaldende begreber. 

  Man kan begå hvidvask vedrørende udbyttet af sin egen 
kriminalitet, mens dette ikke er tilfældet med hæleri. 
Det betyder alligevel, at alle transaktioner er omfattet 
af underretningsforpligtelsen, uanset hvem der må an-
tages have begået hovedforbrydelsen.

  Vil en narkohandler eksempelvis indsætte de penge, 
han selv har modtaget for sit narkosalg, på sin bank-
konto, skal der ske underretning om hvidvask til Hvid-
vasksekretariatet. Dette gælder, selv om han alene vil 
blive straffet for narkosalg og ikke for hæleri.

2. Forbrydelsens alvor  
 (over 1 års Fængsel)

  Efter hvidvaskloven skal der kun ske underretning til 
Hvidvasksekretariatet om en mulig lovovertrædelse, 
hvis den kan straffes med fængsel i over 1 år.

  Grænsen på 1 års fængsel gælder for en forbrydelses 
strafferamme og ikke den konkret forskyldte straf. Der 
skal således underrettes om udbytte fra et tyveri, hvor 
der er 1 år og 6 måneder i strafferammen, selv om tyven 
kun kan forventes at få 30 dages fængsel.

  Denne regel bør ikke få nogen stor praktisk betydning, 
da det ikke er den underretningspligtiges opgave at 
forsøge at forstå, hvilken forbrydelse en transaktion 
er forbundet med. Det er i praksis endvidere svært at 
forestille sig situationer, hvor det vil være berettiget at 
undlade en underretning under henvisning til denne 
begrænsning.  

  Hvis en medarbejder i en underretningspligtig virksom-
hed imidlertid helt sikkert ved, at en transaktion vedrører 
udbytte fra en forbrydelse, der medfører 1 års fængsel 
eller derunder, er der ikke underretningspligt. Derimod 
vil medvirken til gennemførelsen af transaktionen for 
medarbejderen kunne være strafbar som hæleri. 

3.  mistanken baseres på en 
samlet vurdering

  Virksomhedens compliancemedarbejdere skal fokusere 
på det mistænkelige i hele den foreliggende situation. 
Dermed skal fokus være på det, der er atypisk i forhold 
til normale kundeforhold, enten fordi transaktionen i 
sig selv er atypisk, eller fordi omstændighederne om-
kring den er det. 

  Det kan meget vel være således, at transaktionen i sig 
selv er normal, men at medarbejderen ad anden vej er i 
besiddelse af oplysninger, der gør situationen mistæn-
kelig. Mistanken og dermed underretningspligten skal 
basere sig på en samlet vurdering. Her kan transaktio-
nens karakter, kundens adfærd, herunder udtalelser og 
fortielser, andre atypiske eller særegne forhold ved eller 
omkring kunden indgå.  

4. aFkræFtelse aF mistanken

  Virksomheden skal ifølge hvidvaskloven forsøge at af-
kræfte en opstået mistanke, inden der sker underretning 
til Hvidvasksekretariatet. Kun hvis mistanken ikke kan 
afkræftes, skal der ske underretning. 

  Dette betyder imidlertid ikke, at virksomheden skal 
anstille omfattende undersøgelser, foretage efterforsk-
ning og lignende. Mistanken skal umiddelbart og fuld-
stændigt kunne afkræftes, typisk ved en henvendelse til 
kunden. Det vil imidlertid ikke være tilstrækkeligt med 
en uunderbygget oplysning fra kunden for at afkræfte 
mistanken; der må kræves dokumentation for kundens 
påstand.

Når man er i tvivl, 
skal der altid ske 
underretning

De 6 typiske spørgsmål om 
hvidvask fra Årsberetnin-
gen for 2011 kan findes her

Uddrag fra Finanstilsynets 
vejledning kan findes her
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Samarbejdet med  
politikredsene og PET

Et tæt nationalt samarbejde vedrørende bekæmpelse af 
hvidvask og terrorfinansiering er afgørende for, at Danmark 
kan opnå gode resultater og leve op til de internationale 
krav, der stilles på disse områder. Hvidvasksekretariatet 
samarbejder løbende med politikredsene om bekæmpelsen 
af hvidvask. Hvidvasksekretariatet registrerer og analyserer 
de modtagne underretninger og foretager den indledende 
efterforskning. Kun de hvidvaskunderretninger, der efter 
Hvidvasksekretariatets vurdering kan efterforskes yderli-
gere lokalt eller indgå i en eksisterende straffesag, sendes 
til den ansvarlige politikreds. Hér afgøres det endeligt, om 
der skal iværksættes yderligere efterforskning og eventuelt 
indledes en straffesag.

Politikredsene kan til enhver tid trække på den samlede 
mængde efterretninger, der er kendt af Hvidvasksekretaria-
tet og opbevares i sekretariatets analyse- og efterforsknings-
støttedatabase. Hvidvasksekretariatet assisterer endvidere 
politikredsene med at fremskaffe oplysninger via Interpol 
eller andre landes finansielle efterretningsenheder.

I 2012 blev 424 efterretningsrapporter afgivet til politikred-
sene, mens de resterende underretninger blev behandlet 
i Hvidvasksekretariatet, i SØIK’s efterforskningssektioner 
eller hos SKAT.

Underretninger, der har en naturlig tilknytning til SØIK’s 
virksomhedsområde, behandles i statsadvokaturens efter-
forskningssektioner. Ligesom Hvidvasksekretariatet altid 
selv behandler hvidvaskunderretninger vedrørende tran-
sitsager, hvor der hverken er person- eller selskabsmæssig 
tilknytning til Danmark.

Politiets Efterretningstjeneste (PET) er en vigtig samar-
bejdspartner, når det gælder underretninger om finansie-
ring af terrorisme.

I 2012 blev 424 
efterretnings- 
rapporter afgivet  
til politikredsene
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Samarbejdet med  
Finanstilsynet og  
Erhvervsstyrelsen –  
tilsyn og strafforfølgning

Hvidvasksekretariatet lægger vægt på samarbejdet med 
de to myndigheder, der fører tilsyn med hovedparten af 
virksomheder og personer omfattet af forpligtelserne efter 
hvidvaskloven. Samarbejdet er fokuseret på en fælles ind-
sats for at sikre overholdelse af disse pligter. 

Finanstilsynet fører blandt andet tilsyn med pengeinstitut-
ter og pengeoverførselsvirksomheder. Erhvervsstyrelsen 
fører blandt andet tilsyn med revisorer, vekselkontorer og 
udbydere af tjenesteydelser til virksomheder.

Hvidvasksekretariatet understøtter disse myndigheders 
tilsynsarbejde blandt andet ved løbende at orientere myn-
dighederne om de enkelte underretningspligtiges aktivitet 
med underretning om mistænkelige transaktioner.

INFORMATIONSVIRKSOMHED

Hvidvasksekretariatet arbejder sammen med begge myn-
digheder for at informere om pligterne efter hvidvaskloven. 
Dette arbejde omfatter både møder med enkelte virksomhe-
der og brancheforeninger samt deltagelse i myndighedernes 
arbejde med at lave vejledninger og informationsmateriale.

ANMELDELSER OM OVERTRÆDELSE 
AF HVIDVASKLOVEN

Når myndighederne er på inspektion hos virksomheder, der 
er omfattet af hvidvaskloven, kan de nogle gange konstatere 
ulovlige forhold. Er forholdene af en vis grovhed, anmelder 
tilsynsmyndighederne sagen til SØIK. Disse sager behand-
les ofte af medarbejdere med tilknytning til Hvidvaskse-
kretariatet for at drage fordel af den særlige fagekspertise 
vedrørende hvidvaskloven, man har oparbejdet her.

FINANSTILSYNET

I 2012 fik domstolene for første gang lejlighed til at vurdere 
en straffesag mod en virksomhed, der var tiltalt for ikke 
at opfylde sine forpligtelser i medfør af hvidvaskloven. Sa-
gen startede i 2010, hvor Finanstilsynet efter en inspektion 
hos en finansiel virksomhed indgav anmeldelse til SØIK 
for manglende overholdelse af hvidvaskloven. Der var tale 
om en virksomhed, som dels drev udlånsvirksomhed med 
usikrede forbrugslån, dels udbød kreditkort, der kunne an-
vendes i en række tilknyttede forretninger. Virksomheden 
havde i 2006/2007 en omsætning på 43,5 millioner kr. og i 
2007/2008 en omsætning på 42 millioner kr. 

Virksomheden havde reelt ikke noget hvidvaskberedskab 
på plads; blandt andet blev der ikke foretaget nogen løbende 
hvidvaskovervågning af virksomhedens kunder, ikke udar-
bejdet skriftlige interne regler og forretningsgange relateret 
til hvidvaskbekæmpelse samt ikke sørget for nogen form 
for orientering eller undervisning af de ansatte heri. Her-
til kom, at virksomheden trods Finanstilsynets pålæg ikke 
havde bragt disse forhold i orden.

Københavns Byret fandt virksomheden skyldig i alle for-
hold og henviste vedrørende straffastsættelsen til, at hvid-
vaskloven er et led i internationale bestræbelser på at sikre, 
at det finansielle system ikke misbruges til terrorfinansie-
ring og til hvidvask af udbytte fra alvorlig kriminalitet, og at 
overholdelse af bestemmelserne i hvidvaskloven har betyd-
ning for politiets muligheder for at forebygge og efterforske 
terrorisme og anden alvorlig kriminalitet.

På denne baggrund fandt retten, at der måtte idømmes fø-
lelige bøder for at sikre, at hvidvaskloven overholdes. Efter 
bevisførelsen lagde retten til grund, at virksomheden havde 
haft en økonomisk fordel af lovovertrædelserne, idet virk-
somheden havde opnået en besparelse på mindst 1.000.000 
kr. ved ikke at overholde hvidvaskloven.

Retten fandt, at der ved bødeudmålingen skulle tages hen-
syn til denne besparelse for at sikre, at det ikke kan betale 
sig at overtræde loven.

Byretten fastsatte på denne baggrund straffen til en bøde 
på 2.000.000 kr.

Sagen blev anket af tiltalte. Østre Landsret har i 2013 stad-
fæstet dommen med den ændring, at bøden skærpedes til 
2.500.000 kr.
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Hvidvasksekretariatet har i 2012 modtaget en yderligere 
anmeldelse fra Finanstilsynet for overtrædelse af hvidvas-
kloven. Denne sag var ikke færdigbehandlet i statsadvoka-
turen ved udgangen af 2012. 

ERHVERVSSTYRELSEN

En anmeldelse fra Erhvervsstyrelsen førte til afsigelsen af 
endnu en dom af betydning for straffastsættelsen på hvid-
vaskområdet. 

SØIK modtog i 2010 anmeldelse fra Erhvervsstyrelsen om 
et selskab, der udbød tjenesteydelser til andre virksomhe-
der uden at være registreret i Erhvervsstyrelsen. Selskabet 
udbød tjenesteydelser ved erhvervsmæssigt at oprette sel-
skaber for andre og ved at stille en direktør og hjemadresse 
med dertil knyttede tjenester til rådighed. 

I december 2012 fandt Københavns Byret selskabet skyldig 
og idømte en bøde på 500.000 kr. 

Ved bødens udmåling lagde retten blandt andet vægt på, at 
sanktionerne for overtrædelse af hvidvaskloven skal være 
effektive, stå i rimeligt forhold til overtrædelsens grovhed 
og have afskrækkende virkning, at selskabet havde udbudt 
tjenesteydelser til 81 kunder, og at overtrædelsen havde 
fundet sted over en længere periode.

Dommen er anket. 

Opgaven med at strafforfølge virksomheder og enkelt- 
personer, der ikke overholder forpligtelserne efter hvid- 
vaskloven, sker som en del af den samlede indsats for at 
bekæmpe hvidvask af udbytte fra strafbare forhold og  
finansiering af terrorisme

Hvidvasksekretariatet har i 2012 modtaget yderligere 4 an-
meldelser fra Erhvervsstyrelsen for overtrædelse af hvid-
vaskloven. Disse straffesager var ikke færdigbehandlede i 
statsadvokaturen ved udgangen af 2012.

Opgaven med at strafforfølge virksomheder og enkeltperso-
ner, der ikke overholder forpligtelserne efter hvidvaskloven, 
sker som en del af den samlede indsats for at bekæmpe 
hvidvask af udbytte fra strafbare forhold og finansiering 
af terrorisme. Hvidvasksekretariatet prioriterer derfor 
varetagelsen af denne opgave og understøtter dermed til-
synsmyndighedernes indsats for at sikre overholdelsen af 
hvidvaskloven. 
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Samarbejdet med SKAT

En del af de underretninger, som modtages i Hvidvaskse-
kretariatet, indeholder oplysninger, der indikerer mulig 
skatte- eller momskriminalitet. Denne type kriminalitet 
har været hastigt voksende i de seneste år.

Hvidvasksekretariatet har igennem en årrække haft et tæt 
og velfungerende samarbejde med SKAT. Et af formålene 
med dette samarbejde er at bidrage til fastlæggelsen af 
SKAT’s særligt prioriterede indsatsområder for at sikre, at 
kræfterne bruges de steder, hvor det er mest til gavn, samt 
at forbedre mulighederne for at retsforfølge økonomisk 
kriminalitet.

Dette samarbejde er fortsat i 2012, hvor 3 medarbejdere 
fra SKAT har været indstationeret i Hvidvasksekretariatet. 
De arbejder med at identificere og behandle de efterret-
ningsoplysninger, der kan have betydning for SKAT’s sags-
behandling og afgørelser. Rent praktisk betyder det, at sager, 
der indeholder indikationer for skatte- eller momsunddra-
gelse, overgår til behandling i SKAT. SKAT behandler disse 
sager enten sideløbende med eller i stedet for en politimæs-
sig efterforskning.

I SKAT’s regi afsluttes sagerne ofte med en administrativ af-
gørelse om for eksempel forhøjelse af skatte- eller momsan-
sættelsen. SKAT’s gennemgang af en sag kan også resultere 
i, at sagen bliver sendt til politiet med en anmeldelse om 
blandt andet skatte- og momskriminalitet, hvorefter poli-
tikredsen efterforsker sagen og fører straffesagen i retten. 

Samarbejdet har ligeledes betydning for SKAT’s områder 
med en særlig intensiv kontrolindsats. Disse områder var 
i 2012: Bandekriminalitet, kædesvig, momskarruselsvig, 
svig med negativ moms, pengeoverførsler og hvidvask mfl. 
Og det er dermed områder, som alle omhandler alvorlig, 
organiseret kriminalitet.

I 2012 har SKAT afsluttet behandlingen af 137 sager, hvori 
der er indgået efterretninger fra Hvidvasksekretariatet. I 99 
af disse sager har SKAT forhøjet personers eller selskabers 
skattebetaling med cirka 286 millioner kr. Disse regulerin-
ger er bl.a. foretaget på flere af områderne med en særlig 
intensiv kontrolindsats, hvilket tabellen nedenfor viser. 

SKAT Projekt Antal efter-
retninger med 
reguleringer

Samlet  
provenu i kr.

Bandekriminalitet 2 10.664.138

Kædesvig 53 200.511.606

Momskarruselsvig 4 37.078.497

Svig negativ moms 3 10.804.611

Hvidvask 33 24.606.808

I hovedparten af disse sager vil en forhøjet skattebetaling 
blive fulgt op med en anmeldelse til politiet om alvorlige 
strafbare forhold. I 2012 er 8 tidligere skattesager baseret 
på efterretninger fra Hvidvasksekretariatet afgjort endeligt 
ved domstolene med domfældelser i 7 skattestraffesager, 
som samlet gav fængselsstraffe på 72 måneder. 
 

År Samlet provenu skat, moms og afgifter på 
baggrund af hvidvaskunderretninger *

2010 88,7

2011 131

2012 286

* Tal i mio.kr.
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KÆDESVIG

Hvidvasksekretariatet har i 2012 sammen med SKAT fortsat 
den intensive indsats mod kædesvig. Indsatsen tager ud-
gangspunkt i analyser af aktuelle hvidvaskunderretninger, 
som har indikationer for kædesvig. Der gives disse sager 
særlig opmærksomhed, da der ved kædesvig altid er for-
modning om egentlig organiseret kriminalitet, herunder 
med relationer til rocker- eller bandemiljøerne. 

I 2012 har Hvidvasksekretariat modtaget 645 underretnin-
ger med indikationer på kædesvig. Disse underretninger 
har indeholdt et efterretningsgrundlag om 17.178 mistæn-
kelig transaktioner til en samlet værdi af ikke under 1,26 
milliarder kroner foretaget mellem 961 selskaber og 924 
enkeltpersoner. 
  

Alle disse underretninger videregives til den øvrige del af 
statsadvokaturen, politikredsene eller SKAT, da der er en 
stærk formodning for alvorlig organiseret kriminalitet, når 
en underretning indikerer kædesvig.

Det danske beredskab til en forebyggende indsats mod 
hvidvask af udbytte fra strafbare forhold viser i særdeleshed 
sin store styrke og effektivitet ved sagerne om kædesvig, da 
alle sager om kædesvig i praksis starter med en hvidvaskun-
derretning fra en finansiel virksomhed. 

ANMELDELSE OM OVERTRÆDELSE 
AF HVIDVASKLOVEN MV.

I 2012 kom den første straffesag om en finansiel virksom-
heds (nærmere bestemt et firma, der både udfører penge-
overførsler og er vekselkontor) overtrædelser af hvidvask-
loven for retten som følge af en anmeldelse fra SKAT. 

Sagen startede i slutning af 2011, da SKAT konstaterede, at 
et selskab S, som havde officiel adresse på et lagerhotel og 
som ikke var registreret for moms eller A-skat, i løbet af to 
måneder i 2011 udstedte fakturaer med deklareret moms 
og modtog betaling for disse på en række konti i danske 
pengeinstitutter. På baggrund af udtog fra disse konti op-
gjorde SKAT selskabets omsætning og kunne konstatere, at 
selskabets havde snydt med i alt 5.927.912 kr. 

De afgørelser, som SKAT træffer på baggrund af en 
hvidvaskunderretning, kan opdeles i to grupper. 

Den første gruppe omhandler sager, der er igangvæ-
rende i SKAT, og hvor SKAT efterfølgende modtager 
oplysninger om overførsler af penge, nye konti, 
personoplysninger eller lignende.

Nogle gange indeholder oplysningerne fra hvidvask-
sekretariatet dokumenter, f.eks. kontoudskrifter, 
som ikke stemmer overens med de dokumenter, 
som virksomheden selv har sendt til SKAT. Sagen 
skifter hermed karakter fra at alene være en sag med 
mistanke om f.eks. udeholdt omsætning til også at 
omfatte dokumentfalsk.

Den anden gruppe omhandler sager, hvor SKAT efter 
visitering af hvidvaskoplysningen starter en sag på 
baggrund af netop de modtagne hvidvaskoplysnin-
ger. Ofte er der for SKAT tale om nye oplysninger, der 
ikke fremgår af SKAT’s digitale opslags- og søgesy-
stemer. Derfor har SKAT heller ikke udsøgt virksom-
hederne eller personerne som egnede kontrolemner 
i kontrolplanlægningsfasen.
 
Det er alene sager fra gruppe 2, der er indeholdt i 
tabellen ovenfor.

Det danske beredskab til en fore- 
byggende indsats mod hvidvask af 
udbytte fra strafbare forhold viser  
i særdeleshed sin store styrke og  
effektivitet ved sagerne om kæde-
svig
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Selskabets kontoudtog viste endvidere, at stort set hele om-
sætningen på knap 9,45 millioner kr. løbende blev overført 
til den finansielle virksomhed T, som udbetalte pengene 
kontant i euro.

T havde optaget forretningsmæssig forbindelse til S uden 
at have foretaget legitimation af kunden i det omfang, som 
er foreskrevet i hvidvaskloven. T havde endvidere hverken 
overvåget kundeforholdet, underrettet SØIK om transak-
tionerne eller stillet transaktionerne i bero, selvom T var 
eller burde have været opmærksom på, at de transaktioner, 
som den havde udført for S, havde eller kunne have haft 
tilknytning til hvidvask.

T blev fundet skyldig i alle forhold, og straffen blev fastsat 
til en bøde på 1,76 million kr. 

Vedrørende straffastsættelsen i denne principielle sag hen-
viste retten til, at omsætningen i T’s virksomhed i 2010 var 
80 millioner kr. og i 2012 på ca. 160 millioner kr., samt 
at T drev virksomhed uden at have gjort sig bekendt med 
hvidvaskloven. 

Dommen er ikke anket.

OVERTRÆDELSE AF KONTANTFORBUD 
I HENHOLD TIL HVIDVASKLOVENS § 2

Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2011 en anmeldelse fra 
SKAT om, at en autoforhandler overtrådte hvidvasklovens 
kontantforbud i § 2 ved at modtage et større kontant beløb 
i forbindelse med salg af brugte biler.

Sagen drejer sig om overtrædelse af kontantforbuddet i 
hvidvaskloven, hvorefter det er strafbart for forhandlere af 
genstande at modtage kontantbetalinger på 100.000 kr. eller 
derover, hvad enten betalingen sker på en gang, eller som 
flere betalinger, der ser ud til at være indbyrdes forbundne. 

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at en autoforhandler i forbin-
delse med salg af 5 biler til en anden autoforhandler modtog 
kontantbetalinger på i alt 325.000 kr.

T var tiltalt for overtrædelse af hvidvasklovens  § 37, stk. 
1, jf. § 2. 

Den 16. januar 2012 blev der afsagt dom over T af Retten i 
Glostrup med følgende resultat:

T blev fundet skyldig i overtrædelse af kontantforbuddet, 
idet retten fandt, at betalingerne var indbyrdes forbundne. 
T blev idømt en bøde på 56.250 kr. 

Bødens størrelse svarer til 25 % af det beløb over 100.000 
kr., som blev modtaget i forbindelse med handlerne. Byret-
tens afgørelse er i overensstemmelse med den praksis, der 
foreligger på området.
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MANGLENDE ANGIVELSE AF 
KONTANTER I FORBINDELSE 
MED UDREJSE AF DANMARK

Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2009 anmeldelse fra SKAT 
om overtrædelse af toldlovens § 23, stk. 4.

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at en familie på 9 personer, 
heraf 5 børn, rejste på ferie fra Danmark til udlandet via Kø-
benhavns Lufthavn. De medtog et kontant beløb, der sva-
rede til knap 475.000 kr., uden at angive pengene til told- og 
skattemyndighederne i lufthavnen på trods af, at man ved 
udførsel skal angive likvide midler, herunder kontanter, der 
svarer til værdien af 10.000 euro eller derover. De 475.000 
kr. var fordelt på 3 voksne personer, som afgav skiftende 
forklaringer om, hvem pengene tilhørte.

Der blev rejst tiltale mod T1, T2 og T3 for overtrædelse af 
toldlovens § 23, stk. 4, jf. § 79, nr. 3, manglende angivelse 
af likvide midler i forbindelse med ind- eller udrejse fra det 
danske toldområde. Alle tre personer var tiltalt for de beløb, 
de hver især bar over grænsen, og T1 var endvidere tiltalt 
for medvirken til T2’s og T3’s overtrædelser.

Københavns Byret lagde i sin dom af september 2011 til 
grund, at de penge, som T2 og T3 bar på sig, tilhørte T1. 

T2 og T 3 blev dømt for forsætlige overtrædelser af told-
loven. T1 blev dømt for forsætlig overtrædelse af toldlo-
ven både ved sin egen udførelse af et pengebeløb og ved at 
have foranlediget, at de to medtiltalte udførte pengebeløb 
på hans vegne. 

Bøderne blev fastsat i overensstemmelse med Højesterets 
dom af 1. april 2011 til 25 % af det ikke-deklarerede beløb 
over 10.000 euro, dvs. henholdsvis 101.000 kr. til T1, 7.000 
kr. til T2 og 42.000 kr. til T3, i alt 150.000 kr. 

T1 ankede byrettens afgørelse.

Den 29. marts 2012 stadfæstede Østre Landsret dommen.
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Hvidvasksekretariatet 
digitaliseres

Hvidvasksekretariatet har i 2012 arbejdet videre mod at 
kunne overgå til en ren digital sagsbehandling. Dette ar-
bejde bliver fuldført i 2013. 

Hvidvasksekretariatets kerneopgaver er at modtage, ana-
lysere og videreformidle underretninger om mistænkelige 
finansielle transaktioner. Disse opgaver indebærer i dag en 
række arbejdsfunktioner, som med stor fordel kan digita-
liseres. Det er primært opgaver i forbindelse med modta-
gelsen af underretninger, hvor der kan opnås gevinster ved 
en digitalisering, men bedre it-understøttelse vil samtidig 
kunne styrke arbejdet med at analysere og videreformidle 
efterretninger til politikredsene og andre offentlige myn-
digheder.

Vi indgik i 2010 en kontrakt om levering af nye it-faciliteter, 
der gør det muligt for vores samarbejdspartnere at levere 
hvidvaskunderretninger elektronisk. Disse it-faciliteter in-
deholder samtidig en række væsentligt styrkede analyse-
værktøjer til arbejdet med efterretningerne.

Dette system blev implementeret i Hvidvasksekretariatet 
ved udgangen af 2011, og Hvidvasksekretariatet har dermed 
fået meget gode værktøjer til at understøtte vores analytiske 
kapacitet. Vi er dermed blevet bedre til at kunne håndtere 
større datamængder og forbinde de mistænkelige trans-
aktioner med andre oplysninger om aktuel (organiseret) 
kriminalitet. Det vil i sidste ende styrke vores evne til at 
kunne formidle finansielle efterretninger til andre offentlige 
myndigheder.

Vi er desværre blevet forsinket med implementeringen 
af den del af systemet, som muliggør modtagelse af hvid-
vaskunderretninger i elektronisk format på internettet. Vi 
forventer nu, at denne funktion bliver tilgængelig i løbet af 
2013, når vi har fået testet systemet godt igennem i samar-
bejde med udvalgte finansielle virksomheder. 

Hvidvasksekretariatet har i starten af 2013 etableret en 
hjemmeside (https://hvidvask.politi.dk), som skal være 
både det sted, hvor underretninger om mistænkelige trans-
aktioner kan afleveres elektronisk, og et videnscenter om 
hvidvask og terrorfinansiering. 

De tilgængelige informationer på hjemmesiden vil blive lø-
bende opdateret, og blandt andet omfatte de indikatorer på 
eventuel hvidvask af udbytte eller finansiering af terrorisme, 
som tidligere har været en del af vores årsberetninger, for-
skellige vejledninger mv.

Når Hvidvasksekretariatet i 2013 får mulighed for denne 
løbende udgivelse af informationer om den forebyggende 
indsats mod hvidvask og terrorfinansiering, vil sekretaria-
tet ikke længere have behov for at udgive en årlig årsbe-
retning. Denne årsberetning for 2012 bliver dermed den 
sidste, der afgives fra afdelingen for finansiel efterretning 
og efterforskning. 

Hvidvasksekretariatets nye hjemmeside –  
https://hvidvask.politi.dk

https://hvidvask.politi.dk
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Nye trends

TYPOLOGIRAPPORTER

FATF (og regionale organisationer, der er knyttet til FATF) 
udgiver hvert år omfattende analyserapporter, der bygger 
på internationale erfaringer. Rapporterne indeholder ofte 
en række beskrevne konkrete sager om hvidvask og finan-
siering af terrorisme og lister over opmærksomhedspunkter 
– de såkaldte indikatorer. 

Rapporterne – og især de konkrete sager og indikatorer 
–  kan de underretningspligtige bruge til uddannelse af 
medarbejdere og justering af elektroniske overvågnings-
systemer. Dette gælder, selv om sagerne oftest er hentet 
fra andre lande end Danmark, idet hvidvaskmetoderne er 
generelle og vil kunne genfindes på tværs af landegrænser 
i hele verden.

RAPPORT OM RISIKOFAKTORER VED 
HVIDVASK AF UDBYTTE AF KORRUPTION

Rapporten, som er udgivet i 2012, bærer undertitlen: As-
sistance til underretningspligtige virksomheder, og er, som 
dette antyder, ikke en traditionel typologirapport. Rappor-
ten er rettet til underretningspligtige virksomheder som 
en hjælp til at identificere og analysere situationer, hvor 
der foreligger en forhøjet risiko for korruptionsrelateret 
hvidvask. Rapporten undersøger, om der findes specifikke 
typer af forretningsrelationer, kunder eller produkter, som 
kræver særlig opmærksomhed i relation til hvidvask af kor-
ruptionsudbytte.

Rapporten gennemgår en række konkrete sager. Nogle af 
disse sager illustrerer risici ved politisk udsatte personer 
(de såkaldte PEP’s) og andre embedsmænd med en central 
placering. Andre eksempler påviser korruptionsrisici ved 
konstruktioner, der slører kundens identitet eller midlernes 
oprindelse, såsom komplicerede selskabsstrukturer i flere 
’lag’ eller anvendelsen af trusts og ’nominee directors’. 

En række sager viser også, at nogle økonomiske sektorer 
frembyder særlige risici for korruption (se faktaboks neden-
for) og dermed hvidvask af udbytte. Også kundens geografi-
ske tilknytning kan have stor betydning. I denne forbindelse 
anvendes offentliggjorte såkaldte korruptionsindeks, hvoraf 
organisationen Transparency International’s indeks er det 
hyppigst anvendte.

Rapporten konkluderer, at korruptionsbaseret hvidvask har 
mange lighedspunkter med hvidvask i øvrigt, men at særlig 
opmærksomhed på de specielle risikofaktorer forbundet 
med korruption er nødvendig og kan give resultater.

Rapporten er særligt anvendelig som en hjælp til virksom-
hedens egen risikoanalyse i relation til området og er som 
sådan af interesse for størstedelen af de underretningsplig-
tige virksomheder.  

UDVALGTE RISIKOFAKTORER VED  
KORRUPTIONSRELATERET HVIDVASK

kunden
•  politisk udsatte personer (PEP’s)
•  (højt placerede) embedsmænd i øvrigt

selskaber
•  komplicerede selskabskonstruktioner
•  trusts, fonde 
•  nominees, gatekeepers

særlige økonomiske sektorer
•  minedrift og lignende
•  større offentlige udbud 
•  våbenindustrien
•  sundhedssektoren
•  infrastrukturprojekter
•  privatisering
•  udviklingsbistand

Rapporten kan findes her

fatf REPORt

Specific Risk Factors in 
Laundering the Proceeds 
of Corruption 
Assistance to Reporting Institutions

June 2012
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RAPPORT OM HANDELSBASERET 
HVIDVASK

Handelsbaseret hvidvask (TBML eller Trade Based Money 
Laundering) blev beskrevet første gang af FATF i en rapport 
fra 2006. Denne rapport karakteriserede hvidvask baseret 
på misbrug af handelstransaktioner og disses finansiering 
som en af hovedmetoderne til hvidvask. Eksempler på dette 
er over- eller underfakturering som dækker over, at mid-
ler skjult flyttes mellem parterne. Rapporten pegede på, at 
TBML bliver mere attraktivt for de kriminelle i takt med 
den øgede kontrol med finansielle transaktioner og trans-
port af kontanter.

Asia Pacific Group, som er den af FATF’s tilknyttede organi-
sationer, der dækker landene i Østasien, har i 2012 fulgt op 
på denne rapport med en opdateret typologirapport baseret 
på gennemgang og analyse af en række konkrete sager.

Rapporten identificerer en række indikatorer (se faktaboks) 
og peger på, at afgifts- og  skattekriminalitet ofte går forud 
for denne form for hvidvask, og at udbyttet således ofte 
stammer derfra. Rapporten konkluderer, at der er bekym-
ring for, at den øgede globalisering i stigende grad har gjort 
international handel til et foretrukket middel til at flytte 
sorte penge over landegrænserne.

Denne rapport giver indsigt i metoder til hvidvask, der kan 
være vanskelige at opdage, og er af betydelig interesse for 
pengeinstitutter og andre virksomheder, der har berøring 
med internationale handelsforhold. 

EKSEMPLER PÅ INDIKATORER PÅ  
HANDELSBASERET HVIDVASK
•  Brug af remburs (letters of credit), når dette ikke 

er sædvanligt ved handel mellem de pågældende 
lande eller kundens normale metoder.

•  Betalingsmetode indebærer en usædvanlig risiko 
for en part, for eksempel en forudbetaling til en ny 
handelspartner i et højrisikoland. 

•  Forsendelse af varer sker ’ad omveje’ med flere 
mellemstationer og uden begrundelse, herunder 
gennem frihandelszoner.

•  Varer stemmer ikke overens med beskrivelsen i 
fragtdokumenter (kan være både type, antal og 
kvalitet).

•  Transaktionen er ikke i overensstemmelse med 
kundens normale forretningsaktiviteter (størrelse, 
marked etc.).

•  Transaktionen foregår mellem parter med samme 
ejerkreds eller ledelse.

Rapporten kan findes her

 

 ASIA/PACIFIC GROUP ON MONEY 
LAUNDERING 

   

APG Typology Report on

Trade Based Money Laundering 

Adopted by APG Members at the 15th Annual 
Meeting

20 July 2012 
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Hvidvasksekretariatets 
aktiviteter i tal

UNDERRETNINGER OG TRANSAKTIONER

Også i 2012 steg antallet af underretninger om mistænke-
lige transaktioner. Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog således i 
alt 4511 underretninger i 2012, hvilket svarer til en stigning 
på ca. 50 % flere underretninger sammenlignet med 2011. 
Denne udvikling er meget tilfredsstillende og vidner om 
et vedvarende øget fokus på bekæmpelsen af hvidvask og 
terrorfinansiering blandt de underretningspligtige. 

En underretning kan vedrøre en eller flere transaktioner. 
Med vores nye it-faciliteter, der rummer mulighed for at 
generere mere detaljerede statistiske opgørelser, kan dette 
forhold belyses i tal. Som det ses af nedenstående skema, 
indeholdt de 4511 underretninger oplysning om i alt 47.158 
mistænkelige transaktioner. 

Underretter Underretninger Transaktioner

Revisorer 7 13

Pengeinstitutter 2803 37526

Udstedere af elektroniske penge 1 1

Vekselbureauer 389 473

Spiludbydere 4 5

Forsikringsselskaber 0 0

Investeringsselskaber 0 0

Advokater 12 14

Leasing- og finansieringsinstitutter 15 13

Livsforsikrings- og pensionsselskaber 1 1

Pengeoverførere 1253 9069

Realkreditselskaber 11 11

Ejendomsmæglere 1 1

Sparevirksomheder 0 0

Serviceprovidere 1 1

Skatterådgivere eller eksterne bogholdere 1 1

Andre 12 29

I alt 4511 47158

De nedenstående diagrammer viser fordelingen af under-
retninger på de enkelte brancher.  Pengeinstitutterne bidrog 
i 2012 med næsten to tredjedele af det samlede antal indgå-
ede underretninger og en endnu større del af det samlede 
antal omfattede transaktioner, hvilket vidner om den store 
fokus hos bankerne og sparekasserne på risikoen for hvid-
vaskning af penge og finansiering af terrorisme.

PROCENTDEL AF UNDERRETNINGER FORDELT PÅ BRANCHER:

Pengeinstitut

Vekselbureau

Pengeoverfører

Andre

62%

9%

27%

2%
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TRANSAKTIONERNES PROCENTVISE FORDELING  
PÅ UNDERRETTENDE BRANCHER:

Sammenlignet med 2011 kunne Hvidvasksekretariatet 
desuden konstatere en stigning på mere end en tredjedel i 
antallet af underretninger fra pengeoverførselsvirksomhe-
der og et mindre fald i antallet af underretninger fra vek-
selkontorer. Det er vores samlede opfattelse, at man også i 
disse brancher er meget opmærksom på arbejdet med hvid-
vaskopgaverne og på den måde bidrager til bekæmpelsen 
af alvorlig kriminalitet.

I modsætning til år 2011 er der i 2012 modtaget en række 
underretninger fra revisorer, fra udstedere af elektroniske 
penge, spiludbydere, livsforsikrings- og pensionsselskaber, 
serviceprovidere og skatterådgivere. Antallet af under-
retninger fra advokater er mere end fordoblet i forhold til 
sidste år. Generelt set er disse brancher dog i lighed med 
realkreditselskaber, sparevirksomheder, forsikrings- og 
investeringsselskaber mindre stærkt repræsenterede i den 
samlede opgørelse over afgivne underretninger til Hvid-
vasksekretariatet.

Vi er derfor meget opmærksomme på at højne opmærk-
somheden på forpligtelserne efter hvidvaskloven hos disse 
brancher.

Antallet af underretninger, som i årene 2008 - 2012 blev 
modtaget i Hvidvasksekretariatet, er nedenfor opgjort på 
de forskellige brancher:

Tabellen vedrører kun underretninger, som Hvidvasksekre-
tariatet har modtaget i henhold til hvidvaskloven og spil-
leloven. Der indgår ikke de oplysninger, som modtages i 
medfør af konkurslovens § 110 og revisorlovens § 22.

ANTAL UNDERRETNINGER 2008 - 2012

Underrettergruppe 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Revisorer 0 4 3 0 7

Pengeinstitutter 543 753 966 1620 2803

Vekselbureauer 273 499 342 481 389

Spiludbydere* 17 25 16 7 4

Forsikringsselskaber 0 0 2 0 0

Advokater 5 11 4 5 12

Pengeoverførere 711 797 972 899 1253

Realkreditselskaber 2 2 2 3 11

Ejendomsmæglere 1 0 1 2 1

Andre 1 4 7 3 31

Total 1553 2095 2315 3020 4511

* Siden 2012 omfatter spiludbydere både landbaserede kasinoer og onlinebaserede spillevirksomheder

Pengeinstitut 79,6%

Vekselbureau 1%

Pengeoverfører 19,2%

Andre 0,2%

79,6%

19,2%

1%
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ANALYSE AF UNDERRETNINGER 
FRA EN SEKTOR

Det er endvidere muligt at analysere de samlede tal for en 
sektor nærmere. Dette kan have særlig interesse i sektorer 
med mange virksomheder af meget forskellig størrelse, da 
enkelte store aktører kan tegne sig for en væsentlig del af 
den samlede aktivitet med afgivne underretninger.

Det nedenstående diagram viser eksempelvis, hvorledes 
underretningerne fra pengeinstitutterne er fordelt på de 
enkelte banker og sparekasser. Diagrammet indeholder 
oplysninger om 98 pengeinstitutter.  

Det fremgår, at 32% af pengeinstitutterne (31 pengeinstitut-
ter) slet ikke har afgivet underretninger i 2012, mens 33% 
(32 pengeinstitutter) alene har afgivet mellem 1 og 5 un-
derretninger. 5% af pengeinstitutterne (5 pengeinstitutter) 
havde hver især afgivet over 100 underretninger.

Dermed har vi afgivet ca. 25 % flere efterretningsrapporter 
end i 2011, hvor vi afgav 611 efterretningsrapporter,  
og mere end dobbelt så mange rapporter som i 2010, hvor 
vi afgav 359

> 100

51-100

26-50

16-25

11-15

6-10

1-5

Ingen

Antal underretninger > 100 51-100 26-50 16-25 11-15 6-10 1-5 Ingen  i alt

Antal pengeinstitutter 5 4 3 9 5 9 32 31 98

ANTAL UNDERRETNINGER FORDELT PÅ DE ENKELTE PENGEINSTITUTTER

5%
4%

3%

9%

5%

9%

33%

32%
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AFGIVNE EFTERRETNINGER

Hvidvasksekretariatet sagsbehandler og analyserer de mod-
tagne underretninger om mistænkelige transaktioner, hvor-
efter oplysningerne søges koordineret med eksisterende 
sager eller bruges til opstart af nye. Kan oplysningerne an-
vendes i sager om mulig økonomisk kriminalitet, hvidvask 
af udbytte eller finansiering af terrorisme, videregives de i 
efterretningsrapporter til politiet eller PET. I andre tilfælde 
videregives de som efterretningsrapporter til andre myn-
digheder til brug for deres tilsyn og kontrolopgaver mv. 

I 2012 er der blevet afgivet 766 efterretningsrapporter fra 
Hvidvasksekretariatet til dansk politi og andre danske myn-
digheder. Dermed har vi afgivet ca. 25 % flere efterretnings-
rapporter end i 2011, hvor vi afgav 611 efterretningsrap-
porter, og mere end dobbelt så mange rapporter som i 2010, 
hvor vi afgav 359.

En efterretningsrapport kan indeholde flere hvidvaskunder-
retninger. Som eksempel kan nævnes, at Hvidvasksekreta-
riatet i 2012 til en politikreds afgav én efterretningsrapport, 
som sammenfattede oplysninger om mistænkelige transak-
tioner om kædesvig fra 197 hvidvaskunderretninger.

AFGIVNE EFTERRETNINGSRAPPORTER I 2012

Politiet 424

Skat 339

Finanstilsynet 3

Den resterende del af underretningerne er blevet færdig-
behandlet i Hvidvasksekretariatet eller den øvrige del af  
SØIK.

TOLDLOVSDEKLARATIONER EFTER 
TOLDLOVENS § 23, STK. 4

Personer, der ved indrejse til eller udrejse fra Danmark 
medtager penge i en værdi af mere end 10.000 euro, skal 
ifølge toldlovens § 23, stk. 4, deklarere dette over for told- og 
skatteforvaltningen. 

Oplysninger om disse deklarationer og om personer, der 
opdages i kontrol med mere end 10.000 euro eller tilsva-
rende værdi i anden valuta uden at have deklareret disse, 
behandles af Hvidvasksekretariatet efter modtagelse fra 
SKAT. Vurderer Hvidvasksekretariatet, at oplysningerne 
kan have strafferetlig relevans, indgår sagen i videregående 
sagsbehandling.

I 2012 har der været 612 tilfælde, hvor personer har kryd-
set grænsen med høje pengebeløb. 117 af sagerne vedrører 
rejsende, der har udeladt at deklarere beløbene, og hvor 
pengene blev opdaget af SKAT. 

Samlet set overstiger beløbet af registrerede kontante ind- 
og udførsler af forskellige valuta til og fra det danske told-
område 34 millioner euro, hvilket er en stigning i forhold 
til 2011 på 70 %.

Det samlede beløb på ikke-deklarerede pengeind- og ud-
førsler er derimod faldet i forhold til 2011, hvilket for-
mentlig hænger sammen med, at der nu er indført høje 
standardiserede bøder for pengesmugling. Dette er en til-
fredsstillende udvikling.

Statistikken for deklarerede og ikke-deklarerede beløb for 
2012 ser således ud:

301 rejsende til eller fra EU deklarerede et samlet beløb 
svarende til 24.746.260 euro.

194 rejsende deklarerede et samlet beløb af en værdi på 
7.039.520 euro ved ud- eller indrejse til og fra lande uden 
for EU.

20 personer til eller fra EU-lande blev opdaget i kontrol 
med ikke deklarerede pengebeløb i en samlet værdi af 
491.292 euro.

97 rejsende til og fra tredjelande havde tilsvarende ikke de-
klareret deres pengebeløb på en samlet værdi svarende til 
2.060.050 euro.
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FEEDBACK

Hvidvasksekretariatet kan give feedback til de underret-
ningspligtige i medfør af hvidvasklovens § 35, såfremt ef-
terforskningsmæssige hensyn ikke taler imod.

Hvidvasksekretariatet kan således underrette om status i 
sagen, eventuelle sigtelser, sletning i hvidvaskregisteret, den 
endelige afgørelse mv.

Uanset formuleringen ”kan” er tanken ifølge lovforarbej-
derne til hvidvasklovens § 35, at Hvidvasksekretariatet så 
vidt muligt skal give en tilbagemelding til de underretnings-
pligtige inden for rammerne af bestemmelsen.

Således afvejer Hvidvasksekretariatet på den ene side hen-
synet til den person, der er afgivet underretning om, og på 
den anden side den underrettendes behov for feedback. I 
afvejningen indgår bl.a., om den underrettende har tavs-
hedspligt og har et egentligt kundeforhold til den pågæl-
dende, eller om den underrettende eksempelvis er under-
lagt særlige etiske regler.

Hvidvasksekretariatet kan også give feedback, hvis det vur-
deres, at dette kan forebygge eller standse kriminalitet rettet 
mod den underrettende.

Vi kan imidlertid kun give feedback, hvis vi får en tilbage-
melding om, hvad der sker i de sager, som andre myndig-
heder starter på baggrund af hvidvaskunderretningerne.

Denne tilbagemelding er essentiel i relation til Hvidvaskse-
kretariatets statistikker og analysearbejde og spiller tillige 
en afgørende rolle, når sekretariatet giver feedback til de 
underretningspligtige i medfør af hvidvasklovens § 35.

Hvidvasksekretariatet har i 2012 givet feedback til underret-
ningspligtige vedrørende sagsforløbet i 38 konkrete sager.

Herudover holder Hvidvasksekretariatet som omtalt lø-
bende møder med de underretningspligtige, hvor der gives 
generel feedback og orientering inden for hvidvaskområdet.
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Konkrete sager 

STRAFFESAGER

Hvidvasksekretariatet afgiver hvert år mange efterretnings-
rapporter til politikredsene på baggrund af de underretnin-
ger, der er modtaget af virksomheder under hvidvaskloven. 
På de følgende sider refereres en række af de straffedomme, 
som blev resultatet af hvidvaskunderretninger fra tidligere 
år.

SKATTESVIG AF SÆRLIG GROV BESKAFFENHED
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2006 underretning om, at 
en person formentlig stillede sin konto til rådighed for en 
anden person. Der var tale om store og atypiske transaktio-
ner på den pågældende konto.

T havde uden forbehold erkendt sig skyldig og i maj 2011 
blev sagen fremmet som en tilståelsessag ved retten i Ny-
købing F med følgende resultat:

T var tiltalt for 
•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	momsloven,	ved	

med forsæt til at unddrage statskassen moms at have 
drevet uregistreret virksomhed, idet han udstedte faktu-
raer og opkrævede moms uden at momsen blev angivet 
og afregnet til SKAT, hvorved statskassen blev unddraget 
496.036 kr. og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	momsloven,	ved	
med forsæt til at unddrage statskassen moms at have 
fortiet oplysninger til brug for afgiftskontrollen, idet han 
udstedte fakturaer, hvoraf der ikke blev angivet moms, 
hvorved statskassen blev unddraget 1.934.429 kr., og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	skattekontrolloven,	
ved med forsæt til skatteunddragelse at have undladt at 
underrette SKAT om, at skatteansættelserne var for lave, 
hvorved	statskassen	blev	unddraget	1.708.466	kr.	og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	opkrævningsloven,	
ved at have undladt at lade sig registrere hos SKAT for 
indeholdelse af A-skat og ved med forsæt til at unddrage 
det offentlige skat at have undladt at foretage indeholdelse 
af A-skat og arbejdsmarkedsbidrag, hvorved statskassen 
blev	unddraget	i	alt	3.075.808	kr.

Der var således tale om et samlet unddraget beløb på 
7.214.739 kr.

Der blev afsagt dom den 18. maj 2011 af retten i Nykøbing/
Falster.

Straffen blev fastsat til fængsel i 1 år 6 måneder samt en 
tillægsbøde på 7.200.000 kr.

3 TYPISKE SAGER OM KÆDESVIG
I 2012 blev der afsagt domme i 3 sager vedrørende kæ-
desvig. Sagerne vedrører et samlet unddraget beløb på 
30.154.000 kr.

I. MOMS- OG SKATTEUNDDRAGELSE 
TIL KNAP 1,5 MILLION KRONER
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i december 2007 underretning 
om en række atypisk store transaktioner på en konto tilhø-
rende bankkunde T. Indtil november 2006 havde T anvendt 
sin konto som almindelig lønkonto, men efter dette tidspunkt 
begyndte den pågældende at modtage større beløb på kon-
toen. Disse beløb blev hævet kort efter indsættelsen.

Efterforskning i sagen førte til, at flere personer blev sigtet. 
T blev tiltalt for 
•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289	jf.	momslovens	§	81,	

stk. 3, ved med forsæt til at unddrage det offentlige moms 
at have afgivet urigtige oplysninger om virksomhedens 
momstilsvar, idet T ved hjælp af blandt andet fiktive fak-
turaer havde afgivet momstilsvaret 649.143, 75 kr. for 
lavt, hvorved det offentlige blev unddraget et tilsvarende 
beløb, og 

•	 	overtrædelse	af	kildeskattelovens	§	74,	stk.	2,	ved	have	
udbetalt løn uden at indeholde A-skatter, hvorved det of-
fentlige blev unddraget 657.411 kr., og 

•	 	overtrædelse	af	lov	om	arbejdsmarkedsfond	§	18,	stk.	2,	
ved at have udbetalt løn uden at indeholde bidrag, hvor-
ved det offentlige blev unddraget 142.195 kr. i bidrag.

Samlet var der tale om et unddraget beløb på 1.449.469,75 
kr.

Retten i Hjørring fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 1 år og en 
tillægsbøde på 1.476.000 kr.

Vestre Landsret fandt, at der var tale om en stråmandsvirk-
somhed og stadfæstede Retten i Hjørrings dom med den 
ændring, at tillægsbøden blev nedrundet til 1.425.000 kr.

Landsretten lagde vægt på, at sagen vedrører moms- og 
skatteunddragelser med et professionelt tilsnit, at forhol-
dene er begået over en længere periode, samt at der var tale 
om en række implicerede, hvoraf flere havde været sigtede. 
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II. SÆRLIG GROV MOMS- OG SKATTEUNDDRAGELSE
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i oktober 2007 en under-
retning om mistænkelige transaktioner foretaget mellem 
forskellige vikarbureauer. Hvidvasksekretariatet videregav 
oplysningerne til Københavns Politi, hvor de indgik i et 
større sagskompleks, som efterforskedes i samarbejde med 
SKAT for omfattende unddragelse af skatter og afgifter.

Der blev rejst tiltale mod to personer.

T1 blev tiltalt for 
•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	momslovens	§	81,	stk.	

3, ved som indehaver af selskabet med forsæt til at und-
drage statskassen afgift i perioden fra den 1. april 2003 til 
31.	december	2008	at	have	udstedt	fakturaer	med	urigtigt	
indhold samt at have medvirket til at forskellige firmaer 
angav for lavt momstilsvar, alt hvorved statskassen blev 
unddraget	et	momstilsvar	på	i	alt	7.384.387	kr.,	og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	kildeskattelovens	§	74,	 stk.2,	ved	med	
forsæt til at unddrage statskassen skat i perioden 1. april 
2003 til 30. juni 2005 at have medvirket til at forskellige 
selskaber undlod at indeholde A-skat, hvorved statskassen 
blev	unddraget	skatter	med	8.779.748	kr.,	og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	kildeskattelovens	
§	74,	stk.	2,	ved	med	forsæt	til	at	unddrage	statskassen	
skat	i	perioden	juli	2005	til	31.	december	2008	at	have	
medvirket til at forskellige selskaber udstedte fakturaer 
med urigtigt indhold, hvorved statskassen blev unddraget 
skatter med 7.227.204 kr., og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	arbejdsmarkedsfondsloven	§	18,	stk.	2,	
ved med forsæt til at unddrage det offentlige bidrag at 
have medvirket til at forskellige selskaber udstedte fak-
turaer med urigtigt indhold. hvorved statskassen blev 
unddraget bidrag med i alt 2.409.269 kr.

T2 blev tiltalt for overtrædelse af de samme bestemmelser for i 
en	kortere	periode	i	2008	at	have	medvirket	til,	at	statskassen	
blev unddraget moms, A-skat og bidrag.

Der var således tale om et samlet unddraget beløb på 
26.800.000 kr.

Der blev afsagt dom den 21. november 2011 af Københavns 
Byret.

Straffen for T1 blev fastsat til fængsel i 3 år samt en tillægs-
bøde på 25.800.000 kr.

Ved straffastsættelsen lagde retten vægt på sagens karakter 
og værdi, at forholdene er særdeles omfattende og er begået 

systematisk over en lang periode, at T1 havde en ledende 
rolle i forholdene, og at T1 ikke tidligere var straffet. 

Straffen for T2 blev fastsat til fængsel i 6 måneder og en 
tillægsbøde på 1.000.000 kr.

Østre Landsret har stadfæstet straffen for T1 og henviste 
til de grunde, som byretten havde anført. Sagen for T2 er 
under anke.

III. SKATTEUNDDRAGELSE OG UNDERSLÆB
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i september 2010 underret-
ning om 2 større pengeoverførsler fra udlandet.

Efterforskning viste, at T i forbindelse med virksomheds-
drift undlod at foretage indeholdelse af A-skat og A-bidrag 
til et samlet beløb på godt 1,9 million kr., samt forbrugte 
ham betroede penge, hvorved en række selskaber blev på-
ført et formuetab.

T blev tiltalt for 
•	 	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	jf.	kildeskatteloven,	

ved med forsæt til at unddrage det offentlige skat at have 
undladt at opfylde sin pligt til at foretage indeholdelse af 
A-skat, hvorved statskassen blev unddraget A-skat med 
1.664.691 kr., og

•	 	overtrædelse	af	arbejdsmarkedsfondsloven,	ved	med	for-
sæt til at unddrage det offentlige bidrag at have undladt 
indeholdelse af bidrag, hvorved statskassen blev unddra-
get bidrag med 241.259 kr., og

•	 	underslæb	efter	straffelovens	§	278	ved	for	at	skaffe	sig	el-
ler andre uberettiget vinding uretmæssigt at have forbrugt 
ham betroede penge vedrørende et beløb på kr. 296.634 kr.

Der var således tale om et samlet unddraget beløb på 
1.905.000 kr.

Der blev afsagt dom den 31. januar 2012 af Københavns 
Byret.

T, der tidligere var straffet for dokumentfalsk, blev idømt 
fængsel i 1 år og 3 måneder og en tillægsbøde på 1.905.000 kr. 

Ved straffastsættelsen lagde retten vægt på størrelsen af de 
unddragne beløb. 
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MASSIVT BEDRAGERI I FORBINDELSE MED 
SALG AF VARER PÅ INTERNETTET
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i juni 2011 underretning om 
mistanke om systematisk svindel via Internettet. Der var 
tale om en bankkunde, som på sin konto hyppigt modtog 
bankoverførsler i forbindelse med salg af varer på Internet-
tet. Disse beløb sås hævet kontant straks efter modtagelsen. 

Efterforskning viste, at T svigagtigt i adskillige tilfælde for-
måede varekøbere til at betale ham for fortrinsvis iPhones, 
selv om han hverken havde vilje eller evne til at levere det 
solgte. 

T	blev	tiltalt	for	bedrageri	i	98	tilfælde	for	et	beløb	af	i	alt	
251.345	kr.	efter	straffelovens	§	279,	samt	for	dokumentfalsk,	
databedrageri og tyveri.

I februar 2012 blev sagen fremmet som en tilståelsessag. 

Retten i Nykøbing Falster afsagde dom den 2. februar 2012 
og fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 1 år, hvoraf 9 måneder blev 
gjort betinget.

T blev endvidere dømt til at betale erstatning. 

DATABEDRAGERI AF SÆRLIG GROV BESKAFFENHED 
– ANVENDELSE AF FALSKE BETALINGSKORT
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i juni 2009 underretning om, 
at en kunde hos en pengeoverførselsvirksomhed i 8 tilfælde 
havde overført i alt 44.769 kr. til modtagere i forskellige 
lande i EU og Østeuropa. 

Efterforskning viste, at T i forening med en anden person 
på ukendt måde havde tilegnet sig kortoplysninger vedrø-
rende adskillige betalingskort og overført oplysningerne til 
andre kort, som de herpå anvendte til betaling for varer og 
tjenesteydelser i Storkøbenhavn.

T	blev	tiltalt	for	groft	databedrageri	efter	straffelovens	§	279	
a,	jf.	§	286,	stk.	2,	i	forbindelse	med	flere	hundrede	transak-
tioner.

Københavns Byret fandt T skyldig i overensstemmelse med 
tiltalen og fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 3 år og 6 måneder. 

Retten lagde vægt på, at de begåede forbrydelser var af sær-
lig grov beskaffenhed, at nogle af forholdene var begået i 
forening, at der var tale om et stort antal transaktioner med 
betydeligt udbytte, samt at datakriminaliteten var profes-
sionelt planlagt og udført. 

Retten fremhævede endvidere hensynet til tilliden til sikker 
anvendelse af et sædvanligt betalingsmiddel og den ringe 
opdagelsesrisiko. 

T blev endvidere udvist af Danmark for bestandig.

DATABEDRAGERI VED BRUG AF 
TOTALT FORFALSKEDE KORT
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i april 2010 underretning 
om, at en kunde hos et vekselbureau havde vekslet hen-
holdsvis 35.000 kr. og 30.400 kr. til euro. 

Efterforskning viste, at den pågældende allerede på tids-
punktet for modtagelse af underretningen var sigtet for 
databedrageri og varetægtsfængslet i København. Hvidvas-
kunderretningen indgik derfor i den verserende straffesag.

T	var	tiltalt	for	groft	databedrageri	efter	straffelovens	§	279	
a,	jf.	§	286,	stk.	2,	idet	han	i	16	tilfælde	under	anvendelse	af	
korrekte PIN-koder anvendte totalt forfalskede betalingskort 
til kontanthævninger fra pengeautomater. Han var endvidere 
tiltalt for forsøg på tilsvarende databedrageri i 172 tilfælde.

Københavns Byret fandt T skyldig, dog således, at forholde-
ne blev henført under straffelovens § 285, stk. 1, og fastsatte 
straffen til fængsel i 10 måneder. T blev endvidere udvist af 
Danmark med et indrejseforbud.

Retten har ved strafudmålingen lagt vægt på omfanget af og 
den professionelle karakter, som forbrydelsen havde haft, 
samt på, at T foretog hævningerne straks efter ankomsten 
til Danmark.

NETBANK-SVINDEL BEGÅET AF EN 
LANDBRUGSPRAKTIKANT
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i oktober 2007 underretning 
om mistanke om netbank-svindel. Dét, der vakte mistan-
ken, var en række transaktioner, hvorved en bankkunde 
– fra kunder i blandt andet andre banker – modtog atypisk 
store beløb, som blev hævet kontant umiddelbart efter ind-
sættelsen.
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Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T, som var landbrugsprakti-
kant på en gård i Jylland, stillede sine konti i danske penge-
institutter til rådighed for en person, der angiveligt havde 
brug for hjælp i forbindelse med hyppige pengeoverførsler 
til Rusland.

T var tiltalt for medvirken til databedrageri, subsidiært  hæ-
leri, ved efter forudgående aftale med en uidentificeret per-
son	at	have	modtaget	i	alt	152.089	kr.,	der	i	forbindelse	med	
hacking var overført fra andres netbankkonti i Danmark. T 
hævede efterfølgende 141.932 kr., og beholdt resten, ligesom 
T forsøgte at hæve yderligere 10.000 kr. og efterfølgende over-
førte	ikke	under	108.200	kr.	til	navngivne	personer	i	Rusland.

Retten fandt, at T måtte have indset, at de penge, han mod-
tog, hidrørte fra berigelseskriminalitet. Det fandtes dog ikke 
godtgjort, at T indså, at pengene var overført til hans konto 
ved databedrageri, hvorfor retten fandt T skyldig alene i 
hæleri ved at have modtaget og til dels videresendt pengene.

Retten i Horsens fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 4 måneder 
betinget af en prøvetid på 2 år. 

Retten lagde ved udmåling af straffen vægt på, at der er tale 
om betydelige beløb, og at T har medvirket ved en form for 
organiseret kriminalitet.

T blev endvidere dømt til at betale erstatning til de danske 
banker, som har lidt tab som følge af hans handlinger.

T blev sluttelig udvist af Danmark med et indrejseforbud.

GROVE OVERTRÆDELSER AF BOGFØRINGSLOVEN 
OG SKATTEKONTROLLOVEN I SVERIGE
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i oktober og november 
2010 underretninger om atypiske transaktioner på konti 
tilhørende flere selskaber. Transaktionerne omfattede ind-
betalinger af millionstore beløb, store udbetalinger til en 
konto i et skattelyland, og en usædvanligt hurtigt voksende 
omsætning. Der var tilsyneladende ingen almindelige drift-
stransaktioner på de omhandlede konti.

En dansk statsborger T blev tiltalt for overtrædelse af den 
svenske bogføringslovgivning og for medvirken til vanskelig-
gørelse af skattekontrol. 

Ved Malmö Tingsrätts dom af 4. april 2012 blev T dømt for 
medvirken til grov overtrædelse af bogføringsloven samt 
medvirken til vanskeliggørelse af efterforskningen af skat-
tekontrollen. 

Straffen blev fastsat til fængsel i 1 år. T blev tillige dømt til 
at betale et mindre beløb til en fond for kriminalitetsofre. 

T blev endvidere fradømt retten til at drive virksomhed for 
en periode på 3 år.

GADESALG AF KOPIVARER INDKØBT I ØSTEN OG I EU
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i oktober 2008 underretning 
om, at en kunde hos en pengeoverførselsvirksomhed gen-
nemførte i alt 49 betalinger til et samlet beløb på 143.988 kr. 
til modtagere Kina, Thailand, England og Malta.

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T indkøbte kopivarer, herun-
der bælter og mobiltelefonkæder, med henblik på videresalg 
i Danmark. Han var i forvejen kendt for overtrædelser af 
varemærkeloven.

T	var	tiltalt	for	7	overtrædelser	af	varemærkelovens	§	42,	stk.	
4, og overtrædelser af lov om offentlige veje, idet T på gaden 
fremlagde varer til salg og dermed rådede over gadeareal 
uden den nødvendige tilladelse. 

Der var tale om salg af varemærkerne Gucci, Louis Vuitton, 
Chanel og Burberry, uagtet at genstandene var kopier af 
produkter fremstillet under rettighedshavernes varemærke, 
hvorved T tilsigtede en betydelig og åbenbar retsstridig vin-
ding.

Dommen blev afsagt den 13. september 2012 af Køben-
havns Byret.

Straffen blev fastsat til fængsel i 30 dage betinget af en prø-
vetid på 1 år. 

Hos T blev der konfiskeret et stort antal punge, mobilte-
lefonkæder, bælter, nøglekæder, tørklæder, toiletpunge, 
kasketter, tasker, øreringe og halskæder.
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UNDDRAGELSE AF 6,4 MILLIONER 
KRONER I REGISTRERINGSAFGIFT 
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i juni 2010 underretning om 
en række atypisk store kontante indbetalinger på en konto 
tilhørende et udenlandsk registreret selskab. Indbetalinger-
ne blev efterfulgt af kontante hævninger. Flere personer, 
herunder danske statsborgere, havde fuldmagt til kontoen.

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T1’s selskab købte dyre per-
sonbiler i Tyskland, hvorefter der fra en række selskaber i 
Schweiz og Frankrig blev udfærdiget fiktive fakturaer, ifølge 
hvilke bilerne blev solgt til T2 for en pris, der svarede til 
mellem halvdelen og tredjedelen af den reelle pris. Formålet 
med transaktionerne var at lade bilerne registrere, og at 
betale registreringsafgift på baggrund af de urigtige priser. 

T1	og	T2	blev	tiltalt	for	overtrædelse	af	straffelovens	§	289,	
jf.	registreringsafgiftslovens	§	27,	stk.	3,	ved	med	forsæt	til	
registreringsafgiftsunddragelse at have afgivet urigtige eller 
vildledende oplysninger om købsprisen på 9 køretøjer, hvor-
ved SKAT blev unddraget en samlet registreringsafgift på 
6.426.305 kr.

Københavns Byret afsagde dom den 11. august 2011. Retten 
fandt T1 skyldig efter anklageskriftet og frifandt T2. T1 blev 
i byretten idømt en straf af fængsel i 2 år og 6 måneder samt 
en tillægsbøde på 3.200.000 kr.

Østre Landsret ændrede efterfølgende denne dom.

Landsretten fandt det bevist, at T1 havde den centrale rolle 
i forbindelse med den begåede kriminalitet, og at T2 var 
hans medskyldige. Landsretten stadfæstede straffen for T1 
på fængsel i 2 år og 6 måneder, hvorimod tillægsbøden blev 
nedsat til 2.800.000 kr.

T2 blev straffet med fængsel i 1 år og 9 måneder samt en 
tillægsbøde på 2.800.000 kr . 

Landsretten lagde ved strafudmålingen vægt på størrelsen 
af de unddragne beløb, forholdenes karakter, herunder den 
systematiske fremgangsmåde, der blev anvendt, de tiltaltes 
forskellige roller samt T1’s tidligere dom for berigelseskri-
minalitet. 

BEDRAGERI OG SKYLDNERSVIG I FORBINDELSE 
MED KONKURSRYTTERI I EN DOM FRA TYSKLAND
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i juli 2007 underretning om 
et ægtepar, hvis bankkonto viste usædvanlige transaktioner 
med forholdsvis store beløb. Ægtemanden T havde kriminel 
fortid og var gået konkurs med flere virksomheder. Mange 
overførsler var knyttet til én virksomhed, som T’s kone var 
direktør for. 

Efterforskningen foregik under tæt samarbejde mellem 
SØIK, Sydøstjyllands Politi og politiet i Tyskland. Det viste 
sig, at T også havde flere konkursramte virksomheder i Tysk-
land, og at kontoen blev benyttet til at unddrage de tyske 
kreditorer deres tilgodehavender på mere end 900.000 euro. 

T blev i Tyskland tiltalt for ikke at have anmeldt insolvens i 
god tid, for grov overtrædelse af bogføringsloven og for ikke 
at have betalt socialbidrag og afgifter for sine ansatte. 

Den tyske byret Amtsgericht Itzehoe idømte T 1 års betin-
get fængsel for bedrageri og skyldnersvig i forbindelse med 
konkursrytteri.

BEDRAGERI I FORBINDELSE MED 
UDNYTTELSE AF ANDRE
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i maj 2008 underretning om, 
at en bankkunde på sin konto modtog indbetalinger fra 
checks, udstedt i fire forskellige personers navne. 

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at der var tale om checks, som 
var udstedt i anledning af udbetaling af lån, som de pågæl-
dende personer havde optaget i selskab X. Ved personligt 
fremmøde i banken sammen med T endosserede de check-
ene og foranledigede indbetalinger af i alt 100.000 kr. på 
T’s konto. Indbetalingerne blev efterfulgt af kontante hæv-
ninger. 

T blev tiltalt for bedrageri og forsøg herpå.

Bedrageriforholdene indgik i en større sagskompleks.

I april 2010 blev der afsagt dom over T i Retten i Helsingør, 
hvor retten lagde til grund, at T havde udnyttet sårbare per-
soner til at låne penge for sig hos selskab X. T blev idømt 
fængsel i 2 år. Straffen omfattede en reststraf på ca. 180 dage. 
Ved straffens udmåling lagte retten særligt vægt på blandt 
andet kriminalitetens omfang og meget grove karakter. T 
blev også dømt til at betale erstatning til selskab X.
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DATABEDRAGERI OG FORSØG HERPÅ I 
FORBINDELSE MED UDNYTTELSE AF ANDRE
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i oktober 2009 underretnin-
ger om, at to bankkunder havde modtaget netbankover-
førsler på henholdsvis 455.000 kr. og 340.000 kr. fra konti 
tilhørende ældre personer, som var kunder i en anden bank. 
Endvidere blev der modtaget underretning om et forsøg 
på en netbankoverførsel på 355.000 kr. fra en anden ældre 
persons konto.

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T1 og T2 arbejdede i hjem-
meplejen i en kommune K, og at én af dem som hjemmeple-
jer havde bistået de forurettede i sagen. T1 og T2 udnyttede 
to ældre personers manglende indsigt og havde oprettet 
netbanksaftaler knyttet til de ældres konti, hvorefter T1 og 
T2 elektronisk overførte og forsøgte at overføre pengebeløb 
til egne konti. 

Den 6. december 2011 blev der af Retten i Lyngby afsagt 
dom over T1 og T2 med følgende resultat:

T1 og T 2 var tiltalt for åger, databedrageri og forsøg herpå 
samt dokumentfalsk. 

T1 og T 2 blev fundet skyldige i databedrageri og forsøg 
herpå, men frifundet for åger og dokumentfalsk.

Retten idømte både T1 og T 2 fængsel i 1år. Straffen blev 
gjort betinget med en prøvetid på 2 år, da de tiltalte ikke 
tidligere var straffede. 

DRIFT AF EN UREGISTRERET 
PENGEOVERFØRSELSVIRKSOMHED
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i januar 2007 underretning 
om, at en københavnsk enkeltmandsvirksomhed V på sin 
bankkonto havde en årsomsætning på ca. 40 mio. kr., hvor-
af halvdelen blev overført til udlandet. Indbetalingerne til 
kontoen skete kontant, ognogle af dem indeholdt et person-
navn i tekstfeltet. 

Undersøgelsen af sagen viste, at V udførte pengeoverfør-
selsvirksomhed, som kræver tilladelse fra Finanstilsynet. 
Undersøgelsen viste endvidere, at der i juli 2012 fortsat var 
tilsvarende aktivitet på kontoen.

I november 2012 gav Finanstilsynet på baggrund af en 
ansøgning tilladelse til, at V udfører pengeoverførselsvirk-
somhed. 

BETALINGER TIL UDLANDET I FORBINDELSE 
MED IMPORT AF ULOVLIGE DOPINGMIDLER  
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i april 2009 underretning 
om, at en kunde hos en pengeoverførselsvirksomhed gen-
nemførte en række betalinger til flere forskellige modtagere 
i et asiatisk land.  

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T med henblik på videreo-
verdragelse importerede ulovlige doping- og lægemidler 
fra Kina, England og Pakistan. Der var tale om bandt andet 
anabole steroider, stoffer med androgen virkning og vækst-
hormoner til et samlet beløb på ca. 300.000 kr. 

T var tiltalt for overtrædelse af bl.a. lov om forbud mod visse 
dopingmidler samt overtrædelse af bekendtgørelse om priva-
tes indførsel af lægemidler. 

I august 2011 blev der afsagt dom over T af Retten i Nykø-
bing Falster med følgende resultat:

T blev domfældt i overensstemmelse med anklageskriftet og 
idømt fængsel i 4 måneder, hvoraf 2 måneder skulle afsones 
med det samme. 

Ved strafudmålingen lagde retten navnlig vægt på de store 
mængder af dopingmidler og medicin, som T havde vide-
reoverdraget over længere tid, samt på oplysningerne om 
T’s personlige forhold, den tid, der var gået, siden forhol-
dene var begået, samt T’s medvirken til sagens opklaring.
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FORTJENESTE FRA SALG AF NARKO 
OVERFØRTES TIL UDLANDET  
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i august 2009 underretning 
om, at en kunde hos en pengeoverførselsvirksomhed i løbet 
af 1½ måned overførte knap 85.000 kr. til forskellige mod-
tagere i europæiske lande samt i et land i Afrika.

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T i forening med en anden 
person solgte brun heroin på gaden i København. Fortje-
nesten fra salg af narko overførte T til modtagere i Italien, 
Frankrig og Senegal. Overførslerne blev ofte foretaget i nat-
tetimerne. 

T var tiltalt for overtrædelse af lov om euforiserende stoffer 
samt	straffelovens	§	191,	stk.	2,	jf.	stk.	1,	1.	pkt.

I maj 2010 blev der afsagt dom over T af Københavns Byret 
med følgende resultat:
T blev domfældt i overensstemmelse med anklageskriftet 
og idømt fængsel i 1 år og 6 måneder samt udvisning af 
Danmark med indrejseforbud i 12 år.

I denne sag blev hvidvaskunderretningen brugt direkte som 
bevis i sagen, hvilket ses meget sjældent i forbindelse med 
domsforhandling af straffesager. I denne sag blev under-
retningen fremlagt, fordi det var det eneste bevis for, at T 
havde midler, som T i øvrigt ikke tilfredsstillende kunne 
redegøre for, samt at T under sit ophold i Danmark havde 
overført disse midler til udlandet. 

FORTIELSE AF OPLYSNINGER OM ØKONOMISKE 
FORHOLD MEDFØRTE NÆGTELSE AF GÆLDSSANERING
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2012 underretning om, at 
en person A på sin konto modtog udbetalinger af løn samt 
engangsindbetaling af et større beløb. Det forelå også op-
lyst, at A i 2011 havde søgt om gældssanering ved Retten i 
Kolding, og at sagen ikke var afgjort. Oplysning om lønud-
betalingerne og engangsbetalingen blev gjort tilgængelige 
for Retten i Kolding. 

Baggrunden for ansøgningen om gældssanering var en 
gæld på over 50 millioner kr. oparbejdet i løbet af flere år 
på baggrund af tilsyneladende fejlslagne investeringer i fast 
ejendom. Under sagens behandling i retten havde A afgivet 
urigtige oplysninger om sine økonomiske forhold, navnlig 
fortiet oplysninger om lønudbetalinger mm. Under hen-
visning blandt andet hertil blev gældssaneringen nægtet.

SKATTESVIG AF SÆRLIG GROV KARAKTER
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2006 underretning om, at 
T havde indsat knap en million kroner på en bankkonto 
og ønskede en del af beløbet overført til en anden konto.

Efterforskning i sagen førte til, at der blev rejst tiltale mod 
T vedrørte indkomstårene 2005 og 2006. 

T var principalt tiltalt for at have undladt at oplyse, at SKAT’s 
skønsmæssige ansættelser af hans skattemæssige indkomster 
var for lave med 6,6 mio. kr. i 2005 og 4,4 mio. kr. i 2006, 
hvorved	det	offentlige	var	unddraget	skatter	for	i	alt	5,8	mio.	
kr. Subsidiært var T tiltalt for at have undladt at indsende 
selvangivelser for indkomstårene 2005 og 2006 med forsæt til 
skatteunddragelse vedrørende samme beløb. 

Østre Landsret afsagde dom i sagen i november 2012 med 
følgende resultat:
Der blev rejst tiltale for skattesvig af særlig grov karakter 
efter straffelovens § 289, jf. skattekontrollovens § 16, stk. 
3, jf. stk. 1, subsidiært for skattesvig af særlig grov karakter 
efter straffelovens § 289, jf. skattekontrollovens § 15. 

Efter bevisførelsen fandt Københavns Byret den 13. septem-
ber 2011, at T, som havde adresse i udlandet, både i 2005 og 
2006 var fuldt skattepligtig til Danmark.

Byretten fandt det ikke med den til domfældelse i en straf-
fesag fornødne sikkerhed bevist, at T havde modtaget den 
skønsmæssige ansættelse for 2005. Derimod fandtes det 
bevist, at T havde modtaget den skønsmæssige ansættelse 
for 2006 uden at underrette SKAT om, at ansættelsen var 
for lav. T blev fundet skyldig i den principale tiltale for så 
vidt angik indkomståret 2006 og i den subsidiære tiltale for 
så vidt angik indkomståret 2005.

Byretten fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 5 år, der omfattede 
en reststraf på 3 år, samt en tillægsbøde på 5,8 millioner kr. 
Hos T konfiskeredes i medfør af straffelovens § 76 a, stk. 1, 
genstande til en værdi af 1,4 million kr. 

T ankede byrettens dom. 

Østre Landsret stadfæstede den 22. november 2012 byret-
tens afgørelse om, at T var fuldt skattepligtig til Danmark, 
og at indkomståret 2005 skulle henføres under skattekon-
trollovens § 15 og 2006 under skattekontrollovens § 16. For 
så vidt angår det unddragne beløb fandt landsretten dog, at 
dette udgjorde 3,5 millioner kr., idet der ikke kunne ses bort 
fra, at en del af T’s hævninger og indkøb måtte være sket i 
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selskabets interesse og således ikke udgjorde løn til T. Straf-
fen blev fastsat til en fællesstraf på 3 år og 6 måneder, hvoraf 
reststraffen fra T’s tidligere dom udgjorde 2 år. T idømtes 
endvidere en tillægsbøde på 3,5 millioner kr., og byrettens 
afgørelse om konfiskation blev stadfæstet.

SKATTE- OG AFGIFTSUNDDRAGELSE FOR 620.000 KR.
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2008 en underretning om, 
at en kunde T foretog kontante hævninger af større beløb, 
der forinden var indgået på hans mindreårige datters bank-
konto.

Efterforskning viste, at T havde undladt at oplyse om ind-
tægter, som rettelig vedrørte en af ham personligt ejet er-
hvervsvirksomhed, samt undladt at indeholde A-skat mv., 
med det resultat, at det offentlige var blevet unddraget skat-
ter og afgifter for et samlet beløb på 620.000 kr.

T blev ved retten i Odense tiltalt for overtrædelse af skatte-
kontrollovens	§	16,	momslovens	§	81	samt	kildeskattelovens	
§	74.

Ved dom af 4. juni 2012 blev T idømt 6 måneders betinget 
fængsel samt en tillægsbøde på 700.000 kr. Østre Landsret 
gjorde ved dom af 12. september 2012 straffen ubetinget.
 

UNDERSLÆB FOR 390.000 KR. BEGÅET AF 
MEDHJÆLPER OVERFOR HANDICAPPET
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2011 en underretning om, 
at en person T havde indsat større kontante beløb på sin 
bankkonto samt modtaget en usædvanlig stor netbank-
overførsel. 

Efterforskning viste, at pengene hidrørte fra en handicappet 
person, som T var medhjælper for, og at T havde misbrugt 
den handicappedes kreditkort og uberettiget udnyttet sin 
adgang til dennes netbank.

T blev tiltalt for underslæb for 390.000 kr. Han erklærede sig 
skyldig og blev ved retten i Glostrup ved dom af 7. decem-
ber 2012 idømt 10 måneders betinget fængsel.

MOMSSVIG OG BEDRAGERI I FORBINDELSE 
MED FIKTIV ERHVERVSVIRKSOMHED
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i 2008 en underretning om, 
at en kunde T havde oprettet en konto til en nystartet per-
sonlig virksomhed, hvorefter den første transaktion var en 
indbetaling fra SKAT på over 300.000 kr., hvoraf størstede-
len blev overført eller hævet kontant umiddelbart efter. Der 
sås ikke anden aktivitet på kontoen.

Efterforskning viste, at T i forening med en anden person 
havde begået kriminalitet i forbindelse med to fiktive virk-
somheder. Der var tale om såvel momskriminalitet ved 
urigtig angivelse af negativt momstilsvar som bedrageri 
overfor forskellige erhvervsdrivende.

T og dennes medgerningsmand blev tiltalt for groft moms-
svig og bedrageri og blev ved retten i Aalborg ved dom af 
19. januar 2012 idømt henholdsvis 1½ års og 8 måneders 
fængsel.  

BOGHOLDER BEGÅR UNDERSLÆB FOR ½ MILLION KR.
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i juni 2009 underretning om 
flere usædvanlige transaktioner på T’s konto. Der var tale 
om overførsler af i alt ca. 500.000 kr. fra selskabet A. 

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at selskabet A havde en række 
kunder, som havde krav på tilbagebetaling af forskellige 
beløb. T, som var selskabet A’s bogholder og regnskabsan-
svarlig, og som skulle sørge for, at kunderne modtog til-
bagebetalingerne, overførte beløbene til egen bankkonto, 
hvorved hendes arbejdsgiver A led et formuetab.

I september 2010 blev der rejst tiltale mod T for underslæb 
af	særlig	grov	beskaffenhed	efter	straffelovens	§	278,	stk.	1,	
nr.	1,	jf.	§	286,	stk.	2.

Ved Retten i Glostrups dom af 1. november 2010 blev T 
fundet skyldig og idømt fængselsstraf i 10 måneder. Retten 
lagde ved strafudmålingen vægt på T’s personlige forhold 
og den tid, der var forløbet. Straffen blev derfor gjort be-
tinget med en prøvetid på 2 år og blandt andet vilkår om 
samfundstjeneste i 100 timer. 

T blev tillige dømt til at betale ca. 500.000 kr. til selskabet A.
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HÆLERI (MODTAGELSE AF PENGE 
FRA HACKEDE KONTI) 
Hvidvasksekretariatet modtog i marts 2009 underretning 
om atypiske transaktioner på 2 konti, som en kunde T hav-
de enerådighed over. Der var tale om indsættelse af i alt ca. 
295.000 kr., der stammede fra netbankindbrud på konti, 
tilhørende kunder i andre pengeinstitutter. 

Efterforskning i sagen viste, at T i to omgange havde mod-
taget beløb fra for ham ukendte personer, hvilke beløb han 
straks disponerede over. Sagens omstændigheder pegede 
på, at det måtte have stået T klart, at beløbene hidrørte fra 
strafbare forhold.  

T	var	tiltalt	for	hæleri	efter	straffelovens	§	290,	stk.	1.

I oktober 2012 blev der afsagt dom over T af Retten i Glo-
strup med følgende resultat:

Retten fandt ham skyldig og fastsatte straffen til fængsel i 
8 måneder. Straffen blev gjort betinget med en prøvetid på 
2 år og blandt andet et vilkår om samfundstjeneste i 120 
timer. 

Ved straffastsættelsen lagde retten vægt på karakteren og 
omfanget af overtrædelserne, herunder beløbets størrelse. I 
formildende retning lagde retten vægt på, at forholdene var 
begået i januar og februar 2009, og at T ikke kunne lastes 
for hovedparten af sagsbehandlingstiden.

SAGER FRA SKAT

Hvidvaskunderretningerne indeholder nogle gange tegn på 
skatte- og momskriminalitet. Disse efterretninger sendes til 
politiet og/eller SKAT. I det efterfølgende beskrives 2 sager 
fra 2012, som SKAT har startet på baggrund af oplysnin-
gerne i en hvidvaskunderretning.

KÆDESVIG OG MOMSKARRUSEL – 
REGULERING PÅ KNAP 10 MILLIONER KRONER 
I MOMS, A-SKAT OG AM-BIDRAG
Hvidvasksekretariatet fremsendte i slutning af 2011 til 
SKAT oplysninger om en virksomhed V, der handlede med 
mobiltelefoner og metal, samt tilbød rengørings- og trans-
portydelser. På sin bankkonto modtog V store fakturaind-
betalinger, som umiddelbart efter indsættelsen videreførtes 
til andre modtagere, herunder pengeoverførselsvirksom-
heder/vekselkontorer. Ved Københavns Byrets dom af 19. 
november 2012 blev én af disse pengeoverførselsvirksom-
heder/ vekselkontorer dømt for omfattende overtrædelser 
af hvidvaskloven i forbindelse af udbetaling af godt 9 mil-
lioner kr. kontant til V.

Ved en kontrol konstaterede SKAT, at V i 4. kvartal 2011 
ikke havde angivet og betalt moms, A-skat og AM-bidrag, 
hvorved statskassen blev unddraget knap 10 millioner kr. 
SKAT fastsatte herefter momstilsvaret og A-skat mm. fore-
løbigt til 9,96 millioner kr. 

Sagen er et eksempel på, at pengeoverførselsvirksomhe-
der/vekselkontorer bliver brugt af virksomheder, som er 
involveret i kædesvig, til at bringe det kriminelle udbytte 
i sikkerhed. 
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SYSTEMATISK SKATTE- OG MOMSKRIMINALITET 
AF GROV KARAKTER
Hvidvasksekretariatet fremsendte i 2011 til SKAT en op-
lysning vedrørende en virksomhed og en række tilknyt-
tede personer, der dels fakturerede rengøringsydelser, dels 
foretog salg af mobiltelefoner.

Det fremgik af oplysningen, at virksomheden på sin bank-
konti, der indtil da havde været inaktiv, inden for en kort 
periode modtog meget store beløb, der umiddelbart efter-
følgende blev overført til udlandet eller til anden dansk 
bank.

Ved en efterfølgende kontrol afdækkede SKAT, at selskabet 
havde unddraget statskassen moms, A-skat og AM-bidrag 
for ca. 7 millioner kr.

SKAT har anmeldt de tidligere direktører i virksomheden 
til politiet for systematisk skatte- og momskriminalitet af 
grov karakter.  

OMFATTENDE SKATTE- OG 
MOMSKRIMINALITET - KÆDESVIG
Hvidvasksekretariatet fremsendte i 2010 til SKAT oplysnin-
ger om en personlig virksomhed, som beskæftigede sig med 
udlejning af arbejdskraft inden for byggeri, rengøring og 
transport, og hvor transaktionsmønstrene gav mistanke om 
kædesvig. Fremsendelsen var baseret på 12 underretninger.

Ved en efterfølgende kontrol konstaterede SKAT, at stort 
set hele virksomhedens omsætning var blevet overført til et 
vekselbureau, hvorfra den var hævet kontant, hovedsageligt 
i euro. Virksomheden havde ikke indsendt momsangivelser 
eller indeholdt A-skat og AM-bidrag. Ejeren havde endvi-
dere ikke selvangivet overskud af egen virksomhed. 

Den samlede unddragelse af skatter og afgifter er opgjort 
til ca. 36 millioner kr.

SKAT har anmeldt virksomhedens ejer til politiet for skatte- 
og momskriminalitet af grov beskaffenhed. 
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Internationalt 
samarbejde

EGMONTGRUPPEN

Hvidvasksekretariatet er medlem af Egmontgruppen, der er 
et samarbejdsforum for 132 landes FIU’s (Financial Intel-
ligence Units). 

Det er i dag et almindeligt internationalt krav, at alle lan-
de har en FIU med samme generelle arbejdsopgaver som 
Hvidvasksekretariatet. Disse myndigheder koordinerer og 
styrker i regi af Egmontgruppen det internationale opera-
tionelle samarbejde om bekæmpelse af hvidvask og finan-
siering af terrorisme. Gruppen stiller et lukket kommuni-
kationsnetværk til rådighed for medlemmerne og bistår 
blandt andet lande med rådgivning vedrørende etablering 
af FIU’s, anvendelse af it samt med undervisning og træning 
i bekæmpelsen af hvidvask og terrorfinansiering.

Egmontgruppen udgiver en årsrapport, der sidste år blandt 
andet indeholdt beskrivelse af en række sager fra hele ver-
den, hvor hvidvaskunderretninger førte til opklaring af al-
vorlige forbrydelser. 

Årsrapporten indeholder også en liste over alle de lande, der 
er medlemmer af Egmontgruppen. I 2012 blev følgende nye 
lande optaget i Egmontgruppen: Gabon, Jordan, Tadsjiki-
stan og Tunesien.

Du kan læse Egmontgruppens årsrapport for 2011/12 her

INTERNATIONALE 
SAMARBEJDSAFTALER (MEMORANDA 
OF UNDERSTANDING, MOU)

Forebyggelse og bekæmpelse af hvidvask af penge og finan-
siering af terror er mere effektiv, når nationale myndigheder 
samarbejder på tværs af landegrænserne. Dette kan hjælpes 
på vej og understøttes af særlige samarbejdsaftaler. Indgå-
else af sådanne samarbejdsaftaler (MoU’s) mellem nationale 
hvidvaskenheder (Financial Intelligence Units, FIU’s) fører 
til en mærkbar udvidelse af oplysningsstrømmen og for-
bedring af kommunikationen mellem landene. 

Egmontgruppen, som er et samarbejdsforum for de natio-
nale FIU’s, har i dag 132 lande som medlemmer. Selv om 
det kun er få af Egmontgruppens medlemmer, der betinger 
enhver videregivelse af oplysninger med, at der er indgået 
en MoU, lægger mange lande vægt på at indgå MoU’s med 
samarbejdspartnerne. Udarbejdelse af MoU’s med andre 
landes hvidvaskenheder kan derfor have en stor betydning 
for at kunne etablere et konstruktivt samarbejde med uden-
landske myndigheder om forebyggelse og bekæmpelse af 
hvidvask af penge og finansiering af terrorisme. 

Hvidvasksekretariatet, som er den danske FIU, har i 2012 
indgået MoU’s med 6 lande: Aruba, Curaçao, Georgien, San 
Marino, Senegal og Sydafrika. Alle disse lande er relevante 
i relation til hvidvask af penge og finansiering af terror. 
Indgåelse af MoU’s med dem giver mulighed for udvidet 
samarbejde med udveksling af efterretningsoplysninger af 
relevans for dansk politi. 

I marts 2013 har Hvidvasksekretariatet indgået en særlig 
samarbejdsaftale om bekæmpelse af hvidvask af penge og 
finansiering af terror med den japanske antihvidvasken-
hed. Det officielle dokument blev underskrevet på et møde 
i København af lederen af Hvidvasksekretariatet og under-
direktøren i Japan Financial Intelligence Center (JAFIC), 
som er den japanske FIU. Det japanske besøg i Danmark 
gav os mulighed for at udveksle efterretninger og drøfte ri-
sikoen for hvidvask i situationer, der indebærer økonomiske 
transaktioner mellem Danmark og Japan.
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Hvidvasksekretariatet samarbejder med en lang række for-
skellige lande og bruger forskellige samarbejdsaftaler for at 
kunne udveksle efterretninger. Danmark (Hvidvasksekre-
tariatet)  har særlige aftaler om udveksling af efterretninger 
med følgende lande (indgået i det år, som står i parentes):

Aruba (2012)
Australien (1999)
Canada (2005)
Curaçao  (2012)
EU-lande     (2000) 
Georgien (2012)
Israel (2004)
Japan (2013)
Malawi (2013)
Rusland (2010) 
San Marino (2012) 
Senegal (2012)
Sydafrika (2012)
Sydkorea (2006)
Ukraine (2013)
Venezuela (2013)

Der er yderligere igangværende forhandlinger om samar-
bejdsaftaler med:

Argentina
De Forenede Arabiske Emirater
Elfenbenskysten
Filippinerne
Guatemala
Indonesien
Makedonien
Mexico
Panama
Saudi Arabien
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan (Chinese Taipei)
Thailand
Tyrkiet

NETVÆRK FÆLDEDE DANSK SVINDLER 
-  Hvordan hvidvaskenhedernes internationale net-
værk Egmontgruppen virker, når det fungerer bedst, 
hurtigst og mest effektivt 

Myndighederne på den caribiske ø Anguilla, som er et 
britisk oversøisk territorium, handlede hurtigt, da SØIK 
bad dem beslaglægge dansk insiderhandlers millionud-
bytte. 

Sådan indledte en medarbejder i en stor dansk er-
hvervsvirksomhed sin e-mail, da han for fem år siden 
kontaktede sin bank på Anguilla: ”Jeg håber virkelig, 
at vi kan hjælpe hinanden. Jeg vil bede Dem lukke min 
konto og slette alle oplysninger vedrørende min iden-
titet, vores e mail-korrespondance og oversigten over 
mine transaktioner. Samtidig vil jeg bede Dem overføre 
mit indestående på cirka 1,1 million USD til en anden 
konto. Jeg er villig til at betale Dem 400.000 USD for 
denne ulejlighed.” 

Danskeren søgte at sløre, hvordan han gennem tre år 
havde tjent millioner af kroner på firmaets aktier i kraft 
af sin insiderviden fra koncernens fondsbørsafdeling. 

Kort tid før han sendte sin e-mail til banken var han 
blevet afhørt af efterforskere fra Statsadvokaturen for 
Særlig Økonomisk og International Kriminalitet (SØIK) 
– og nu kæmpede han for at bedyre sin uskyld og skjule 
sin uretmæssige fortjeneste.

Hans forsøg mislykkedes. Samtidig med at han skrev til 
banken, blev myndighederne på Anguilla kontaktet af 
det danske Hvidvasksekretariat – og i løbet af ganske 
få timer var danskerens kriminelle formue beslaglagt, 
og SØIK havde fået de afgørende oplysninger i sagen.

Forløbet med denne sag illustrerer fordelene ved 
Egmont-landenes aftaler om at hjælpe hinanden. I 
stedet for at sende en anmodning, der skulle behand-
les i begge landes justits- og udenrigsministerier, kan 
ethvert medlem af netværket sende en helt almindelig 
e-mail gennem Egmontgruppens krypterede netværk. 
Efter ganske kort tid får man et svar, og i denne sag gik 
svaret ud på, at danskeren havde mere end en million 
dollars stående på den caribiske konto. 

Danskeren fik et års fængsel. Og hans udbytte blev kon-
fiskeret og delt ligeligt mellem Anguilla og Danmark.
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OPHOLD I FINLAND
Som bidrag til at styrke netværket med vores søsterorga-
nisationer i de andre nordiske lande var en medarbejder 
fra Hvidvasksekretariatet i en måned udstationeret i den 
finske hvidvaskenhed. Opholdet blev muliggjort gennem 
et stipendium fra Nordisk Ministerråd i dets program for 
udveksling af personale i statsadministrationen. Resultatet 
var en bred og udbytterig erfaringsudveksling med kollega-
erne i Finland, især på det it-mæssige område og i forhold 
til den forskellige lovgivning i de to lande.

FATF
Repræsentanter fra Hvidvasksekretariatet deltog i møder i 
regi af Financial Action Task Force (FATF) i 2012. FATF er 
et mellemstatsligt forum, hvis formål er at bekæmpe hvid-
vask og terrorfinansiering.

FATF fastsætter anbefalinger – såkaldte rekommandationer 
– og vejledninger på området for hvidvask og terrorfinan-
siering og overvåger og evaluerer medlemslandenes, ansø-
gerlandenes og associerede landes overholdelse af FATF’s 
anbefalinger.

FATF identificerer ligeledes højrisikolande i relation til 
hvidvask og terrorfinansiering. Disse lande overvåges af 
FATF, som også indgår i dialog med landene for at under-
støtte landenes opbygning af nationale systemer, der kan 
medvirke til at bekæmpe hvidvask og terrorfinansiering.

Endelig identificerer FATF nye trusler på området for hvid-
vask- og terrorfinansiering (se afsnittet nye trends side 17).

NYE FATF ANBEFALINGER

I februar 2012 offentliggjorde FATF et nyt sæt anbefalinger 
(FATF Recommendations 2012), som er udtryk for en om-
fattende revision af de tidligere anbefalinger, der har været 
gældende i over 10 år.

Blandt ændringerne kan nævnes:

•	 	Øget	anvendelse	af	risikovurderinger	til	målretning	af	
indsatsen mod hvidvask

•	 	Øget	fokus	på	styrket	myndighedssamarbejde
•	 	Udvidelse	af	definitionen	af	førforbrydelser	til	blandt	

andet at omfatte skattekriminalitet 

•	 	Indførelse	af	en	række	nye	krav	til	de	virksomheder,	der	
er omfattet af hvidvaskloven

•	 	Bekæmpelse	af	spredning	af	masseødelæggelsesvåben	
bliver en prioritet

•	 	Udvidelse	af	definitionen	af	politisk	udsatte	personer	
(PEP’s)

Du kan læse FATF’s nye anbefalinger til bekæmpelse af 
hvidvask, terrorfinansiering og spredning af masseødelæg-
gelsesvåben her.

EU

EU-kommissionen er i begyndelsen af 2013 fremkommet 
med et udkast til 4. hvidvaskdirektiv. Direktivet skal imple-
mentere ændringerne i FATF’s 2012 anbefalinger. FATF’s 
anbefalinger opfattes som en minimumsstandard, og EU 
forventes på en række områder at  gå længere end disse i 
det kommende direktiv. 

Som nævnt i årsberetningen for 2011 har vi deltaget i en 
EU-ekspertarbejdsgruppe vedrørende nationale bankre-
gistre. Arbejdsgruppen er i december 2012 fremkommet 
med en endelig rapport om etablering af nationale centrale 
registre af bankkonti med det formål at muliggøre hurtig 
identifikation af bankkonti under en verserende finansiel 
efterforskning. Rapporten anbefaler, at alle lande overvejer 
at etablere et sådant register og indeholder i øvrigt en række 
anbefalinger om best practices i forbindelse hermed.

Hvidvasksekretariatet deltager fortsat i EU’s FIU-platform, 
der er fast uformelt forum for udveksling af operationelle 
erfaringer mellem EU’s hvidvask-enheder. 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS  
ON COMBATING MONEY LAUNDERING  
AND THE FINANCING OF  
TERRORISM & PROLIFERATION

The FATF Recommendations

February 2012
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OM SAMARBEJDET MED 
POLITIKREDSENE 

I løbet af 2012 har Sporingsgruppen ydet assistance i 64 
sager og i den forbindelse beslaglagt aktiver/værdier for ca. 
29 millioner kroner. Assistancen i de 64 sager var fordelt 
med 32 sager, som vedrørte assistance til politikredsene, 
mens 21 sager angik assistance til Statsadvokaten for Særlig 
Økonomisk og International Kriminalitet. De resterende 11 
sager var assistance til udenlandske efterforskninger.

For så vidt angår de 32 sager med bistand til politikredsene 
var 17 assistancer af større omfang, hvor Sporingsgruppen 
i tæt samarbejde med de lokale sagsbehandlere forestod 
en væsentlig del af den finansielle efterforskning, herunder 
sporing af aktiver i Danmark og i udlandet, indhentelse af 
kendelser og udfærdigelse af internationale retsanmodnin-

Sporingsgruppen

ger. I de øvrige 15 sager vejledte Sporingsgruppen politi-
kredsene med hensyn til udfærdigelse af anmodninger til 
domstolene, internationale retsanmodninger, forespørgsler 
om aktiver/værdier nationalt og internationalt samt bistand 
med hensyn til sikringsakter vedrørende beslaglagte effek-
ter.

Efter Sporingsgruppens opfattelse viser antallet af assistan-
cesager til politikredsene, at den finansielle efterforskning 
i vidt omfang er blevet en naturlig del af efterforskningen 
af straffesager.  

Dette bestyrker vigtigheden af et fortsat godt samarbejde 
mellem politikredsene og Sporingsgruppen omkring den 
finansielle efterforskning, herunder gennem videndeling 
og kompetenceudvikling.

ÅRETS RESULTAT

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Bankkonti 3.822.148 6.222.059 3.313.747 6.533.213 3.065.956 18.114.635

Biler 800.000 220.000 330.000 874.500 584.900 450.000

Både 0 600.000 600.000 0 0 0

Friværdi i fast ejendom 2.578.196 27.237.300 16.320.000 19.443.255 8.386.192 6.886.968

Friværdi i fritidshuse 0 0 0 650.000 0 300.000

Kapitalandele 0 0 0 25.000.000 14.500.000 0

Kontanter 0 0 2.671.000 917.300 85.000 251.000

Kunst og indbo 0 9.055.500 0 1.959.000 0 1.508.900

Motorcykler 0 0 100.000 150.000 0 0

Smykker og ure 0 0 6.625.000 525.000 0 60.000

Fly 0 0 0 0 12.000.000 0

Øvrige værdier 0 1.090.000 250.000 818.600 2.111.660 1.030.000

I alt 7.200.344 44.424.859 30.209.747 56.870.868 40.733.708 28.601.504
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Som det fremgår af oversigten, var resultatet for 2012 noget 
lavere end de foregående år. Én af forklaringerne skyldes 
formentlig, at der i 2012 var en tendens til, at assistancen 
til politikredsene i højere grad end tidligere drejede sig om 
at forsøge at spore, beslaglægge og konfiskere aktiver i ud-
landet. Den finansielle efterforskning i udlandet er ofte be-
sværliggjort af de lange ventetider på eksempelvis at mod-
tage materiale fra udenlandske banker. Et indestående på en 
udenlandsk bankkonto kan således nå at blive flyttet (flere 
gange), inden de udenlandske myndigheder effektuerer den 
danske retsanmodning om udlevering af bankoplysninger. 
I de sager, hvor nogle af de sigtedes aktiver er placeret i ud-
landet, kan Sporingsgruppen i visse situationer drage nytte 
af sine internationale netværk, som er beskrevet nedenfor.

FULDBYRDELSE AF DANSKE 
KONFISKATIONSAFGØRELSER 
I UDLANDET

I et tilfælde, hvor en dansk konfiskationsafgørelse retter sig 
mod et aktiv, der befinder sig i udlandet, følger det af de 
almindelige folkeretlige regler, at en konfiskationsafgørelse 
afsagt af en dansk domstol ikke kan fuldbyrdes i udlandet. 
Der må i stedet udfærdiges en retsanmodning til det på-
gældende lands kompetente myndighed med henblik på, 
at denne i overensstemmelse med landets egne regler kan 
træffe bestemmelse om, at den danske konfiskationsafgø-
relse skal anerkendes og effektueres.

Det lykkedes i løbet af 2012 at få en række danske konfi-
skationsafgørelser anerkendt i udlandet. I en stor narkosag 
fra København bestemte domstole i Bulgarien og Spanien 
således, at konfiskationsafgørelserne afsagt af de danske 
domstole skulle anerkendes og effektueres i de pågælden-
de lande. Det drejede sig primært om konfiskation af et 
større antal lejligheder beliggende i henholdsvis Bulgarien 
og Spanien. På baggrund af en rammeafgørelse vedtaget af 
Rådet for Den Europæiske Union vil provenuet fra salget 
af lejlighederne blive delt ligeligt mellem Danmark og det 
land, hvor lejlighederne konfiskeres.

2012 var også året, hvor en domstol i Hongkong bestemte, 
at en dansk konfiskationsafgørelse vedrørende en svensk 
forretningsmand skulle anerkendes og effektueres i Hong-
kong. Afgørelsen var speciel, da det var første gang, at det 
lykkedes for Sporingsgruppen at få en domstol udenfor EU 
til at anerkende en dansk konfiskationsafgørelse.

Forhistorien til denne afgørelse var, at noget af udbyttet 
fra de strafbare forhold i en sag om omfattende bedrageri 
kunne spores til konti i Hongkong, hvortil den svenske for-
retningsmand havde rådighed. Konkret drejede det sig om 
et samlet indestående svarende til ca. 2,3 millioner kroner. 
På baggrund af en dansk retsanmodning var dette indestå-
ende i sommeren 2010 blevet beslaglagt af myndighederne 
i Hongkong. 

Ved Østre Landsrets dom af 17. november 2010 blev den 
svenske forretningsmand idømt et konfiskationskrav på 50 
millioner kroner svarende til hans personlige udbytte ved 
kriminaliteten. Det er denne konfiskationsafgørelse, som nu 
er blevet anerkendt af en domstol i Hongkong.

Beslutningen om fuldbyrdelse af den danske konfiskati-
onsafgørelse medfører, at myndighederne i Hongkong nu 
konfiskerer de ovennævnte ca. 2,3 millioner kroner. Heref-
ter skal der tages stilling til, hvorvidt de konfiskerede midler 
eller en del heraf kan overføres til de danske myndigheder. 

En gennemgang af de omhandlede konti i Hongkong viste 
i øvrigt, at noget af udbyttet fra de strafbare forhold var 
kanaliseret videre fra Hongkong til konti på Jersey, hvor-
til den svenske forretningsmand ligeledes havde rådighed. 
Myndighederne på Jersey har derfor – på baggrund af en 
dansk retsanmodning – beslaglagt et indestående på disse 
konti svarende til ca. 1 million kroner. Det forventes, at en 
domstol på Jersey i løbet af 2013 vil tage stilling til, hvorvidt 
den danske konfiskationsafgørelse kan fuldbyrdes på Jersey, 
således at det nævnte indestående kan konfiskeres.
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SPORINGSGRUPPENS 
INTERNATIONALE ARBEJDE

CARIN
Sporingsgruppen er medlem af det såkaldte CARIN-net-
værk. CARIN er en forkortelse for Camden Asset Recovery 
Inter-Agency Network, og medlemmerne er praktikere fra 
politi- og anklagemyndighed i EU’s medlemsstater, der be-
skæftiger sig med sporing, beslaglæggelse og konfiskation 
af udbytte. Herudover består netværket af observatører fra 
en række andre lande uden for EU. Netværket mødes én 
gang om året.

EU  
Sporingsgruppen er også repræsenteret i EU’s såkaldte As-
set Recovery Office-platform (ARO). Platformen består af 
nationale kontaktpunkter for de enkelte ARO’s. Kontakt-
punkterne skal blandt andet gennem et øget samarbejde 
medvirke til den hurtigst mulige opsporing i hele EU af 
aktiver, der stammer fra kriminalitet. Platformen mødes 
to gange årligt.

FN
Sporingsgruppen er også repræsenteret i FN’s initiativ til 
sporing af udbytte fra korruption – UNODC’s Open-ended 
Intergovernmental Working Group on Asset Recovery. Ar-
bejdsgruppen fokuserer på opbygning af kapacitet til finan-
siel efterforskning – særligt i og omkring lande, der er udsat 
for korruption.

I tilknytning hertil har FN og Verdensbankens StAR-
Initiative (Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative) sammen med 
Interpol etableret en Asset Recovery Focal Point-platform. 
Platformen er en sikret database med kontaktoplysninger til 
retshåndhævende myndigheder i – indtil videre – mere end 
100 lande, der kan kontaktes døgnet rundt for at besvare 
hastende forespørgsler i tilfælde, hvor der er risiko for at 
miste sporet af udbytte fra korruption. Sporingsgruppen 
er Danmarks kontaktpunkt.
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Hvidvask – mistanke  
og underretningspligt
Som det fremgår ovenfor, har vi i 2011 haft god anledning 
til at drøfte og præcisere omfanget og karakteren af de for-
pligtelser, der påhviler virksomheder, som er omfattet af 
hvidvaskloven. Dette har givet os en god indsigt i de over-
vejelser og misforståelser, der opstår i hvidvaskarbejdet.


I det følgende vil vi kort gennemgå de 6 væsentligste af 
de grundlæggende spørgsmål, der er kommet frem i vores 
dialog med de virksomheder, der leverer underretninger til 
hvidvasksekretariatet. 


1.  selvHvidvask er omFattet 
aF Hvidvaskloven


  Hvidvask og hæleri hænger nøje sammen, men er ikke 
sammenfaldende begreber. 


  Man kan begå hvidvask vedrørende udbyttet af sin egen 
kriminalitet, mens dette ikke er tilfældet med hæleri. 
Det betyder alligevel, at alle transaktioner er omfattet 
af underretningsforpligtelsen, uanset hvem der må an-
tages have begået hovedforbrydelsen.


  Vil en narkohandler eksempelvis indsætte de penge, 
han selv har modtaget for sit narkosalg, på sin bank-
konto, skal der ske underretning om hvidvask til Hvid-
vasksekretariatet. Dette gælder, selv om han alene vil 
blive straffet for narkosalg og ikke for hæleri.


2. Forbrydelsens alvor  
 (over 1 års Fængsel)


  Efter hvidvaskloven skal der kun ske underretning til 
Hvidvasksekretariatet om en mulig lovovertrædelse, 
hvis den kan straffes med fængsel i over 1 år.


  Grænsen på 1 års fængsel gælder for en forbrydelses 
strafferamme og ikke den konkret forskyldte straf. Der 
skal således underrettes om udbytte fra et tyveri, hvor 
der er 1 år og 6 måneder i strafferammen, selv om tyven 
kun kan forventes at få 30 dages fængsel.


  Denne regel bør ikke få nogen stor praktisk betydning, 
da det ikke er den underretningspligtiges opgave at 
forsøge at forstå, hvilken forbrydelse en transaktion 
er forbundet med. Det er i praksis endvidere svært at 
forestille sig situationer, hvor det vil være berettiget at 
undlade en underretning under henvisning til denne 
begrænsning.  


  Hvis en medarbejder i en underretningspligtig virksom-
hed imidlertid helt sikkert ved, at en transaktion vedrører 
udbytte fra en forbrydelse, der medfører 1 års fængsel 
eller derunder, er der ikke underretningspligt. Derimod 
vil medvirken til gennemførelsen af transaktionen for 
medarbejderen kunne være strafbar som hæleri. 


3.  mistanken baseres på en 
samlet vurdering


  Virksomhedens compliancemedarbejdere skal fokusere 
på det mistænkelige i hele den foreliggende situation. 
Dermed skal fokus være på det, der er atypisk i forhold 
til normale kundeforhold, enten fordi transaktionen i 
sig selv er atypisk, eller fordi omstændighederne om-
kring den er det. 


  Det kan meget vel være således, at transaktionen i sig 
selv er normal, men at medarbejderen ad anden vej er i 
besiddelse af oplysninger, der gør situationen mistæn-
kelig. Mistanken og dermed underretningspligten skal 
basere sig på en samlet vurdering. Her kan transaktio-
nens karakter, kundens adfærd, herunder udtalelser og 
fortielser, andre atypiske eller særegne forhold ved eller 
omkring kunden indgå.  


4. aFkræFtelse aF mistanken


  Virksomheden skal ifølge hvidvaskloven forsøge at af-
kræfte en opstået mistanke, inden der sker underretning 
til Hvidvasksekretariatet. Kun hvis mistanken ikke kan 
afkræftes, skal der ske underretning. 


  Dette betyder imidlertid ikke, at virksomheden skal 
anstille omfattende undersøgelser, foretage efterforsk-
ning og lignende. Mistanken skal umiddelbart og fuld-
stændigt kunne afkræftes, typisk ved en henvendelse til 
kunden. Det vil imidlertid ikke være tilstrækkeligt med 
en uunderbygget oplysning fra kunden for at afkræfte 
mistanken; der må kræves dokumentation for kundens 
påstand.
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  Hvis en usædvanlig stor indsættelse eksempelvis forkla-
res ved, at kunden netop har solgt et værdifuldt arvet 
maleri, er det relevant at se afregningen fra auktionsfir-
maet.


Det er vigtigt at understrege, at hvis man er i tvivl, skal der 
altid ske underretning.


eksempel på en konkret afgørelse om afkræftelse af 
mistanke fra erhvervsstyrelsen:


”betingelserne i lovens § 7, stk. 1, 2. pkt., for at afkræf-
te mistanke om hvidvask forudsætter efter styrelsens 
opfattelse, at resultatet af undersøgelserne dokumen-
terer, at der ikke længere er grundlag for mistanke.


efter styrelsens opfattelse er der ikke, sådan som sa-
gen er oplyst, fremskaffet sådan dokumentation.


efter styrelsens opfattelse burde de derfor have un-
derrettet Hvidvasksekretariatet i henhold til lovens § 
7, stk. 1.”


5. aFviste Henvendelser
 
  Afvises en anmodning om gennemførelse af en mistæn-


kelig transaktion eller nægtes oprettelse af et kundefor-
hold helt, skal der også ske underretning. De grunde, 
der fører til afvisningen, vil ofte i sig selv være grundlag 
for en mistanke. 


  I afvisningstilfælde, hvor der ikke afsættes noget trans-
aktionsspor, kan det endvidere af hensyn til muligheden 
for efterforskning være særligt relevant med en hurtig 
underretning.


6. tavsHedspligt/aktindsigt 


  De underretningspligtige har tavshedspligt over for 
deres kunde i relation til underretningen. Til gengæld 
fritager hvidvaskloven dem for ansvar i forbindelse med 
afgivelsen af underretningen til Hvidvasksekretariatet. 


  Selve underretningen vil typisk ikke komme til kund-
skab for nogen uden for Hvidvasksekretariatet. 


  Den er ikke undergivet aktindsigt og vil i det tilfælde, 
hvor underretningen fører til strafferetlig forfølgning, 
kun blive fremlagt i det omfang, grundlaget for et rets-
skridt eller et bevis ikke kan fremskaffes på anden vis.


•	 	Der	skal	underrettes	om	gerningsmandens	egne	dispositioner	over	udbytte	(selvhvidvask)
•	 	Det	er	ikke	nødvendigt	at	identificere	førforbrydelsen.	Fokuser	på	det	usædvanlige,	det	mistænkelige.	
•	 	Mistanken	baseres	på	en	samlet	vurdering
•	 	Underret,	hvis	mistanken	ikke	umiddelbart	kan	afkræftes
•	 	Mistanken	skal	afkræftes	fuldstændigt
•	 	Kræv	dokumentation	for	kundens	forklaring
•	 	Henvendelser,	der	afvises	og	som	har	givet	anledning	til	mistanke,	skal	altid	indberettes	


”Hvis man er i tvivl, skal der 
altid ske underretning”
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INTRODUCTION 


The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 by the 
Ministers of its Member jurisdictions. The mandate of the FATF is to set standards and to promote 
effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money 
laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation, and other related threats to the 
integrity of the international financial system. In collaboration with other international 
stakeholders, the FATF also works to identify national-level vulnerabilities with the aim of 
protecting the international financial system from misuse.  


The FATF Recommendations set out a comprehensive and consistent framework of measures which 
countries should implement in order to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, as well as 
the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Countries have diverse legal, 
administrative and operational frameworks and different financial systems, and so cannot all take 
identical measures to counter these threats. The FATF Recommendations, therefore, set an 
international standard, which countries should implement through measures adapted to their 
particular circumstances. The FATF Recommendations set out the essential measures that countries 
should have in place to: 


 identify the risks, and develop policies and domestic coordination; 


 pursue money laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of 
proliferation;  


 apply preventive measures for the financial sector and other designated 
sectors; 


 establish powers and responsibilities for the competent authorities (e.g., 
investigative, law   enforcement and supervisory authorities) and other 
institutional measures;  


 enhance the transparency and availability of beneficial ownership 
information of legal persons and arrangements; and 


 facilitate international cooperation.   


The original FATF Forty Recommendations were drawn up in 1990 as an initiative to combat the 
misuse of financial systems by persons laundering drug money.  In 1996 the Recommendations 
were revised for the first time to reflect evolving money laundering trends and techniques, and to 
broaden their scope well beyond drug-money laundering. In October 2001 the FATF expanded its 
mandate to deal with the issue of the funding of terrorist acts and terrorist organisations, and took 
the important step of creating the Eight (later expanded to Nine) Special Recommendations on 
Terrorist Financing. The FATF Recommendations were revised a second time in 2003, and these, 
together with the Special Recommendations, have been endorsed by over 180 countries, and are 
universally recognised as the international standard for anti-money laundering and countering the 
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT).   
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Following the conclusion of the third round of mutual evaluations of its members, the FATF has 
reviewed and updated the FATF Recommendations, in close co-operation with the FATF-Style 
Regional Bodies (FSRBs) and the observer organisations, including the International Monetary 
Fund, the World Bank and the United Nations. The revisions address new and emerging threats, 
clarify and strengthen many of the existing obligations, while maintaining the necessary stability 
and rigour in the Recommendations.  


The FATF Standards have also been revised to strengthen the requirements for higher risk 
situations, and to allow countries to take a more focused approach in areas where high risks remain 
or implementation could be enhanced. Countries should first identify, assess and understand the 
risks of money laundering and terrorist finance that they face, and then adopt appropriate measures 
to mitigate the risk. The risk-based approach allows countries, within the framework of the FATF 
requirements, to adopt a more flexible set of measures, in order to target their resources more 
effectively and apply preventive measures that are commensurate to the nature of risks, in order to 
focus their efforts in the most effective way.  


Combating terrorist financing is a very significant challenge. An effective AML/CFT system, in 
general, is important for addressing terrorist financing, and most measures previously focused on 
terrorist financing are now integrated throughout the Recommendations, therefore obviating the 
need for the Special Recommendations. However, there are some Recommendations that are unique 
to terrorist financing, which are set out in Section C of the FATF Recommendations. These are: 
Recommendation 5 (the criminalisation of terrorist financing); Recommendation 6 (targeted 
financial sanctions related to terrorism & terrorist financing); and Recommendation 8 (measures to 
prevent the misuse of non-profit organisations). The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is 
also a significant security concern, and in 2008 the FATF’s mandate was expanded to include dealing 
with the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. To combat this threat, the FATF 
has adopted a new Recommendation (Recommendation 7) aimed at ensuring consistent and 
effective implementation of targeted financial sanctions when these are called for by the UN 
Security Council.  


The FATF Standards comprise the Recommendations themselves and their Interpretive Notes, 
together with the applicable definitions in the Glossary. The measures set out in the FATF Standards 
should be implemented by all members of the FATF and the FSRBs, and their implementation is 
assessed rigorously through Mutual Evaluation processes, and through the assessment processes of 
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank – on the basis of the FATF’s common 
assessment methodology. Some Interpretive Notes and definitions in the glossary include examples 
which illustrate how the requirements could be applied. These examples are not mandatory 
elements of the FATF Standards, and are included for guidance only. The examples are not intended 
to be comprehensive, and although they are considered to be helpful indicators, they may not be 
relevant in all circumstances. 


The FATF also produces Guidance, Best Practice Papers, and other advice to assist countries with 
the implementation of the FATF standards. These other documents are not mandatory for assessing 
compliance with the Standards, but countries may find it valuable to have regard to them when 
considering how best to implement the FATF Standards. A list of current FATF Guidance and Best 
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Practice Papers, which are available on the FATF website, is included as an annex to the 
Recommendations.   


The FATF is committed to maintaining a close and constructive dialogue with the private sector, 
civil society and other interested parties, as important partners in ensuring the integrity of the 
financial system.  The revision of the Recommendations has involved extensive consultation, and 
has benefited from comments and suggestions from these stakeholders. Going forward and in 
accordance with its mandate, the FATF will continue to consider changes to the standards, as 
appropriate, in light of new information regarding emerging threats and vulnerabilities to the global 
financial system. 


The FATF calls upon all countries to implement effective measures to bring their national systems 
for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation into 
compliance with the revised FATF Recommendations. 
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THE FATF RECOMMENDATIONS 


A. AML/CFT POLICIES AND COORDINATION 


1. Assessing risks and applying a risk-based approach * 


Countries should identify, assess, and understand the money laundering and terrorist 
financing risks for the country, and should take action, including designating an authority or 
mechanism to coordinate actions to assess risks, and apply resources, aimed at ensuring the 
risks are mitigated effectively. Based on that assessment, countries should apply a risk-based 
approach (RBA) to ensure that measures to prevent or mitigate money laundering and 
terrorist financing are commensurate with the risks identified. This approach should be an 
essential foundation to efficient allocation of resources across the anti-money laundering and 
countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regime and the implementation of risk-
based measures throughout the FATF Recommendations. Where countries identify higher 
risks, they should ensure that their AML/CFT regime adequately addresses such risks. Where 
countries identify lower risks, they may decide to allow simplified measures for some of the 
FATF Recommendations under certain conditions.  


Countries should require financial institutions and designated non-financial businesses and 
professions (DNFBPs) to identify, assess and take effective action to mitigate their money 
laundering and terrorist financing risks. 


2. National cooperation and coordination  


Countries should have national AML/CFT policies, informed by the risks identified, which 
should be regularly reviewed, and should designate an authority or have a coordination or 
other mechanism that is responsible for such policies. 


Countries should ensure that policy-makers, the financial intelligence unit (FIU), law 
enforcement authorities, supervisors and other relevant competent authorities, at the policy-
making and operational levels, have effective mechanisms in place which enable them to 
cooperate, and, where appropriate, coordinate domestically with each other concerning the 
development and implementation of policies and activities to combat money laundering, 
terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.    
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B. MONEY LAUNDERING AND CONFISCATION 


3.  Money laundering offence * 


Countries should criminalise money laundering on the basis of the Vienna Convention and the 
Palermo Convention. Countries should apply the crime of money laundering to all serious 
offences, with a view to including the widest range of predicate offences. 


4. Confiscation and provisional measures * 


Countries should adopt measures similar to those set forth in the Vienna Convention, the 
Palermo Convention, and the Terrorist Financing Convention, including legislative measures, 
to enable their competent authorities to freeze or seize and confiscate the following, without 
prejudicing the rights of bona fide third parties: (a) property laundered, (b) proceeds from, or 
instrumentalities used in or intended for use in money laundering or predicate offences, (c) 
property that is the proceeds of, or used in, or intended or allocated for use in, the financing of 
terrorism, terrorist acts or terrorist organisations, or (d) property of corresponding value. 


Such measures should include the authority to: (a) identify, trace and evaluate property that is 
subject to confiscation; (b) carry out provisional measures, such as freezing and seizing, to 
prevent any dealing, transfer or disposal of such property; (c) take steps that will prevent or 
void actions that prejudice the country’s ability to freeze or seize or recover property that is 
subject to confiscation; and (d) take any appropriate investigative measures. 


Countries should consider adopting measures that allow such proceeds or instrumentalities to 
be confiscated without requiring a criminal conviction (non-conviction based confiscation), or 
which require an offender to demonstrate the lawful origin of the property alleged to be liable 
to confiscation, to the extent that such a requirement is consistent with the principles of their 
domestic law. 
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C. TERRORIST FINANCING AND FINANCING OF PROLIFERATION 


5. Terrorist financing offence * 


Countries should criminalise terrorist financing on the basis of the Terrorist Financing 
Convention, and should criminalise not only the financing of terrorist acts but also the 
financing of terrorist organisations and individual terrorists even in the absence of a link to a 
specific terrorist act or acts. Countries should ensure that such offences are designated as 
money laundering predicate offences. 


6. Targeted financial sanctions related to terrorism and terrorist financing * 


Countries should implement targeted financial sanctions regimes to comply with United 
Nations Security Council resolutions relating to the prevention and suppression of terrorism 
and terrorist financing. The resolutions require countries to freeze without delay the funds or 
other assets of, and to ensure that no funds or other assets are made available, directly or 
indirectly, to or for the benefit of, any person or entity either (i) designated by, or under the 
authority of, the United Nations Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter of the 
United Nations, including in accordance with resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor 
resolutions; or (ii) designated by that country pursuant to resolution 1373 (2001). 


7.   Targeted financial sanctions related to proliferation * 


Countries should implement targeted financial sanctions to comply with United Nations 
Security Council resolutions relating to the prevention, suppression and disruption of 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and its financing. These resolutions require 
countries to freeze without delay the funds or other assets of, and to ensure that no funds and 
other assets are made available, directly or indirectly, to or for the benefit of, any person or 
entity designated by, or under the authority of, the United Nations Security Council under 
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. 


8. Non-profit organisations * 


Countries should review the adequacy of laws and regulations that relate to entities that can 
be abused for the financing of terrorism. Non-profit organisations are particularly vulnerable, 
and countries should ensure that they cannot be misused: 


(a)  by terrorist organisations posing as legitimate entities; 


(b)  to exploit legitimate entities as conduits for terrorist financing, including for the 
purpose of escaping asset-freezing measures; and 


(c)  to conceal or obscure the clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate 
purposes to terrorist organisations. 
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D. PREVENTIVE MEASURES 


9. Financial institution secrecy laws  


Countries should ensure that financial institution secrecy laws do not inhibit implementation 
of the FATF Recommendations. 


CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE AND RECORD-KEEPING 


10. Customer due diligence * 


Financial institutions should be prohibited from keeping anonymous accounts or accounts in 
obviously fictitious names. 


Financial institutions should be required to undertake customer due diligence (CDD) 
measures when: 


(i)  establishing business relations; 


(ii)  carrying out occasional transactions: (i) above the applicable designated threshold 
(USD/EUR 15,000); or (ii) that are wire transfers in the circumstances covered by the 
Interpretive Note to Recommendation 16; 


(iii) there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing; or 


(iv) the financial institution has doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously 
obtained customer identification data. 


The principle that financial institutions should conduct CDD should be set out in law. Each 
country may determine how it imposes specific CDD obligations, either through law or 
enforceable means. 


The CDD measures to be taken are as follows: 


(a) Identifying the customer and verifying that customer’s identity using reliable, 
independent source documents, data or information. 


(b) Identifying the beneficial owner, and taking reasonable measures to verify the identity 
of the beneficial owner, such that the financial institution is satisfied that it knows who 
the beneficial owner is. For legal persons and arrangements this should include 
financial institutions understanding the ownership and control structure of the 
customer. 


(c) Understanding and, as appropriate, obtaining information on the purpose and 
intended nature of the business relationship. 


(d) Conducting ongoing due diligence on the business relationship and scrutiny of 
transactions undertaken throughout the course of that relationship to ensure that the 
transactions being conducted are consistent with the institution’s knowledge of the 
customer, their business and risk profile, including, where necessary, the source of 
funds. 
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Financial institutions should be required to apply each of the CDD measures under (a) to (d) 
above, but should determine the extent of such measures using a risk-based approach (RBA) 
in accordance with the Interpretive Notes to this Recommendation and to Recommendation 1. 


Financial institutions should be required to verify the identity of the customer and beneficial 
owner before or during the course of establishing a business relationship or conducting 
transactions for occasional customers. Countries may permit financial institutions to complete 
the verification as soon as reasonably practicable following the establishment of the 
relationship, where the money laundering and terrorist financing risks are effectively 
managed and where this is essential not to interrupt the normal conduct of business.   


Where the financial institution is unable to comply with the applicable requirements under 
paragraphs (a) to (d) above (subject to appropriate modification of the extent of the measures 
on a risk-based approach), it should be required not to open the account, commence business 
relations or perform the transaction; or should be required to terminate the business 
relationship; and should consider making a suspicious transactions report in relation to the 
customer.  


 These requirements should apply to all new customers, although financial institutions should 
also apply this Recommendation to existing customers on the basis of materiality and risk, 
and should conduct due diligence on such existing relationships at appropriate times. 


11. Record-keeping  


Financial institutions should be required to maintain, for at least five years, all necessary 
records on transactions, both domestic and international, to enable them to comply swiftly 
with information requests from the competent authorities. Such records must be sufficient to 
permit reconstruction of individual transactions (including the amounts and types of currency 
involved, if any) so as to provide, if necessary, evidence for prosecution of criminal activity. 


Financial institutions should be required to keep all records obtained through CDD measures 
(e.g. copies or records of official identification documents like passports, identity cards, 
driving licences or similar documents), account files and business correspondence, including 
the results of any analysis undertaken (e.g. inquiries to establish the background and purpose 
of complex, unusual large transactions), for at least five years after the business relationship is 
ended, or after the date of the occasional transaction. 


Financial institutions should be required by law to maintain records on transactions and 
information obtained through the CDD measures. 


The CDD information and the transaction records should be available to domestic competent 
authorities upon appropriate authority. 
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ADDITIONAL MEASURES FOR SPECIFIC CUSTOMERS AND ACTIVITIES 


12. Politically exposed persons * 


Financial institutions should be required, in relation to foreign politically exposed persons 
(PEPs) (whether as customer or beneficial owner), in addition to performing normal customer 
due diligence measures, to: 


(a) have appropriate risk-management systems to determine whether the customer or the 
beneficial owner is a politically exposed person; 


(b) obtain senior management approval for establishing (or continuing, for existing 
customers) such business relationships;  


(c) take reasonable measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds; and 


(d) conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring of the business relationship. 


Financial institutions should be required to take reasonable measures to determine whether a 
customer or beneficial owner is a domestic PEP or a person who is or has been entrusted with 
a prominent function by an international organisation. In cases of a higher risk business 
relationship with such persons, financial institutions should be required to apply the 
measures referred to in paragraphs (b), (c) and (d). 


The requirements for all types of PEP should also apply to family members or close associates 
of such PEPs. 


13. Correspondent banking * 


Financial institutions should be required, in relation to cross-border correspondent banking 
and other similar relationships, in addition to performing normal customer due diligence 
measures, to:  


(a) gather sufficient information about a respondent institution to understand fully the 
nature of the respondent’s business and to determine from publicly available 
information the reputation of the institution and the quality of supervision, including 
whether it has been subject to a money laundering or terrorist financing investigation 
or regulatory action; 


(b) assess the respondent institution’s AML/CFT controls; 


(c) obtain approval from senior management before establishing new correspondent 
relationships; 


(d)  clearly understand the respective responsibilities of each institution; and  


(e) with respect to “payable-through accounts”, be satisfied that the respondent bank has 
conducted CDD on the customers having direct access to accounts of the 
correspondent bank, and that it is able to provide relevant CDD information upon 
request to the correspondent bank.  
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Financial institutions should be prohibited from entering into, or continuing, a correspondent 
banking relationship with shell banks. Financial institutions should be required to satisfy 
themselves that respondent institutions do not permit their accounts to be used by shell 
banks. 


14. Money or value transfer services * 


Countries should take measures to ensure that natural or legal persons that provide money or 
value transfer services (MVTS) are licensed or registered, and subject to effective systems for 
monitoring and ensuring compliance with the relevant measures called for in the FATF 
Recommendations. Countries should take action to identify natural or legal persons that carry 
out MVTS without a license or registration, and to apply appropriate sanctions. 


Any natural or legal person working as an agent should also be licensed or registered by a 
competent authority, or the MVTS provider should maintain a current list of its agents 
accessible by competent authorities in the countries in which the MVTS provider and its 
agents operate. Countries should take measures to ensure that MVTS providers that use 
agents include them in their AML/CFT programmes and monitor them for compliance with 
these programmes. 


15. New technologies  


Countries and financial institutions should identify and assess the money laundering or 
terrorist financing risks that may arise in relation to (a) the development of new products and 
new business practices, including new delivery mechanisms, and (b) the use of new or 
developing technologies for both new and pre-existing products. In the case of financial 
institutions, such a risk assessment should take place prior to the launch of the new products, 
business practices or the use of new or developing technologies. They should take appropriate 
measures to manage and mitigate those risks. 


16. Wire transfers * 


Countries should ensure that financial institutions include required and accurate originator 
information, and required beneficiary information, on wire transfers and related messages, 
and that the information remains with the wire transfer or related message throughout the 
payment chain.  


Countries should ensure that financial institutions monitor wire transfers for the purpose of 
detecting those which lack required originator and/or beneficiary information, and take 
appropriate measures. 


Countries should ensure that, in the context of processing wire transfers, financial institutions 
take freezing action and should prohibit conducting transactions with designated persons and 
entities, as per the obligations set out in the relevant United Nations Security Council 
resolutions, such as resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor resolutions, and resolution 
1373(2001), relating to the prevention and suppression of terrorism and terrorist financing. 
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RELIANCE, CONTROLS AND FINANCIAL GROUPS 


17. Reliance on third parties * 


Countries may permit financial institutions to rely on third parties to perform elements (a)-(c) 
of the CDD measures set out in Recommendation 10 or to introduce business, provided that 
the criteria set out below are met. Where such reliance is permitted, the ultimate 
responsibility for CDD measures remains with the financial institution relying on the third 
party. 


The criteria that should be met are as follows: 


(a) A financial institution relying upon a third party should immediately obtain the 
necessary information concerning elements (a)-(c) of the CDD measures set out in 
Recommendation 10.  


(b) Financial institutions should take adequate steps to satisfy themselves that copies of 
identification data and other relevant documentation relating to the CDD 
requirements will be made available from the third party upon request without delay. 


(c) The financial institution should satisfy itself that the third party is regulated, 
supervised or monitored for, and has measures in place for compliance with, CDD and 
record-keeping requirements in line with Recommendations 10 and 11. 


(d) When determining in which countries the third party that meets the conditions can be 
based, countries should have regard to information available on the level of country 
risk.  


When a financial institution relies on a third party that is part of the same financial group, and 
(i) that group applies CDD and record-keeping requirements, in line with Recommendations 
10, 11 and 12, and programmes against money laundering and terrorist financing, in 
accordance with Recommendation 18; and (ii) where the effective implementation of those 
CDD and record-keeping requirements and AML/CFT programmes is supervised at a group 
level by a competent authority, then relevant competent authorities may consider that the 
financial institution applies measures under (b) and (c) above through its group programme, 
and may decide that (d) is not a necessary precondition to reliance when higher country risk 
is adequately mitigated by the group AML/CFT policies.  


18. Internal controls and foreign branches and subsidiaries * 


Financial institutions should be required to implement programmes against money 
laundering and terrorist financing. Financial groups should be required to implement group-
wide programmes against money laundering and terrorist financing, including policies and 
procedures for sharing information within the group for AML/CFT purposes. 


Financial institutions should be required to ensure that their foreign branches and majority-
owned subsidiaries apply AML/CFT measures consistent with the home country 
requirements implementing the FATF Recommendations through the financial groups’ 
programmes against money laundering and terrorist financing. 
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19. Higher-risk countries * 


Financial institutions should be required to apply enhanced due diligence measures to 
business relationships and transactions with natural and legal persons, and financial 
institutions, from countries for which this is called for by the FATF. The type of enhanced due 
diligence measures applied should be effective and proportionate to the risks.    


Countries should be able to apply appropriate countermeasures when called upon to do so by 
the FATF. Countries should also be able to apply countermeasures independently of any call 
by the FATF to do so. Such countermeasures should be effective and proportionate to the 
risks. 


REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTIONS  


20. Reporting of suspicious transactions * 


If a financial institution suspects or has reasonable grounds to suspect that funds are the 
proceeds of a criminal activity, or are related to terrorist financing, it should be required, by 
law, to report promptly its suspicions to the financial intelligence unit (FIU).  


21. Tipping-off and confidentiality  


Financial institutions, their directors, officers and employees should be: 


(a) protected by law from criminal and civil liability for breach of any restriction on 
disclosure of information imposed by contract or by any legislative, regulatory or 
administrative provision, if they report their suspicions in good faith to the FIU, even if 
they did not know precisely what the underlying criminal activity was, and regardless 
of whether illegal activity actually occurred; and 


(b) prohibited by law from disclosing (“tipping-off”) the fact that a suspicious transaction 
report (STR) or related information is being filed with  the FIU. 


DESIGNATED NON-FINANCIAL BUSINESSES AND PROFESSIONS 


22. DNFBPs:  customer due diligence * 


The customer due diligence and record-keeping requirements set out in Recommendations 
10, 11, 12, 15, and 17, apply to designated non-financial businesses and professions (DNFBPs) 
in the following situations: 


(a) Casinos – when customers engage in financial transactions equal to or above the 
applicable designated threshold. 


(b) Real estate agents – when they are involved in transactions for their client concerning 
the buying and selling of real estate. 


(c) Dealers in precious metals and dealers in precious stones – when they engage in any 
cash transaction with a customer equal to or above the applicable designated 
threshold. 
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(d) Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants – when they 
prepare for or carry out transactions for their client concerning the following 
activities: 


 buying and selling of real estate; 


 managing of client money, securities or other assets; 


 management of bank, savings or securities accounts; 


 organisation of contributions for the creation, operation or management of 
companies; 


 creation, operation or management of legal persons or arrangements, and 
buying and selling of business entities. 


(e) Trust and company service providers – when they prepare for or carry out 
transactions for a client concerning the following activities: 


 acting as a formation agent of legal persons; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a director or secretary of a 
company, a partner of a partnership, or a similar position in relation to other 
legal persons; 


 providing a registered office, business address or accommodation, 
correspondence or administrative address for a company, a partnership or any 
other legal person or arrangement; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a trustee of an express trust 
or performing the equivalent function for another form of legal arrangement; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a nominee shareholder for 
another person. 


23. DNFBPs: Other measures * 


The requirements set out in Recommendations 18 to 21 apply to all designated non-financial 
businesses and professions, subject to the following qualifications: 


(a) Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants should be 
required to report suspicious transactions when, on behalf of or for a client, they 
engage in a financial transaction in relation to the activities described in paragraph (d) 
of Recommendation 22. Countries are strongly encouraged to extend the reporting 
requirement to the rest of the professional activities of accountants, including 
auditing.  


(b) Dealers in precious metals and dealers in precious stones should be required to report 
suspicious transactions when they engage in any cash transaction with a customer 
equal to or above the applicable designated threshold. 
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(c) Trust and company service providers should be required to report suspicious 
transactions for a client when, on behalf of or for a client, they engage in a transaction 
in relation to the activities referred to in paragraph (e) of Recommendation 22. 
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E.  TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL PERSONS AND 
ARRANGEMENTS 


24. Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal persons * 


Countries should take measures to prevent the misuse of legal persons for money laundering 
or terrorist financing. Countries should ensure that there is adequate, accurate and timely 
information on the beneficial ownership and control of legal persons that can be obtained or 
accessed in a timely fashion by competent authorities. In particular, countries that have legal 
persons that are able to issue bearer shares or bearer share warrants, or which allow nominee 
shareholders or nominee directors, should take effective measures to ensure that they are not 
misused for money laundering or terrorist financing. Countries should consider measures to 
facilitate access to beneficial ownership and control information by financial institutions and 
DNFBPs undertaking the requirements set out in Recommendations 10 and 22. 


25. Transparency and beneficial ownership of legal arrangements * 


Countries should take measures to prevent the misuse of legal arrangements for money 
laundering or terrorist financing. In particular, countries should ensure that there is adequate, 
accurate and timely information on express trusts, including information on the settlor, 
trustee and beneficiaries, that can be obtained or accessed in a timely fashion by competent 
authorities. Countries should consider measures to facilitate access to beneficial ownership 
and control information by financial institutions and DNFBPs undertaking the requirements 
set out in Recommendations 10 and 22. 
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F.  POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPETENT AUTHORITIES, AND OTHER 
INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES 


REGULATION AND SUPERVISION 


26.  Regulation and supervision of financial institutions * 


Countries should ensure that financial institutions are subject to adequate regulation and 
supervision and are effectively implementing the FATF Recommendations. Competent 
authorities or financial supervisors should take the necessary legal or regulatory measures to 
prevent criminals or their associates from holding, or being the beneficial owner of, a 
significant or controlling interest, or holding a management function in, a financial institution. 
Countries should not approve the establishment, or continued operation, of shell banks. 


For financial institutions subject to the Core Principles, the regulatory and supervisory 
measures that apply for prudential purposes, and which are also relevant to money 
laundering and terrorist financing, should apply in a similar manner for AML/CFT purposes. 
This should include applying consolidated group supervision for AML/CFT purposes. 


Other financial institutions should be licensed or registered and adequately regulated, and 
subject to supervision or monitoring for AML/CFT purposes, having regard to the risk of 
money laundering or terrorist financing in that sector. At a minimum, where financial 
institutions provide a service of money or value transfer, or of money or currency changing, 
they should be licensed or registered, and subject to effective systems for monitoring and 
ensuring compliance with national AML/CFT requirements.  


27. Powers of supervisors  


Supervisors should have adequate powers to supervise or monitor, and ensure compliance by, 
financial institutions with requirements to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, 
including the authority to conduct inspections. They should be authorised to compel 
production of any information from financial institutions that is relevant to monitoring such 
compliance, and to impose sanctions, in line with Recommendation 35, for failure to comply 
with such requirements. Supervisors should have powers to impose a range of disciplinary 
and financial sanctions, including the power to withdraw, restrict or suspend the financial 
institution’s license, where applicable. 


28. Regulation and supervision of DNFBPs * 


Designated non-financial businesses and professions should be subject to regulatory and 
supervisory measures as set out below. 


(a) Casinos should be subject to a comprehensive regulatory and supervisory regime that 
ensures that they have effectively implemented the necessary AML/CFT measures. At 
a minimum: 


 casinos should be licensed; 
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 competent authorities should take the necessary legal or regulatory measures to 
prevent criminals or their associates from holding, or being the beneficial owner 
of, a significant or controlling interest, holding a management function in, or 
being an operator of, a casino; and 


 competent authorities should ensure that casinos are effectively supervised for 
compliance with AML/CFT requirements. 


(b) Countries should ensure that the other categories of DNFBPs are subject to effective 
systems for monitoring and ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements. This 
should be performed on a risk-sensitive basis. This may be performed by (a) a 
supervisor or (b) by an appropriate self-regulatory body (SRB), provided that such a 
body can ensure that its members comply with their obligations to combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing. 


The supervisor or SRB should also (a) take the necessary measures to prevent 
criminals or their associates from being professionally accredited, or holding or being 
the beneficial owner of a significant or controlling interest or holding a management 
function, e.g. through evaluating persons on the basis of a “fit and proper” test; and (b) 
have effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions in line with Recommendation 
35 available to deal with failure to comply with AML/CFT requirements. 


OPERATIONAL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT  


29. Financial intelligence units * 


Countries should establish a financial intelligence unit (FIU) that serves as a national centre 
for the receipt and analysis of: (a) suspicious transaction reports; and (b) other information 
relevant to money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing, and for 
the dissemination of the results of that analysis. The FIU should be able to obtain additional 
information from reporting entities, and should have access on a timely basis to the financial, 
administrative and law enforcement information that it requires to undertake its functions 
properly. 


30. Responsibilities of law enforcement and investigative authorities * 


Countries should ensure that designated law enforcement authorities have responsibility for 
money laundering and terrorist financing investigations within the framework of national 
AML/CFT policies. At least in all cases related to major proceeds-generating offences, these 
designated law enforcement authorities should develop a pro-active parallel financial 
investigation when pursuing money laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist 
financing. This should include cases where the associated predicate offence occurs outside 
their jurisdictions. Countries should ensure that competent authorities have responsibility for 
expeditiously identifying, tracing and initiating actions to freeze and seize property that is, or 
may become, subject to confiscation, or is suspected of being proceeds of crime. Countries 
should also make use, when necessary, of permanent or temporary multi-disciplinary groups 
specialised in financial or asset investigations. Countries should ensure that, when necessary, 
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cooperative investigations with appropriate competent authorities in other countries take 
place. 


31. Powers of law enforcement and investigative authorities  


When conducting investigations of money laundering, associated predicate offences and 
terrorist financing, competent authorities should be able to obtain access to all necessary 
documents and information for use in those investigations, and in prosecutions and related 
actions. This should include powers to use compulsory measures for the production of 
records held by financial institutions, DNFBPs and other natural or legal persons, for the 
search of persons and premises, for taking witness statements, and for the seizure and 
obtaining of evidence.  


Countries should ensure that competent authorities conducting investigations are able to use 
a wide range of investigative techniques suitable for the investigation of money laundering, 
associated predicate offences and terrorist financing. These investigative techniques include: 
undercover operations, intercepting communications, accessing computer systems and 
controlled delivery. In addition, countries should have effective mechanisms in place to 
identify, in a timely manner, whether natural or legal persons hold or control accounts. They 
should also have mechanisms to ensure that competent authorities have a process to identify 
assets without prior notification to the owner. When conducting investigations of money 
laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing, competent authorities 
should be able to ask for all relevant information held by the FIU. 


32. Cash couriers * 


Countries should have measures in place to detect the physical cross-border transportation of 
currency and bearer negotiable instruments, including through a declaration system and/or 
disclosure system. 


Countries should ensure that their competent authorities have the legal authority to stop or 
restrain currency or bearer negotiable instruments that are suspected to be related to 
terrorist financing, money laundering or predicate offences, or that are falsely declared or 
disclosed. 


Countries should ensure that effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions are available to 
deal with persons who make false declaration(s) or disclosure(s). In cases where the currency 
or bearer negotiable instruments are related to terrorist financing, money laundering or 
predicate offences, countries should also adopt measures, including legislative ones consistent 
with Recommendation 4, which would enable the confiscation of such currency or 
instruments. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 


33. Statistics  


Countries should maintain comprehensive statistics on matters relevant to the effectiveness 
and efficiency of their AML/CFT systems. This should include statistics on the STRs received 
and disseminated; on money laundering and terrorist financing investigations, prosecutions 
and convictions; on property frozen, seized and confiscated; and on mutual legal assistance or 
other international requests for cooperation. 


34. Guidance and feedback  


The competent authorities, supervisors and SRBs should establish guidelines, and provide 
feedback, which will assist financial institutions and designated non-financial businesses and 
professions in applying national measures to combat money laundering and terrorist 
financing, and, in particular, in detecting and reporting suspicious transactions. 


SANCTIONS 


35.  Sanctions  


Countries should ensure that there is a range of effective, proportionate and dissuasive 
sanctions, whether criminal, civil or administrative, available to deal with natural or legal 
persons covered by Recommendations 6, and 8 to 23, that fail to comply with AML/CFT 
requirements. Sanctions should be applicable not only to financial institutions and DNFBPs, 
but also to their directors and senior management. 
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G. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 


36. International instruments  


Countries should take immediate steps to become party to and implement fully the Vienna 
Convention, 1988; the Palermo Convention, 2000; the United Nations Convention against 
Corruption, 2003; and the Terrorist Financing Convention, 1999. Where applicable, countries 
are also encouraged to ratify and implement other relevant international conventions, such as 
the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime, 2001; the Inter-American Convention 
against Terrorism, 2002; and the Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, 
Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime and on the Financing of Terrorism, 2005. 


37. Mutual legal assistance  


Countries should rapidly, constructively and effectively provide the widest possible range of 
mutual legal assistance in relation to money laundering, associated predicate offences and 
terrorist financing investigations, prosecutions, and related proceedings. Countries should 
have an adequate legal basis for providing assistance and, where appropriate, should have in 
place treaties, arrangements or other mechanisms to enhance cooperation. In particular, 
countries should: 


(a) Not prohibit, or place unreasonable or unduly restrictive conditions on, the provision 
of mutual legal assistance. 


(b) Ensure that they have clear and efficient processes for the timely prioritisation and 
execution of mutual legal assistance requests. Countries should use a central authority, 
or another established official mechanism, for effective transmission and execution of 
requests. To monitor progress on requests, a case management system should be 
maintained. 


(c) Not refuse to execute a request for mutual legal assistance on the sole ground that the 
offence is also considered to involve fiscal matters. 


(d) Not refuse to execute a request for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that laws 
require financial institutions or DNFBPs to maintain secrecy or confidentiality (except 
where the relevant information that is sought is held in circumstances where legal 
professional privilege or legal professional secrecy applies). 


(e) Maintain the confidentiality of mutual legal assistance requests they receive and the 
information contained in them, subject to fundamental principles of domestic law, in 
order to protect the integrity of the investigation or inquiry. If the requested country 
cannot comply with the requirement of confidentiality, it should promptly inform the 
requesting country. 


Countries should render mutual legal assistance, notwithstanding the absence of dual 
criminality, if the assistance does not involve coercive actions. Countries should consider 
adopting such measures as may be necessary to enable them to provide a wide scope of 
assistance in the absence of dual criminality. 
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Where dual criminality is required for mutual legal assistance, that requirement should be 
deemed to be satisfied regardless of whether both countries place the offence within the same 
category of offence, or denominate the offence by the same terminology, provided that both 
countries criminalise the conduct underlying the offence. 


Countries should ensure that, of the powers and investigative techniques required under 
Recommendation 31, and any other powers and investigative techniques available to their 
competent authorities:  


(a)  all those relating to the production, search and seizure of information, documents or 
evidence (including financial records) from financial institutions or other persons, and 
the taking of witness statements; and  


(b)  a broad range of other powers and investigative techniques; 


are also available for use in response to requests for mutual legal assistance, and, if consistent 
with their domestic framework, in response to direct requests from foreign judicial or law 
enforcement authorities to domestic counterparts. 


To avoid conflicts of jurisdiction, consideration should be given to devising and applying 
mechanisms for determining the best venue for prosecution of defendants in the interests of 
justice in cases that are subject to prosecution in more than one country. 


Countries should, when making mutual legal assistance requests, make best efforts to provide 
complete factual and legal information that will allow for timely and efficient execution of 
requests, including any need for urgency, and should send requests using expeditious means. 
Countries should, before sending requests, make best efforts to ascertain the legal 
requirements and formalities to obtain assistance. 


The authorities responsible for mutual legal assistance (e.g. a Central Authority) should be 
provided with adequate financial, human and technical resources. Countries should have in 
place processes to ensure that the staff of such authorities maintain high professional 
standards, including standards concerning confidentiality, and should be of high integrity and 
be appropriately skilled.  


38. Mutual legal assistance: freezing and confiscation * 


Countries should ensure that they have the authority to take expeditious action in response to 
requests by foreign countries to identify, freeze, seize and confiscate property laundered; 
proceeds from money laundering, predicate offences and terrorist financing; instrumentalities 
used in, or intended for use in, the commission of these offences; or property of corresponding 
value. This authority should include being able to respond to requests made on the basis of 
non-conviction-based confiscation proceedings and related provisional measures, unless this 
is inconsistent with fundamental principles of their domestic law. Countries should also have 
effective mechanisms for managing such property, instrumentalities or property of 
corresponding value, and arrangements for coordinating seizure and confiscation 
proceedings, which should include the sharing of confiscated assets. 
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39. Extradition  


Countries should constructively and effectively execute extradition requests in relation to 
money laundering and terrorist financing, without undue delay. Countries should also take all 
possible measures to ensure that they do not provide safe havens for individuals charged with 
the financing of terrorism, terrorist acts or terrorist organisations. In particular, countries 
should: 


(a) ensure money laundering and terrorist financing are extraditable offences; 


(b) ensure that they have clear and efficient processes for the timely execution of 
extradition requests including prioritisation where appropriate. To monitor progress 
of requests a case management system should be maintained; 


(c) not place unreasonable or unduly restrictive conditions on the execution of requests; 
and 


(d) ensure they have an adequate legal framework for extradition. 


Each country should either extradite its own nationals, or, where a country does not do so 
solely on the grounds of nationality, that country should, at the request of the country seeking 
extradition, submit the case, without undue delay, to its competent authorities for the purpose 
of prosecution of the offences set forth in the request. Those authorities should take their 
decision and conduct their proceedings in the same manner as in the case of any other offence 
of a serious nature under the domestic law of that country. The countries concerned should 
cooperate with each other, in particular on procedural and evidentiary aspects, to ensure the 
efficiency of such prosecutions.  


Where dual criminality is required for extradition, that requirement should be deemed to be 
satisfied regardless of whether both countries place the offence within the same category of 
offence, or denominate the offence by the same terminology, provided that both countries 
criminalise the conduct underlying the offence. 


Consistent with fundamental principles of domestic law, countries should have simplified 
extradition mechanisms, such as allowing direct transmission of requests for provisional 
arrests between appropriate authorities, extraditing persons based only on warrants of 
arrests or judgments, or introducing a simplified extradition of consenting persons who waive 
formal extradition proceedings. The authorities responsible for extradition should be 
provided with adequate financial, human and technical resources. Countries should have in 
place processes to ensure that the staff of such authorities maintain high professional 
standards, including standards concerning confidentiality, and should be of high integrity and 
be appropriately skilled.  


40. Other forms of international cooperation  * 


Countries should ensure that their competent authorities can rapidly, constructively and 
effectively provide the widest range of international cooperation in relation to money 
laundering, associated predicate offences and terrorist financing. Countries should do so both 
spontaneously and upon request, and there should be a lawful basis for providing 
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cooperation. Countries should authorise their competent authorities to use the most efficient 
means to cooperate. Should a competent authority need bilateral or multilateral agreements 
or arrangements, such as a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), these should be 
negotiated and signed in a timely way with the widest range of foreign counterparts. 


Competent authorities should use clear channels or mechanisms for the effective transmission 
and execution of requests for information or other types of assistance. Competent authorities 
should have clear and efficient processes for the prioritisation and timely execution of 
requests, and for safeguarding the information received.  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTES TO THE FATF RECOMMENDATIONS 


INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 1  
(ASSESSING RISKS AND APPLYING A RISK-BASED APPROACH) 


1. The risk-based approach (RBA) is an effective way to combat money laundering and terrorist 
financing. In determining how the RBA should be implemented in a sector, countries should 
consider the capacity and anti-money laundering/countering the financing of terrorism 
(AML/CFT) experience of the relevant sector. Countries should understand that the discretion 
afforded, and responsibility imposed on, financial institutions and designated non-financial 
bodies and professions (DNFBPs) by the RBA is more appropriate in sectors with greater 
AML/CFT capacity and experience. This should not exempt financial institutions and DNFBPs 
from the requirement to apply enhanced measures when they identify higher risk scenarios. 
By adopting a risk-based approach, competent authorities, financial institutions and DNFBPs 
should be able to ensure that measures to prevent or mitigate money laundering and terrorist 
financing are commensurate with the risks identified, and would enable them to make 
decisions on how to allocate their own resources in the most effective way.  


2. In implementing a RBA, financial institutions and DNFBPs should have in place processes to 
identify, assess, monitor, manage and mitigate money laundering and terrorist financing risks. 
The general principle of a RBA is that, where there are higher risks, countries should require 
financial institutions and DNFBPs to take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate those 
risks; and that, correspondingly, where the risks are lower, simplified measures may be 
permitted. Simplified measures should not be permitted whenever there is a suspicion of 
money laundering or terrorist financing. Specific Recommendations set out more precisely 
how this general principle applies to particular requirements. Countries may also, in strictly 
limited circumstances and where there is a proven low risk of money laundering and terrorist 
financing, decide not to apply certain Recommendations to a particular type of financial 
institution or activity, or DNFBP (see below). Equally, if countries determine through their 
risk assessments that there are types of institutions, activities, businesses or professions that 
are at risk of abuse from money laundering and terrorist financing, and which do not fall 
under the definition of financial institution or DNFBP, they should consider applying 
AML/CFT requirements to such sectors.   
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A.  Obligations and decisions for countries 


3. Assessing risk - Countries1 should take appropriate steps to identify and assess the money 
laundering and terrorist financing risks for the country, on an ongoing basis and in order to: 
(i) inform potential changes to the country’s AML/CFT regime, including changes to laws, 
regulations and other measures; (ii) assist in the allocation and prioritisation of AML/CFT 
resources by competent authorities; and (iii) make information available for AML/CFT risk 
assessments conducted by financial institutions and DNFBPs. Countries should keep the 
assessments up-to-date, and should have mechanisms to provide appropriate information on 
the results to all relevant competent authorities and self-regulatory bodies (SRBs), financial 
institutions and DNFBPs. 


4. Higher risk - Where countries identify higher risks, they should ensure that their AML/CFT 
regime addresses these higher risks, and, without prejudice to any other measures taken by 
countries to mitigate these higher risks, either prescribe that financial institutions and 
DNFBPs take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate the risks, or ensure that this 
information is incorporated into risk assessments carried out by financial institutions and 
DNFBPs, in order to manage and mitigate risks appropriately. Where the FATF 
Recommendations identify higher risk activities for which enhanced or specific measures are 
required, all such measures must be applied, although the extent of such measures may vary 
according to the specific level of risk. 


5. Lower risk - Countries may decide to allow simplified measures for some of the FATF 
Recommendations requiring financial institutions or DNFBPs to take certain actions, provided 
that a lower risk has been identified, and this is consistent with the country’s assessment of its 
money laundering and terrorist financing risks, as referred to in paragraph 3. 


 Independent of any decision to specify certain lower risk categories in line with the previous 
paragraph, countries may also allow financial institutions and DNFBPs to apply simplified 
customer due diligence (CDD) measures, provided that the requirements set out in section B 
below (“Obligations and decisions for financial institutions and DNFBPs”), and in paragraph 7 
below, are met. 


6. Exemptions - Countries may decide not to apply some of the FATF Recommendations 


requiring financial institutions or DNFBPs to take certain actions, provided:  


(a)  there is a proven low risk of money laundering and terrorist financing; this occurs in 
strictly limited and justified circumstances; and it relates to a particular type of 
financial institution or activity, or DNFBP; or 


(b)  a financial activity (other than the transferring of money or value) is carried out by a 
natural or legal person on an occasional or very limited basis (having regard to 
quantitative and absolute criteria), such that there is low risk of money laundering and 
terrorist financing. 


                                                      
1  Where appropriate, AML/CFT risk assessments at a supra-national level should be taken into account 


when considering whether this obligation is satisfied. 
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While the information gathered may vary according to the level of risk, the requirements of 
Recommendation 11 to retain information should apply to whatever information is gathered. 


7. Supervision and monitoring of risk - Supervisors (or SRBs for relevant DNFBPs sectors) 
should ensure that financial institutions and DNFBPs are effectively implementing the 
obligations set out below. When carrying out this function, supervisors and SRBs should, as 
and when required in accordance with the Interpretive Notes to Recommendations 26 and 28, 
review the money laundering and terrorist financing risk profiles and risk assessments 
prepared by financial institutions and DNFBPs, and take the result of this review into 
consideration. 


B. Obligations and decisions for financial institutions and DNFBPs 


8. Assessing risk - Financial institutions and DNFBPs should be required to take appropriate 
steps to identify and assess their money laundering and terrorist financing risks (for 
customers, countries or geographic areas; and products, services, transactions or delivery 
channels). They should document those assessments in order to be able to demonstrate their 
basis, keep these assessments up to date, and have appropriate mechanisms to provide risk 
assessment information to competent authorities and SRBs. The nature and extent of any 
assessment of money laundering and terrorist financing risks should be appropriate to the 
nature and size of the business. Financial institutions and DNFBPs should always understand 
their money laundering and terrorist financing risks, but competent authorities or SRBs may 
determine that individual documented risk assessments are not required, if the specific risks 
inherent to the sector are clearly identified and understood. 


9. Risk management and mitigation - Financial institutions and DNFBPs should be required to 
have policies, controls and procedures that enable them to manage and mitigate effectively 
the risks that have been identified (either by the country or by the financial institution or 
DNFBP). They should be required to monitor the implementation of those controls and to 
enhance them, if necessary. The policies, controls and procedures should be approved by 
senior management, and the measures taken to manage and mitigate the risks (whether 
higher or lower) should be consistent with national requirements and with guidance from 
competent authorities and SRBs. 


10. Higher risk - Where higher risks are identified financial institutions and DNFBPs should be 
required to take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate the risks.  


11. Lower risk - Where lower risks are identified, countries may allow financial institutions and 
DNFBPs to take simplified measures to manage and mitigate those risks.  


12. When assessing risk, financial institutions and DNFBPs should consider all the relevant risk 
factors before determining what is the level of overall risk and the appropriate level of 
mitigation to be applied. Financial institutions and DNFBPs may differentiate the extent of 
measures, depending on the type and level of risk for the various risk factors (e.g. in a 
particular situation, they could apply normal CDD for customer acceptance measures, but 
enhanced CDD for ongoing monitoring, or vice versa). 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 3  
(MONEY LAUNDERING OFFENCE) 


1. Countries should criminalise money laundering on the basis of the United Nations Convention 
against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 1988 (the Vienna 
Convention) and the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, 2000 
(the Palermo Convention). 


2. Countries should apply the crime of money laundering to all serious offences, with a view to 
including the widest range of predicate offences. Predicate offences may be described by 
reference to all offences; or to a threshold linked either to a category of serious offences; or to 
the penalty of imprisonment applicable to the predicate offence (threshold approach); or to a 
list of predicate offences; or a combination of these approaches.  


3. Where countries apply a threshold approach, predicate offences should, at a minimum, 
comprise all offences that fall within the category of serious offences under their national law, 
or should include offences that are punishable by a maximum penalty of more than one year’s 
imprisonment, or, for those countries that have a minimum threshold for offences in their 
legal system, predicate offences should comprise all offences that are punished by a minimum 
penalty of more than six months imprisonment. 


4. Whichever approach is adopted, each country should, at a minimum, include a range of 
offences within each of the designated categories of offences. The offence of money laundering 
should extend to any type of property, regardless of its value, that directly or indirectly 
represents the proceeds of crime. When proving that property is the proceeds of crime, it 
should not be necessary that a person be convicted of a predicate offence. 


5. Predicate offences for money laundering should extend to conduct that occurred in another 
country, which constitutes an offence in that country, and which would have constituted a 
predicate offence had it occurred domestically. Countries may provide that the only 
prerequisite is that the conduct would have constituted a predicate offence, had it occurred 
domestically.  


6. Countries may provide that the offence of money laundering does not apply to persons who 
committed the predicate offence, where this is required by fundamental principles of their 
domestic law. 


7. Countries should ensure that: 


(a)  The intent and knowledge required to prove the offence of money laundering may be 
inferred from objective factual circumstances. 


(b) Effective, proportionate and dissuasive criminal sanctions should apply to natural 
persons convicted of money laundering. 


(c) Criminal liability and sanctions, and, where that is not possible (due to fundamental 
principles of domestic law), civil or administrative liability and sanctions, should apply 
to legal persons. This should not preclude parallel criminal, civil or administrative 
proceedings with respect to legal persons in countries in which more than one form of 
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liability is available. Such measures should be without prejudice to the criminal 
liability of natural persons. All sanctions should be effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive. 


(d) There should be appropriate ancillary offences to the offence of money laundering, 
including participation in, association with or conspiracy to commit, attempt, aiding 
and abetting, facilitating, and counselling the commission, unless this is not permitted 
by fundamental principles of domestic law. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATIONS 4 AND 38  
(CONFISCATION AND PROVISIONAL MEASURES) 


Countries should establish mechanisms that will enable their competent authorities to effectively 
manage and, when necessary, dispose of, property that is frozen or seized, or has been confiscated. 
These mechanisms should be applicable both in the context of domestic proceedings, and pursuant 
to requests by foreign countries. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 5  
(TERRORIST FINANCING OFFENCE) 


A.  Objectives  


1.  Recommendation 5 was developed with the objective of ensuring that countries have the legal 
capacity to prosecute and apply criminal sanctions to persons that finance terrorism. Given 
the close connection between international terrorism and, inter alia, money laundering, 
another objective of Recommendation 5 is to emphasise this link by obligating countries to 
include terrorist financing offences as predicate offences for money laundering.   


B.  Characteristics of the terrorist financing offence  


2.  Terrorist financing offences should extend to any person who wilfully provides or collects 
funds by any means, directly or indirectly, with the unlawful intention that they should be 
used, or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part: (a) to carry out a terrorist 
act(s); (b) by a terrorist organisation; or (c) by an individual terrorist. 


3.  Criminalising terrorist financing solely on the basis of aiding and abetting, attempt, or 
conspiracy is not sufficient to comply with this Recommendation. 


4.  Terrorist financing offences should extend to any funds, whether from a legitimate or 
illegitimate source.  


5.  Terrorist financing offences should not require that the funds: (a) were actually used to carry 
out or attempt a terrorist act(s); or (b) be linked to a specific terrorist act(s).  


6. Countries should ensure that the intent and knowledge required to prove the offence of 
terrorist financing may be inferred from objective factual circumstances. 


7. Effective, proportionate and dissuasive criminal sanctions should apply to natural persons 
convicted of terrorist financing. 


8. Criminal liability and sanctions, and, where that is not possible (due to fundamental principles 
of domestic law), civil or administrative liability and sanctions, should apply to legal persons. 
This should not preclude parallel criminal, civil or administrative proceedings with respect to 
legal persons in countries in which more than one forms of liability is available. Such 
measures should be without prejudice to the criminal liability of natural persons. All sanctions 
should be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. 


9.  It should also be an offence to attempt to commit the offence of terrorist financing.  


10.  It should also be an offence to engage in any of the following types of conduct:  


(a)  Participating as an accomplice in an offence, as set forth in paragraphs 2 or 9 of this 
Interpretive Note;  


(b) Organising or directing others to commit an offence, as set forth in paragraphs 2 or 9 of 
this Interpretive Note;  


(c)  Contributing to the commission of one or more offence(s), as set forth in paragraphs 2 
or 9 of this Interpretive Note, by a group of persons acting with a common purpose. 
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Such contribution shall be intentional and shall either: (i) be made with the aim of 
furthering the criminal activity or criminal purpose of the group, where such activity 
or purpose involves the commission of a terrorist financing offence; or (ii) be made in 
the knowledge of the intention of the group to commit a terrorist financing offence.  


11.  Terrorist financing offences should apply, regardless of whether the person alleged to have 
committed the offence(s) is in the same country or a different country from the one in which 
the terrorist(s)/terrorist organisation(s) is located or the terrorist act(s) occurred/will occur.  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 6  
(TARGETED FINANCIAL SANCTIONS RELATED TO TERRORISM  
AND TERRORIST FINANCING)  


A. OBJECTIVE 


1. Recommendation 6 requires each country to implement targeted financial sanctions to 
comply with the United Nations Security Council resolutions  that require countries to freeze, 
without delay, the funds or other assets, and to ensure that no funds and other assets are 
made available to or for the benefit of: (i) any person2 or entity designated by the United 
Nations Security Council (the Security Council) under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United 
Nations, as required by Security Council resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor 
resolutions3; or (ii) any person or entity designated by that country pursuant to Security 
Council resolution 1373 (2001).  


2. It should be stressed that none of the obligations in Recommendation 6 is intended to replace 
other measures or obligations that may already be in place for dealing with funds or other 
assets in the context of a criminal, civil or administrative investigation or proceeding, as is 
required by Recommendation 4 (confiscation and provisional measures)4. Measures under 
Recommendation 6 may complement criminal proceedings against a designated person or 
entity, and be adopted by a competent authority or a court, but are not conditional upon the 
existence of such proceedings. Instead, the focus of Recommendation 6 is on the preventive 
measures that are necessary and unique in the context of stopping the flow of funds or other 
assets to terrorist groups; and the use of funds or other assets by terrorist groups. In 
determining the limits of, or fostering widespread support for, an effective counter-terrorist 
financing regime, countries must also respect human rights, respect the rule of law, and 
recognise the rights of innocent third parties.   


                                                      
2  Natural or legal person. 
3  Recommendation 6 is applicable to all current and future successor resolutions to resolution 1267(1999) 


and any future UNSCRs which impose targeted financial sanctions in the terrorist financing context. At 
the time of issuance of this Interpretive Note, (February 2012), the successor resolutions to resolution 
1267 (1999) are resolutions: 1333 (2000), 1363 (2001), 1390 (2002), 1452 (2002), 1455 (2003), 1526 
(2004), 1617 (2005), 1730 (2006), 1735 (2006), 1822 (2008), 1904 (2009), 1988 (2011), and 1989 
(2011). 


4  Based on requirements set, for instance, in the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic 
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (1988)(the Vienna Convention) and the United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organised Crime (2000) (the Palermo Convention), which contain obligations 
regarding freezing, seizure and confiscation in the context of combating transnational crime. 
Additionally, the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (1999)(the 
Terrorist Financing Convention) contains obligations regarding freezing, seizure and confiscation in the 
context of combating terrorist financing. Those obligations exist separately and apart from the 
obligations set forth in Recommendation 6 and the United Nations Security Council Resolutions related 
to terrorist financing. 
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B. IDENTIFYING AND DESIGNATING PERSONS AND ENTITIES FINANCING  
OR SUPPORTING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES 


3. For resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor resolutions, designations relating to Al-Qaida 
are made by the 1267 Committee, and designations pertaining to the Taliban and related 
threats to Afghanistan are made by the 1988 Committee, with both Committees acting under 
the authority of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. For resolution 1373 (2001), 
designations are made, at the national or supranational level, by a country or countries acting 
on their own motion, or at the request of another country, if the country receiving the request 
is satisfied, according to applicable legal principles, that a requested designation is supported 
by reasonable grounds, or a reasonable basis, to suspect or believe that the proposed designee 
meets the criteria for designation in resolution 1373 (2001), as set forth in Section E.  


4. Countries need to have the authority, and effective procedures or mechanisms, to identify and 
initiate proposals for designations of persons and entities targeted by resolution 1267 (1999) 
and its successor resolutions, consistent with the obligations set out in those Security Council 
resolutions5. Such authority and procedures or mechanisms are essential to propose persons 
and entities to the Security Council for designation in accordance with Security Council list-
based programmes, pursuant to those Security Council resolutions. Countries also need to 
have the authority and effective procedures or mechanisms to identify and initiate 
designations of persons and entities pursuant to S/RES/1373 (2001), consistent with the 
obligations set out in that Security Council resolution. Such authority and procedures or 
mechanisms are essential to identify persons and entities who meet the criteria identified in 
resolution 1373 (2001), described in Section E. A country’s regime to implement resolution 
1267 (1999) and its successor resolutions, and resolution 1373 (2001), should include the 
following necessary elements:  


(a)  Countries should identify a competent authority or a court as having responsibility for: 


(i)  proposing to the 1267 Committee, for designation as appropriate, persons or 
entities that meet the specific criteria for designation, as set forth in Security 
Council resolution 1989 (2011) (on Al-Qaida) and related resolutions, if that 
authority decides to do so and believes that it has sufficient evidence to support 
the designation criteria; 


(ii)  proposing to the 1988 Committee, for designation as appropriate, persons or 
entities that meet the specific criteria for designation, as set forth in Security 
Council resolution 1988 (2011) (on the Taliban and those associated with the 
Taliban in constituting a threat to the peace, stability and security of 
Afghanistan) and related resolutions, if that authority decides to do so and 
believes that it has sufficient evidence to support the designation criteria; and 


(iii) designating persons or entities that meet the specific criteria for designation, as 
set forth in resolution 1373 (2001), as put forward either on the country’s own 


                                                      
5  The relevant Security Council resolutions do not require countries to identify persons or entities and 


submit these to the relevant United Nations Committees, but to have the authority and effective 
procedures and mechanisms in place to be able to do so. 
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motion or, after examining and giving effect to, if appropriate, the request of 
another country, if the country receiving the request is satisfied, according to 
applicable legal principles, that a requested designation is supported by 
reasonable grounds, or a reasonable basis, to suspect or believe that the 
proposed designee meets the criteria for designation in resolution 1373 (2001), 
as set forth in Section E.  


(b) Countries should have a mechanism(s) for identifying targets for designation, based on 
the designation criteria set out in resolution 1988 (2011) and resolution 1989 (2011) 
and related resolutions, and resolution 1373 (2001) (see Section E for the specific 
designation criteria of relevant Security Council resolutions). This includes having 
authority and effective procedures or mechanisms to examine and give effect to, if 
appropriate, the actions initiated under the freezing mechanisms of other countries 
pursuant to resolution 1373 (2001). To ensure that effective cooperation is developed 
among countries, countries should ensure that, when receiving a request, they make a 
prompt determination whether they are satisfied, according to applicable (supra-) 
national principles, that the request is supported by reasonable grounds, or a 
reasonable basis, to suspect or believe that the proposed designee meets the criteria 
for designation in resolution 1373 (2011), as set forth in Section E. 


(c) The competent authority(ies) should have appropriate legal authorities and 
procedures or mechanisms to collect or solicit as much information as possible from 
all relevant sources to identify persons and entities that, based on reasonable grounds, 
or a reasonable basis to suspect or believe, meet the criteria for designation in the 
relevant Security Council resolutions. 


(d)  When deciding whether or not to make a (proposal for) designation, countries should 
apply an evidentiary standard of proof of “reasonable grounds” or “reasonable basis”. 
For designations under resolutions 1373 (2001), the competent authority of each 
country will apply the legal standard of its own legal system regarding the kind and 
quantum of evidence for the determination that “reasonable grounds” or “reasonable 
basis” exist for a decision to designate a person or entity, and thus initiate an action 
under a freezing mechanism. This is the case irrespective of whether the proposed 
designation is being put forward on the relevant country’s own motion or at the 
request of another country. Such (proposals for) designations should not be 
conditional upon the existence of a criminal proceeding. 


(e) When proposing names to the 1267 Committee for inclusion on the Al-Qaida Sanctions 
List, pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor resolutions, countries 
should:  


(i)  follow the procedures and standard forms for listing, as adopted by the 1267 
Committee;  


(ii)  provide as much relevant information as possible on the proposed name, in 
particular, sufficient identifying information to allow for the accurate and 
positive identification of individuals, groups, undertakings, and entities, and to 
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the extent possible, the information required by Interpol to issue a Special 
Notice;  


(iii)  provide a statement of case which contains as much detail as possible on the 
basis for the listing, including: specific information supporting a determination 
that the person or entity meets the relevant criteria for designation (see Section 
E for the specific designation criteria of relevant Security Council resolutions); 
the nature of the information; supporting information or documents that can be 
provided; and details of any connection between the proposed designee and any 
currently designated person or entity. This statement of case should be 
releasable, upon request, except for the parts a Member State identifies as being 
confidential to the 1267 Committee; and 


(iv) specify whether their status as a designating state may be made known. 


(f) When proposing names to the 1988 Committee for inclusion on the Taliban Sanctions 
List, pursuant to resolution 1988 (2011) and its successor resolutions, countries 
should:  


(i)  follow the procedures for listing, as adopted by the 1988 Committee; 


(ii)  provide as much relevant information as possible on the proposed name, in 
particular, sufficient identifying information to allow for the accurate and 
positive identification of individuals, groups, undertakings, and entities, and to 
the extent possible, the information required by Interpol to issue a Special 
Notice; and  


(iii)  provide a statement of case which contains as much detail as possible on the 
basis for the listing, including: specific information supporting a determination 
that the person or entity meets the relevant designation (see Section E for the 
specific designation criteria of relevant Security Council resolutions); the nature 
of the information; supporting information or documents that can be provided; 
and details of any connection between the proposed designee and any currently 
designated person or entity. This statement of case should be releasable, upon 
request, except for the parts a Member State identifies as being confidential to 
the 1988 Committee. 


(g)  When requesting another country to give effect to the actions initiated under the 
freezing mechanisms that have been implemented pursuant to resolution 1373 
(2001), the initiating country should provide as much detail as possible on: the 
proposed name, in particular, sufficient identifying information to allow for the 
accurate and positive identification of persons and entities; and specific information 
supporting a determination that the person or entity meets the relevant criteria for 
designation (see Section E for the specific designation criteria of relevant Security 
Council resolutions). 
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(h) Countries should have procedures to be able to operate ex parte against a person or 
entity who has been identified and whose (proposal for) designation is being 
considered. 


C. FREEZING AND PROHIBITING DEALING IN FUNDS OR OTHER ASSETS OF DESIGNATED 
PERSONS AND ENTITIES 


5. There is an obligation for countries to implement targeted financial sanctions without delay 
against persons and entities designated by the 1267 Committee and 1988 Committee (in the 
case of resolution 1267 (1999) and its successor resolutions), when these Committees are 
acting under the authority of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. For resolution 
1373 (2001), the obligation for countries to take freezing action and prohibit the dealing in 
funds or other assets of designated persons and entities, without delay, is triggered by a 
designation at the (supra-)national level, as put forward either on the country’s own motion 
or at the request of another country, if the country receiving the request is satisfied, according 
to applicable legal principles, that a requested designation is supported by reasonable 
grounds, or a reasonable basis, to suspect or believe that the proposed designee meets the 
criteria for designation in resolution 1373 (2001), as set forth in Section E. 


6. Countries should establish the necessary legal authority and identify domestic competent 
authorities responsible for implementing and enforcing targeted financial sanctions, in 
accordance with the following standards and procedures:  


(a)  Countries6 should require all natural and legal persons within the country to freeze, 
without delay and without prior notice, the funds or other assets of designated 
persons and entities. This obligation should extend to: all funds or other assets that 
are owned or controlled by the designated person or entity, and not just those that can 
be tied to a particular terrorist act, plot or threat; those funds or other assets that are 
wholly or jointly owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by designated persons or 
entities; and the funds or other assets derived or generated from funds or other assets 
owned or controlled directly or indirectly by designated persons or entities, as well as 
funds or other assets of persons and entities acting on behalf of, or at the direction of, 
designated persons or entities.  


(b)  Countries should prohibit their nationals, or any persons and entities within their 
jurisdiction, from making any funds or other assets, economic resources, or financial 
or other related services, available, directly or indirectly, wholly or jointly, for the 
benefit of designated persons and entities; entities owned or controlled, directly or 
indirectly, by designated persons or entities; and persons and entities acting on behalf 
of, or at the direction of, designated persons or entities, unless licensed, authorised or 


                                                      
6  In the case of the European Union (EU), which is a supra-national jurisdiction under Recommendation 6, 


the EU law applies as follows. The assets of designated persons and entities are frozen by the EU 
regulations and their amendments. EU member states may have to take additional measures to 
implement the freeze, and all natural and legal persons within the EU have to respect the freeze and not 
make funds available to designated persons and entities. 
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otherwise notified in accordance with the relevant Security Council resolutions (see 
Section E below). 


(c)  Countries should have mechanisms for communicating designations to the financial 
sector and the DNFBPs immediately upon taking such action, and providing clear 
guidance, particularly to financial institutions and other persons or entities, including 
DNFBPs, that may be holding targeted funds or other assets, on their obligations in 
taking action under freezing mechanisms. 


(d) Countries should require financial institutions and DNFBPs7 to report to competent 
authorities any assets frozen or actions taken in compliance with the prohibition 
requirements of the relevant Security Council resolutions, including attempted 
transactions, and ensure that such information is effectively utilised by the competent 
authorities.  


(e) Countries should adopt effective measures which protect the rights of bona fide third 
parties acting in good faith when implementing the obligations under 
Recommendation 6. 


D. DE-LISTING, UNFREEZING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO FROZEN FUNDS OR OTHER ASSETS 


7. Countries should develop and implement publicly known procedures to submit de-listing 
requests to the Security Council in the case of persons and entities designated pursuant to 
resolution 1267(1999) and its successor resolutions that, in the view of the country, do not or 
no longer meet the criteria for designation. In the event that the 1267 Committee or 1988 
Committee has de-listed a person or entity, the obligation to freeze no longer exists. In the 
case of de-listing requests related to Al-Qaida, such procedures and criteria should be in 
accordance with procedures adopted by the 1267 Committee under Security Council 
resolutions 1730 (2006), 1735 (2006), 1822 (2008), 1904 (2009), 1989 (2011), and any 
successor resolutions. In the case of de-listing requests related to the Taliban and related 
threats to the peace, security and stability of Afghanistan, such procedures and criteria should 
be in accordance with procedures adopted by the 1988 Committee under Security Council 
resolutions 1730 (2006), 1735 (2006), 1822 (2008), 1904 (2009), 1988 (2011), and any 
successor resolutions. 


8. For persons and entities designated pursuant to resolution 1373 (2001), countries should 
have appropriate legal authorities and procedures or mechanisms to delist and unfreeze the 
funds or other assets of persons and entities that no longer meet the criteria for designation. 
Countries should also have procedures in place to allow, upon request, review of the 
designation decision before a court or other independent competent authority. 


9. For persons or entities with the same or similar name as designated persons or entities, who 
are inadvertently affected by a freezing mechanism (i.e. a false positive), countries should 
develop and implement publicly known procedures to unfreeze the funds or other assets of 
such persons or entities in a timely manner, upon verification that the person or entity 
involved is not a designated person or entity.  


                                                      
7  Security Council resolutions apply to all natural and legal persons within the country. 
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10. Where countries have determined that funds or other assets of persons and entities 
designated by the Security Council, or one of its relevant sanctions committees, are necessary 
for basic expenses, for the payment of certain types of fees, expenses and service charges, or 
for extraordinary expenses, countries should authorise access to such funds or other assets in 
accordance with the procedures set out in Security Council resolution 1452 (2002) and any 
successor resolutions. On the same grounds, countries should authorise access to funds or 
other assets, if freezing measures are applied to persons and entities designated by a 
(supra-)national country pursuant to resolution 1373 (2001) and as set out in resolution 
1963 (2010).  


11. Countries should provide for a mechanism through which a designated person or entity can 
challenge their designation, with a view to having it reviewed by a competent authority or a 
court. With respect to designations on the Al-Qaida Sanctions List, countries should inform 
designated persons and entities of the availability of the United Nations Office of the 
Ombudsperson, pursuant to resolution 1904 (2009), to accept de-listing petitions.   


12. Countries should have mechanisms for communicating de-listings and unfreezings to the 
financial sector and the DNFBPs immediately upon taking such action, and providing adequate 
guidance, particularly to financial institutions and other persons or entities, including 
DNFBPs, that may be holding targeted funds or other assets, on their obligations to respect a 
de-listing or unfreezing action. 


E. UNITED NATIONS DESIGNATION CRITERIA 


13. The criteria for designation as specified in the relevant United Nations Security Council 
resolutions are:  


(a) Security Council resolutions 1267 (1999), 1989 (2011) and their successor 
resolutions8:  


(i)  any person or entity participating in the financing, planning, facilitating, 
preparing, or perpetrating of acts or activities by, in conjunction with, under the 
name of, on behalf of, or in support of; supplying, selling or transferring arms 
and related materiel to; recruiting for; or otherwise supporting acts or activities 
of Al-Qaida, or any cell, affiliate, splinter group or derivative thereof9; or 


(ii)  any undertaking owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any person or 
entity designated under subsection 13(a)(i), or by persons acting on their behalf 
or at their direction. 


                                                      
8  Recommendation 6 is applicable to all current and future successor resolutions to resolution 


1267(1999). At the time of issuance of this Interpretive Note, (February 2012) , the successor resolutions 
to resolution 1267 (1999) are: resolutions 1333 (2000), 1367 (2001), 1390 (2002), 1455 (2003), 1526 
(2004), 1617 (2005), 1735 (2006), 1822 (2008), 1904 (2009), 1988 (2011), and 1989 (2011).   


9  OP2 of resolution 1617  (2005) further defines the criteria for being “associated with” Al-Qaida or Usama bin 
Laden. 
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(b)  Security Council resolutions 1267 (1999), 1988 (2011) and their successor 
resolutions:  


(i)  any person or entity participating in the financing, planning, facilitating, 
preparing, or perpetrating of acts or activities by, in conjunction with, under the 
name of, on behalf of, or in support of; supplying, selling or transferring arms 
and related materiel to; recruiting for; or otherwise supporting acts or activities 
of those designated and other individuals, groups, undertakings and entities 
associated with the Taliban in constituting a threat to the peace, stability and 
security of Afghanistan; or 


(ii)  any undertaking owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any person or 
entity designated under subsection 13(b)(i) of this subparagraph, or by persons 
acting on their behalf or at their direction. 


(c) Security Council resolution 1373 (2001):  


(i)  any person or entity who commits or attempts to commit terrorist acts, or who 
participates in or facilitates the commission of terrorist acts;  


(ii)  any entity owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any person or entity 
designated under subsection 13(c) (i) of this subparagraph; or 


(iii) any person or entity acting on behalf of, or at the direction of, any person or 
entity designated under subsection 13(c) (i) of this subparagraph.        
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 7  
TARGETED FINANCIAL SANCTIONS RELATED TO PROLIFERATION) 


A. OBJECTIVE 


1. Recommendation 7 requires countries to implement targeted financial sanctions10 to comply 
with United Nations Security Council resolutions  that require countries to freeze, without 
delay, the funds or other assets of, and to ensure that no funds and other assets are made 
available to, and for the benefit of, any person11 or entity designated by the United Nations 
Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, pursuant to Security 
Council resolutions that relate to the prevention and disruption of the financing of 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.12 


2. It should be stressed that none of the requirements in Recommendation 7 is intended to 
replace other measures or obligations that may already be in place for dealing with funds or 
other assets in the context of a criminal, civil or administrative investigation or proceeding, as 
is required by international treaties or Security Council resolutions relating to weapons of 
mass destruction non-proliferation.13 The focus of Recommendation 7 is on preventive 
measures that are necessary and unique in the context of stopping the flow of funds or other 
assets to proliferators or proliferation; and the use of funds or other assets by proliferators or 
proliferation, as required by the United Nations Security Council (the Security Council).  


B DESIGNATIONS  


3. Designations are made by the Security Council in annexes to the relevant resolutions, or by 
the Security Council Committees established pursuant to these resolutions. There is no 
specific obligation upon United Nations Member States to submit proposals for designations 


                                                      
10  Recommendation 7 is focused on targeted financial sanctions. However, it should be noted that the 


relevant United Nations Security Council Resolutions are much broader and prescribe other types of 
sanctions (such as travel bans) and other types of financial provisions (such as activity-based financial 
prohibitions and vigilance provisions). With respect to other types of financial provisions, the FATF has 
issued non-binding guidance, which jurisdictions are encouraged to consider in their implementation of 
the relevant UNSCRs. With respect to targeted financial sanctions related to the financing of proliferation 
of weapons of mass destruction, the FATF has also issued non-binding guidance, which jurisdictions are 
encouraged to consider in their implementation of the relevant UNSCRs. 


11  Natural or legal person. 
12  Recommendation 7 is applicable to all current Security Council resolutions applying targeted financial 


sanctions relating to the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,  any future successor 
resolutions, and any future Security Council resolutions which impose targeted financial sanctions in the 
context of the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. At the time of issuance of this 
Recommendation, (February 2012), the Security Council resolutions applying targeted financial 
sanctions relating to the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction are: resolutions 1718 
(2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008), 1874 (2009), and 1929 (2010). 


13  Based on requirements set, for instance, in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Biological and Toxin 
Weapons Convention, the Chemical Weapons Convention, and Security Council resolution 1540 (2004). 
Those obligations exist separately and apart from the obligations set forth in Recommendation 7 and its 
interpretive note. 
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to the relevant Security Council Committees. However, in practice, the Committees primarily 
depend upon requests for designation by Member States. Security Council resolutions1718 
(2006) and 1737(2006) provide that the relevant Committees shall promulgate guidelines as 
may be necessary to facilitate the implementation of the measures imposed by these 
resolutions. 


4. Countries could consider establishing the authority and effective procedures or mechanisms 
to propose persons and entities to the Security Council for designation in accordance with 
relevant Security Council resolutions which impose targeted financial sanctions in the context 
of the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. In this regard, countries 
could consider the following elements: 


(a) identifying a competent authority(ies), either executive or judicial, as having 
responsibility for: 


(i) proposing to the 1718 Sanctions Committee, for designation as appropriate, 
persons or entities that meet the specific criteria for designation as set forth in 
resolution 1718 (2006) and its successor resolutions14, if that authority decides 
to do so and believes that it has sufficient evidence to support the designation 
criteria (see Section E for the specific designation criteria associated with 
relevant Security Council resolutions); and  


(ii) proposing to the 1737 Sanctions Committee, for designation as appropriate, 
persons or entities that meet the criteria for designation as set forth in 
resolution 1737 (2006) and its successor resolutions15, if that authority decides 
to do so and believes that it has sufficient evidence to support the designation 
criteria (see Section E for the specific designation criteria associated with 
relevant Security Council resolutions).  


(b) having a mechanism(s) for identifying targets for designation, based on the 
designation criteria set out in resolutions 1718 (2006), 1737 (2006), and their 
successor resolutions (see Section E for the specific designation criteria of relevant 
Security Council resolutions). Such procedures should ensure the determination, 
according to applicable (supra-)national principles, whether reasonable grounds or a 
reasonable basis exists to propose a designation. 


(c) having appropriate legal authority, and procedures or mechanisms, to collect or solicit 
as much information as possible from all relevant sources to identify persons and 
entities that, based on reasonable grounds, or a reasonable basis to suspect or believe, 
meet the criteria for designation in the relevant Security Council resolutions. 


                                                      
14  Recommendation 7 is applicable to all current and future successor resolutions to resolution1718 


(2006). At the time of issuance of this Interpretive Note, (February 2012), the successor resolutions to 
resolution 1718 (2006) are: resolution 1874 (2009). 


15  Recommendation 7 is applicable to all current and future successor resolutions to S/RES/1737 (2006). 
At the time of issuance of this Interpretive Note, (February 2012) , the successor resolutions to resolution 
1737 (2006) are: resolution 1747 (2007), resolution 1803 (2008), and resolution 1929 (2010). 
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(d) when deciding whether or not to propose a designation, taking into account the 
criteria in Section E of this interpretive note. For proposals of designations, the 
competent authority of each country will apply the legal standard of its own legal 
system, taking into consideration human rights, respect for the rule of law, and in 
recognition of the rights of innocent third parties. 


(e) when proposing names to the 1718 Sanctions Committee, pursuant to resolution 1718 
(2006) and its successor resolutions, or to the 1737 Sanctions Committee, pursuant to 
resolution 1737 (2006) and its successor resolutions, providing as much detail as 
possible on: 


(i) the proposed name, in particular, sufficient identifying information to allow for 
the accurate and positive identification of persons and entities; and  


(ii) specific information supporting a determination that the person or entity meets 
the relevant criteria for designation (see Section E for the specific designation 
criteria of relevant Security Council resolutions). 


(f) having procedures to be able, where necessary, to operate ex parte against a person or 
entity who has been identified and whose proposal for designation is being 
considered.  


C. FREEZING AND PROHIBITING DEALING IN FUNDS OR OTHER ASSETS  
OF DESIGNATED PERSONS AND ENTITIES 


5. There is an obligation for countries to implement targeted financial sanctions without delay 
against persons and entities designated:  


(a) in the case of resolution 1718 (2006) and its successor resolutions, by the Security 
Council in annexes to the relevant resolutions, or by the 1718 Sanctions Committee of 
the Security Council; and  


(b) in the case of resolution 1737 (2006) and its successor resolutions, by the Security 
Council in annexes to the relevant resolutions, or by the 1737 Sanctions Committee of 
the Security Council,  


 
 when these Committees are acting under the authority of Chapter VII of the Charter of the 


United Nations.  


6. Countries should establish the necessary legal authority and identify competent domestic 
authorities responsible for implementing and enforcing targeted financial sanctions, in 
accordance with the following standards and procedures: 


(a) Countries16 should require all natural and legal persons within the country to freeze, 
without delay and without prior notice, the funds or other assets of designated 


                                                      
16  In the case of the European Union (EU), which is considered a supra-national jurisdiction under 


Recommendation 7 by the FATF, the assets of designated persons and entities are frozen under EU 
regulations (as amended). EU member states may have to take additional measures to implement the 
freeze, and all natural and legal persons within the EU have to respect the freeze and not make funds 
available to designated persons and entities. 
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persons and entities. This obligation should extend to: all funds or other assets that 
are owned or controlled by the designated person or entity, and not just those that can 
be tied to a particular act, plot or threat of proliferation; those funds or other assets 
that are wholly or jointly owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by designated 
persons or entities; and the funds or other assets derived or generated from funds or 
other assets owned or controlled directly or indirectly by designated persons or 
entities, as well as funds or other assets of persons and entities acting on behalf of, or 
at the direction of designated persons or entities. 


(b) Countries should ensure that any funds or other assets are prevented from being made 
available by their nationals or by any persons or entities within their territories, to or 
for the benefit of designated persons or entities unless licensed, authorised or 
otherwise notified in accordance with the relevant Security Council resolutions (see 
Section E below). 


(c) Countries should have mechanisms for communicating designations to financial 
institutions and DNFBPs immediately upon taking such action, and providing clear 
guidance, particularly to financial institutions and other persons or entities, including 
DNFBPs, that may be holding targeted funds or other assets, on their obligations in 
taking action under freezing mechanisms. 


(d) Countries should require financial institutions and DNFBPs17 to report to competent 
authorities any assets frozen or actions taken in compliance with the prohibition 
requirements of the relevant Security Council resolutions, including attempted 
transactions, and ensure that such information is effectively utilised by competent 
authorities.  


(e) Countries should adopt effective measures which protect the rights of bona fide third 
parties acting in good faith when implementing the obligations under 
Recommendation 7. 


(f) Countries should adopt appropriate measures for monitoring, and ensuring 
compliance by, financial institutions and DNFBPs with the relevant laws or 
enforceable means governing the obligations under Recommendation 7. Failure to 
comply with such laws, or enforceable means should be subject to civil, administrative 
or criminal sanctions. 


D DE-LISTING, UNFREEZING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO FROZEN FUNDS OR OTHER ASSETS 


7. Countries should develop and implement publicly known procedures to submit de-listing 
requests to the Security Council in the case of designated persons and entities, that, in the 
view of the country, do not or no longer meet the criteria for designation. Once the relevant 
Sanctions Committee has de-listed the person or entity, the obligation to freeze no longer 
exists. Such procedures and criteria should be in accordance with any applicable guidelines or 
procedures adopted by the Security Council pursuant to resolution 1730 (2006) and any 
successor resolutions, including those of the Focal Point mechanism established under that 


                                                      
17  Security Council resolutions apply to all natural and legal persons within the country. 
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resolution. Countries should enable listed persons and entities to petition a request for 
delisting at the Focal Point for de-listing established pursuant to resolution 1730 (2006), or 
should inform designated persons or entities to petition the Focal Point directly.  


8. For persons or entities with the same or similar name as designated persons or entities, who 
are inadvertently affected by a freezing mechanism (i.e., a false positive), countries should 
develop and implement publicly known procedures to unfreeze the funds or other assets of 
such persons or entities in a timely manner, upon verification that the person or entity 
involved is not a designated person or entity.  


9. Where countries have determined that the exemption conditions set out in resolution 1718 
(2006) and resolution 1737 (2006) are met, countries should authorise access to funds or 
other assets in accordance with the procedures set out therein. 


10. Countries should permit the addition to the accounts frozen pursuant to resolution 1718 
(2006) or resolution 1737 (2006) of interests or other earnings due on those accounts or 
payments due under contracts, agreements or obligations that arose prior to the date on 
which those accounts became subject to the provisions of this resolution, provided that any 
such interest, other earnings and payments continue to be subject to these provisions and are 
frozen. 


11. Freezing action taken pursuant to resolution 1737 (2006) shall not prevent a designated 
person or entity from making any payment due under a contract entered into prior to the 
listing of such person or entity, provided that: 


(a) the relevant countries have determined that the contract is not related to any of the 
prohibited items, materials, equipment, goods, technologies, assistance, training, 
financial assistance, investment, brokering or services referred to in the relevant 
Security Council resolution; 


(b) the relevant countries have determined that the payment is not directly or indirectly 
received by a person or entity designated pursuant to resolution 1737 (2006); and 


(c) the relevant countries have submitted prior notification to the 1737 Sanctions 
Committee of the intention to make or receive such payments or to authorise, where 
appropriate, the unfreezing of funds, other financial assets or economic resources for 
this purpose, ten working days prior to such authorisation.18  


12. Countries should have mechanisms for communicating de-listings and unfreezings to the 
financial sector and the DNFBPs immediately upon taking such action, and providing adequate 
guidance, particularly to financial institutions and other persons or entities, including 
DNFBPs, that may be holding targeted funds or other assets, on their obligations to respect a 
de-listing or unfreezing action. 


                                                      
18  In cases where the designated person or entity is a financial institution, jurisdictions should consider the 


FATF guidance issued as an annex to The Implementation of Financial Provisions of United Nations 
Security Council Resolutions to Counter the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction, adopted in 
September 2007. 
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E. UNITED NATIONS DESIGNATION CRITERIA 


13. The criteria for designation as specified in the relevant United Nations Security Council 
resolution are:  


(a)  Resolution 1718 (2006):   


(i) Any person or entity engaged in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
(DPRK)’s nuclear-related, other WMD-related and ballistic missile-related 
programs;  


(ii) any person or entity providing support for DPRK’s nuclear-related, other WMD-
related and ballistic missile-related programs, including through illicit means;  


(iii) any person or entity acting on behalf of or at the direction of any person or 
entity designated under subsection 13(a)(i) or subsection 13(a)(ii)19; or  


(iv) any legal person or entity owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any 
person or entity designated under subsection 13(a)(i) or subsection 13(a)(ii)20.  


(b) Resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and 1929 (2010):  


(i)  any person or entity engaged in Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities 
or the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;  


(ii) any person or entity directly associated with or providing support for Iran’s 
proliferation sensitive nuclear activities or the development of nuclear weapon 
delivery systems;  


(iii) any person or entity acting on behalf or at a direction of any person or entity in 
subsection 13(b)(i) and/or subsection 13(b)(ii), or by entities owned or 
controlled by them;  


(iv) any person or entity acting on behalf or at the direction of the individuals and 
entities of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps designated pursuant to 
S/RES/1929 (2010); 


(v) any entity owned or controlled, including through illicit means, by the 
individuals and entities of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps designated 
pursuant to S/RES/1929 (2010)21;  


(vi) any person or entity acting on behalf or at the direction of the entities of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) designated pursuant to 
S/RES/1929 (2010);  


                                                      
19  The funds or assets of these persons or entities are frozen regardless of whether they are specifically 


identified by the Committee. 
20  Ibid. 
21  Ibid. 
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(vii) entities owned or controlled, including through illicit means, by the entities of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) designated pursuant to 
S/RES/1929  (2010); or 


(viii) any person or entity determined by the United Nations Security Council or the 
Committee to have assisted designated persons or entities in evading sanction 
of, or in violating the provisions of, S/RES/1737 (2006), S/RES/1747 (2007), 
S/RES/1803 (2008), or S/RES/1929 (2010). 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 8  
(NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS) 


A. INTRODUCTION  


1. Non-profit organisations (NPOs) play a vital role in the world economy and in many national 
economies and social systems. Their efforts complement the activity of the governmental and 
business sectors in providing essential services, comfort and hope to those in need around the 
world. The ongoing international campaign against terrorist financing has unfortunately 
demonstrated, however, that terrorists and terrorist organisations exploit the NPO sector to 
raise and move funds, provide logistical support, encourage terrorist recruitment, or 
otherwise support terrorist organisations and operations. This misuse not only facilitates 
terrorist activity, but also undermines donor confidence and jeopardises the very integrity of 
NPOs. Therefore, protecting the NPO sector from terrorist abuse is both a critical component 
of the global fight against terrorism and a necessary step to preserve the integrity of NPOs.    


2.  NPOs may be vulnerable to abuse by terrorists for a variety of reasons. NPOs enjoy the public 
trust, have access to considerable sources of funds, and are often cash-intensive. Furthermore, 
some NPOs have a global presence that provides a framework for national and international 
operations and financial transactions, often within or near those areas that are most exposed 
to terrorist activity. Depending on the legal form of the NPO and the country, NPOs may often 
be subject to little or no governmental oversight (for example, registration, record keeping, 
reporting and monitoring), or few formalities may be required for their creation (for example, 
there may be no skills or starting capital required, no background checks necessary for 
employees). Terrorist organisations have taken advantage of these characteristics of NPOs to 
infiltrate the sector and misuse NPO funds and operations to cover for, or support, terrorist 
activity.  


B. OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES  


3.  The objective of Recommendation 8 is to ensure that NPOs are not misused by terrorist 
organisations: (i) to pose as legitimate entities; (ii) to exploit legitimate entities as conduits 
for terrorist financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset freezing measures; or (iii) 
to conceal or obscure the clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate purposes, but 
diverted for terrorist purposes. In this Interpretive Note, the approach taken to achieve this 
objective is based on the following general principles:  


(a) Past and ongoing abuse of the NPO sector by terrorists and terrorist organisations 
requires countries to adopt measures both: (i) to protect the sector against such 
abuse, and (ii) to identify and take effective action against those NPOs that either are 
exploited by, or actively support, terrorists or terrorist organisations.      


(b) Measures adopted by countries to protect the NPO sector from terrorist abuse should 
not disrupt or discourage legitimate charitable activities. Rather, such measures 
should promote transparency and engender greater confidence in the sector, across 
the donor community and with the general public, that charitable funds and services 
reach intended legitimate beneficiaries. Systems that promote achieving a high degree 
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of transparency, integrity and public confidence in the management and functioning of 
all NPOs are integral to ensuring the sector cannot be misused for terrorist financing.  


(c) Measures adopted by countries to identify and take effective action against NPOs that 
either are exploited by, or actively support, terrorists or terrorist organisations should 
aim to prevent and prosecute, as appropriate, terrorist financing and other forms of 
terrorist support. Where NPOs suspected of, or implicated in, terrorist financing or 
other forms of terrorist support are identified, the first priority of countries must be to 
investigate and halt such terrorist financing or support. Actions taken for this purpose 
should, to the extent reasonably possible, avoid any negative impact on innocent and 
legitimate beneficiaries of charitable activity. However, this interest cannot excuse the 
need to undertake immediate and effective actions to advance the immediate interest 
of halting terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist support provided by NPOs.  


(d)  Developing cooperative relationships among the public, private and NPO sector is 
critical to raising awareness and fostering capabilities to combat terrorist abuse 
within the sector. Countries should encourage the development of academic research 
on, and information-sharing in, the NPO sector to address terrorist financing related 
issues.    


(e) A targeted approach in dealing with the terrorist threat to the NPO sector is essential 
given the diversity within individual national sectors, the differing degrees to which 
parts of each sector may be vulnerable to misuse by terrorists, the need to ensure that 
legitimate charitable activity continues to flourish, and the limited resources and 
authorities available to combat terrorist financing in each country.    


(f) Flexibility in developing a national response to terrorist financing in the NPO sector is 
also essential, in order to allow it to evolve over time as it faces the changing nature of 
the terrorist financing threat.    


C. MEASURES  


4.  Countries should undertake domestic reviews of their NPO sector, or have the capacity to 
obtain timely information on its activities, size and other relevant features. In undertaking 
these assessments, countries should use all available sources of information in order to 
identify features and types of NPOs, which, by virtue of their activities or characteristics, are 
at risk of being misused for terrorist financing.22 Countries should also periodically reassess 
the sector by reviewing new information on the sector’s potential vulnerabilities to terrorist 
activities. 


5.  There is a diverse range of approaches in identifying, preventing and combating terrorist 
misuse of NPOs. An effective approach, however, is one that involves all four of the following 
elements: (a) outreach to the sector, (b) supervision or monitoring, (c) effective investigation 
and information gathering and (d) effective mechanisms for international cooperation. The 


                                                      
22  For example, such information could be provided by regulators, tax authorities, FIUs, donor organisations 


or law enforcement and intelligence authorities.  
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following measures represent specific actions that countries should take with respect to each 
of these elements, in order to protect their NPO sector from terrorist financing abuse.    


(a) Outreach to the NPO sector concerning terrorist financing issues  


(i)  Countries should have clear policies to promote transparency, integrity and 
public confidence in the administration and management of all NPOs.     


(ii)  Countries should encourage or undertake outreach programmes to raise 
awareness in the NPO sector about the vulnerabilities of NPOs to terrorist abuse 
and terrorist financing risks, and the measures that NPOs can take to protect 
themselves against such abuse.   


(iii)  Countries should work with the NPO sector to develop and refine best practices 
to address terrorist financing risks and vulnerabilities and thus protect the 
sector from terrorist abuse.  


(iv)  Countries should encourage NPOs to conduct transactions via regulated 
financial channels, wherever feasible, keeping in mind the varying capacities of 
financial sectors in different countries and in different areas of urgent charitable 
and humanitarian concerns.  


(b) Supervision or monitoring of the NPO sector  


 Countries should take steps to promote effective supervision or monitoring of their 
NPO sector. In practice, countries should be able to demonstrate that the following 
standards apply to NPOs which account for (1) a significant portion of the financial 
resources under control of the sector; and (2) a substantial share of the sector’s 
international activities.  


(i)  NPOs should maintain information on: (1) the purpose and objectives of their 
stated activities; and (2) the identity of the person(s) who own, control or direct 
their activities, including senior officers, board members and trustees. This 
information should be publicly available either directly from the NPO or through 
appropriate authorities.   


(ii)  NPOs should issue annual financial statements that provide detailed 
breakdowns of incomes and expenditures.  


(iii)  NPOs should be licensed or registered. This information should be available to 
competent authorities.23 


(iv) NPOs should have appropriate controls in place to ensure that all funds are fully 
accounted for, and are spent in a manner that is consistent with the purpose and 
objectives of the NPO’s stated activities.  


                                                      
23  Specific licensing or registration requirements for counter terrorist financing purposes are not necessary.  


For example, in some countries, NPOs are already registered with tax authorities and monitored in the 
context of qualifying for favourable tax treatment (such as tax credits or tax exemptions). 
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(v)  NPOs should follow a “know your beneficiaries and associate NPOs” rule, which 
means that the NPO should make best efforts to confirm the identity, credentials 
and good standing of their beneficiaries and associate NPOs. NPOs should also 
undertake best efforts to document the identity of their significant donors and to 
respect donor confidentiality.   


(vi) NPOs should maintain, for a period of at least five years, records of domestic and 
international transactions that are sufficiently detailed to verify that funds have 
been spent in a manner consistent with the purpose and objectives of the 
organisation, and should make these available to competent authorities upon 
appropriate authority. This also applies to information mentioned in paragraphs 
(i) and (ii) above.  


(vii)  Appropriate authorities should monitor the compliance of NPOs with the 
requirements of this Recommendation.24 Appropriate authorities should be able 
to apply effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for violations by NPOs 
or persons acting on behalf of these NPOs.25  


(c)  Effective information gathering and investigation  


(i)  Countries should ensure effective cooperation, coordination and information-
sharing to the extent possible among all levels of appropriate authorities or 
organisations that hold relevant information on NPOs.  


(ii)  Countries should have investigative expertise and capability to examine those 
NPOs suspected of either being exploited by, or actively supporting, terrorist 
activity or terrorist organisations.  


(iii)  Countries should ensure that full access to information on the administration 
and management of a particular NPO (including financial and programmatic 
information) may be obtained during the course of an investigation.  


(iv)  Countries should establish appropriate mechanisms to ensure that, when there 
is suspicion or reasonable grounds to suspect that a particular NPO: (1) is a front 
for fundraising by a terrorist organisation; (2) is being exploited as a conduit for 
terrorist financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset freezing 
measures; or (3) is concealing or obscuring the clandestine diversion of funds 
intended for legitimate purposes, but redirected for the benefit of terrorists or 
terrorist organisations, this information is promptly shared with relevant 
competent authorities, in order to take preventive or investigative action.  


                                                      
24  In this context, rules and regulations may include rules and standards applied by self regulatory 


organisations and accrediting institutions. 
25  The range of such sanctions might include freezing of accounts, removal of trustees, fines, de-


certification, de-licensing and de-registration. This should not preclude parallel civil, administrative or 
criminal proceedings with respect to NPOs or persons acting on their behalf where appropriate. 
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(d) Effective capacity to respond to international requests for information about an NPO of 
concern  


 Consistent with Recommendations on international cooperation, countries should 
identify appropriate points of contact and procedures to respond to international 
requests for information regarding particular NPOs suspected of terrorist financing or 
other forms of terrorist support.  


D. RESOURCES FOR SUPERVISION, MONITORING, AND INVESTIGATION 


6. Countries should provide their appropriate authorities responsible for supervision, 
monitoring and investigation of their NPO sector with adequate financial, human and 
technical resources.  


Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


Appropriate authorities refers to competent authorities, including accrediting institutions, and 
self-regulatory organisations. 


Associate NPOs includes foreign branches of international NPOs. 


Beneficiaries refers to those natural persons, or groups of natural persons who 
receive charitable, humanitarian or other types of assistance through 
the services of the NPO. 


Non-profit organisation  
or NPO 


refers to a legal person or arrangement or organisation that primarily 
engages in raising or disbursing funds for purposes such as charitable, 
religious, cultural, educational, social or fraternal purposes, or for the 
carrying out of other types of “good works”. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 10  
(CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE) 


A. CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE AND TIPPING-OFF 


1. If, during the establishment or course of the customer relationship, or when conducting 
occasional transactions, a financial institution suspects that transactions relate to money 
laundering or terrorist financing, then the institution should: 


(a)  normally seek to identify and verify the identity26 of the customer and the beneficial 
owner, whether permanent or occasional, and irrespective of any exemption or any 
designated threshold that might otherwise apply; and 


(b) make a suspicious transaction report (STR) to the financial intelligence unit (FIU), in 
accordance with Recommendation 20. 


2. Recommendation 21 prohibits financial institutions, their directors, officers and employees 
from disclosing the fact that an STR or related information is being reported to the FIU. A risk 
exists that customers could be unintentionally tipped off when the financial institution is 
seeking to perform its customer due diligence (CDD) obligations in these circumstances. The 
customer’s awareness of a possible STR or investigation could compromise future efforts to 
investigate the suspected money laundering or terrorist financing operation.  


3. Therefore, if financial institutions form a suspicion that transactions relate to money 
laundering or terrorist financing, they should take into account the risk of tipping-off when 
performing the CDD process. If the institution reasonably believes that performing the CDD 
process will tip-off the customer or potential customer, it may choose not to pursue that 
process, and should file an STR. Institutions should ensure that their employees are aware of, 
and sensitive to, these issues when conducting CDD.  


B. CDD – PERSONS ACTING ON BEHALF OF A CUSTOMER 


4. When performing elements (a) and (b) of the CDD measures specified under 
Recommendation 10, financial institutions should also be required to verify that any person 
purporting to act on behalf of the customer is so authorised, and should identify and verify the 
identity of that person. 


C. CDD FOR LEGAL PERSONS AND ARRANGEMENTS 


5. When performing CDD measures in relation to customers that are legal persons or legal 
arrangements27, financial institutions should be required to identify and verify the identity of 


                                                      
26  Reliable, independent source documents, data or information will hereafter be referred to as 


“identification data.” 
27   In these Recommendations references to legal arrangements such as trusts (or other similar 


arrangements) being the customer of a financial institution or DNFBP or carrying out a transaction, 
refers to situations where a natural or legal person that is the trustee establishes the business 
relationship or carries out the transaction on the behalf of the beneficiaries or according to the terms of 
the trust. The normal CDD requirements for customers that are natural or legal persons would continue 
to apply, including paragraph 4 of INR.10, but the additional requirements regarding the trust and the 
beneficial owners of the trust (as defined) would also apply.   
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the customer, and understand the nature of its business, and its ownership and control 
structure. The purpose of the requirements set out in (a) and (b) below, regarding the 
identification and verification of the customer and the beneficial owner, is twofold: first, to 
prevent the unlawful use of legal persons and arrangements, by gaining a sufficient 
understanding of the customer to be able to properly assess the potential money laundering 
and terrorist financing risks associated with the business relationship; and, second, to take 
appropriate steps to mitigate the risks. As two aspects of one process, these requirements are 
likely to interact and complement each other naturally. In this context, financial institutions 
should be required to: 


(a) Identify the customer and verify its identity. The type of information that would 
normally be needed to perform this function would be:  


(i) Name, legal form and proof of existence – verification could be obtained, for 
example, through a certificate of incorporation, a certificate of good standing, a 
partnership agreement, a deed of trust, or other documentation from a reliable 
independent source proving the name, form and current existence of the 
customer. 


(ii) The powers that regulate and bind the legal person or arrangement (e.g. the 
memorandum and articles of association of a company), as well as the names of 
the relevant persons having a senior management position in the legal person or 
arrangement (e.g. senior managing directors in a company, trustee(s) of a trust). 


(iii) The address of the registered office, and, if different, a principal place of 
business. 


(b) Identify the beneficial owners of the customer and take reasonable measures28 to 
verify the identity of such persons, through the following information: 


(i) For legal persons29:  


(i.i)  The identity of the natural persons (if any – as ownership interests can be 
so diversified that there are no natural persons (whether acting alone or 
together) exercising control of the legal person or arrangement through 
ownership) who ultimately have a controlling ownership interest30 in a 
legal person; and 


(i.ii)  to the extent that there is doubt under (i.i) as to whether the person(s) 
with the controlling ownership interest are the beneficial owner(s) or 
where no natural person exerts control through ownership interests, the 


                                                      
28  In determining the reasonableness of the identity verification measures, regard should be had to the 


money laundering and terrorist financing risks posed by the customer and the business relationship. 
29  Measures (i.i) to (i.iii) are not alternative options, but are cascading measures, with each to be used 


where the previous measure has been applied and has not identified a beneficial owner. 
30  A controlling ownership interest depends on the ownership structure of the company. It may be based on 


a threshold, e.g. any person owning more than a certain percentage of the company (e.g. 25%).  
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identity of the natural persons (if any) exercising control of the legal 
person or arrangement through other means.  


(i.iii)  Where no natural person is identified under (i.i) or (i.ii) above, financial 
institutions should identify and take reasonable measures to verify the 
identity of the relevant natural person who holds the position of senior 
managing official. 


(ii) For legal arrangements:  


 (ii.i)  Trusts – the identity of the settlor, the trustee(s), the protector (if any), the 
beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries31, and any other natural person 
exercising ultimate effective control over the trust (including through a 
chain of control/ownership);  


(ii.ii)  Other types of legal arrangements – the identity of persons in equivalent 
or similar positions. 


 Where the customer or the owner of the controlling interest is a company listed on a stock 
exchange and subject to disclosure requirements (either by stock exchange rules or through 
law or enforceable means) which impose requirements to ensure adequate transparency of 
beneficial ownership, or is a majority-owned subsidiary of such a company, it is not necessary 
to identify and verify the identity of any shareholder or beneficial owner of such companies. 


 The relevant identification data may be obtained from a public register, from the customer or 
from other reliable sources. 


D. CDD FOR BENEFICIARIES OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES 


6.  For life or other investment-related insurance business, financial institutions should, in 
addition to the CDD measures required for the customer and the beneficial owner, conduct the 
following CDD measures on the beneficiary(ies) of life insurance and other investment related 
insurance policies, as soon as the beneficiary(ies) are identified/designated: 


(a) For beneficiary(ies) that are identified as specifically named natural or legal persons or 
legal arrangements – taking the name of the person; 


(b) For beneficiary(ies) that are designated by characteristics or by class (e.g. spouse or 
children at the time that the insured event occurs) or by other means (e.g. under a 
will) – obtaining sufficient information concerning the beneficiary to satisfy the 
financial institution that it will be able to establish the identity of the beneficiary at the 
time of the payout.  


 The information collected under (a) and/or (b) should be recorded and maintained in 
accordance with the provisions of Recommendation 11. 


                                                      
31  For beneficiary(ies) of trusts that are designated by characteristics or by class, financial institutions 


should obtain sufficient information concerning the beneficiary to satisfy the financial institution that it 
will be able to establish the identity of the beneficiary at the time of the payout or when the beneficiary 
intends to exercise vested rights. 
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7.  For both the cases referred to in 6(a) and (b) above, the verification of the identity of the 
beneficiary(ies) should occur at the time of the payout. 


8.  The beneficiary of a life insurance policy should be included as a relevant risk factor by the 
financial institution in determining whether enhanced CDD measures are applicable. If the 
financial institution determines that a beneficiary who is a legal person or a legal arrangement 
presents a higher risk, then the enhanced CDD measures should include reasonable measures 
to identify and verify the identity of the beneficial owner of the beneficiary, at the time of 
payout.  


9.  Where a financial institution is unable to comply with paragraphs 6 to 8 above, it should 
consider making a suspicious transaction report. 


E. RELIANCE ON IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION ALREADY PERFORMED 


10. The CDD measures set out in Recommendation 10 do not imply that financial institutions have 
to repeatedly identify and verify the identity of each customer every time that a customer 
conducts a transaction. An institution is entitled to rely on the identification and verification 
steps that it has already undertaken, unless it has doubts about the veracity of that 
information. Examples of situations that might lead an institution to have such doubts could 
be where there is a suspicion of money laundering in relation to that customer, or where there 
is a material change in the way that the customer’s account is operated, which is not 
consistent with the customer’s business profile. 


F. TIMING OF VERIFICATION 


11. Examples of the types of circumstances (in addition to those referred to above for 
beneficiaries of life insurance policies) where it would be permissible for verification to be 
completed after the establishment of the business relationship, because it would be essential 
not to interrupt the normal conduct of business, include: 


 Non face-to-face business. 


 Securities transactions. In the securities industry, companies and 
intermediaries may be required to perform transactions very rapidly, 
according to the market conditions at the time the customer is contacting 
them, and the performance of the transaction may be required before 
verification of identity is completed.  


12. Financial institutions will also need to adopt risk management procedures with respect to the 
conditions under which a customer may utilise the business relationship prior to verification. 
These procedures should include a set of measures, such as a limitation of the number, types 
and/or amount of transactions that can be performed and the monitoring of large or complex 
transactions being carried out outside the expected norms for that type of relationship.  


G. EXISTING CUSTOMERS 


13. Financial institutions should be required to apply CDD measures to existing customers32 on 
the basis of materiality and risk, and to conduct due diligence on such existing relationships at 


                                                      
32  Existing customers as at the date that the national requirements are brought into force. 
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appropriate times, taking into account whether and when CDD measures have previously 
been undertaken and the adequacy of data obtained. 


H. RISK BASED APPROACH33 


14. The examples below are not mandatory elements of the FATF Standards, and are included for 
guidance only. The examples are not intended to be comprehensive, and although they are 
considered to be helpful indicators, they may not be relevant in all circumstances. 


Higher risks 


15. There are circumstances where the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing is higher, 
and enhanced CDD measures have to be taken. When assessing the money laundering and 
terrorist financing risks relating to types of customers, countries or geographic areas, and 
particular products, services, transactions or delivery channels, examples of potentially 
higher-risk situations (in addition to those set out in Recommendations 12 to 16) include the 
following:  


(a)  Customer risk factors: 


 The business relationship is conducted in unusual circumstances (e.g. 
significant unexplained geographic distance between the financial 
institution and the customer). 


 Non-resident customers. 


 Legal persons or arrangements that are personal asset-holding vehicles. 


 Companies that have nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form. 


 Business that are cash-intensive. 


  The ownership structure of the company appears unusual or excessively 
complex given the nature of the company’s business. 


(b)  Country or geographic risk factors:34  


 Countries identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluation or 
detailed assessment reports or published follow-up reports, as not having 
adequate AML/CFT systems. 


 Countries subject to sanctions, embargos or similar measures issued by, for 
example, the United Nations. 


 Countries identified by credible sources as having significant levels of 
corruption or other criminal activity. 


                                                      
33  The RBA does not apply to the circumstances when CDD should be required but may be used to 


determine the extent of such measures.  


 
34  Under Recommendation 19 it is mandatory for countries to require financial institutions to apply 


enhanced due diligence when the FATF calls for such measures to be introduced.  
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 Countries or geographic areas identified by credible sources as providing 
funding or support for terrorist activities, or that have designated terrorist 
organisations operating within their country. 


(c)  Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors: 


 Private banking. 


 Anonymous transactions (which may include cash). 


 Non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions. 


 Payment received from unknown or un-associated third parties 


Lower risks 


16. There are circumstances where the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing may be 
lower. In such circumstances, and provided there has been an adequate analysis of the risk by 
the country or by the financial institution, it could be reasonable for a country to allow its 
financial institutions to apply simplified CDD measures.  


17. When assessing the money laundering and terrorist financing risks relating to types of 
customers, countries or geographic areas, and particular products, services, transactions or 
delivery channels, examples of potentially lower risk situations include the following: 


(a)  Customer risk factors: 


 Financial institutions and DNFBPs – where they are subject to requirements 
to combat money laundering and terrorist financing consistent with the 
FATF Recommendations, have effectively implemented those requirements, 
and are effectively supervised or monitored in accordance with the 
Recommendations to ensure compliance with those requirements.  


 Public companies listed on a stock exchange and subject to disclosure 
requirements (either by stock exchange rules or through law or enforceable 
means), which impose requirements to ensure adequate transparency of 
beneficial ownership. 


 Public administrations or enterprises. 


(b)  Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors: 


 Life insurance policies where the premium is low (e.g. an annual premium 
of less than USD/EUR 1,000 or a single premium of less than USD/EUR 
2,500).  


 Insurance policies for pension schemes if there is no early surrender option 
and the policy cannot be used as collateral. 


 A pension, superannuation or similar scheme that provides retirement 
benefits to employees, where contributions are made by way of deduction 
from wages, and the scheme rules do not permit the assignment of a 
member’s interest under the scheme. 
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 Financial products or services that provide appropriately defined and 
limited services to certain types of customers, so as to increase access for 
financial inclusion purposes.  


(c)  Country risk factors: 


 Countries identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluation or 
detailed assessment reports, as having effective AML/CFT systems.  


 Countries identified by credible sources as having a low level of corruption 
or other criminal activity.  


 In making a risk assessment, countries or financial institutions could, when appropriate, also 
take into account possible variations in money laundering and terrorist financing risk 
between different regions or areas within a country. 


18. Having a lower money laundering and terrorist financing risk for identification and 
verification purposes does not automatically mean that the same customer is lower risk for all 
types of CDD measures, in particular for ongoing monitoring of transactions.  


Risk variables 


19. When assessing the money laundering and terrorist financing risks relating to types of 
customers, countries or geographic areas, and particular products, services, transactions or 
delivery channels risk, a financial institution should take into account risk variables relating to 
those risk categories. These variables, either singly or in combination, may increase or 
decrease the potential risk posed, thus impacting the appropriate level of CDD measures. 
Examples of such variables include:  


 The purpose of an account or relationship. 


 The level of assets to be deposited by a customer or the size of transactions 
undertaken. 


 The regularity or duration of the business relationship. 


Enhanced CDD measures 


20. Financial institutions should examine, as far as reasonably possible, the background and 
purpose of all complex, unusual large transactions, and all unusual patterns of transactions, 
which have no apparent economic or lawful purpose. Where the risks of money laundering or 
terrorist financing are higher, financial institutions should be required to conduct enhanced 
CDD measures, consistent with the risks identified. In particular, they should increase the 
degree and nature of monitoring of the business relationship, in order to determine whether 
those transactions or activities appear unusual or suspicious. Examples of enhanced CDD 
measures that could be applied for higher-risk business relationships include:  


 
 Obtaining additional information on the customer (e.g. occupation, volume 


of assets, information available through public databases, internet, etc.), and 
updating more regularly the identification data of customer and beneficial 
owner. 
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 Obtaining additional information on the intended nature of the business 
relationship. 


 Obtaining information on the source of funds or source of wealth of the 
customer. 


 Obtaining information on the reasons for intended or performed 
transactions. 


 Obtaining the approval of senior management to commence or continue the 
business relationship. 


 Conducting enhanced monitoring of the business relationship, by increasing 
the number and timing of controls applied, and selecting patterns of 
transactions that need further examination. 


 Requiring the first payment to be carried out through an account in the 
customer’s name with a bank subject to similar CDD standards. 


Simplified CDD measures  


21. Where the risks of money laundering or terrorist financing are lower, financial institutions 
could be allowed to conduct simplified CDD measures, which should take into account the 
nature of the lower risk. The simplified measures should be commensurate with the lower 
risk factors (e.g. the simplified measures could relate only to customer acceptance measures 
or to aspects of ongoing monitoring). Examples of possible measures are: 


 Verifying the identity of the customer and the beneficial owner after the 
establishment of the business relationship (e.g. if account transactions rise 
above a defined monetary threshold).  


 Reducing the frequency of customer identification updates. 


 Reducing the degree of on-going monitoring and scrutinising transactions, 
based on a reasonable monetary threshold. 


 Not collecting specific information or carrying out specific measures to 
understand the purpose and intended nature of the business relationship, 
but inferring the purpose and nature from the type of transactions or 
business relationship established.  


 Simplified CDD measures are not acceptable whenever there is a suspicion of money 
laundering or terrorist financing, or where specific higher-risk scenarios apply. 


Thresholds 


22.  The designated threshold for occasional transactions under Recommendation 10 is 
USD/EUR 15,000. Financial transactions above the designated threshold include situations 
where the transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several operations that appear 
to be linked. 


Ongoing due diligence 
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23. Financial institutions should be required to ensure that documents, data or information 
collected under the CDD process is kept up-to-date and relevant by undertaking reviews of 
existing records, particularly for higher-risk categories of customers.  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 12  
(POLITICALLY EXPOSED PERSONS)  


 Financial institutions should take reasonable measures to determine whether the 
beneficiaries of a life insurance policy and/or, where required, the beneficial owner of the 
beneficiary are politically exposed persons. This should occur at the latest at the time of the 
payout. Where there are higher risks identified, in addition to performing normal CDD 
measures, financial institutions should be required to: 


a)  inform senior management before the payout of the policy proceeds; and 


b)  conduct enhanced scrutiny on the whole business relationship with the policyholder, 
and consider making a suspicious transaction report. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 13  
(CORRESPONDENT BANKING) 


 The similar relationships to which financial institutions should apply criteria (a) to (e) 
include, for example those established for securities transactions or funds transfers, whether 
for the cross-border financial institution as principal or for its customers.  


 The term payable-through accounts refers to correspondent accounts that are used directly by 
third parties to transact business on their own behalf. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 14  
(MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES) 


 A country need not impose a separate licensing or registration system with respect to natural 
or legal persons already licensed or registered as financial institutions (as defined by the 
FATF Recommendations) within that country, which, under such license or registration, are 
permitted to perform money or value transfer services, and which are already subject to the 
full range of applicable obligations under the FATF Recommendations. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 16  
(WIRE TRANSFERS) 


A. OBJECTIVE 


1. Recommendation 16 was developed with the objective of preventing terrorists and other 
criminals from having unfettered access to wire transfers for moving their funds, and for 
detecting such misuse when it occurs. Specifically, it aims to ensure that basic information on 
the originator and beneficiary of wire transfers is immediately available:  


(a)  to appropriate law enforcement and/or prosecutorial authorities to assist them in 
detecting, investigating, and prosecuting terrorists or other criminals, and tracing 
their assets;  


(b) to financial intelligence units for analysing suspicious or unusual activity, and 
disseminating it as necessary, and  


(c) to ordering, intermediary and beneficiary financial institutions to facilitate the 
identification and reporting of suspicious transactions, and to implement the 
requirements to take freezing action and comply with prohibitions from conducting 
transactions with designated persons and entities, as per the obligations set out in the 
relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions, such as resolution 1267 (1999) 
and its successor resolutions, and resolution 1373 (2001) relating to the prevention 
and suppression of terrorism and terrorist financing.  


2. To accomplish these objectives, countries should have the ability to trace all wire transfers. 
Due to the potential terrorist financing threat posed by small wire transfers, countries should 
minimise thresholds taking into account the risk of driving transactions underground and the 
importance of financial inclusion. It is not the intention of the FATF to impose rigid standards 
or to mandate a single operating process that would negatively affect the payment system.  


B. SCOPE 


3. Recommendation 16 applies to cross-border wire transfers and domestic wire transfers , 
including serial payments, and cover payments. 


4. Recommendation 16 is not intended to cover the following types of payments: 


(a) Any transfer that flows from a transaction carried out using a credit or debit or 
prepaid card for the purchase of goods or services, so long as the credit or debit or 
prepaid card number accompanies all transfers flowing from the transaction. 
However, when a credit or debit or prepaid card is used as a payment system to effect 
a person-to-person wire transfer, the transaction is covered by Recommendation 16, 
and the necessary information should be included in the message. 


(b) Financial institution-to-financial institution transfers and settlements, where both the 
originator person and the beneficiary person are financial institutions acting on their 
own behalf. 
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5. Countries may adopt a de minimis threshold for cross-border wire transfers (no higher than 
USD/EUR 1,000), below which the following requirements should apply: 


(a) Countries should ensure that financial institutions include with such transfers: (i) the 
name of the originator; (ii) the name of the beneficiary; and (iii) an account number 
for each, or a unique transaction reference number. Such information need not be 
verified for accuracy, unless there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist 
financing, in which case, the financial institution should verify the information 
pertaining to its customer.  


(b) Countries may, nevertheless, require that incoming cross-border wire transfers below 
the threshold contain required and accurate originator information. 


C. CROSS-BORDER QUALIFYING WIRE TRANSFERS 


6. Information accompanying all qualifying wire transfers should always contain: 


(a) the name of the originator; 


(b) the originator account number where such an account is used to process the 
transaction;  


(c) the originator’s address, or national identity number, or customer identification 
number35, or date and place of birth; 


(d) the name of the beneficiary; and 


(e) the beneficiary account number where such an account is used to process the 
transaction.  


7. In the absence of an account, a unique transaction reference number should be included 
which permits traceability of the transaction. 


8. Where several individual cross-border wire transfers from a single originator are bundled in a 
batch file for transmission to beneficiaries, they may be exempted from the requirements of 
paragraph 6 in respect of originator information, provided that they include the originator’s 
account number or unique transaction reference number (as described in paragraph 7 above), 
and the batch file contains required and accurate originator information, and full beneficiary 
information, that is fully traceable within the beneficiary country. 


D. DOMESTIC WIRE TRANSFERS  


9. Information accompanying domestic wire transfers should also include originator information 
as indicated for cross-border wire transfers, unless this information can be made available to 
the beneficiary financial institution and appropriate authorities by other means. In this latter 
case, the ordering financial institution need only include the account number or a unique 


                                                      
35  The customer identification number refers to a number which uniquely identifies the originator to the 


originating financial institution and is a different number from the unique transaction reference number 
referred to in paragraph 7. The customer identification number must refer to a record held by the 
originating financial institution which contains at least one of the following: the customer address, a 
national identity number, or a date and place of birth. 
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transaction reference number, provided that this number or identifier will permit the 
transaction to be traced back to the originator or the beneficiary.  


10. The information should be made available by the ordering financial institution within three 
business days of receiving the request either from the beneficiary financial institution or from 
appropriate competent authorities. Law enforcement authorities should be able to compel 
immediate production of such information. 


 
E. RESPONSIBILITIES OF ORDERING, INTERMEDIARY AND BENEFICIARY FINANCIAL 


INSTITUTIONS 


Ordering financial institution 


11. The ordering financial institution should ensure that qualifying wire transfers contain 
required and accurate originator information, and required beneficiary information. 


12. The ordering financial institution should ensure that cross-border wire transfers below any 
applicable threshold contain the name of the originator and the name of the beneficiary and 
an account number for each, or a unique transaction reference number. 


13. The ordering financial institution should maintain all originator and beneficiary information 
collected, in accordance with Recommendation 11.  


14. The ordering financial institution should not be allowed to execute the wire transfer if it does 
not comply with the requirements specified above. 


Intermediary financial institution 


15. For cross-border wire transfers, financial institutions processing an intermediary element of 
such chains of wire transfers should ensure that all originator and beneficiary information 
that accompanies a wire transfer is retained with it 


16. Where technical limitations prevent the required originator or beneficiary information 
accompanying a cross-border wire transfer from remaining with a related domestic wire 
transfer, a record should be kept, for at least five years, by the receiving intermediary financial 
institution of all the information received from the ordering financial institution or another 
intermediary financial institution. 


17. An intermediary financial institution should take reasonable measures to identify cross-
border wire transfers that lack required originator information or required beneficiary 
information. Such measures should be consistent with straight-through processing. 


18. An intermediary financial institution should have effective risk-based policies and procedures 
for determining: (i) when to execute, reject, or suspend a wire transfer lacking required 
originator or required beneficiary information; and (ii) the appropriate follow-up action.  


Beneficiary financial institution 


19. A beneficiary financial institution should take reasonable measures to identify cross-border 
wire transfers that lack required originator or required beneficiary information. Such 
measures may include post-event monitoring or real-time monitoring where feasible. 
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20. For qualifying wire transfers, a beneficiary financial institution should verify the identity of 
the beneficiary, if the identity has not been previously verified, and maintain this information 
in accordance with Recommendation 11. 


21. A beneficiary financial institution should have effective risk-based policies and procedures for 
determining: (i) when to execute, reject, or suspend a wire transfer lacking required 
originator or required beneficiary information; and (ii) the appropriate follow-up action. 


F. MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICE OPERATORS 


 
22. Money or value transfer service (MVTS) providers should be required to comply with all of 


the relevant requirements of Recommendation 16 in the countries in which they operate, 
directly or through their agents. In the case of a MVTS provider that controls both the 
ordering and the beneficiary side of a wire transfer, the MVTS provider: 


 (a) should take into account all the information from both the ordering and beneficiary 
sides in order to determine whether an STR has to be filed; and 


(b) should file an STR in any country affected by the suspicious wire transfer, and make 
relevant transaction information available to the Financial Intelligence Unit. 


 


Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


Accurate is used to describe information that has been verified for accuracy. 


Batch transfer is a transfer comprised of a number of individual wire transfers that are 
being sent to the same financial institutions, but may/may not be 
ultimately intended for different persons. 


Beneficiary refers to the natural or legal person or legal arrangement who is 
identified by the originator as the receiver of the requested wire 
transfer. 


Beneficiary Financial 
Institution 


refers to the financial institution which receives the wire transfer from 
the ordering financial institution directly or through an intermediary 
financial institution and makes the funds available to the beneficiary. 


Cover Payment refers to a wire transfer that combines a payment message sent directly 
by the ordering financial institution to the beneficiary financial 
institution with the routing of the funding instruction (the cover) from 
the ordering financial institution to the beneficiary financial institution 
through one or more intermediary financial institutions. 


Cross-border wire transfer refers to any wire transfer where the ordering financial institution and 
beneficiary financial institution are located in different countries. This 
term also refers to any chain of wire transfer in which at least one of the 
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


financial institutions involved is located in a different country. 


Domestic wire transfers refers to any wire transfer where the ordering financial institution and 
beneficiary financial institution are located in the same country. This 
term therefore refers to any chain of wire transfer that takes place 
entirely within the borders of a single country, even though the system 
used to transfer the payment message may be located in another 
country. The term also refers to any chain of wire transfer that takes 
place entirely within the borders of the European Economic Area 
(EEA)36. 


Intermediary financial 
institution 


refers to a financial institution in a serial or cover payment chain that 
receives and transmits a wire transfer on behalf of the ordering 
financial institution and the beneficiary financial institution, or another 
intermediary financial institution. 


Ordering financial 
institution 


refers to the financial institution which initiates the wire transfer and 
transfers the funds upon receiving the request for an wire transfer on 
behalf of the originator. 


Originator refers to the account holder who allows the wire transfer from that 
account, or where there is no account, the natural or legal person that 
places the order with the ordering financial institution to perform the 
wire transfer. 


Qualifying wire transfers means a cross-border wire transfer above any applicable threshold as 
described in paragraph 5 of the Interpretive Note to 
Recommendation 16. 


Required is used to describe a situation in which all elements of required 
information are present. Subparagraphs 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) set out the 
required originator information. Subparagraphs 6(d) and 6(e) set out 
the required beneficiary information. 


Serial Payment refers to a direct sequential chain of payment where the wire transfer 
and accompanying payment message travel together from the ordering 
financial institution to the beneficiary financial institution directly or 
through one or more intermediary financial institutions (e.g. 
correspondent banks). 


                                                      
36  An entity may petition the FATF to be designated as a supra-national jurisdiction for the purposes of and 


limited to an assessment of Recommendation 16 compliance. 
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


Straight-through 
processing 


refers to payment transactions that are conducted electronically 
without the need for manual intervention. 


Unique transaction 
reference number 


refers to a combination of letters, numbers or symbols, determined by 
the payment service provider, in accordance with the protocols of the 
payment and settlement system or messaging system used for the wire 
transfer. 


Wire transfer refers to any transaction carried out on behalf of an originator through 
a financial institution by electronic means with a view to making an 
amount of funds available to a beneficiary person at a beneficiary 
financial institution, irrespective of whether the originator and the 
beneficiary are the same person.37 


 


                                                      
37  It is understood that the settlement of wire transfers may happen under a net settlement arrangement. 


This interpretive note refers to information which must be included in instructions sent from an 
originating financial institution to a beneficiary financial institution, including through any intermediary 
financial institution, to enable disbursement of the funds to the recipient. Any net settlement between the 
financial institutions may be exempt under paragraph 4(b). 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 17  
(RELIANCE ON THIRD PARTIES) 


1. This Recommendation does not apply to outsourcing or agency relationships. In a third-party 
reliance scenario, the third party should be subject to CDD and record-keeping requirements 
in line with Recommendations 10 and 11, and be regulated, supervised or monitored. The 
third party will usually have an existing business relationship with the customer, which is 
independent from the relationship to be formed by the customer with the relying institution, 
and would apply its own procedures to perform the CDD measures. This can be contrasted 
with an outsourcing/agency scenario, in which the outsourced entity applies the CDD 
measures on behalf of the delegating financial institution, in accordance with its procedures, 
and is subject to the delegating financial institution’s control of the effective implementation 
of those procedures by the outsourced entity.   


2. For the purposes of Recommendation 17, the term relevant competent authorities means (i) 
the home authority, that should be involved for the understanding of group policies and 
controls at group-wide level, and (ii) the host authorities, that should be involved for the 
branches/subsidiaries. 


3. The term third parties means financial institutions or DNFBPs that are supervised or 
monitored and that meet the requirements under Recommendation 17.  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 18  
(INTERNAL CONTROLS AND FOREIGN BRANCHES AND SUBSIDIARIES)  


1. Financial institutions’ programmes against money laundering and terrorist financing should 
include: 


(a) the development of internal policies, procedures and controls, including appropriate 
compliance management arrangements, and adequate screening procedures to ensure 
high standards when hiring employees; 


(b) an ongoing employee training programme; and 


(c) an independent audit function to test the system. 


2. The type and extent of measures to be taken should be appropriate having regard to the risk 
of money laundering and terrorist financing and the size of the business. 


3. Compliance management arrangements should include the appointment of a compliance 
officer at the management level. 


4. Financial groups’ programmes against money laundering and terrorist financing should be 
applicable to all branches and majority-owned subsidiaries of the financial group. These 
programmes should include measures under (a) to (c) above, and should be appropriate to 
the business of the branches and majority-owned subsidiaries. Such programmes should be 
implemented effectively at the level of branches and majority-owned subsidiaries. These 
programmes should include policies and procedures for sharing information required for the 
purposes of CDD and money laundering and terrorist financing risk management. Group-level 
compliance, audit, and/or AML/CFT functions should be provided with customer, account, 
and transaction information from branches and subsidiaries when necessary for AML/CFT 
purposes. Adequate safeguards on the confidentiality and use of information exchanged 
should be in place. 


5. In the case of their foreign operations, where the minimum AML/CFT requirements of the 
host country are less strict than those of the home country, financial institutions should be 
required to ensure that their branches and majority-owned subsidiaries in host countries 
implement the requirements of the home country, to the extent that host country laws and 
regulations permit. If the host country does not permit the proper implementation of the 
measures above, financial groups should apply appropriate additional measures to manage 
the money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and inform their home supervisors.  If the 
additional measures are not sufficient, competent authorities in the home country should 
consider additional supervisory actions, including placing additional controls on the financial 
group, including, as appropriate, requesting the financial group to close down its operations in 
the host country. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 19  
(HIGHER-RISK COUNTRIES)  


1. The enhanced due diligence measures that could be undertaken by financial institutions 
include those measures set out in paragraph 20 of the Interpretive Note to 
Recommendation 10, and any other measures that have a similar effect in mitigating risks. 


2. Examples of the countermeasures that could be undertaken by countries include the 
following, and any other measures that have a similar effect in mitigating risks:   


(a) Requiring financial institutions to apply specific elements of enhanced due diligence.  


(b) Introducing enhanced relevant reporting mechanisms or systematic reporting of 
financial transactions. 


(c) Refusing the establishment of subsidiaries or branches or representative offices of 
financial institutions from the country concerned, or otherwise taking into account the 
fact that the relevant financial institution is from a country that does not have 
adequate AML/CFT systems. 


(d) Prohibiting financial institutions from establishing branches or representative offices 
in the country concerned, or otherwise taking into account the fact that the relevant 
branch or representative office would be in a country that does not have adequate 
AML/CFT systems.  


(e) Limiting business relationships or financial transactions with the identified country or 
persons in that country. 


(f) Prohibiting financial institutions from relying on third parties located in the country 
concerned to conduct elements of the CDD process. 


(g) Requiring financial institutions to review and amend, or if necessary terminate, 
correspondent relationships with financial institutions in the country concerned. 


(h) Requiring increased supervisory examination and/or external audit requirements for 
branches and subsidiaries of financial institutions based in the country concerned.  


(i) Requiring increased external audit requirements for financial groups with respect to 
any of their branches and subsidiaries located in the country concerned. 


 There should be effective measures in place to ensure that financial institutions are advised of 
concerns about weaknesses in the AML/CFT systems of other countries 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 20  
(REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTIONS)  


1. The reference to criminal activity in Recommendation 20 refers to all criminal acts that would 
constitute a predicate offence for money laundering or, at a minimum, to those offences 
that would constitute a predicate offence, as required by Recommendation 3. Countries are 
strongly encouraged to adopt the first of these alternatives.  


2. The reference to terrorist financing in Recommendation 20 refers to: the financing of terrorist 
acts and also terrorist organisations or individual terrorists, even in the absence of a link to a 
specific terrorist act or acts.  


3. All suspicious transactions, including attempted transactions, should be reported regardless 
of the amount of the transaction. 


4. The reporting requirement should be a direct mandatory obligation, and any indirect or 
implicit obligation to report suspicious transactions, whether by reason of possible 
prosecution for a money laundering or terrorist financing offence or otherwise (so called 
“indirect reporting”), is not acceptable.  
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATIONS 22 AND 23  
(DNFBPS) 


1. The designated thresholds for transactions are as follows: 


 Casinos (under Recommendation 22) - USD/EUR 3,000  


 For dealers in precious metals and dealers in precious stones when engaged 
in any cash transaction (under Recommendations 22 and 23) - 
USD/EUR 15,000.   


 Financial transactions above a designated threshold include situations where the transaction 
is carried out in a single operation or in several operations that appear to be linked.  


2. The Interpretive Notes that apply to financial institutions are also relevant to DNFBPs, where 
applicable. To comply with Recommendations 22 and 23, countries do not need to issue laws 
or enforceable means that relate exclusively to lawyers, notaries, accountants and the other 
designated non-financial businesses and professions, so long as these businesses or 
professions are included in laws or enforceable means covering the underlying activities. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 22  
(DNFBPS – CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE) 


1. Real estate agents should comply with the requirements of Recommendation 10 with respect 
to both the purchasers and vendors of the property.  


2. Casinos should implement Recommendation 10, including identifying and verifying the 
identity of customers, when their customers engage in financial transactions equal to or above 
USD/EUR 3,000. Conducting customer identification at the entry to a casino could be, but is 
not necessarily, sufficient. Countries must require casinos to ensure that they are able to link 
customer due diligence information for a particular customer to the transactions that the 
customer conducts in the casino. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 23  
(DNFBPS – OTHER MEASURES) 


1. Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals, and accountants acting as 
independent legal professionals, are not required to report suspicious transactions if the 
relevant information was obtained in circumstances where they are subject to professional 
secrecy or legal professional privilege. 


2. It is for each country to determine the matters that would fall under legal professional 
privilege or professional secrecy. This would normally cover information lawyers, notaries or 
other independent legal professionals receive from or obtain through one of their clients: (a) 
in the course of ascertaining the legal position of their client, or (b) in performing their task of 
defending or representing that client in, or concerning judicial, administrative, arbitration or 
mediation proceedings.  


3. Countries may allow lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants 
to send their STR to their appropriate self-regulatory organisations, provided that there are 
appropriate forms of cooperation between these organisations and the FIU. 


4. Where lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants acting as 
independent legal professionals seek to dissuade a client from engaging in illegal activity, this 
does not amount to tipping-off. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 24  
(TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL PERSONS) 


1. Competent authorities should be able to obtain, or have access in a timely fashion to, 
adequate, accurate and current information on the beneficial ownership and control of 
companies and other legal persons (beneficial ownership information38) that are created39 in 
the country. Countries may choose the mechanisms they rely on to achieve this objective, 
although they should also comply with the minimum requirements set out below. It is also 
very likely that countries will need to utilise a combination of mechanisms to achieve the 
objective. 


2. As part of the process of ensuring that there is adequate transparency regarding legal persons, 
countries should have mechanisms that: 


(a) identify and describe the different types, forms and basic features of legal persons in 
the country. 


(b) identify and describe the processes for: (i) the creation of those legal persons; and (ii) 
the obtaining and recording of basic and beneficial ownership information; 


(c) make the above information publicly available; and  


(d) assess the money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with different 
types of legal persons created in the country. 


A. BASIC INFORMATION 


3. In order to determine who the beneficial owners of a company are, competent authorities will 
require certain basic information about the company, which, at a minimum, would include 
information about the legal ownership and control structure of the company. This would 
include information about the status and powers of the company, its shareholders and its 
directors. 


4. All companies created in a country should be registered in a company registry.40 Whichever 
combination of mechanisms is used to obtain and record beneficial ownership information 
(see section B), there is a set of basic information on a company that needs to be obtained and 
recorded by the company41 as a necessary prerequisite. The minimum basic information to be 
obtained and recorded by a company should be: 


                                                      
38  Beneficial ownership information for legal persons is the information referred to in the interpretive note to 


Recommendation 10, paragraph 5(b)(i). Controlling shareholders as referred to in, paragraph 5(b)(i) of the 
interpretive note to Recommendation 10 may be based on a threshold, e.g. any persons owning more than a certain 
percentage of the company (e.g. 25%).  


39  References to creating a legal person, include incorporation of companies or any other mechanism that is used. 


40  “Company registry” refers to a register in the country of companies incorporated or licensed in that country and 
normally maintained by or for the incorporating authority. It does not refer to information held by or for the 
company itself.  


41  The information can be recorded by the company itself or by a third person under the company’s responsibility.   
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(a)  company name, proof of incorporation, legal form and status, the address of the 
registered office, basic regulating powers (e.g. memorandum & articles of association), 
a list of directors; and 


(b)  a register of its shareholders or members, containing the names of the shareholders 
and members and number of shares held by each shareholder42 and categories of 
shares (including the nature of the associated voting rights).  


5. The company registry should record all the basic information set out in paragraph 4(a) above.  


6. The company should maintain the basic information set out in paragraph 4(b) within the 
country, either at its registered office or at another location notified to the company registry. 
However, if the company or company registry holds beneficial ownership information within 
the country, then the register of shareholders need not be in the country, provided that the 
company can provide this information promptly on request. 


B. BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 


7. Countries should ensure that either: (a) information on the beneficial ownership of a company 
is obtained by that company and available at a specified location in their country; or (b) there 
are mechanisms in place so that the beneficial ownership of a company can be determined in a 
timely manner by a competent authority.  


8. In order to meet the requirements in paragraph 7, countries should use one or more of the 
following mechanisms:  


(a) Requiring companies or company registries to obtain and hold up-to-date information 
on the companies’ beneficial ownership; 


(b)  Requiring companies to take reasonable measures43 to obtain and hold up-to-date 
information on the companies’ beneficial ownership;    


(c) Using existing information, including: (i) information obtained by financial institutions 
and/or DNFBPs, in accordance with Recommendations 10 and 2244; (ii) information 
held by other competent authorities on the legal and beneficial ownership of 
companies (e.g. company registries, tax authorities or financial or other regulators); 
(iii) information held by the company as required above in Section A; and (iv) 
available information on companies listed on a stock exchange, where disclosure 
requirements (either by stock exchange rules or through law or enforceable means) 
impose requirements to ensure adequate transparency of beneficial ownership. 


                                                      
42  This is applicable to the nominal owner of all registered shares. 
43   Measures taken should be proportionate to the level of risk or complexity induced by the ownership structure of the 


company or the nature of the controlling shareholders.  
44  Countries should be able to determine in a timely manner whether a company has an account with a financial 


institution within the country. 
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9.  Regardless of which of the above mechanisms are used, countries should ensure that 
companies cooperate with competent authorities to the fullest extent possible in determining 
the beneficial owner. This should include: 


(a) Requiring that one or more natural persons resident in the country is authorised by 
the company45, and accountable to competent authorities, for providing all basic 
information and available beneficial ownership information, and giving further 
assistance to the authorities; and/or 


(b) Requiring that a DNFBP in the country is authorised by the company, and accountable 
to competent authorities, for providing all basic information and available beneficial 
ownership information, and giving further assistance to the authorities; and/or 


(c) Other comparable measures, specifically identified by the country, which can 
effectively ensure cooperation.  


10. All the persons, authorities and entities mentioned above, and the company itself (or its 
administrators, liquidators or other persons involved in the dissolution of the company), 
should maintain the information and records referred to for at least five years after the date 
on which the company is dissolved or otherwise ceases to exist, or five years after the date on 
which the company ceases to be a customer of the professional intermediary or the financial 
institution.  


C. TIMELY ACCESS TO CURRENT AND ACCURATE INFORMATION 


11. Countries should have mechanisms that ensure that basic information, including information 
provided to the company registry, is accurate and updated on a timely basis. Countries should 
require that any available information referred to in paragraph 7 is accurate and is kept as 
current and up-to-date as possible, and the information should be updated within a 
reasonable period following any change.  


12. Competent authorities, and in particular law enforcement authorities, should have all the 
powers necessary to be able to obtain timely access to the basic and beneficial ownership 
information held by the relevant parties. 


13. Countries should require their company registry to facilitate timely access by financial 
institutions, DNFBPs and other countries’ competent authorities to the public information 
they hold, and, at a minimum to the information referred to in paragraph 4(a) above. 
Countries should also consider facilitating timely access by financial institutions and DNFBPs 
to information referred to in paragraph 4(b) above. 


D. OBSTACLES TO TRANSPARENCY 


14.  Countries should take measures to prevent the misuse of bearer shares and bearer share 
warrants, for example by applying one or more of the following mechanisms: (a) prohibiting 
them; (b) converting them into registered shares or share warrants (for example through 


                                                      
45  Members of the company’s board or senior management may not require specific authorisation by the company. 
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dematerialisation); (c) immobilising them by requiring them to be held with a regulated 
financial institution or professional intermediary; or (d) requiring shareholders with a 
controlling interest to notify the company, and the company to record their identity. 


15. Countries should take measures to prevent the misuse of nominee shares and nominee 
directors, for example by applying one or more of the following mechanisms: (a) requiring 
nominee shareholders and directors to disclose the identity of their nominator to the 
company and to any relevant registry, and for this information to be included in the relevant 
register; or (b) requiring nominee shareholders and directors to be licensed, for their 
nominee status to be recorded in company registries, and for them to maintain information 
identifying their nominator, and make this information available to the competent authorities 
upon request. 


E. OTHER LEGAL PERSONS 


16. In relation to foundations, Anstalt, and limited liability partnerships, countries should take 
similar measures and impose similar requirements, as those required for companies, taking 
into account their different forms and structures. 


17. As regards other types of legal persons, countries should take into account the different forms 
and structures of those other legal persons, and the levels of money laundering and terrorist 
financing risks associated with each type of legal person, with a view to achieving appropriate 
levels of transparency. At a minimum, countries should ensure that similar types of basic 
information should be recorded and kept accurate and current by such legal persons, and that 
such information is accessible in a timely way by competent authorities. Countries should 
review the money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with such other legal 
persons, and, based on the level of risk, determine the measures that should be taken to 
ensure that competent authorities have timely access to adequate, accurate and current 
beneficial ownership information for such legal persons. 


F. LIABILITY AND SANCTIONS 


18. There should be a clearly stated responsibility to comply with the requirements in this 
Interpretive Note, as well as liability and effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, as 
appropriate for any legal or natural person that fails to properly comply with the 
requirements.  


G.  INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 


19. Countries should rapidly, constructively and effectively provide international cooperation in 
relation to basic and beneficial ownership information, on the basis set out in 
Recommendations 37 and 40. This should include (a) facilitating access by foreign competent 
authorities to basic information held by company registries; (b) exchanging information on 
shareholders; and (c) using their powers, in accordance with their domestic law, to obtain 
beneficial ownership information on behalf of foreign counterparts. Countries should monitor 
the quality of assistance they receive from other countries in response to requests for basic 
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and beneficial ownership information or requests for assistance in locating beneficial owners 
residing abroad. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 25  
(TRANSPARENCY AND BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS) 


1. Countries should require trustees of any express trust governed under their law to obtain and 
hold adequate, accurate, and current beneficial ownership information regarding the trust. 
This should include information on the identity of the settlor, the trustee(s), the protector (if 
any), the beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries, and any other natural person exercising 
ultimate effective control over the trust. Countries should also require trustees of any trust 
governed under their law to hold basic information on other regulated agents of, and service 
providers to, the trust, including investment advisors or managers, accountants, and tax 
advisors.  


2. All countries should take measures to ensure that trustees disclose their status to financial 
institutions and DNFBPs when, as a trustee, forming a business relationship or carrying out an 
occasional transaction above the threshold. Trustees should not be prevented by law or 
enforceable means from providing competent authorities with any information relating to the 
trust46; or from providing financial institutions and DNFBPs, upon request, with information 
on the beneficial ownership and the assets of the trust to be held or managed under the terms 
of the business relationship.   


3. Countries are encouraged to ensure that other relevant authorities, persons and entities hold 
information on all trusts with which they have a relationship. Potential sources of information 
on trusts, trustees, and trust assets are: 


(a) Registries (e.g. a central registry of trusts or trust assets), or asset registries for land, 
property, vehicles, shares or other assets. 


(b) Other competent authorities that hold information on trusts and trustees (e.g. tax 
authorities which collect information on assets and income relating to trusts).  


(c) Other agents and service providers to the trust, including investment advisors or 
managers, lawyers, or trust and company service providers. 


4. Competent authorities, and in particular law enforcement authorities, should have all the 
powers necessary to obtain timely access to the information held by trustees and other 
parties, in particular information held by financial institutions and DNFBPs on: (a) the 
beneficial ownership; (b) the residence of the trustee; and (c) any assets held or managed by 
the financial institution or DNFBP, in relation to any trustees with which they have a business 
relationship, or for which they undertake an occasional transaction.   


5. Professional trustees should be required to maintain the information referred to in paragraph 
1 for at least five years after their involvement with the trust ceases. Countries are encouraged 
to require non-professional trustees and the other authorities, persons and entities 
mentioned in paragraph 3 above to maintain the information for at least five years.  


                                                      
46  Domestic competent authorities or the relevant competent authorities of another country pursuant to an 


appropriate international cooperation request. 
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6. Countries should require that any information held pursuant to paragraph 1 above should be 
kept accurate and be as current and up-to-date as possible, and the information should be 
updated within a reasonable period following any change.  


7. Countries should consider measures to facilitate access to any information on trusts that is 
held by the other authorities, persons and entities referred to in paragraph 3, by financial 
institutions and DNFBPs undertaking the requirements set out in Recommendations 10 and 
22. 


8. In the context of this Recommendation, countries are not required to give legal recognition to 
trusts. Countries need not include the requirements of paragraphs 1, 2 and 6 in legislation, 
provided that appropriate obligations to such effect exist for trustees (e.g. through common 
law or case law). 


Other Legal Arrangements 


9. As regards other types of legal arrangement with a similar structure or function, countries 
should take similar measures to those required for trusts, with a view to achieving similar 
levels of transparency. At a minimum, countries should ensure that information similar to that 
specified above in respect of trusts should be recorded and kept accurate and current, and 
that such information is accessible in a timely way by competent authorities. 


International Cooperation 


10. Countries should rapidly, constructively and effectively provide international cooperation in 
relation to information, including beneficial ownership information, on trusts and other legal 
arrangements on the basis set out in Recommendations 37 and 40. This should include (a) 
facilitating access by foreign competent authorities to any information held by registries or 
other domestic authorities; (b) exchanging domestically available information on the trusts or 
other legal arrangement; and (c) using their competent authorities’ powers, in accordance 
with domestic law, in order to obtain beneficial ownership information on behalf of foreign 
counterparts. 


Liability and Sanctions 


11. Countries should ensure that there are clear responsibilities to comply with the requirements 
in this Interpretive Note; and that trustees are either legally liable for any failure to perform 
the duties relevant to meeting the obligations in paragraphs 1, 2, 6 and (where applicable) 5; 
or that there are effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, whether criminal, civil or 
administrative, for failing to comply.47 Countries should ensure that there are effective, 
proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, whether criminal, civil or administrative, for failing to 
grant to competent authorities timely access to information regarding the trust referred to in 
paragraphs 1 and 5.   


                                                      
47  This does not affect the requirements for effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions for failure to 


comply with requirements elsewhere in the Recommendations. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 26  
(REGULATION AND SUPERVISION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS) 


Risk-based approach to Supervision  


1.  Risk-based approach to supervision refers to: (a) the general process by which a supervisor, 
according to its understanding of risks, allocates its resources to AML/CFT supervision; and 
(b) the specific process of supervising institutions that apply an AML/CFT risk-based 
approach. 


2.  Adopting a risk-based approach to supervising financial institutions’ AML/CFT systems and 
controls allows supervisory authorities to shift resources to those areas that are perceived to 
present higher risk. As a result, supervisory authorities can use their resources more 
effectively. This means that supervisors: (a) should have a clear understanding of the money 
laundering and terrorist financing risks present in a country; and (b) should have on-site and 
off-site access to all relevant information on the specific domestic and international risks 
associated with customers, products and services of the supervised institutions, including the 
quality of the compliance function of the financial institution or group (or groups, when 
applicable for Core Principles institutions). The frequency and intensity of on-site and off-site 
AML/CFT supervision of financial institutions/groups should be based on the money 
laundering and terrorist financing risks, and the policies, internal controls and procedures 
associated with the institution/group, as identified by the supervisor’s assessment of the 
institution/group’s risk profile, and on the money laundering and terrorist financing risks 
present in the country. 


3.  The assessment of the money laundering and terrorist financing risk profile of a financial 
institution/group, including the risks of non-compliance, should be reviewed both 
periodically and when there are major events or developments in the management and 
operations of the financial institution/group, in accordance with the country’s established 
practices for ongoing supervision. This assessment should not be static: it will change 
depending on how circumstances develop and how threats evolve.  


4.  AML/CFT supervision of financial institutions/groups that apply a risk-based approach 
should take into account the degree of discretion allowed under the RBA to the financial 
institution/group, and encompass, in an appropriate manner, a review of the risk assessments 
underlying this discretion, and of the adequacy and implementation of its policies, internal 
controls and procedures.   


5.  These principles should apply to all financial institutions/groups. To ensure effective 
AML/CFT supervision, supervisors should take into consideration the characteristics of the 
financial institutions/groups, in particular the diversity and number of financial institutions, 
and the degree of discretion allowed to them under the RBA.  


Resources of supervisors 


6. Countries should ensure that financial supervisors have adequate financial, human and 
technical resources. These supervisors should have sufficient operational independence and 
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autonomy to ensure freedom from undue influence or interference. Countries should have in 
place processes to ensure that the staff of these authorities maintain high professional 
standards, including standards concerning confidentiality, and should be of high integrity and 
be appropriately skilled. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 28  
(REGULATION AND SUPERVISION OF DNFBPS) 


1.  Risk-based approach to supervision refers to: (a) the general process by which a supervisor or 
SRB, according to its understanding of risks, allocates its resources to AML/CFT supervision; 
and (b) the specific process of supervising or monitoring DNFBPs that apply an AML/CFT 
risk-based approach. 


2.  Supervisors or SRBs should determine the frequency and intensity of their supervisory or 
monitoring actions on DNFBPs on the basis of their understanding of the money laundering 
and terrorist financing risks, and taking into consideration the characteristics of the DNFBPs, 
in particular their diversity and number, in order to ensure effective AML/CFT supervision or 
monitoring. This means having a clear understanding of the money laundering and terrorist 
financing risks: (a) present in the country; and (b) associated with the type of DNFBP and 
their customers, products and services.   


3.  Supervisors or SRBs assessing the adequacy of the AML/CFT internal controls, policies and 
procedures of DNFBPs should properly take into account the money laundering and terrorist 
financing risk profile of those DNFBPs, and the degree of discretion allowed to them under the 
RBA. 


4. Supervisors or SRBs should have adequate powers to perform their functions (including 
powers to monitor and sanction), and adequate financial, human and technical resources. 
Countries should have in place processes to ensure that the staff of those authorities maintain 
high professional standards, including standards concerning confidentiality, and should be of 
high integrity and be appropriately skilled. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 29  
(FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS)  


A. GENERAL 


1. This note explains the core mandate and functions of a financial intelligence unit (FIU) and 
provides further clarity on the obligations contained in the standard. The FIU is part of, and 
plays a central role in, a country’s AML/CFT operational network, and provides support to the 
work of other competent authorities. Considering that there are different FIU models, 
Recommendation 29 does not prejudge a country’s choice for a particular model, and applies 
equally to all of them. 


B. FUNCTIONS 


(a)  Receipt 


2. The FIU serves as the central agency for the receipt of disclosures filed by reporting entities. 
At a minimum, this information should include suspicious transaction reports, as required by 
Recommendation 20 and 23, and it should include other information as required by national 
legislation (such as cash transaction reports, wire transfers reports and other threshold-based 
declarations/disclosures). 


(b)  Analysis 


3. FIU analysis should add value to the information received and held by the FIU. While all the 
information should be considered, the analysis may focus either on each single disclosure 
received or on appropriate selected information, depending on the type and volume of the 
disclosures received, and on the expected use after dissemination. FIUs should be encouraged 
to use analytical software to process information more efficiently and assist in establishing 
relevant links. However, such tools cannot fully replace the human judgement element of 
analysis. FIUs should conduct the following types of analysis:  


 
 Operational analysis uses available and obtainable information to identify 


specific targets (e.g. persons, assets, criminal networks and associations), to 
follow the trail of particular activities or transactions, and to determine 
links between those targets and possible proceeds of crime, money 
laundering, predicate offences or terrorist financing.  


 Strategic analysis uses available and obtainable information, including data 
that may be provided by other competent authorities, to identify money 
laundering and terrorist financing related trends and patterns. This 
information is then also used by the FIU or other state entities in order to 
determine money laundering and terrorist financing related threats and 
vulnerabilities. Strategic analysis may also help establish policies and goals 
for the FIU, or more broadly for other entities within the AML/CFT regime.   
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(c)  Dissemination 


4. The FIU should be able to disseminate, spontaneously and upon request, information and the 
results of its analysis to relevant competent authorities. Dedicated, secure and protected 
channels should be used for the dissemination. 


 Spontaneous dissemination: The FIU should be able to disseminate 
information and the results of its analysis to competent authorities when 
there are grounds to suspect money laundering, predicate offences or 
terrorist financing. Based on the FIU’s analysis, the dissemination of 
information should be selective and allow the recipient authorities to focus 
on relevant cases/information.  


 Dissemination upon request: The FIU should be able to respond to 
information requests from competent authorities pursuant to 
Recommendation 31. When the FIU receives such a request from a 
competent authority, the decision on conducting analysis and/or 
dissemination of information to the requesting authority should remain 
with the FIU.  


C. ACCESS TO INFORMATION  


(a)  Obtaining Additional Information from Reporting Entities 


5. In addition to the information that entities report to the FIU (under the receipt function), the 
FIU should be able to obtain and use additional information from reporting entities as needed 
to perform its analysis properly. The information that the FIU should be permitted to obtain 
could include information that reporting entities are required to maintain pursuant to the 
relevant FATF Recommendations (Recommendations 10, 11 and 22). 


(b)  Access to Information from other sources 


6. In order to conduct proper analysis, the FIU should have access to the widest possible range of 
financial, administrative and law enforcement information. This should include information 
from open or public sources, as well as relevant information collected and/or maintained by, 
or on behalf of, other authorities and, where appropriate, commercially held data.  


D.  INFORMATION SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY 


7. Information received, processed, held or disseminated by the FIU must be securely protected, 
exchanged and used only in accordance with agreed procedures, policies and applicable laws 
and regulations. An FIU must, therefore, have rules in place governing the security and 
confidentiality of such information, including procedures for handling, storage, dissemination, 
and protection of, as well as access to such information. The FIU should ensure that its staff 
members have the necessary security clearance levels and understanding of their 
responsibilities in handling and disseminating sensitive and confidential information. The FIU 
should ensure that there is limited access to its facilities and information, including 
information technology systems.  
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E. OPERATIONAL INDEPENDENCE 


8. The FIU should be operationally independent and autonomous, meaning that the FIU should 
have the authority and capacity to carry out its functions freely, including the autonomous 
decision to analyse, request and/or disseminate specific information. In all cases, this means 
that the FIU has the independent right to forward or disseminate information to competent 
authorities.     


9. An FIU may be established as part of an existing authority. When a FIU is located within the 
existing structure of another authority, the FIU’s core functions should be distinct from those 
of the other authority. 


10. The FIU should be provided with adequate financial, human and technical resources, in a 
manner that secures its autonomy and independence and allows it to conduct its mandate 
effectively. Countries should have in place processes to ensure that the staff of the FIU 
maintain high professional standards, including standards concerning confidentiality, and 
should be of high integrity and be appropriately skilled. 


11. The FIU should also be able to make arrangements or engage independently with other 
domestic competent authorities or foreign counterparts on the exchange of information.  


F. UNDUE INFLUENCE OR INTERFERENCE 


12. The FIU should be able to obtain and deploy the resources needed to carry out its functions, 
on an individual or routine basis, free from any undue political, government or industry 
influence or interference, which might compromise its operational independence. 


G. EGMONT GROUP 


13. Countries should ensure that the FIU has regard to the Egmont Group Statement of Purpose 
and its Principles for Information Exchange Between Financial Intelligence Units for Money 
Laundering and Terrorism Financing Cases (these documents set out important guidance 
concerning the role and functions of FIUs, and the mechanisms for exchanging information 
between FIUs). The FIU should apply for membership in the Egmont Group.   


H. LARGE CASH TRANSACTION REPORTING 


14. Countries should consider the feasibility and utility of a system where financial institutions 
and DNFBPs would report all domestic and international currency transactions above a fixed 
amount. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 30  
(RESPONSIBILITIES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORITIES)  


1. There should be designated law enforcement authorities that have responsibility for ensuring 
that money laundering, predicate offences and terrorist financing are properly investigated 
through the conduct of a financial investigation. Countries should also designate one or more 
competent authorities to identify, trace, and initiate freezing and seizing of property that is, or 
may become, subject to confiscation.  


2. A ‘financial investigation’ means an enquiry into the financial affairs related to a criminal 
activity, with a view to: 


 identifying the extent of criminal networks and/or the scale of criminality;  


 identifying and tracing the proceeds of crime, terrorist funds or any other 
assets that are, or may become, subject to confiscation; and   


 developing evidence which can be used in criminal proceedings.  


 
3. A ‘parallel financial investigation’ refers to conducting a financial investigation alongside, or in 


the context of, a (traditional) criminal investigation into money laundering, terrorist financing 
and/or predicate offence(s). Law enforcement investigators of predicate offences should 
either be authorised to pursue the investigation of any related money laundering and terrorist 
financing offences during a parallel investigation, or be able to refer the case to another 
agency to follow up with such investigations. 


4. Countries should consider taking measures, including legislative ones, at the national level, to 
allow their competent authorities investigating money laundering and terrorist financing 
cases to postpone or waive the arrest of suspected persons and/or the seizure of the money, 
for the purpose of identifying persons involved in such activities or for evidence gathering. 
Without such measures the use of procedures such as controlled deliveries and undercover 
operations are precluded. 


5. Recommendation 30 also applies to those competent authorities, which are not law 
enforcement authorities, per se, but which have the responsibility for pursuing financial 
investigations of predicate offences, to the extent that these competent authorities are 
exercising functions covered under Recommendation 30.    


6. Anti-corruption enforcement authorities with enforcement powers may be designated to 
investigate money laundering and terrorist financing offences arising from, or related to, 
corruption offences under Recommendation 30, and these authorities should also have 
sufficient powers to identify, trace, and initiate freezing and seizing of assets. 


7. The range of law enforcement agencies and other competent authorities mentioned above 
should be taken into account when countries make use of multi-disciplinary groups in 
financial investigations. 


8. Law enforcement authorities and prosecutorial authorities should have adequate financial, 
human and technical resources. Countries should have in place processes to ensure that the 
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staff of these authorities maintain high professional standards, including standards 
concerning confidentiality, and should be of high integrity and be appropriately skilled.        
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 32  
(CASH COURIERS)  


A. OBJECTIVES  


1.  Recommendation 32 was developed with the objective of ensuring that terrorists and other 
criminals cannot finance their activities or launder the proceeds of their crimes through the 
physical cross-border transportation of currency and bearer negotiable instruments. 
Specifically, it aims to ensure that countries have measures to: (a) detect the physical cross-
border transportation of currency and bearer negotiable instruments; (b) stop or restrain 
currency and bearer negotiable instruments that are suspected to be related to terrorist 
financing or money laundering; (c) stop or restrain currency or bearer negotiable instruments 
that are falsely declared or disclosed; (d) apply appropriate sanctions for making a false 
declaration or disclosure; and (e) enable confiscation of currency or bearer negotiable 
instruments that are related to terrorist financing or money laundering.  


B. THE TYPES OF SYSTEMS THAT MAY BE IMPLEMENTED TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF CASH 
COURIERS  


2.  Countries may meet their obligations under Recommendation 32 and this Interpretive Note 
by implementing one of the following types of systems. However, countries do not have to use 
the same type of system for incoming and outgoing cross-border transportation of currency or 
bearer negotiable instruments:  


Declaration system  


3.  All persons making a physical cross-border transportation of currency or bearer negotiable 
instruments (BNIs), which are of a value exceeding a pre-set, maximum threshold of 
USD/EUR 15,000, are required to submit a truthful declaration to the designated competent 
authorities. Countries may opt from among the following three different types of declaration 
system: (i) a written declaration system for all travellers; (ii) a written declaration system for 
those travellers carrying an amount of currency or BNIs above a threshold; and (iii) an oral 
declaration system. These three systems are described below in their pure form. However, it 
is not uncommon for countries to opt for a mixed system.   


(a)  Written declaration system for all travellers: In this system, all travellers are required to 
complete a written declaration before entering the country. This would include 
questions contained on common or customs declaration forms. In practice, travellers 
have to make a declaration whether or not they are carrying currency or BNIs (e.g. 
ticking a “yes” or “no” box).  


(b)  Written declaration system for travellers carrying amounts above a threshold: In this 
system, all travellers carrying an amount of currency or BNIs above a pre-set 
designated threshold are required to complete a written declaration form. In practice, 
the traveller is not required to fill out any forms if they are not carrying currency or 
BNIs over the designated threshold.  
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(c)  Oral declaration system for all travellers: In this system, all travellers are required to 
orally declare if they carry an amount of currency or BNIs above a prescribed 
threshold. Usually, this is done at customs entry points by requiring travellers to 
choose between the “red channel” (goods to declare) and the “green channel” (nothing 
to declare). The choice of channel that the traveller makes is considered to be the oral 
declaration. In practice, travellers do not declare in writing, but are required to 
actively report to a customs official.  


Disclosure system 


4.  Countries may opt for a system whereby travellers are required to provide the authorities 
with appropriate information upon request. In such systems, there is no requirement for 
travellers to make an upfront written or oral declaration. In practice, travellers need to be 
required to give a truthful answer to competent authorities upon request.  


C. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS APPLICABLE TO BOTH SYSTEMS  


5.  Whichever system is implemented, countries should ensure that their system incorporates the 
following elements:  


(a) The declaration/disclosure system should apply to both incoming and outgoing 
transportation of currency and BNIs.  


(b) Upon discovery of a false declaration/disclosure of currency or bearer negotiable 
instruments or a failure to declare/disclose them, designated competent authorities 
should have the authority to request and obtain further information from the carrier 
with regard to the origin of the currency or BNIs and their intended use.  


(c) Information obtained through the declaration/disclosure process should be available 
to the FIU, either through a system whereby the FIU is notified about suspicious cross-
border transportation incidents, or by making the declaration/disclosure information 
directly available to the FIU in some other way.  


(d)  At the domestic level, countries should ensure that there is adequate coordination 
among customs, immigration and other related authorities on issues related to the 
implementation of Recommendation 32.  


(e) In the following two cases, competent authorities should be able to stop or restrain 
cash or BNIs for a reasonable time, in order to ascertain whether evidence of money 
laundering or terrorist financing may be found: (i) where there is a suspicion of money 
laundering or terrorist financing; or (ii) where there is a false declaration or false 
disclosure.  


(f) The declaration/disclosure system should allow for the greatest possible measure of 
international cooperation and assistance in accordance with Recommendations 36 to 
40. To facilitate such cooperation, in instances when: (i) a declaration or disclosure 
which exceeds the maximum threshold of USD/EUR 15,000 is made; or (ii) where 
there is a false declaration or false disclosure; or (iii) where there is a suspicion of 
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money laundering or terrorist financing, this information shall be retained for use by 
competent authorities. At a minimum, this information will cover: (i) the amount of 
currency or BNIs declared, disclosed or otherwise detected; and (ii) the identification 
data of the bearer(s).  


(g) Countries should implement Recommendation 32 subject to strict safeguards to 
ensure proper use of information and without restricting either: (i) trade payments 
between countries for goods and services; or (ii) the freedom of capital movements, in 
any way. 


D. SANCTIONS  


6.  Persons who make a false declaration or disclosure should be subject to effective, 
proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, whether criminal civil or administrative. Persons who 
are carrying out a physical cross-border transportation of currency or BNIs that is related to 
terrorist financing, money laundering or predicate offences should also be subject to effective, 
proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, whether criminal, civil or administrative, and should 
be subject to measures,  consistent with Recommendation 4, which would enable the 
confiscation of such currency or BNIs. 


7. Authorities responsible for implementation of Recommendation 32 should have adequate 
financial, human and technical resources. Countries should have in place processes to ensure 
that the staff of these authorities maintain high professional standards, including standards 
concerning confidentiality, and should be of high integrity and be appropriately skilled.  


E. GOLD, PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES 


8. For the purposes of Recommendation 32, gold, precious metals and precious stones are not 
included, despite their high liquidity and use in certain situations as a means of exchange or 
transmitting value.  These items may be otherwise covered under customs laws and 
regulations. If a country discovers an unusual cross-border movement of gold, precious metals 
or precious stones, it should consider notifying, as appropriate, the Customs Service or other 
competent authorities of the countries from which these items originated and/or to which 
they are destined, and should cooperate with a view toward establishing the source, 
destination, and purpose of the movement of such items, and toward the taking of appropriate 
action. 


Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


False declaration refers to a misrepresentation of the value of currency or BNIs being 
transported, or a misrepresentation of other relevant data which is 
required for submission in the declaration or otherwise requested by 
the authorities. This includes failing to make a declaration as required. 


False disclosure refers to a misrepresentation of the value of currency or BNIs being 
transported, or a misrepresentation of other relevant data which is 
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Glossary of specific terms used in this Recommendation 


asked for upon request in the disclosure or otherwise requested by the 
authorities. This includes failing to make a disclosure as required. 


Physical cross-border 
transportation 


refers to any in-bound or out-bound physical transportation of 
currency or BNIs from one country to another country. The term 
includes the following modes of transportation: (1) physical 
transportation by a natural person, or in that person’s accompanying 
luggage or vehicle; (2) shipment of currency or BNIs through 
containerised cargo or (3) the mailing of currency or BNIs by a natural 
or legal person. 


Related to terrorist 
financing or money 
laundering 


when used to describe currency or BNIs, refers to currency or BNIs that 
are: (i) the proceeds of, or used in, or intended or allocated for use in, 
the financing of terrorism, terrorist acts or terrorist organisations; or 
(ii) laundered, proceeds from money laundering or predicate offences, 
or instrumentalities used in or intended for use in the commission of 
these offences. 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 38  
(MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE: FREEZING AND CONFISCATION) 


1. Countries should consider establishing an asset forfeiture fund into which all, or a portion of, 
confiscated property will be deposited for law enforcement, health, education, or other 
appropriate purposes. Countries should take such measures as may be necessary to enable 
them to share among or between other countries confiscated property, in particular, when 
confiscation is directly or indirectly a result of coordinated law enforcement actions. 


2. With regard to requests for cooperation made on the basis of non-conviction based 
confiscation proceedings, countries need not have the authority to act on the basis of all such 
requests, but should be able to do so, at a minimum in circumstances when a perpetrator is 
unavailable by reason of death, flight, absence, or the perpetrator is unknown.   
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INTERPRETIVE NOTE TO RECOMMENDATION 40  
(OTHER FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION)  


A. PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO ALL FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION  


Obligations on requesting authorities 


1. When making requests for cooperation, competent authorities should make their best efforts 
to provide complete factual and, as appropriate, legal information, including indicating any 
need for urgency, to enable a timely and efficient execution of the request, as well as the 
foreseen use of the information requested. Upon request, requesting competent authorities 
should provide feedback to the requested competent authority on the use and usefulness of 
the information obtained. 


Unduly restrictive measures 


2. Countries should not prohibit or place unreasonable or unduly restrictive conditions on the 
provision of exchange of information or assistance. In particular competent authorities should 
not refuse a request for assistance on the grounds that:  


(a) the request is also considered to involve fiscal matters; and/or 


(b) laws require financial institutions or DNFBPs (except where the relevant information 
that is sought is held in circumstances where legal privilege or legal professional 
secrecy applies) to maintain secrecy or confidentiality; and/or 


(c) there is an inquiry, investigation or proceeding underway in the requested country, 
unless the assistance would impede that inquiry, investigation or proceeding; and/or 


(d) the nature or status (civil, administrative, law enforcement, etc.) of the requesting 
counterpart authority is different from that of its foreign counterpart. 


Safeguards on information exchanged 


3. Exchanged information should be used only for the purpose for which the information was 
sought or provided. Any dissemination of the information to other authorities or third parties, 
or any use of this information for administrative, investigative, prosecutorial or judicial 
purposes, beyond those originally approved, should be subject to prior authorisation by the 
requested competent authority. 


4. Competent authorities should maintain appropriate confidentiality for any request for 
cooperation and the information exchanged, in order to protect the integrity of the 
investigation or inquiry48, consistent with both parties’ obligations concerning privacy and 
data protection. At a minimum, competent authorities should protect exchanged information 
in the same manner as they would protect similar information received from domestic 
sources. Countries should establish controls and safeguards to ensure that information 
exchanged by competent authorities is used only in the manner authorised. Exchange of 
information should take place in a secure way, and through reliable channels or mechanisms. 


                                                      
48  Information may be disclosed if such disclosure is required to carry out the request for cooperation. 
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Requested competent authorities may, as appropriate, refuse to provide information if the 
requesting competent authority cannot protect the information effectively. 


Power to search for information  


5. Competent authorities should be able to conduct inquiries on behalf of a foreign counterpart, 
and exchange with their foreign counterparts all information that would be obtainable by 
them if such inquiries were being carried out domestically. 


B. PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 


6. The general principles above should apply to all forms of exchange of information between 
counterparts or non-counterparts, subject to the paragraphs set out below. 


Exchange of information between FIUs 


7.  FIUs should exchange information with foreign FIUs, regardless of their respective status; be 
it of an administrative, law enforcement, judicial or other nature. To this end, FIUs should 
have an adequate legal basis for providing cooperation on money laundering, associated 
predicate offences and terrorist financing.  


8. When making a request for cooperation, FIUs should make their best efforts to provide 
complete factual, and, as appropriate, legal information, including the description of the case 
being analysed and the potential link to the requested country. Upon request and whenever 
possible, FIUs should provide feedback to their foreign counterparts on the use of the 
information provided, as well as on the outcome of the analysis conducted, based on the 
information provided.   


9. FIUs should have the power to exchange: 


(a) all information required to be accessible or obtainable directly or indirectly by the FIU 
under the FATF Recommendations, in particular under Recommendation 29; and 


(b) any other information which they have the power to obtain or access, directly or 
indirectly, at the domestic level, subject to the principle of reciprocity. 


Exchange of information between financial supervisors49 


10. Financial supervisors should cooperate with their foreign counterparts, regardless of their 
respective nature or status. Efficient cooperation between financial supervisors aims at 
facilitating effective AML/CFT supervision of financial institutions. To this end, financial 
supervisors should have an adequate legal basis for providing cooperation, consistent with 
the applicable international standards for supervision, in particular with respect to the 
exchange of supervisory information related to or relevant for AML/CFT purposes. 


11. Financial supervisors should be able to exchange with foreign counterparts information 
domestically available to them, including information held by financial institutions, and in a 


                                                      
49  This refers to financial supervisors which are competent authorities. 
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manner proportionate to their respective needs. Financial supervisors should be able to 
exchange the following types of information when relevant for AML/CFT purposes, in 
particular with other relevant supervisors that have a shared responsibility for financial 
institutions operating in the same group: 


(a) Regulatory information, such as information on the domestic regulatory system, and 
general information on the financial sectors. 


(b) Prudential information, in particular for Core Principle Supervisors, such as 
information on the financial institution’s business activities, beneficial ownership, 
management, and fit and properness. 


(c) AML/CFT information, such as internal AML/CFT procedures and policies of financial 
institutions, customer due diligence information, customer files, samples of accounts 
and transaction information. 


12. Financial supervisors should be able to conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts, 
and, as appropriate, to authorise or facilitate the ability of foreign counterparts to conduct 
inquiries themselves in the country, in order to facilitate effective group supervision. 


13. Any dissemination of information exchanged or use of that information for supervisory and 
non- supervisory purposes, should be subject to prior authorisation by the requested financial 
supervisor, unless the requesting financial supervisor is under a legal obligation to disclose or 
report the information. In such cases, at a minimum, the requesting financial supervisor 
should promptly inform the requested authority of this obligation. The prior authorisation 
includes any deemed prior authorisation under a Memorandum of Understanding or the 
Multi-lateral Memorandum of Understanding issued by a core principles standard-setter 
applied to information exchanged under a Memorandum of Understanding or the Multi-lateral 
Memorandum of Understanding. 


Exchange of information between law enforcement authorities 


14. Law enforcement authorities should be able to exchange domestically available information 
with foreign counterparts for intelligence or investigative purposes relating to money 
laundering, associated predicate offences or terrorist financing, including the identification 
and tracing of the proceeds and instrumentalities of crime.  


15. Law enforcement authorities should also be able to use their powers, including any 
investigative techniques available in accordance with their domestic law, to conduct inquiries 
and obtain information on behalf of foreign counterparts. The regimes or practices in place 
governing such law enforcement cooperation, such as the agreements between Interpol, 
Europol or Eurojust and individual countries, should govern any restrictions on use imposed 
by the requested law enforcement authority.   


16. Law enforcement authorities should be able to form joint investigative teams to conduct 
cooperative investigations, and, when necessary, countries should establish bilateral or 
multilateral arrangements to enable such joint investigations. Countries are encouraged to 
join and support existing AML/CFT law enforcement networks, and develop bi-lateral 
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contacts with foreign law enforcement agencies, including placing liaison officers abroad, in 
order to facilitate timely and effective cooperation. 


Exchange of information between non-counterparts 


17. Countries should permit their competent authorities to exchange information indirectly with 
non-counterparts, applying the relevant principles above. Indirect exchange of information 
refers to the requested information passing from the requested authority through one or 
more domestic or foreign authorities before being received by the requesting authority. Such 
an exchange of information and its use may be subject to the authorisation of one or more 
competent authorities of the requested country. The competent authority that requests the 
information should always make it clear for what purpose and on whose behalf the request is 
made. 


18. Countries are also encouraged to permit a prompt and constructive exchange of information 
directly with non-counterparts.  
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LEGAL BASIS OF REQUIREMENTS ON FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND DNFBPS 


1. All requirements for financial institutions or DNFBPs should be introduced either (a) in law 
(see the specific requirements in Recommendations 10, 11 and 20 in this regard), or (b) for all 
other cases, in law or enforceable means (the country has discretion). 


2. In Recommendations 10, 11 and 20, the term “law” refers to any legislation issued or 
approved through a Parliamentary process or other equivalent means provided for under the 
country’s constitutional framework, which imposes mandatory requirements with sanctions 
for non-compliance. The sanctions for non-compliance should be effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive (see Recommendation 35). The notion of law also encompasses judicial decisions 
that impose relevant requirements, and which are binding and authoritative in all parts of the 
country. 


3. The term “Enforceable means” refers to regulations, guidelines, instructions or other 
documents or mechanisms that set out enforceable AML/CFT requirements in mandatory 
language with sanctions for non-compliance, and which are issued or approved by a 
competent authority. The sanctions for non-compliance should be effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive (see Recommendation 35).  


4.  In considering whether a document or mechanism has requirements that amount to 
enforceable means, the following factors should be taken into account:  


(a)  There must be a document or mechanism that sets out or underpins requirements 
addressing the issues in the FATF Recommendations, and providing clearly stated 
requirements which are understood as such. For example:  


(i)  if particular measures use the word shall or must, this should be considered 
mandatory;  


(ii)  if they use should, this could be mandatory if both the regulator and the 
regulated institutions demonstrate that the actions are directly or indirectly 
required and are being implemented; language such as measures are 
encouraged, are recommended or institutions should consider is less likely to be 
regarded as mandatory. In any case where weaker language is used, there is a 
presumption that the language is not mandatory (unless the country can 
demonstrate otherwise). 


(b) The document/mechanism must be issued or approved by a competent authority. 


(c) There must be sanctions for non-compliance (sanctions need not be in the same 
document that imposes or underpins the requirement, and can be in another 
document, provided that there are clear links between the requirement and the 
available sanctions), which should be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. This 
involves consideration of the following issues: 


(i)    there should be an adequate range of effective, proportionate and dissuasive 
sanctions available if persons fail to comply with their obligations; 
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(ii)    the sanctions should be directly or indirectly applicable for a failure to comply 
with an AML/CFT requirement. If non-compliance with an AML/CFT 
requirement does not have a sanction directly attached to it, then the use of 
sanctions for violation of broader requirements, such as not having proper 
systems and controls or not operating in a safe and sound manner, is 
satisfactory provided that, at a minimum, a failure to meet one or more 
AML/CFT requirements could be (and has been as appropriate) adequately 
sanctioned without a need to prove additional prudential failures unrelated to 
AML/CFT; and  


(iii)  whether there is satisfactory evidence that effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive sanctions have been applied in practice.  


5. In all cases it should be apparent that financial institutions and DNFBPs understand that 
sanctions would be applied for non-compliance and what those sanctions could be. 
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GENERAL GLOSSARY 


Terms Definitions  


Accounts References to “accounts” should be read as including other similar business 
relationships between financial institutions and their customers.  


Accurate Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16. 


Agent  For the purposes of Recommendations 14 and 16, agent means any natural or 
legal person providing MVTS on behalf of an MVTS provider, whether by 
contract with or under the direction of the MVTS provider.  


Appropriate 
authorities  Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 8.  


Associate NPOs  Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 8. 


Batch transfer  Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


Bearer 
negotiable 
instruments 


Bearer negotiable instruments (BNIs) includes monetary instruments in bearer 
form such as: traveller’s cheques; negotiable instruments (including cheques, 
promissory notes and money orders) that are either in bearer form, endorsed 
without restriction, made out to a fictitious payee, or otherwise in such form 
that title thereto passes upon delivery; incomplete instruments (including 
cheques, promissory notes and money orders) signed, but with the payee’s 
name omitted. 


Bearer shares  Bearer shares refers to negotiable instruments that accord ownership in a legal 
person to the person who possesses the bearer share certificate.  


Beneficial owner Beneficial owner refers to the natural person(s) who ultimately50 owns or 
controls a customer51 and/or the natural person on whose behalf a transaction 
is being conducted. It also includes those persons who exercise ultimate 
effective control over a legal person or arrangement.  


Beneficiary The meaning of the term beneficiary in the FATF Recommendations depends on 
the context:  
 In trust law, a beneficiary is the person or persons who are entitled to 


the benefit of any trust arrangement. A beneficiary can be a natural or 
legal person or arrangement. All trusts (other than charitable or 
statutory permitted non-charitable trusts) are required to have 
ascertainable beneficiaries. While trusts must always have some 


                                                      
50  Reference to “ultimately owns or controls” and “ultimate effective control” refer to situations in which 


ownership/control is exercised through a chain of ownership or by means of control other than direct 
control. 


51  This definition should also apply to beneficial owner of a beneficiary under a life or other investment 
linked insurance policy. 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trust_law

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_person

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_person
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Terms Definitions  


ultimately ascertainable beneficiary, trusts may have no defined existing 
beneficiaries but only objects of a power until some person becomes 
entitled as beneficiary to income or capital on the expiry of a defined 
period, known as the accumulation period. This period is normally co-
extensive with the trust perpetuity period which is usually referred to in 
the trust deed as the trust period.  


 In the context of life insurance or another investment linked insurance 
policy, a beneficiary is the natural or legal person, or a legal 
arrangement, or category of persons, who will be paid the policy 
proceeds when/if an insured event occurs, which is covered by the 
policy.  


Please also refer to the Interpretive Notes to Recommendations 8 and 16. 


Beneficiary 
Financial 
Institution  


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


Competent 
authorities 


Competent authorities refers to all public authorities52  with designated 
responsibilities for combating money laundering and/or terrorist financing. In 
particular, this includes the FIU; the authorities that have the function of 
investigating and/or prosecuting money laundering, associated predicate 
offences and terrorist financing, and seizing/freezing and confiscating criminal 
assets; authorities receiving reports on cross-border transportation of currency 
& BNIs; and authorities that have AML/CFT supervisory or monitoring 
responsibilities aimed at ensuring compliance by financial institutions and 
DNFBPs with AML/CFT requirements. SRBs are not to be regarded as a 
competent authorities. 


Confiscation The term confiscation, which includes forfeiture where applicable, means the 
permanent deprivation of funds or other assets by order of a competent 
authority or a court. Confiscation or forfeiture takes place through a judicial or 
administrative procedure that transfers the ownership of specified funds or 
other assets to be transferred to the State. In this case, the person(s) or 
entity(ies) that held an interest in the specified funds or other assets at the time 
of the confiscation or forfeiture loses all rights, in principle, to the confiscated or 
forfeited funds or other assets. Confiscation or forfeiture orders are usually 
linked to a criminal conviction or a court decision whereby the confiscated or 
forfeited property is determined to have been derived from or intended for use 
in a violation of the law.  


Core Principles Core Principles refers to the Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision 


                                                      
52  This includes financial supervisors established as independent non-governmental authorities with 


statutory powers. 
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issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the Objectives and 
Principles for Securities Regulation issued by the International Organization of 
Securities Commissions, and the Insurance Supervisory Principles issued by the 
International Association of Insurance Supervisors.  


Correspondent 
banking 


Correspondent banking is the provision of banking services by one bank (the 
“correspondent bank”) to another bank (the “respondent bank”). Large 
international banks typically act as correspondents for thousands of other banks 
around the world. Respondent banks may be provided with a wide range of 
services, including cash management (e.g. interest-bearing accounts in a variety 
of currencies), international wire transfers, cheque clearing, payable-through 
accounts and foreign exchange services.  


Country All references in the FATF Recommendations to country or countries apply 
equally to territories or jurisdictions.  


Cover Payment  Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 16.  


Criminal activity Criminal activity refers to: (a) all criminal acts that would constitute a predicate 
offence for money laundering in the country; or (b) at a minimum to those 
offences that would constitute a predicate offence as required by 
Recommendation 3.  
 


Cross-border 
Wire Transfer  


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


Currency Currency refers to banknotes and coins that are in circulation as a medium of 
exchange. 


Designated 
categories of 
offences 


Designated categories of offences means: 


 participation in an organised criminal group and racketeering; 


 terrorism, including terrorist financing; 


 trafficking in human beings and migrant smuggling; 


 sexual exploitation, including sexual exploitation of children; 


 illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances; 


 illicit arms trafficking; 


 illicit trafficking in stolen and other goods; 


 corruption and bribery; 


 fraud; 


 counterfeiting currency; 
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 counterfeiting and piracy of products; 


 environmental crime; 


 murder, grievous bodily injury; 


 kidnapping, illegal restraint and hostage-taking; 


 robbery or theft; 


 smuggling; (including in relation to customs and excise duties and 
taxes);  


 tax crimes (related to direct taxes and indirect taxes); 


 extortion; 


 forgery; 


 piracy; and 


 insider trading and market manipulation.  


When deciding on the range of offences to be covered as predicate offences 
under each of the categories listed above, each country may decide, in 
accordance with its domestic law, how it will define those offences and the 
nature of any particular elements of those offences that make them serious 
offences.  


Designated non-
financial 
businesses and 
professions 


Designated non-financial businesses and professions means:  


a) Casinos53  
 


b) Real estate agents. 
 


c) Dealers in precious metals. 
 


d) Dealers in precious stones. 
 


e) Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and 
accountants – this refers to sole practitioners, partners or employed 
professionals within professional firms. It is not meant to refer to 
‘internal’ professionals that are employees of other types of businesses, 
nor to professionals working for government agencies, who may already 
be subject to AML/CFT measures. 
 


f) Trust and Company Service Providers refers to all persons or businesses 
that are not covered elsewhere under these Recommendations, and 


                                                      
53  References to Casinos throughout the FATF Standards include internet- and ship-based casinos. 
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which as a business, provide any of the following services to third 
parties: 


 
 acting as a formation agent of legal persons; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a director or 
secretary of a company, a partner of a partnership, or a similar 
position in relation to other legal persons; 


 providing a registered office; business address or accommodation, 
correspondence or administrative address for a company, a 
partnership or any other legal person or arrangement; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a trustee of an 
express trust or performing the equivalent function for another 
form of legal arrangement; 


 acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a nominee 
shareholder for another person. 


Designated 
person or entity 


The term designated person or entity refers to: 
 


(i)  individual, groups, undertakings and entities designated by the 
Committee of the Security Council established pursuant to 
resolution 1267 (1999) (the 1267 Committee), as being individuals 
associated with Al-Qaida, or entities and other groups and 
undertakings associated with Al-Qaida;  


 
(ii)  individuals, groups, undertakings and entities designated by the 


Committee of the Security Council established pursuant to 
resolution 1988 (2011) (the 1988 Committee), as being associated 
with the Taliban in constituting a threat to the peace, stability and 
security of Afghanistan, or entities and other groups and undertakings 
associated with the Taliban; 


 
(iii)  any natural or legal person or entity designated by jurisdictions or a 


supra-national jurisdiction pursuant to Security Council resolution 
1373 (2001); 


 
(iv) any natural or legal person or entity designated for the application of 


targeted financial sanctions pursuant to Security Council resolution 
1718 (2006) and its successor resolutions by the Security Council in 
annexes to the relevant resolutions, or by the “Security Council 
Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006)” (the 1718 
Sanctions Committee) pursuant to Security Council resolution 1718 
(2006); and  
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(v)  any natural or legal person or entity designated for the application of 


targeted financial sanctions pursuant to Security Council resolution 
1737 (2006) and its successor resolutions by the Security Council in 
annexes to the relevant resolutions, or by the “Security Council 
Committee established pursuant to paragraph 18 of resolution 1737 
(2006)” (the 1737 Sanctions Committee) pursuant to resolution 1737 
(2006) and its successor resolutions. 


Designation  The term designation refers to the identification of a person54 or entity that is 
subject to targeted financial sanctions pursuant to: 


 United Nations Security Council resolution 1267 (1999) and its 
successor resolutions;  


 Security Council resolution 1373 (2001), including the 
determination that the relevant sanctions will be applied to the 
person or entity and the public communication of that 
determination; 


 Security Council resolution1718 (2006) and its successor 
resolutions;  


 Security Council resolution 1737 (2006) and its successor 
resolutions; and 


 any future Security Council resolutions which impose targeted 
financial sanctions in the context of the financing of proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction. 


Domestic Wire 
Transfer  


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16. 


Enforceable 
means 


Please refer to the Note on the Legal Basis of requirements on Financial 
Institutions and DNFBPs. 


Ex Parte  The term ex parte means proceeding without prior notification and participation 
of the affected party. 


Express trust Express trust refers to a trust clearly created by the settlor, usually in the form of 
a document e.g. a written deed of trust. They are to be contrasted with trusts 
which come into being through the operation of the law and which do not result 
from the clear intent or decision of a settlor to create a trust or similar legal 


                                                      
54  Natural or legal. 
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arrangements (e.g. constructive trust). 


False declaration Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 32. 


False disclosure Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 32. 


Financial group  Financial group means a group that consists of a parent company or of any other 
type of legal person exercising control and coordinating functions over the rest 
of the group for the application of group supervision under the Core Principles, 
together with branches and/or subsidiaries that are subject to AML/CFT policies 
and procedures at the group level. 


Financial 
institutions 


Financial institutions means any natural or legal person who conducts as a 
business one or more of the following activities or operations for or on behalf of 
a customer:  


 
1. Acceptance of deposits and other repayable funds from the public.55  
2. Lending.56 
3. Financial leasing.57  
4. Money or value transfer services.58 
5. Issuing and managing means of payment (e.g. credit and debit cards, 


cheques, traveller's cheques, money orders and bankers' drafts, electronic 
money). 


6. Financial guarantees and commitments. 
7. Trading in: 


 (a) money market instruments (cheques, bills, certificates of deposit, 
derivatives etc.); 


 (b) foreign exchange; 
 (c) exchange, interest rate and index instruments; 
 (d) transferable securities; 
 (e) commodity futures trading. 


8.      Participation in securities issues and the provision of financial services 


                                                      
55  This also captures private banking. 
56  This includes inter alia: consumer credit; mortgage credit; factoring, with or without recourse; and 


finance of commercial transactions (including forfeiting). 
57  This does not extend to financial leasing arrangements in relation to consumer products. 
58   It does not apply to any natural or legal person that provides financial institutions solely with message or 


other support systems for transmitting funds. See the Interpretive Note to  Recommendation 16. 
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related to such issues. 
9.      Individual and collective portfolio management. 
10.      Safekeeping and administration of cash or liquid securities on behalf of 


other persons. 
11.      Otherwise investing, administering or managing funds or money on behalf 


of other persons. 
12. Underwriting and placement of life insurance and other investment 


related insurance59. 
13. Money and currency changing. 


Foreign 
counterparts  


Foreign counterparts refers to foreign competent authorities that exercise 
similar responsibilities and functions in relation to the cooperation which is 
sought, even where such foreign competent authorities have a different nature 
or status (e.g. depending on the country, AML/CFT supervision of certain 
financial sectors may be performed by a supervisor that also has prudential 
supervisory responsibilities or by a supervisory unit of the FIU).  


Freeze In the context of confiscation and provisional measures (e.g., Recommendations 
4, 32 and 38), the term freeze means to prohibit the transfer, conversion, 
disposition or movement of any property, equipment or other instrumentalities 
on the basis of, and for the duration of the validity of, an action initiated by a 
competent authority or a court under a freezing mechanism, or until a forfeiture 
or confiscation determination is made by a competent authority. 
 
For the purposes of Recommendations 6 and 7 on the implementation of 
targeted financial sanctions, the term freeze means to prohibit the transfer, 
conversion, disposition or movement of any funds or other assets that are 
owned or controlled by designated persons or entities on the basis of, and for 
the duration of the validity of, an action initiated by the United Nations Security 
Council or in accordance with applicable Security Council resolutions by a 
competent authority or a court. 
 
In all cases, the frozen property, equipment, instrumentalities, funds or other 
assets remain the property of the natural or legal person(s) that held an interest 
in them at the time of the freezing and may continue to be administered by third 
parties, or through other arrangements established by such natural or legal 
person(s) prior to the initiation of an action under a freezing mechanism, or in 
accordance with other national provisions. As part of the implementation of a 
freeze, countries may decide to take control of the property, equipment, 
instrumentalities, or funds or other assets as a means to protect against flight. 


Fundamental This refers to the basic legal principles upon which national legal systems are 


                                                      
59  This applies both to insurance undertakings and to insurance intermediaries (agents and brokers). 
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principles of 
domestic law 


based and which provide a framework within which national laws are made and 
powers are exercised. These fundamental principles are normally contained or 
expressed within a national Constitution or similar document, or through 
decisions of the highest level of court having the power to make binding 
interpretations or determinations of national law. Although it will vary from 
country to country, some examples of such fundamental principles include rights 
of due process, the presumption of innocence, and a person’s right to effective 
protection by the courts. 


Funds The term funds refers to assets of every kind, whether corporeal or incorporeal, 
tangible or intangible, movable or immovable, however acquired, and legal 
documents or instruments in any form, including electronic or digital, 
evidencing title to, or interest in, such assets.  


Funds or other 
assets 


The term funds or other assets means any assets, including, but not limited to, 
financial assets, economic resources, property of every kind, whether tangible or 
intangible, movable or immovable, however acquired, and legal documents or 
instruments in any form, including electronic or digital, evidencing title to, or 
interest in, such funds or other assets, including, but not limited to, bank credits, 
travellers cheques, bank cheques, money orders, shares, securities, bonds, 
drafts, or letters of credit, and any interest, dividends or other income on or 
value accruing from or generated by such funds or other assets. 


Identification 
data 


The term identification data refers to reliable, independent source documents, 
data or information.  


Intermediary 
financial 
institution 


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


International 
organisations  


International organisations are entities established by formal political 
agreements between their member States that have the status of international 
treaties; their existence is recognised by law in their member countries; and 
they are not treated as resident institutional units of the countries in which they 
are located. Examples of international organisations include the United Nations 
and affiliated international organisations such as the International Maritime 
Organisation; regional international organisations such as the Council of Europe, 
institutions of the European Union, the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe and the Organization of American States; military 
international organisations such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and 
economic organisations such as the World Trade Organisation or the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, etc. 


Law  Please refer to the Note on the Legal Basis of requirements on Financial 
Institutions and DNFBPs. 


Legal Legal arrangements refers to express trusts or other similar legal arrangements. 
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arrangements Examples of other similar arrangements (for AML/CFT purposes) include 
fiducie, treuhand and fideicomiso. 


Legal persons Legal persons refers to any entities other than natural persons that can establish 
a permanent customer relationship with a financial institution or otherwise own 
property. This can include companies, bodies corporate, foundations, anstalt, 
partnerships, or associations and other relevantly similar entities. 


Money 
laundering 
offence 


References (except in Recommendation 3) to a money laundering offence refer 
not only to the primary offence or offences, but also to ancillary offences. 


Money or value 
transfer service  


Money or value transfer services (MVTS) refers to financial services that involve 
the acceptance of cash, cheques, other monetary instruments or other stores of 
value and the payment of a corresponding sum in cash or other form to a 
beneficiary by means of a communication, message, transfer, or through a 
clearing network to which the MVTS provider belongs. Transactions performed 
by such services can involve one or more intermediaries and a final payment to 
a third party, and may include any new payment methods. Sometimes these 
services have ties to particular geographic regions and are described using a 
variety of specific terms, including hawala, hundi, and fei-chen. 


Non-conviction 
based 
confiscation 


Non-conviction based confiscation means confiscation through judicial 
procedures related to a criminal offence for which a criminal conviction is not 
required.  


Non-profit 
organisations 


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 8. 
 


Originator Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16. 
 


Ordering 
financial 
institution  


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16. 
 


Payable-through 
accounts 


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 13. 


Physical cross-
border 
transportation 


Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 32. 
 


Politically 
Exposed Persons 
(PEPs) 


Foreign PEPs are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent 
public functions by a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of 
government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, 
senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials.  
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Domestic PEPs are individuals who are or have been entrusted domestically with 
prominent public functions, for example Heads of State or of government, senior 
politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of 
state owned corporations, important political party officials. 
 
Persons who are or have been entrusted with a prominent function by an 
international organisation  refers to members of senior management, i.e. 
directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent functions. 
 
The definition of PEPs is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior 
individuals in the foregoing categories. 


Proceeds  Proceeds refers to any property derived from or obtained, directly or indirectly, 
through the commission of an offence.  


Property Property means assets of every kind, whether corporeal or incorporeal, 
moveable or immoveable, tangible or intangible, and legal documents or 
instruments evidencing title to, or interest in such assets.  


Qualifying wire 
transfers  


Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


Reasonable 
measures 


The term Reasonable Measures means: appropriate measures which are 
commensurate with the  money laundering or terrorist financing risks. 


Related to 
terrorist 
financing or 
money 
laundering 


Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 32.   
 


Required Please refer to the IN to Recommendation 16.  


Risk All references to risk refer to the risk of money laundering and/or terrorist 
financing. This term should be read in conjunction with the Interpretive Note to 
Recommendation 1.  


Satisfied Where reference is made to a financial institution being satisfied as to a matter, 
that institution must be able to justify its assessment to competent authorities. 


Seize The term seize means to prohibit the transfer, conversion, disposition or 
movement of property on the basis of an action initiated by a competent 
authority or a court under a freezing mechanism. However, unlike a freezing 
action, a seizure is effected by a mechanism that allows the competent authority 
or court to take control of specified property. The seized property remains the 
property of the natural or legal person(s) that holds an interest in the specified 
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property at the time of the seizure, although the competent authority or court 
will often take over possession, administration or management of the seized 
property.   


Self-regulatory 
body (SRB) 


A SRB is a body that represents a profession (e.g. lawyers, notaries, other 
independent legal professionals or accountants), and which is made up of 
members from the profession, has a role in regulating the persons that are 
qualified to enter and who practise in the profession, and also performs certain 
supervisory or monitoring type functions. Such bodies should enforce rules to 
ensure that high ethical and moral standards are maintained by those practising 
the profession. 


Serial Payment   Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 16.   


Settlor  Settlors are natural or legal persons who transfer ownership of their assets to 
trustees by means of a trust deed or similar arrangement. 


Shell bank Shell bank means a bank that has no physical presence in the country in which it 
is incorporated and licensed, and which is unaffiliated with a regulated financial 
group that is subject to effective consolidated supervision. 
Physical presence means meaningful mind and management located within a 
country. The existence simply of a local agent or low level staff does not 
constitute physical presence.   


Should For the purposes of assessing compliance with the FATF Recommendations, the 
word should has the same meaning as must. 


Straight-through 
processing  


Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 16.   


Supervisors Supervisors refers to the designated competent authorities or non-public bodies 
with responsibilities aimed at ensuring compliance by financial institutions 
(“financial supervisors” 60) and/or DNFBPs with requirements to combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing.  Non-public bodies (which could include 
certain types of SRBs) should have the power to supervise and sanction financial 
institutions or DNFBPs in relation to the AML/CFT requirements.  These non-
public bodies should also be empowered by law to exercise the functions they 
perform, and be supervised  by a competent authority in relation to such 
functions.  


Targeted 
financial 
sanctions 


The term targeted financial sanctions means both asset freezing and prohibitions 
to prevent funds or other assets from being made available, directly or 
indirectly, for the benefit of designated persons and entities. 


                                                      
60  Including Core Principles supervisors who carry out supervisory functions that are related to the 


implementation of the FATF Recommendations. 
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Terms Definitions  


Terrorist The term terrorist refers to any natural person who: (i) commits, or attempts to 
commit, terrorist acts by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully and 
wilfully; (ii) participates as an accomplice in terrorist acts ; (iii) organises or 
directs others to commit terrorist acts ; or (iv) contributes to the commission of 
terrorist acts by a group of persons acting with a common purpose where the 
contribution is made intentionally and with the aim of furthering the terrorist 
act or with the knowledge of the intention of the group to commit a terrorist act. 


Terrorist act A terrorist act includes: 
 
(a)  an act which constitutes an offence within the scope of, and as defined in 


one of the following treaties: (i) Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Seizure of Aircraft (1970); (ii) Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation (1971); (iii) Convention on the 
Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected 
Persons, including Diplomatic Agents (1973); (iv) International Convention 
against the Taking of Hostages (1979); (v) Convention on the Physical 
Protection of Nuclear Material (1980); (vi) Protocol for the Suppression of 
Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, 
supplementary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 
against the Safety of Civil Aviation (1988); (vii) Convention for the 
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation 
(2005); (viii) Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the 
Safety of Fixed Platforms located on the Continental Shelf (2005); 
(ix) International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings 
(1997); and (x) International Convention for the Suppression of the 
Financing of Terrorism (1999).   


 
(b)  any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, 


or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a 
situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or 
context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an 
international organisation to do or to abstain from doing any act. 


Terrorist 
financing  


Terrorist financing is the financing of terrorist acts, and of terrorists and 
terrorist organisations. 


Terrorist 
financing offence 


References (except in Recommendation 4) to a terrorist financing offence refer 
not only to the primary offence or offences, but also to ancillary offences. 


Terrorist 
organisation 


The term terrorist organisation refers to any group of terrorists that: (i) 
commits, or attempts to commit, terrorist acts by any means, directly or 
indirectly, unlawfully and wilfully; (ii) participates as an accomplice in terrorist 
acts; (iii) organises or directs others to commit terrorist acts; or (iv) contributes 
to the commission of terrorist acts by a group of persons acting with a common 
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Terms Definitions  


purpose where the contribution is made intentionally and with the aim of 
furthering the terrorist act or with the knowledge of the intention of the group 
to commit a terrorist act. 


Third parties 
 


For the purposes of Recommendations 6 and 7, the term third parties includes, 
but is not limited to, financial institutions and DNFBPs. 
Please also refer to the IN to Recommendation 17. 


Trustee  The terms trust and trustee should be understood as described in and consistent 
with Article 2 of the Hague Convention on the law applicable to trusts and their 
recognition61. 
Trustees may be professional (e.g. depending on the jurisdiction, a lawyer or 
trust company) if they are paid to act as a trustee in the course of their business, 
or non-professional (e.g. a person acting without reward on behalf of family). 


Unique 
transaction 
reference 
number  


Please refer to the IN. to Recommendation 16.   


Without delay The phrase without delay means, ideally, within a matter of hours of a 
designation by the United Nations Security Council or its relevant Sanctions 
Committee (e.g. the 1267 Committee, the 1988 Committee, the 1718 Sanctions 
Committee or the 1737 Sanctions Committee). For the purposes of 
S/RES/1373(2001), the phrase without delay means upon having reasonable 
grounds, or a reasonable basis, to suspect or believe that a person or entity is a 
terrorist, one who finances terrorism or a terrorist organisation. In both cases, 
the phrase without delay should be interpreted in the context of the need to 
prevent the flight or dissipation of funds or other assets which are linked to 
terrorists, terrorist organisations, those who finance terrorism, and to the 


                                                      
61  Article 2 of the Hague Convention reads as follows:  


 For the purposes of this Convention, the term "trust" refers to the legal relationships created – inter-vivos or 
on death - by a person, the settlor, when assets have been placed under the control of a trustee for the 
benefit of a beneficiary or for a specified purpose.  


 A trust has the following characteristics -  
a)  the assets constitute a separate fund and are not a part of the trustee's own estate;  
b)  title to the trust assets stands in the name of the trustee or in the name of another person on behalf of the 


trustee;  
c)  the trustee has the power and the duty, in respect of which he is accountable, to manage, employ or 


dispose of the assets in accordance with the terms of the trust and the special duties imposed upon him 
by law.  


 The reservation by the settlor of certain rights and powers, and the fact that the trustee may himself have 
rights as a beneficiary, are not necessarily inconsistent with the existence of a trust. 
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Terms Definitions  


financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and the need for 
global, concerted action to interdict and disrupt their flow swiftly. 
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TABLE OF ACRONYMS 


AML/CFT Anti-Money Laundering / Countering the Financing of Terrorism 
(also used for Combating the financing of terrorism)  


BNI Bearer-Negotiable Instrument 


CDD Customer Due Diligence 


DNFBP Designated Non-Financial Business or Profession 


FATF  Financial Action Task Force 


FIU Financial Intelligence Unit 


IN  Interpretive Note 


ML Money Laundering 


MVTS Money or Value Transfer Service(s) 


NPO Non-Profit Organisation 


Palermo Convention The United Nations Convention  
against Transnational Organized Crime 2000 


PEP Politically Exposed Person 


R. Recommendation 


RBA  Risk-Based Approach 


SR. Special Recommendation 


SRB Self-Regulatory Bodies 


STR Suspicious Transaction Report 


TCSP Trust and Company Service Provider 


Terrorist Financing 
Convention 


The International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing  
of Terrorism 1999 


UN United Nations 


Vienna Convention The United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs  
and Psychotropic Substances 1988 
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ANNEX I: FATF GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS 


Best Practice Guidelines on Providing Feedback to Reporting Financial Institutions and Other 
Persons (June 1998). 


Guidance for Financial Institutions in Detecting Terrorist Financing (April 2002). 


International Best Practices: Combating the Abuse of Non-Profit Organisations  
(October 2002). 


International Best Practices: Combating the Abuse of Alternative Remittance Systems  
(June 2003). 


The Implementation of Financial Provisions of United Nations Security Council Resolutions to 
Counter the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (June 2007). 


Guidance on the Risk-Based Approach (June 2007 - October 2009). Nine documents including RBA 
Guidance for:  
 - the Financial Sector;  
 - Real Estate Agents;  
 - Accountants;  
 - TCSPs;  
 - Dealers in precious metals and stones;  
 - Casinos;  
 - Legal Professionals;  
 - Money Service Businesses; and  
 - the Life Insurance Sector.   


The Implementation of Activity-Based Financial Prohibitions of United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1737 (October 2007). 


Capacity Building for Mutual Evaluations and Implementation of the FATF Standards within Low 
Capacity Countries (February 2008). 


Best Practices Paper on Trade Based Money Laundering (June 2008). 


The Implementation of Financial Provisions of UN Security Council Resolution 1803  
(October 2008). 


International Best Practices: Freezing of Terrorist Assets (June 2009). 


International Best Practices: Detecting and Preventing the Illicit Cross-Border Transportation of 
Cash and Bearer Negotiable Instruments (February 2010). 


Best Practices Paper on Recommendation 2: Sharing among domestic competent  authorities 
information related to the financing of proliferation (March 2012) 


Financial Investigations Guidance (July 2012) 


Best Practices: Managing the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Policy 
Implications of Voluntary Tax Compliance Programmes (October 2012). 
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Best Practices on Confiscation (Recommendations 4 and 38) and a Framework for Ongoing Work on 
Asset Recovery (October 2012) 


Revised FATF Guidance on Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Measures and Financial 
Inclusion (February 2013). 


Guidance on National Risk Assessment (February 2013). 
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ANNEX II: INFORMATION ON UPDATES MADE TO THE FATF RECOMMENDATIONS 


The following amendments have been made to the FATF Recommendations since the text was adopted in 
February 2012.  
 


Date Type of amendments Sections subject to amendments 


Feb 2013 Alignment of the Standards 
between R.37 and R.40 


 R.37(d) – page 27 


Insertion of the reference that DNFBP secrecy or 
confidentiality laws should not affect the provision 
of mutual legal assistance,  except where the 
relevant information that is sought is held in 
circumstances where legal professional privilege or 
legal professional secrecy applies. 
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REMARKS BY THE 
CHAIR OF THE 
EGMONT GROUP
The 17Th working year of The egmonT group culminated 
in its 20th Plenary meeting, graciously hosted by 
our colleagues of the Russian Federal Service of 
Rosfinmonitoring  in Saint Petersburg. A lustrum 
meeting always has a special ring to it, and our 
Russian friends went out of their way to make it 
a splendid event indeed. The Plenary was not only 
remarkable in terms of organization, but also – 
even more importantly – in terms of substance and 
in-depth discussions.


The Egmont family keeps growing and now 
numbers 131 members, gradually filling the blank 
spaces in our global network. As I keep repeating, 
whilst we are making good progress in terms of 
quantity we must meet the challenge of increasing 
our quality as well. Money laundering methods and trends are dynamic and changing requiring FIUs to 
respond accordingly to face new challenges. The FIU world is part of international AML/CFT efforts and in 
2012 needs to adapt to the developments in the area of international standards, in particular the revised 
FATF Recommendations. 


The revised FATF standards place an emphasis on strengthening national AML/CFT regimes, increasing 
international cooperation, and sharing information appropriately. The effectiveness of an FIU will be 
assessed by the quality of their analytical work and by an FIU’s ability to develop information in support 
of money laundering investigations and prosecutions. Where FIUs have always played a key role in the 
operational system, they are now also expected to have an enhanced role in the design of national risk based 
approaches and determining a national AML/CFT strategy to mitigate risks and threats.  The Egmont Group 
definitely has a role in increasing the effectiveness of international AML/CFT efforts by promoting mutual 
cooperation between FIUs, providing training in order to improve FIUs analytical capabilities, and work with 
our international partner organizations to seek continual improvement to the international FIU network.


The Egmont Group faces its own challenges, in part due to its growing size: how can it keep meeting the 
high expectations its members have in the Group?  From the plenary discussions it became clear that our 
future strategy should focus more in the regions.  A definite signal was sent out about going regional and 
in smaller groups under the umbrella of the Egmont Group, which should result in better communication 
and increased attention to issues common for the region. We are not in short supply of excellent ideas and 
suggestions, but implementation and taking charge is a different matter. That is why I applaud the creation 
of FIU forums in the FSRBs (such as the EAG and MENAFATF) and I definitely see a role for the Egmont 
Group there as well. 


Our 18th working year promises to be very busy and intense with the Charter Review Project going full 
blast. Let’s roll up our sleeves and keep moving forward.
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REMARKS BY 
THE EXECUTIVE 
SECRETARY
over The pasT year iT has conTinued To be my honor to lead 
the work of the Secretariat in supporting several key 
projects aimed at enhancing the performance of the 
Egmont Group as an international entity, as well as 
its member FIUs across the globe. As with previous 
years, some of the work took place in the context 
of the Egmont Committee and working groups 
and some was undertaken in collaboration with 
Egmont’s global and regional AML/CFT partners. 
 
The joint FIU workshops with the APG and GAFISUD 
were particularly satisfying, as the participating 
FIUs reported very favorably on the operational 
value of these events. As the Egmont Group moves 
forward to strengthen its work in the five Egmont 
Group regions, in association with the regional AML/
CFT bodies, the Secretariat’s role in providing effective international liaison and communication services will 
need to be well supported. Of course, given the operational and international experience available within the 
Egmont Secretariat, several staff members are also well positioned to provide technical advice in the design 
and delivery of FIU-related projects and programs. 
 
Over the past year the Secretariat was privileged to work with highly committed and hard-working host FIUs 
in supporting the Egmont Committee, working group, Heads of FIUs and plenary meetings. We are very 
grateful to the directors and staff of AMLC, Philippines and Rosfinmonitoring, Russia, for their hospitality, in 
Manila in January 2012 and Saint Petersburg in July 2012 respectively, and for their dedication in ensuring 
these large and complex Egmont Group meetings were a success. 
 
I would also like to thank my colleagues in the Egmont Secretariat for their commitment and hard work over 
what has been a very challenging year that included working for eight months with reduced staff resources 
when one staff member left to take up another position. The Secretariat’s work has included several large 
internal and external technical projects, coordination of several international events and three internal 
reviews of various aspects of the Secretariat itself. Looking back over the Secretariat’s achievements, not 
only over the last year, but since its establishment in 2007, I feel very confident in asserting that the Egmont 
Group can feel proud of its Secretariat staff, and for me, it has been an absolute privilege to work with such 
a multi-talented, dedicated, and professional team. With a staff of five supporting an Egmont Group of 131 
member FIUs, as well as five working groups and their related projects, the Egmont regional representatives 
spread over five regions, the Heads of FIUs forum, the Egmont Committee and the joint work with our 
host FIUs and international AML/CFT partners, the achievements of the Egmont Secretariat are unequalled 
when compared internationally.
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As always however, we would not have been able to achieve what we did without the contributions of our 
colleagues in CTIF-CFI Belgium who have supported the Chair and the Secretariat throughout the year. We 
have also received significant technical and administrative support from our colleagues at FINTRAC Canada 
and FinCEN United States. The job is much bigger than just the Secretariat, and the additional voluntary 
contribution that these colleagues, and other Egmont member FIUs, make is indicative of what makes 
Egmont work as a whole.
 
As this has been my final year as Executive Secretary of the Egmont Group, I would also like to acknowledge the 
leadership provided by the current Chair of the Egmont Group, Mr. Boudewijn Verhelst, and his predecessors 
Mr. William (Bill) Baity, Mr. Neil Jensen, and Mr. Luis Urrutia. Their collective vision for the Egmont Group has 
always been driven by a commitment to operational excellence on behalf of the world’s FIUs. A vision fuelled 
by an unwavering commitment to combat the scourge of money laundering and the impacts of terrorism. It 
has been my pleasure and privilege to work alongside each one of these Chairs and I am confident that not 
only the current Chair of the Egmont Group, but Egmont chairs into the future, will always be well served by 
a dedicated Secretariat staff, as they have been in the past. 
 
Major projects in the coming year will see the Secretariat continuing work with the Egmont Committee 
and Charter Review Project (CRP) groups to conclude the CRP and plan its implementation. A long-term 
budget planning exercise will also be undertaken in order to establish the Egmont funding requirements and 
contribution matrix for the next three years and the Secretariat will work with host FIUs in the organization 
and delivery of the Egmont meetings in Belgium and South Africa and with the FATF, FSRBs and other 
international partners in developing and delivering FIU-related outreach and assistance programs. Whist the 
work plan is daunting, as in other years, with the support of the Chair, the Egmont Committee, the Heads 
of FIUs and our partner AML/CFT organizations and FIU colleagues, the Egmont Group can be confident of 
another successful year ahead.
 
I commend all Egmont Group members for their dedication and achievements and wish all involved every 
success into the future.
 
Bronwyn Somerville
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INTRODUCTION


THE EGMONT GROUP 
OF FINANCIAL 
INTELLIGENCE UNITS
The egmonT group is a non-poliTical, 
operationally focused, international forum which 
leverages the capabilities of its membership to 
form a cooperative network of FIUs to exchange 
information to follow the suspected proceeds 
of crime when funds are located in different 
jurisdictions.  Egmont Group FIUs are required  
to be operationally independent thus allowing 
them to effectively examine potential criminal 
proceeds whatsoever the underlying offence  
and regardless of the organization that takes  
the investigative lead.
 
Egmont member FIUs operate within the 
context of their national legislation and 
framework for combating money laundering 
and terrorist financing and often play a vital role 
in the detection, identification, investigation, 
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prosecution and confiscation of the proceeds  
of crime.


All Egmont member FIUs are required to meet 
the Egmont definition of an FIU and must be 
the central, national agency to receive reports 
of suspected money laundering or terrorist 
financing, analyze the reports received and 
disseminate information for further investigation 
and the ultimate confiscation of assets. In 
responding to the ever changing criminal 
landscape, many Egmont member FIUs have a 
range of powers to help them to better combat 
money laundering and terrorist financing.


2012 was a very exciting and challenging year 
for the Egmont Group.  The revised Financial 
Action Task Force (FATF) Recommendations have 
further identified the importance of FIUs and 
have put enhanced emphasis on analysis and 
international cooperation. In 2012 the Egmont 
Group accepted these challenges and engaged 
with its members and international partners by 
undertaking initiatives to better combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing.
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STRUCTURE AND 
ORGANIZATION OF 
THE EGMONT GROUP
The Heads of FIUs (HoFIUs), the Egmont Committee, 
the Egmont Group Secretariat, and the Working 
Groups make up the operating structure of the 
Egmont Group.


Heads of FIUs (HoFIUs): The HoFIUs are the 
Egmont Group’s governing body. They make 
decisions on and endorse any development that 
affects the Group’s membership, structure, 
budget, and principles.  Decisions are reached by 
consensus. Their meetings are held once a year 
during the Egmont Group Plenary.


Egmont Committee (EC): The Egmont Committee 
serves as the consultation and coordination 
mechanism for the HoFIUs and the Working 


Groups. Its primary functions include assisting 
the Egmont Group in a range of activities, from 
internal coordination to representation at other 
international fora. It also oversees the work of the 
Egmont Group Secretariat.


Egmont Group Secretariat (EGS): The Secretariat 
provides administrative and strategic support to 
the Heads of FIU, the Egmont Committee and 
Working Groups. The Secretariat is headed by an 
Executive Secretary, appointed by the Heads of 
FIUs, and reporting directly to them through the 
Egmont Committee. 


Working Groups: In order to accomplish its 
mission of development, cooperation, and sharing 
of expertise, the Egmont Group has created and 
mandated the activities of the Working Groups 
since its establishment in 1995. The Working 
Groups meet twice a year and report to the 
HoFIUs. There continue to be five working groups: 
Legal, Training, Outreach, Operational, and 
Information Technology.


HoFIU


Egmont CommitteeSecretariat


Egmont Chair


IT Legal Operational Outreach Training


WORKING GROUPS REGIONS


Africa Americas Asia Europe OceaniaESW
Representative
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Regional Groups: There are 5 Regional 
Groupings each with its own regional 
representative(s). (See Annex B). The Regional 
Groups meet during the margins of the annual 
plenary meeting.


MISSION OF THE 
EGMONT GROUP
The ’Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units 
Charter’ was approved by the Egmont Group Heads 
of FIUs at Hamilton, Bermuda, on 31 May 2007. 
Under Section II, the Charter sets out the strategic 
mission and objectives of the Egmont Group:


• The goal (mission) of the Egmont Group is to 
provide a forum for FIUs around the world 
to improve cooperation in the fight against 
money laundering and financing of terrorism 
and to foster the implementation of domestic 
programs in this field. This support includes:


 
o expanding and systematizing international 


cooperation in the reciprocal exchange of 
information;


o increasing the effectiveness of FIUs by 
offering training and promoting personnel 
exchanges to improve the expertise and 
capabilities of personnel employed by FIUs;


o fostering better and more secure 
communication among FIUs through the 
application of technology, such as the 
Egmont Secure Web (ESW);


o fostering increased coordination and support 
among the operational divisions of member 
FIUs;


o promoting the operational autonomy of FIUs;


o promoting the establishment of FIUs in 
conjunction with jurisdictions with an AML/
CFT program in place, or in areas with a 
program in the early stages of development.


The mission and objectives for the Egmont 
Group are implemented via specific strategies 
established in the 2009-2012 Egmont Group 
Strategic Plan.  The Strategic Plan was developed 
after the 2008 Seoul Plenary and its purpose is 
to outline the broad direction for the Egmont 
Group between 2009 and 2012. It also signals 
the strategic priorities for the Egmont Group in 
working toward achieving the broad mission set 
out in the Egmont Group Charter.


These strategies should achieve results in six 
important areas identified as Key Result Areas.
 
• Build a strong international network of FIUs;


• Ensure effective international exchange of 
information


• Enhance communication;


• Adhere to Best Practice and Standards;


• Coordinate FIU-Related Technical Assistance 
and Training; 


• Maintain an effective and sustainable 
infrastructure.
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when esTablished in 1995, the objective 
of the Egmont Group was to see how FIUs could 
develop mechanisms to facilitate international 
cooperation and information exchange to support 
money laundering investigations.  Over the past 
seventeen years the Egmont Group of FIUs has 
developed into an operational network that helps 
combat the threats to the international community 
from money laundering and terrorist financing by 
securely exchanging information on suspected 
transactions and activity that may be the proceeds  
of criminal activity. 


Whilst the feature chapter in this year’s annual 
report takes the opportunity to highlight the 
achievements of the  Egmont Group in 2012, using 
information collected as part of the 2011 Egmont 
Biennial Census1, it will also identify the current 
and future challenges facing the Egmont Group 
within the context of the international AML/CFT 
environment.


The AML/CFT challenge: In the twenty first 
century, money flows are increasingly globalized. 
Between 1980 and 1995 the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) estimated that global capital flows 
equated to between 2% and 6% of the world’s GDP. 
By 2012 this figure had almost trebled to 15%.
There are other indicators of the rise in the flow 


of funds between jurisdictions. In 2006, global 
capital flows totaled US $7.2 trillion, more than 
tripling since 19952. The number of international 
wire transfers sent and received is increasing year 
by year. In 2010, the World Bank estimated that 
over US $440 billion3  was being transferred yearly 
while in developing countries remittance flows are 
expected to increase by 7% to 8% annually.


The increasing ease with which money can be 
moved internationally by legitimate companies 
and individuals also presents opportunities 
for criminals, money launderers and terrorist 
financiers. The United Nations Office on Drugs 
and Crime (UNODC)4 recognizes that rapid 
developments in financial information, technology 
and communication allow money to be moved 
anywhere in the world with speed and ease. This 
makes the task of combating money laundering 
and terrorist financing an international challenge.


The international community recognizes that 
AML/CFT initiatives can only be met by multi-
national, multi-organizational action. In February 
2012 the FATF published revised international 
standards on combating money laundering and 
the financing of terrorism and proliferation. 
These included new standards and expectations 
for FIUs. In April 2012 Ministers from the FATF 


THE EGMONT GROUP IN 


2012


1 The census collects information on Egmont FIUs, their responsibilities, their powers and the core requirements for international 
cooperation.  This assists Egmont members to understand how best they can cooperate and share information with each other.


2 http://www.imf.org/external/about/histglob.html
3 http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTFINANCIALSECTOR/0,,contentMDK:22121552~menuPK:6110491~pagePK


:210058~piPK:10062~theSitePK:282885~isCURL:Y~isCURL:Y,00.html 
4 http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/money-laundering/globalization.html 
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extended its mandate for a further 8 years 
until 2020. This renewal recognizes the need 
to safeguard the integrity of the international 
financial system through the FATF and FSRB 
(FATF Style regional bodies) global networks 
of over 180 countries. In June 2012 the G20 
supported the renewal of the FATF mandate, and 
recommended the adoption of the revised FATF5 


standards  as part of G20 initiatives  
to reform the financial sector.
 
The role of FIUs in combating ML/TF in 
2012: FIUs continue to play an important 
part in international AML/CFT efforts 
and are recognized as such in the revised 
FATF Recommendations, in particular, in 
Recommendations 29 and 40.  Significant 
financial crimes typically involve a transnational 
element and for information to be exchanged 
between countries in order to understand the 
location of the proceeds.  The Egmont Group  
FIU network is a vital element of international 
 AML/CFT efforts with many Egmont FIUs 
performing a number of roles within their 
national AML/CFT regimes.


The 2011 Biennial Census revealed that, as well as 
the core requirement for FIUs to receive, analyze 
and disseminate STR related reports, many Egmont 
FIUs have additional powers and responsibilities, 
including:
 
• Over 50% of the FIUs that responded6 reported 


that they had  regulatory powers (the power to 
issue AML/CFT rules or regulations);


• 54% of FIUs have been mandated compliance 
powers (supervisory or compliance 
monitoring powers);  


• 57% of FIUs have the power to freeze or 
suspend transactions;


• 54% of FIUs have the ability to request 
additional information from reporting entities 
and;


• 25% of FIUs reported that they have  law 
enforcement powers (the ability to 
make gather evidence and undertake 
investigations). 


The 2011 Census results also indicated that  
FIUs disseminate a number of different types  
of information reports.  In addition to the routine 
dissemination of information reports on potential 
instances of money laundering or terrorist 
financing, 80% of FIUs produce reports on money 
laundering or terrorist financing trends/typologies 
for reporting entities and or law enforcement;  
72% of Egmont FIUs reported that they contribute 
to FATF or FSRB typologies work; and, 55% of  
FIUs produce their own strategic reports and 
assessments.


The Egmont Group Outreach 


Working Group and sponsor 


FIUs continue to work with 


candidate FIUs to prepare them 


for Egmont membership.


Egmont Outreach since 2007: At the close of the 
Plenary Meeting in 2007, the Egmont Group had 
105 members.  Since then, 26 FIUs have been 
welcomed into the international network: 1 from 
Europe, 11 from Asia, 8 from Africa, 3 from Oceania, 
and 3 from the Americas.


Regional strategies to promote FIU establishment in 
Africa and Oceania aim to give the international 
network coverage in these areas.  The Egmont 
Group also works closely with FSRBs, and has 
held joint events with some FSRBs such as the 
Asia Pacific Group (APG), East and Southern Africa 
Anti – Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG) and 
The Inter-Governmental Action Group against 
Money Laundering in West Africa (GIABA) since 
2007 to promote outreach and the continued 
development of FIUs.  Within the FSRBs, FIU 


5 http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2012/2012-0619-loscabos.html 
6 111 out of 127 FIUs responded to the  2011 Egmont Group Biennial Census
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forums  continue to promote the FIU activities 
and assist FIUs in meeting the expectations of 
the FATF standards, and helping FIUs to become 
effectively and appropriately integrated with 
national and international AML/CFT efforts.


The continued expansion and development of  
the FIU network is required in order to respond 
to the joint challenges of transnational crime and 
the increasing internationalization of financial 
services.  The addition of FIUs from Africa and 
Oceania, in line with the respective Egmont 
regional strategies, has complemented the 
coverage of FIUs globally.
 


Combating money  


laundering and terrorist 


financing presents a  


challenge to FIUs,both 


individually and collectively.


Some jurisdictions will be faced with a significant 
domestic crime challenge with much of their 
efforts spent detecting the location of these 
proceeds of domestic crimes and where they 
may have been transferred. Other jurisdictions 
may have little in the way of domestic crime 
concerns, but may have a large international 
financial centre through which funds have the 
potential to be laundered. Depending on the 
nature of the money laundering or terrorist 
financing threats and risks facing jurisdictions, 
FIUs will often face different challenges.


In 2007, 70% of FIUs who submitted responses to 
the Egmont Biennial Census reported that drugs 
were the major source of laundered money in their 
jurisdiction; and, in 2009 this had risen slightly to 
73%.  By 2011, the number of FIUs which viewed 
drugs crimes as an important source of money 
laundering fell to 59%.


In 2011, by contrast with previous census results, 
FIUs viewed a variety of predicate crimes as 
important sources of money laundering since 2009: 
 
• Fraud, tax evasion and corruption have also 


been cited as generating increased criminal 
proceeds with 44% (2009) and 64% (2011) of 
FIUs noting that fraud offences generated 
significant money laundering proceeds;  


• Tax evasion offences have also been 
increasingly noted as generating proceeds, 
with 26% (2009) and 40% (2011);  


• The number of FIUs which view that corruption 
offences have generated money laundering 
proceeds with 23% (2007), and 35% (2011).  


 
The trend in 2011 whereby FIUs have identified a 
wider number of crimes as generating significant 
proceeds compared to 2007 represents the 
diversity of membership and the different money 
laundering activity occurring in their countries.  It 
can also be attributed to global initiatives such as 
the United Nations Convention against Corruption 
(UNCAC)7 to increase international cooperation 
in identifying and recovering the proceeds of 
corruption, the joint World Bank and UNODC 
StAR8 initiative, and the OECD tax crimes and 
money laundering9 program.  FIUs, nationally and 
internationally, are recognized as important to the 
success of these specific AML/CFT initiatives10.


Thus, it is important for FIUs to cooperate 
internationally and to exchange information 
when the money trail indicates that useful 
information may be held abroad.  At the core of 
the Egmont mission is the objective of uniting 
efforts to further improve an effective exchange 
of information to combat money laundering and 
financing of terrorism.


International information exchange between 
FIUs:  Since 2007, the amount of information 
exchanged using the Egmont Secure Web (ESW) 
has been increasing incrementally to the number 
of new members.


7 http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/
8 http://www1.worldbank.org/finance/star_site/
9 http://www.oecd.org/corruption/taxandcrime/taxandcrime.htm 
10 http://www1.worldbank.org/finance/star_site/publications/barriers.html
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• Between 2007 and 2009 there was a 40%  
increase in reports exchanged over the ESW;


• Between 2009 and 2011 there was a further 22% 
increase in information exchanged.  Egmont 
members also exchange a significant amount of 
information with non-Egmont FIUs;   


• Between 2009 and 2011 the number of requests 
sent by Egmont FIUs to non-Egmont FIUs rose 
by 50%. 


 
The increased international information exchanges 
are a positive indicator in terms of the Egmont 
Group’s objective to develop mechanisms to promote 
information exchange.  Similarly, the increasing 
exchange of information between Egmont FIUs 
and FIUs who are not yet members of the Egmont 
international network shows that there is more work 
to be done in reaching out and providing meaningful 
assistance so that these FIUs can become part of 
the 131 strong member network. Outreach efforts 
are not yet complete and the Egmont Group strives 
to encourage new members into the Group. The 
FATF Recommendations 2012 state that FIUs should 
apply for Egmont Group membership.


A number of alternative, secure communication 
mechanisms are also used by FIUs to encourage 
the exchange of FIU information internationally, 
such as FIU.NET11 - a decentralized computer 
network that allows European Union (EU) FIUs to 
match common data and exchange information 
with each other, respecting national data protection 
rules and regulations.  


By the end of 2011, 25 of the 27 EU Member State 
FIUs were connected to FIU.NET and use it for the 
day-to-day international information exchange. 
During 2011, the number of requests sent using 
the system increased to 37% compared with 
2010. In 2012 the 26th connection to FIU.NET was 
established. For this current year a growth of 
41% in the number of requests sent is expected. 
The implementation of the Ma³tch12 technology 
allowing for autonomous, anonymous, analysis 
is expected to further encourage the exchange of 
information in the future.


Strengthening the Egmont international FIU 
network: The Egmont Secretariat is responsible 
for maintaining an effective and sustainable 
infrastructure to support the work of the Group 
and the improvement and development of FIUs.  


In 2011, the ESW, the main mechanism for 
secure information exchange between members, 
was updated to make secure collaboration 
areas available to Egmont members and allow 
FIUs to create ESW virtual communities where 
money laundering and terrorist financing case 
information can be developed bi-laterally and 
multi-laterally.


The Egmont Group is currently 


undergoing an exercise to 


review the Egmont Charter 


and Egmont key documents.


Egmont Future Strategic Direction:  As indicated 
in the 2010 – 2011 Annual Report, the Egmont 
Group is currently undergoing an exercise to 
review the Egmont Charter and Egmont key 
documents, to ensure the Group’s future work 
and strategic direction continue to be relevant to 
all of its members in the changing international 
environment. It is the Heads of FIU, collectively, 
who will ensure that Egmont’s valuable resources, 
expertise and knowledge, continue to be utilized 
as directed by its strategic priorities. 


The Charter Review Project has been divided into 
two groups, the Charter Review Project Legal 
Group and the Charter Review Project Corporate 
Group. Both of these groups are now one year 
into their mandate to conduct a critical analysis 
and review of all of the Egmont key documents. 
This work culminated at the 20th Plenary 
Meeting in Saint Petersburg in some in-depth 
discussions at the Heads of FIU meeting where 
the Heads  provided feedback and guidance to 
both groups. 


11 http://www.fiu.net/
12 http://www.fiu.net/fiunet-unlimited/match/match3
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The  Corporate Group continues to work 
on the following areas: 


• Egmont values;


• Accountability;


• Internal structure;


• External relations  and  operations  of  the  
Egmont  Group; 


• Mechanisms for addressing compliance 
with the Egmont Group standards, including 
links to the FATF and regional bodies in the 
Egmont Group Charter; 


• Ways of enhancing access to the Egmont 
Group for Egmont members and non-
members at the regional level.


The Legal Group is continuing to focus 
on clarifying the Egmont standards in 
relation to the following areas:


• Egmont Group definition of an FIU; 


• Dissemination upon request; 


• Obtaining  information  from reporting  
entities;  


• Memoranda of Understanding;  


• Reciprocity;


• Cases  for  refusal;  


• Obligations for  the requested FIU; 


• International diagonal cooperation 
(cooperation between FIUs and non-FIUs);


• Postponement of suspicious transactions. 


The CRP work for both groups will continue over 
the next year.
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MEETINGS AND 
OUTCOMES


MANILA WORKING GROUP MEETINGS: The 
Egmont Group held its Working Group and 
Committee meetings in Manila, Republic of the 
Philippines on 30 January - 2 February 2012. This 
very successful event hosted by the Philippines’ 
Anti Money Laundering Council (AMLC) was 
attended by 240 delegates from 59 Egmont 
Group FIUs, 3 observer FIUs and 7 International 
Organizations. Seven bilateral cooperation 
agreements were signed between Egmont 
members during this week, which are intended 
to assist the signatory FIUs in international 
cooperation. 


20TH EGMONT PLENARY AND HEADS OF 
FIU MEETING: The 2012 Plenary Meeting 
was hosted by the Russian Federal Service 
of Rosfinmonitoring in Saint Petersburg and 
held from 9-13 July 2012. The Egmont Plenary 
and Heads of FIUs Meeting, held annually, 
bring together the Egmont member FIUs and 
observer organizations for training and in-depth 
discussions to further the development of the 
international FIU network. 


The plenary which was chaired by Mr. Boudewijn 
Verhelst, Chair of the Egmont Group, and Mr. 
Yury Chikhanchin, Head of Rosfinmonitoring 
Russia was attended by more than 300 
participants, representatives of FIUs from 109 
jurisdictions and 17 international organizations. 


New members: Four FIUs were welcomed into 
the Egmont Group as new members, bringing 
the Egmont Group membership to 131. The new 
members are ANIF Gabon, AMLU Jordan, CTAF 
Tunisia and FMD Tajikistan. The plenary Chairs 
noted that the new members strengthened the 
opportunities for information sharing in areas of 
particular regional and strategic significance. 


Bilateral cooperation agreements: In addition 
to the growth in membership, 65 bilateral 
cooperation agreements were signed between 
Egmont members. Whilst information can, 
in most instances, be exchanged without 
recourse to a written agreement, the 
cooperation agreements clearly demonstrate 
the commitment and willingness of Egmont 
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members to work together across borders in the 
exchange of information. 


Training sessions: Eight training sessions were 
delivered during the week focusing on topics of 
operational concern to FIUs. Sessions on the 
first day included regulatory issues and money 
laundering risks related to the real estate sector; 
the role of FIU information within different legal 
systems and how to manage information exchange 
between different systems; the AML/CFT risks 
and preventative measures associated with new 
financial products; and a report on the results of 
the joint World Bank/Egmont Group study on the 
FIU power to postpone a suspicious transaction. 


Eight training sessions 


were delivered during the 


week focusing on topics of 


operational concern to FIUs.


An additional four training sessions were held 
on the second day. These included a focus on 
managing the relationship between FIUs and 
various law enforcement agencies, including 
cooperation with law enforcement and anti-
corruption agencies; the importance of providing 
reporting entities with timely and meaningful 
feedback and ways of achieving this; a practical 
session on how to use the IT Working Group’s 
Financial Information System Maturity Model to 
assess an individual FIU’s needs; and an overview 
of the operational and analytical methods used by 
Egmont members.     


Working in partnership: Several plenary 
presentations and training sessions highlighted the 
working partnerships that the Egmont Group has 
with other international organizations, such as the 
FATF, the Wolfsberg Group, the World Bank, IMF, 
OSCE and FSRBs.  The majority of this collaborative 
work is focused on FIU development, strategic 
initiatives and capacity building. 


OUTCOMES OF THE EGMONT GROUP ACTIVITIES:


LEGAL WORKING GROUP 


FATF: During the year, the LWG, through a 
subgroup, was intensely engaged with the 
discussions concerning the revisions of the FIU-
relevant FATF recommendations, in particular 
Recommendations 29 and 40. Reports on this 
work were made to the HoFIUs during the 
meetings held in Manila and Saint Petersburg. 
It is expected that in the coming year the LWG 
will continue to contribute to the FATF’s work on 
“effectiveness”.


Joint Egmont Group-World Bank Study on 
FIU Power to Suspend/Postpone Suspicious 
Transactions: The objective of this joint study 
is to identify and analyze the legal, operational 
elements, practices and challenges related 
to the power of the FIU to suspend/postpone 
transactions and to help FIUs expand/enhance 
capacities to contribute to effective AML/CFT 
and confiscation regimes in the respective 
jurisdictions, as well as internationally. The 
report on the Joint Study was presented to the 
Heads of FIUs at the July 2012 Egmont plenary 
Meeting. As per the agreement with the World 
Bank, the report will be published and made 
publicly available.  


New Egmont Members:   The LWG, in coordination 
with the OWG, continued its work with candidate 
FIUs to assist them in their application for 
Egmont membership. During the year, the LWG 
reviewed the membership of 8 Candidate FIUs, 
4 of which were admitted as members during 
the 2012 Egmont Plenary Meeting in Saint 
Petersburg.


OUTREACH WORKING GROUP 


Outreach: The work carried out this year by the 
members of the Outreach Working Group was 
recognized by the Egmont Group as an important 
contribution to the creation of a global AML/CFT 
network in general, and to the Egmont Group 
expansion in particular. The Outreach members 
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continue to engage with jurisdictions which have 
a financial intelligence unit not currently part 
of the Egmont Group, but who are committed 
to becoming members of the largest single 
international organization of AML/CFT bodies.


All sponsor FIUs regularly 


provided updated information 


on their candidate FIUs to  


the Outreach Working  


Group Chair. 


Candidates Matrix: The Candidates Matrix was 
revised and disseminated at the Saint Petersburg 
Plenary in July 2012.


Africa Outreach and Assistance Strategy: It is 
particularly encouraging that two of this year’s 
new members, the FIUs of Gabon and Tunisia, are 
from the Africa region. In 2010, following 15 years 
of the Egmont Group’s existence, there were only 
eight Egmont members from this region. Following 
the 2012 Plenary the number of Egmont members 
in the region has reached 12, a positive indicator 
that the Africa Outreach and Assistance Strategy 
adopted in 2010 is delivering the desired results. 
Good progress is being made by other FIUs in the 
region, namely in the jurisdictions of Burkina Faso, 
Chad, Tanzania and the Seychelles. 


Oceania Outreach & Assistance Strategy: The 
specific objective of the Egmont Group Oceania 
Outreach & Assistance Strategy is “to promote 
Egmont Group membership of FIUs in jurisdictions 
of the Oceania region by providing potential 
candidates with information, technical assistance 
and support”. The joint Egmont/APG Seminar 
for FIUs held in Busan, Korea in December 2011 
and the contribution of the Oceania Regional 
Representative to the joint APG/FATF Workshop 
on the revised FATF Recommendations held in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in April 2012 were both 


initiatives inspired by the Oceania strategy. The 
OWG looks forward to further opportunities for joint 
work in this region to support FIU development and 
candidates for Egmont membership


OPERATIONAL WORKING GROUP 
Role of FIUs in fighting corruption: This group 
conducted further project work examining the role 
of FIUs in fighting corruption, and how the FIU / 
STR framework can seek to be more pro-active. 
A sub group of FIUs and international partner 
organizations which was comprised of A-FIU 
Austria, IMPA Israel, SOCA UK, FIC South Africa, 
GIFI Poland, FIU-IND India, UIF Italy, ICAR, and the 
World Bank completed project work and agreed a 
report outlining how FIUs can add value to a multi-
stakeholder approach to anti-corruption. 


STR Classification: The STR Sharing project, 
led by SIC Lebanon completed its study of FIUs’ 
experiences in assessing, classifying, updating 
and retaining STRs received from reporting entities 
and other sources.  A final report was agreed by 
the Operational Working Group which contains 
examples of mechanisms and processes used by 
FIUs to assess and classify STRs.  The report has 
been made available on the Egmont Secure Web.


Terrorism financing methods: The Operational 
Working Group has continued to examine terrorist 
financing (TF) methods and trends through a 
project sub group comprised of FINTRAC Canada, 
Rosfinmonitoring Russia, SOCA UK, and FinCEN 
United States.  Work examining regional TF issues 
will continue. 


Mass Marketing Fraud:  A project led by FinCEN 
United States has been examining money 
laundering associated with mass marketing fraud 
schemes.  A draft report will be considered by 
Operational Working Group members in the latter 
half of 2012 with a view to making this available on 
the public website in due course.


FIU Powers: A project examining the extent of 
FIUs powers to access and share information 
with foreign counterparts has commenced under 
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the leadership of the FMC Armenia.  The project 
intends to examine the range of information 
to which FIUs have timely access and to what 
extent this information can be shared with other 
FIUs. The FMC Armenia, will report back to the 
Operational Working Group in January 2013.


Based on information 


collected, a draft training 


program for TF analysis 


has been developed and 


forwarded to the Training 


Working Group for comment. 


Tax Crimes: A project sub group led by EFFI 
Liechtenstein continues to examine FIU issues 
relating to tax crimes as a predicate offence for 
money laundering. 


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP 
FISMM: The Information Technology Working 
Group has concluded its paper on the ‘FIU IT 
System Maturity Model’ (FISMM). The FISMM 
is a self-evaluation tool to help FIUs determine 
their current standing, identify their benchmark, 
and how they can attain their benchmark thus 
improving their IT systems. There is no intent 
within the model to dictate a specific process or 
software product. The model provides a guide 
to determining the current capabilities and 
identifying appropriate process improvement, 
strategies and technology. Proposals have been 
put forward to assist in confirming a process for 
the governance and usage for the FISMM in order 
to keep it updated.


Evaluation Standard: This group has been 
working on an evaluation standard, connected 
to FISMM. Through the FISMM, processes that 
need IT solutions can be identified. A format 


has been developed in order to identify whether 
the IT solution that is being used is supporting 
the processes that have been selected. The 
Information Technology Working Group is 
conducting a pilot with the UNODC GoAML. 


Feasibility Study ESW - FIU.NET: The FIU.NET 
Bureau and FinCEN United States are carrying 
out a feasibility study to identify the opportunities to 
integrate FIU.NET and the ESW.


TRAINING WORKING GROUP 


Egmont Tactical Analysis Course (TAC): One of 
the aims of the three-day course is to develop 
an understanding of the principles of financial 
analysis. It also covers methods in applying this 
knowledge to the analysis of financial transaction 
information. The course has an additional fourth 
day for the ‘Train the Trainer’ component, which 
equips selected participants with the necessary 
information to deliver the TAC. The course is 
available in Arabic, English, French, Russian, 
and Spanish. The course has developed a pool of 
trainers that are proficient in delivering the course 
in the afore mentioned languages.


A generous grant from the Canadian Government 
(CA $1,000,000) to the World Bank has funded 
the delivery of the Tactical Analysis Course 
worldwide. The World Bank coordinated, with the 
assistance of the Egmont Secretariat, Egmont 
Members and some FSRBs,  the delivery of 
11 sessions in 8 FATF Style Regional Bodies, 
including GAFISUD (Mexico), APG (Malaysia, 
Thailand), MONEYVAL (France, Spain), GIABA 
(Dakar – one in English and one in French), 
EAG (Russia), CFATF (Curacao), MENAFATF 
(Lebanon) and ESAAMLG (Kenya). In total, over 
500 participants from more than 150 FIUs have 
received the training and 153 participants have 
also taken the ‘Train the Trainer’ component. 
The course was also delivered separately by the 
World Bank directly to analysts working at the 
BFIU Bangladesh (non-Egmont member) and the 
CTAF Tunisia. Also, a joint IMF/World Bank team 
delivered the course to the Nigerian Financial 
Intelligence Unit (NFIU). 
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The Egmont Group has noted the significant 
level of positive feedback from those who 
have attended the course. All of the training 
sessions have now been completed and the 
TWG is evaluating and assessing the content 
and feedback in order to ensure that any future 
courses are fully updated and relevant enabling 
the course to be delivered on an ad-hoc basis. 
FIUs interested in receiving this training are 
encouraged to seek the assistance of their 
own regional groups as numerous individuals 
have received the train the trainer module of 
the course enabling the course to be cascaded 
to as many FIUs as require it. International 
organizations and other bodies who wish to 
further deliver the course are encouraged to 
liaise with the TWG. 


Legal Entities and Financial Products Course 
(LEFP): With the global delivery of the Egmont 
Tactical Analysis Course at an end, the Training 
Working Group is now developing an advanced 
version of the course, with a focus on legal 


entities and financial products. The FIA Bermuda is 
leading this project with the support of MOT Aruba.


The new course which aims to provide a high-
level understanding of the topics will also use 
case examples to complement the material and 
to help participants understand the complexities 
involved in the analysis of legal entities and 
financial products.


Egmont Strategic Analysis Course (SAC): 
The TWG has been developing a course for 
FIU analysts, designed to increase their 
ability to perform strategic analysis. With the 
assistance of the World Bank, funding from the 
UK Department for International Development 
(DFID), and significant support by QFIU Qatar, a 
pilot was delivered in Doha, Qatar in September 
2011. Feedback and lessons learned from the 
pilot were integrated into the course. Following 
the update of material, a second delivery of 
the training occurred in March 2012 in Vienna, 
Virginia, United States. The event was kindly 


Egmont Strategic Analysis Course, Virginia, United States, March 2012
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hosted by FinCEN United States with funding 
for some of the participants provided by the US 
Department of State.


With the global delivery of 


the Egmont Tactical Analysis 


Course at an end, the 


Training Working Group is 


now developing an advanced 


version of the course, with 


a focus on legal entities and 


financial products


Egmont Supervisory Course: The development 
of an Egmont Supervisory Course was added to 
the TWG’s 2011/12 Business Plan. Since FINTRAC 
already has a course aimed at international 
partners (the International Compliance Program - 
ICP), it was proposed that this be used.


FINTRAC Canada has been working with the 
World Bank to customize the ICP material into an 
Egmont product and has been working with them 
to develop a first draft. Together, a first draft of 
the material has been created. TWG members 
including AUSTRAC, UPWBNM Malaysia and SIC 
Lebanon have provided their comments on the 
draft. This course will assist member FIUs that 
have a supervisory mandate to further enhance 
their programs. 


Such a course is timely as many FIU have recently 
been mandated to supervise Designated Non-
Financial Businesses and Professions after 
common deficiencies in many jurisdictions 
were identified in the FATF’s third round of 
mutual evaluations. For FIUs that do not have a 
supervisory mandate, this course can be used to 
enhance their relationships with their jurisdictions 


regulators/supervisors. This course will soon be 
completed and a pilot will be organized shortly. 
Funding is still to be identified and a delivery 
strategy will need to be developed. 


PROJECTS AND 
INITIATIVES
FIU Security Project: Phase I of the Best 
Practices Guide on FIU Security is in the final 
stages of completion. A peer review of the 
chapters on Physical and Personnel Security 
is being conducted. The Information Security 
chapter will also be peer reviewed once drafting is 
complete. The project team expects to submit the 
final document (Phase I) to the Heads of FIU for 
consideration at the Egmont Plenary of 2013. The 
Phase II chapters have been drafted and are being 
edited. Phase I I will be completed in 2014.


The Best Practices Guide on FIU Security is the 
result of a collaborative effort of FIUs across 
different areas of security expertise. FinCEN 
United States identified the need for a best 
practices guide, and led the drafting of the 
chapters on Physical Security, Personnel Security, 
Disaster Recovery, and Continuity of Operations.  
IMPA Israel served as project manager and lead 
drafter for the chapter on Information Security. 
IMPA was assisted by Rosfinmonitoring Russia, 
FIU-IND India, AMLC Philippines, and the UIF 
Honduras. The Chairs and Vice Chairs of the 
Operational and the IT Working Groups and the 
Secretariat were very supportive of this project. 
The FIUs of Lebanon, Mexico,the Netherlands, 
Russia and Saudi Arabia are conducting the peer 
reviews. FinCEN wishes to thank all the FIUs 
that contributed their efforts to these initiatives.


Caribbean Judges Conference with the 
Commonwealth Secretariat: In April 2012, 
the Egmont Group was represented by a senior 
FinCEN representative at a workshop for judges 
in the Caribbean. The workshop entitled Taking 
the Profit out of Crime, which was sponsored by the 
Commonwealth Secretariat, was held in Kingston, 
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Jamaica. Approximately 20 judges from courts 
in the Caribbean and Nigeria met to discuss 
the practical issues involved in trying money 
laundering and other economic crime cases as 
well as recovering the proceeds of crime. 


The workshop brought together AML/CFT 
practitioners to discuss operational issues in 
money laundering and asset recovery cases. Apart 
from the challenges of implementing AML/CFT 
standards across the Caribbean, they discussed 
Nigerian AML/CFT legislation and advanced 
fee scams, including one case that led to the 
bankruptcy of a financial institution in Nigeria. A 
group of UK solicitors organized an interactive 
session on criminal asset recovery where the 
solicitors presented cases to the judges who ruled 
on a series of forfeiture issues.  


The workshop provided an excellent opportunity 
to raise awareness among judges in common 
law jurisdictions about financial intelligence 
units.  The role of FIUs in an AML/CFT regime 
was explained, the different types of information 
that FIUs are in a position to share, the 
international network of FIUs, and the Egmont 
Group.  A description of financial intelligence 
as lead information and how it differs from 
classified intelligence was provided, as well as 
the importance of protecting FIU information, 
as set out in the Egmont Group’s Principles of 
Information Exchange. The judges were especially 
interested in the legal basis for the Egmont 
Group’s existence.
 
Regulatory Project Team: The Egmont 
Regulatory Project Team (RPT), was formally 
created in early 2011 after two well-attended 
sessions at the Egmont Plenary in Cartagena, 
Colombia, on the nexus between FIUs and 
regulatory issues. The RPT is currently chaired by 
UIF-Peru. During 2011-2012, AUSTRAC Australia 
conducted a detailed survey of the regulatory 
powers of FIUs, allowing FIUs to gain insights 
into the scope of responsibilities and activities of 
their counterparts.  AUSTRAC also coordinated 
the development of a series of case studies 
focused on the abuse of designated non-financial 


businesses and professions (DNFBPs). DNFBPs 
are a topic of particular interest to the RPT, 
as a number of FIUs have recently been given 
responsibility for supervision of certain classes of 
DNFBPs.


In January 2012, AMLC Philippines organized 
a panel discussion on mobile payments with 
participation from the private sector, regulators, 
and two other FIUs (FinCEN United States and 
JAFIC Japan). At the 2012 Egmont Plenary in 
Saint Petersburg, Russia, UIF-Peru led an RPT 
meeting, with presentations from FINTRAC 
Canada, AMLO Croatia, UIF Peru, and FinCEN 
United States. Discussions within the context of 
the RPT have led to a broader recognition that 
there is a recurring and growing demand for all 
FIUs to proactively ensure that they receive the 
highest quality financial information possible, 
including through feedback to reporting entities.
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EGMONT GROUP 
SECRETARIAT 
The Egmont Group Secretariat supports the 
activities of the Heads of FIU, the Egmont 
Committee and Working Groups.  Currently, 
the Secretariat has a full-time staff of five and 
supports one hundred and thirty-one Heads of 
FIUs. The Secretariat’s activities during 2011-2012 
supported the Egmont Group’s Strategic Plan 
2009-2012, as well as the business plans of the 
Egmont working groups and associated projects. 


The Secretariat has continued 


to facilitate the membership 


applications of prospective 


Egmont members as directed 


by the Outreach and Legal 


Working Groups.


The Secretariat provided preparatory and 
on-site support to two Egmont events held in 
Armenia and Manila and preparatory work was 
also undertaken for the 2012 Egmont Plenary in 
Saint Petersburg, Russia.  The Armenia Plenary 
presented some complex logistical challenges, 
however all performance targets were met. In the 
margins of the Armenia Plenary the Secretariat 
assisted in the organization and delivery of a joint 
Outreach and FIU Development Workshop event, 
together with the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) for jurisdictions 


from the region who had recently become 
members or who are not yet members of the 
Egmont Group.


In accordance with the Outreach Working Group’s 
Oceania Outreach and Assistance Strategy 2011–
2013, the Secretariat supported a joint Egmont/
Asia Pacific Group Seminar for FIUs – Moving Asia/
Pacific FIUs Forward and in May 2012 assisted the 
Americas Regional Representative (FIU-Mexico) 
to organize a joint typologies workshop with 
GAFISUD. 


The Secretariat has continued to facilitate the 
membership applications of prospective Egmont 
members as directed by the Outreach and Legal 
Working Groups. Four new members were 
welcomed into the Egmont Group during the July 
2012 Plenary in Saint Petersburg. 


The Secretariat met with Candidate FIUs in the 
margins of the 2011 Armenia Plenary and the 
2012 Saint Petersburg Plenary to outline the 
structure and function of the Egmont Group, 
the Working Groups and Regional Groups and 
encourage active participation in the Egmont 
working groups and other activities. 


The 2011 Biennial Census was a significant 
project for the Secretariat this year. The project 
which involved four members of the Secretariat 
included development work with FinCEN United 
States to finalize the census questionnaire. 
The Secretariat managed communications 
following up with non-responding FIUs; validated 
responses; analyzed and compiled reports and 
liaised with end users. 


The Secretariat represented the Egmont Group 
at FATF and other priority international meetings 
to report on Egmont Group activities and 
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promote FIU interests and the Egmont Group’s 
work.  Moreover, the Secretariat coordinated, 
and facilitated the significant contributions 
of many Egmont member FIUs to the FATF 
Guidance Note on Financial Investigations that 
highlighted the important and strategic role FIUs 
can play in initiating and/or supporting financial 
investigations.


The Secretariat organized and co-facilitated the 
joint Regional Representatives/FSRBs meeting in 
the margins of the Armenia plenary. This included 
liaison with the OSCE to encourage cooperation 
with Egmont Group activities. Following on from 
this, the Secretariat assisted in preparing and 
presenting the OSCE’s application for Egmont 
Observer Status which was successful at the 
meeting of the Heads of FIU meeting in July 2012.


The Secretariat represented 


the Egmont Group at FATF and 


other priority international 


meetings to report on Egmont 


Group activities and promote 


FIU interests and the Egmont 


Group’s work.


The Secretariat supported the TWG and 
World Bank to meet the joint accountability 
requirements of the donor contracts for the 
delivery of the tactical analysis and strategic 
analysis training and again provided support to 
the Best Egmont Case Award competition.


Deloitte and Touche LLP carried out an 
Independent Audit and, again, gave the 
Secretariat a clean report on its financial 
statements.  Notifications of suspension were 
issued in a timely fashion to FIUs with outstanding 
Egmont membership contribution payments. 


Two recruitment exercises were carried out 
in 2011-2012 to fill the Senior Officer and 
Executive Secretary vacancies arising from staff 
resignations.  The new Senior Officer, Ms. Julia 
Dixon took up her new role on 4 July 2012 and the 
new Executive Secretary, Mr. Kevin Stephenson 
took up his position with the Secretariat on 4 
September 2012.
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AFRICA 
REGION
The admission of two more FIUs from the Africa 
region, Gabon and Tunisia, builds on the success 
of the 2010-2012 Africa Outreach and Assistance 
Strategy adopted by the Heads of FIU in 2010, the 
objective of which is to promote the establishment 
of FIUs in jurisdictions in the Africa region which 
have an AML/CFT program or which are in the 
early stages of developing a program. The total 
number of members from this region is now 12. 


It is also noteworthy that Gabon is the second 
(Cameroon was the first to join Egmont in 2010) of 
the six jurisdictions from the Central African 
Action Group against Money Laundering 
(GABAC) to become a member of Egmont, which 
is expected to have a beneficial effect for other 
GABAC members who are actively seeking to 
become Egmont members.


At the second ESAAMLG FIU Forum Meeting in 
April 2012 the Director of FIU-Mauritius and Chair 
of this forum availed of the opportunity to talk 
about Egmont Group developments including 
outreach activities. 


The on-site visit of FIU Seychelles was conducted 
by both FIU-Mauritius and FIC South Africa on  
19 - 23 May 2012.  The FIU-Mauritius has also 
hosted FIU Orientation training for Burkina Faso, 
Kenya and Zambia this year.


AMERICAS 
REGION
Arising from an initiative put forward by the South 
American Financial Action Task Force (GAFISUD)
Secretariat and the Egmont Americas Regional 
Co-Representative, a joint GAFISUD/Egmont 
typologies workshop took place on 8 - 11 May 2012 
in Quito, Ecuador. This ground breaking event 
involved more than 47 participants from a wide 


range of jurisdictions across the region. It was the 
first time the Egmont Group had organized a joint 
event in South America.


The workshop included typologies presentations by 
members of the Egmont Group and GAFISUD, 
followed by a risk assessment matrix based on the 
typologies. As part of the meeting, on 10 May an 
‘Egmont Group Day’ took place where members of 
the Egmont Group presented typologies related to 
the money laundering and financing of terrorism 
vulnerabilities of new payment methods and the 
money laundering and financing of terrorism issues 
in the non-banking financial sector, including 
money service businesses. The Egmont Regional 
Co-Representative, FIU-Mexico, chaired the 
session, assisted by the FIUs of Argentina, Chile, 
Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama and Peru. 


GAFISUD held a seminar concerning the revised 
FATF standards for the GAFISUD region, which took 
place in Buenos Aires, Argentina from 29 May – 1 
June 2012. The meeting was attended by 
participants from Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
and Uruguay. The main topics that were discussed 
during the seminar were: the nature of the revised 
standards, the risk-based approach, money 
laundering and asset seizure, terrorist financing, 
proliferation financing, customer due diligence, 
and the self-assessment process.


At the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force  
(CFATF) Heads of FIU forum, Egmont members 
and non-Egmont members were brought up to 
date with the recent developments in the Training 
and IT working groups. The Turks and Caicos FIU 
presented their Egmont Case study to the Heads of 
FIU which was very well received. In the margins of 
the Plenary meeting, the focus of discussions 
among Egmont members included encouraging 
the use of the Egmont Secure Website and looking 
at ways to enhance the participation of Egmont 
members from the region at the annual Plenary 
and the Working Group Meetings. 


Some constructive side meetings were held with 
potential Egmont candidates, namely Jamaica, 
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Guyana, Dominican Republic, Montserrat, 
Trinidad & Tobago, and their sponsors to ensure 
compliance with Egmont procedures and to 
ensure good communications are maintained 
during this important process. 


ASIA  
REGION
Efforts in the Asia region have focused on further 
legislative and regulatory framework develop-
ments to strengthen the AML/CFT regime in 
various jurisdictions. In several jurisdictions, bills 
designed to increase the powers of FIUs as well as 
other stake holders within the AML/CFT frame-
work are going through the legislative process. 


Some IT system developments have been suc-
cessfully implemented bringing efficiency gains to 
several units in the region. This has been the case 
for the GIF Macao which, in 2011, introduced an 
on-line STR reporting system which has seen an 
uptake of 50% of the reporting entities which have 
subscribed to the online system for submission of 
suspicious transactions. The new system provides 
various analytical tools including data matching, 
data mining and risk management functions. It 
greatly facilitates the generation of useful 
information on money laundering trends and 
typologies. Also, the FID Bahrain is developing an 
electronic system linked to its Customs Depart-
ment to enable the receipt of disclosure reports. 


Capacity building and training initiatives reflect 
the commitment among FIUs and other partner 
agencies to enhance the knowledge and expertise 
of operational staff. These are among some of the 
events that took place in 2011-2012:


• AMLSCU, United Arab Emirates has been 
proactive with the financial reporting sectors to 
create more awareness and to promote best 
practices. They hosted a seminar on 19 
December 2011 for senior management and 
operational staff of a large foreign bank and 
looked at ways in which to enhance the quality of 


STRs. At the HSBC Regional AML Seminar held 
on 21 February 2012, AMLSCU presented a 
paper entitled “Best Practices for the 
Identification and Submission of STRs”.


• In Hong Kong, the Financial Services and 
Treasury Bureau, in consultation with relevant 
financial regulators and law enforcement 
agencies, organized a series of annual AML 
training seminars for the financial sectors 
(banking, securities, insurance/remittance 
agents and money changers between 
September and December 2011. These 
seminars were attended by 1,425 staff working 
in these sectors.


• The APG Secretariat visited Taiwan at the 
invitation of the AMLD Taiwan in April 2012 to 
help public and private sector representatives 
to understand the new 40 recommendations 
revised and published by FATF in February 2012. 
Two workshops were held for public and private 
sector staff respectively on 16th and 18th April 
to discuss measures to ensure compliance with 
the requirements. 


• A Compliance Officers Conference was held in 
Malaysia on 24th April 2012. The conference 
which was attended by about 300 compliance 
officers and chief risk officers from the financial 
services industry in Malaysia enhanced 
understanding and awareness of the latest AML/
CFT initiatives, including the requirements under 
the revised FATF Standards, the AML/CFT 
Risk-based Supervisory Framework on Financial 
Institutions, and ML/TF typologies on tax evasion 
cases and trade-based money laundering. 


At the plenary meeting in Saint Petersburg in July 
2012, a number of Asia Region FIUs signed MoUs 
with other Egmont counterparts, expressing their 
commitment to strengthen international cooperation. 
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EUROPE  
REGION
European Union (EU) FIUs have continued to 
develop their proposals to improve FIU-
cooperation using the EU-FIU platform - an 
informal group which brings together FIUs from 
the EU Member States. Its main purpose is to 
facilitate cooperation among the FIUs. The 
European Commission participates in the Platform 
and provides support. Policy proposals under 
discussion will be forwarded to the EU 
Commission.  In addition, the status of the 3rd 
EU-AML Directive and preparations on the 4th 
EU-AML Directive are ongoing, including current 
issues and possible requirements concerning 
e-money and its potential for money laundering 
and terrorist financing.


In May 2012 the Eurasian Group on combating 
money laundering and financing of terrorism (EAG) 
granted the Egmont Group observer status. Also, 
in the margins of the Plenary, the Europe/Eurasia 
regional review group for FATF met and reviewed 
inter alia the mission report from the on-site visit 
to Turkmenistan.  The mission confirmed that FMD 
Turkmenistan has started its operations. Moreover, 
EAG is conducting typologies studies on:


• ML through the securities;


• ML through cash and similar payment 
instruments;


• ML through NPOs;


• ML with intangible assets.


The Eurasian Group has finalized a study on the 
national terrorist lists in the regions and is doing a 
feasibility study on the establishment of a regional list.
At the March 2012 MONEYVAL Plenary, a draft 
template for the collection of statistics to 
support mutual evaluations was discussed. This 
foresees quite detailed data on STRs/CTRs 
analysis, further dissemination of the results, 


and ML/TF investigations. The statistics template 
will be finalized once the FATF study on 
effectiveness is concluded. 


MONVEYVAL is currently conducting typologies on 
the following:


• Trade-based ML in the cash intensive 
economies;


• Postponement of financial transactions and 
monitoring of bank accounts


At the June 2012 Conference of Parties of the 
Council of Europe Warsaw Convention, a decision 
was taken to conduct the on-site missions for the 
Convention mutual evaluation as a part of 
MONEYVAL’s mutual evaluations.


In the framework of the meetings of the Committee 
on the Prevention of Money Laundering and 
Terrorist Financing (CPMLTF) on the future fourth 
EU directive, a number of topics for future 
discussion have been identified. At the June 2012 
Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist 
Financing meetings, ten proposals of the FIU 
Platform - sent to the European Commission - 
were also presented for information to the 
CPMLTF. Several countries (particularly Belgium, 
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Romania, and 
Spain) are progressing the strategic topic of new 
payment tools.


OCEANIA 
REGION
 
On 9 December 2011, a joint Egmont/APG FIU 
Seminar was held in Busan, Republic of Korea, 
hosted by the Korean Financial Intelligence Unit 
(KoFIU). 


The seminar provided information on the Egmont 
Group membership process and support structures 
and increased understanding of the roles and 
functions of FIUs.  During several interactive 
workshop sessions, the seminar demonstrated 
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how an FIU can effectively add value to the AML/
CFT operational network. There was also focus on 
the principles and expectations involved in 
international cooperation in the exchange of 
information and how to enhance an FIU’s security 
and operational efficiency.


Participants included representatives from the 
Egmont member and non-member FIUs of the 
APG region, as well as individual representatives 
from FIUs in the Egmont Group’s Africa, Europe 
and Americas regions. The seminar was supported 
by the chairs of the OWG (SEPBLAC-Spain) and the 
Egmont Group (CTIF-CFI, Belgium), as well as the 
Asia Regional Co-Representative FIU-IND India). 
The other presenters were from Egmont member 
FIUs including JFIU Hong Kong; FIU Fiji; AMLC 
Philippines and FinCEN United States.


Another Oceania Region project is AUSTRAC’s 
Pacific Program which aims to enhance the AML/
CFT capabilities of FIUs in the Pacific region and 
maintain the integrity of existing database systems 
installed by AUSTRAC Australia under previous 
initiatives.


The Pacific Program delivers operational capacity 
building to the FIUs of 14 Pacific Island Forum 
Countries: Cook Islands, East Timor, Federated 
States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall 
Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea 
Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, as well 
as Vanuatu. The nominated priority jurisdictions 
for 2011-12 are Samoa, Solomon Islands Tonga, 
and Vanuatu. Some of the highlights of the Pacific 
Program included:


• In December 2011, AUSTRAC Australia and SFIU 
Samoa FIU co-hosted a Tactical Analysis of 
Suspicious Transaction Reports and Domestic 
Coordination Workshop. The workshop 
was attended by representatives from the 
Office of the Attorney General, Police, Customs, 
Immigration, Samoa Transnational Crime Unit 
(STCU) and other law enforcement agencies 
and ministries in Samoa.


• In February 2012, AUSTRAC, the Asia Pacific 
Group on Money Laundering (APG), the Palau 
FIU and the DFIU Marshall Islands conducted 
a workshop to assist in the development of a 
national AML/CTF implementation plan for 
a number of priorities identified within the 
Mutual Evaluation Report for the Republic of 
the Marshall Islands (RMI). The workshop 
enabled participants to increase their practical 
understanding of  the application of the APG’s 
Strategic Implementation Planning (SIP) 
framework concepts and principles as a guide to 
assist in the identification of money laundering 
and financing of terrorism (ML/FT) risk areas 
and vulnerabilities within the RMI’s current 
AML/CFT system.


• A regional workshop was held in Tonga in 
collaboration with the Tonga government in May 
2012. This included a two-day workshop 
‘Enhancing Suspicious Transaction Reporting 
(STR) Compliance’. This event was well attended 
by 51 delegates from 13 Pacific jurisdictions 
(including Tonga). Agencies represented included 
Revenue, Customs, Transnational Crime Units, 
Central and Reserve Banks, FIUs, Police, and 
Justice Departments.
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The besT egmonT case award, a Training 
Working Group initiative led by the Secretariat, 
is now into its second year. The objectives of this 
initiative are to:


• provide useful, varied and well-defined ML/TF 
cases;


• provide detail concerning the methods and 
techniques used in laundering criminal 
proceeds;


• provide incentives for FIU to share case 
information.


In 2011, 47 cases were submitted by 31 of 
the 123 Egmont member FIUs. In 2011, 18 
cases from 16 of the 127 member FIUs were 
received. The cases were judged by a panel 
of FIU representatives who came forward 
on a voluntary basis to assess the cases. 
We acknowledge the support that the panel 
representatives of these FIUs have given during 
two consecutive years.  


The cases were judged by a panel consisting of  
members from the following  FIUs:


• MOT Aruba


• FIA Bermuda


• FIS Guernsey


• AMLO Thailand


• FIC South Africa


• EFFI Liechtenstein


The case submissions were required to meet a 
number of criteria:


• evidence that the role of the FIU was material 
to the development of the case;


• evidence of effective international or domestic 
collaboration which contributed to a more 
successful outcome;


THE BEST 
EGMONT CASE 
AWARD (BECA)
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• effective feedback enhanced the development of 
the case and contributed to a positive outcome;


• a high level of complexity, including: a variety of 
money laundering techniques and methods; 


• the size and the source of the funds involved; the 
number of agencies and jurisdictions involved;


• value to all Egmont Member FIUs as 
informative case examples.


CASE FROM 
ROSFINMONITORING 
RUSSIA
 
This is an interesting money laundering scheme 
not only because of its complexity but also 
because the same predicate offence, theft 
(misappropriation of funds) was repeated on 
ten separate occasions.  Funds in excess of 
100 million US dollars were stolen from eight 
different district governments within the 
Russian Federation (see Ares, Aphrodite, Apollo, 
Demeter, Dionysus, Athena, Poseidon and 
Artemis in Diagram 1). 


Law enforcement agencies were not 
initially aware of the scheme being used to 
perpetrate the theft of funds.  As a result 
of  Rosfinmonitoring’s timely cooperation 
and analysis, an elaborate theft scheme was 
identified.  Moreover, as further analysis and 
investigation were conducted, the FIU found that 
the predicate offence was repeated and showed 
that the proceeds had subsequently been 
transferred to and laundered in several overseas 
jurisdictions.  This prompted Rosfinmonitoring to 
engage with several Egmont FIUs (United States, 
Cyprus, France, Luxemburg, and Switzerland) 
which resulted in money laundering activity 
being identified outside the Russian Federation.
 
Law enforcement authorities made an 
initial enquiry to a regional sub-division of 


Rosfinmonitoring after receiving a report from 
the former Head of a municipal formation13 in 
region “A”.  The claimant reported a bankruptcy 
declaration relating to the aforementioned 
municipal formation of region “A” containing 
forged signatures -  his, and that of the 
Director of a public utility company. Initial case 
development conducted by the FIU showed the 
regional and international extent of the criminal 
activities and the case was forwarded to the 
headquarters of the FIU, Rosfinmonitoring for 
further financial analysis.


Subsequent analysis showed that members of 
an organized criminal group which included 
local government officials, municipal formation 
officials and credit institution employees in 
region “A” had falsely created fictitious liabilities 
(debts) in the name of district administrations 
in region “A” in favour of local public utility 
companies (level 3 in the diagram). The total 
amount of the fictitious liabilities was in excess 
of 100 million US dollars.


Furthermore, via a number of subsidiary companies 
(level 4 in the diagram), public utility companies 
assigned debt claims in favour of fictitious legal 
entities with subsequent assignment of the debt 
claims in favour of the credit institution.


Municipal formations of region “A” used loans 
from credit institutions which were underwritten 
by government state guarantees in region “A” to 
repay the debts.


Funds generated from the transactions in excess 
of 100 million US dollars were transferred to 
the account of a legal entity controlled by the 
criminal organisation, shown in the diagram 
as Cyclopes Ltd.  In its turn, the government of 
region, “A” repaid the loans using government 
funds allocated from the region “A” budget under 
the guarantees provided earlier to the credit 
institution.


Rosfinmonitoring initiated a financial investigation 
making use of all available sources of information 
including STRs from reporting entities which was 


13 A municipal formation is a district
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corroborated by information from other Russian 
credit institutions and the State Deposit Insurance 
Agency. As a result, more detailed information 
came to light including specific transactions 
from account statements of the perpetrators and 
investigated transaction records.


The FIU’s analysis also showed how the criminal 
proceeds of the original theft (misappropriation 
of funds) had been layered, using a complex 
scheme also pointing to the existence of other 
similar schemes, and with the involvement 
of other participants. As a result, nine new 
criminal offences were identified. Software was 
used to analyse and compare data from non FIU 
databases allowing for a logical chain of events to 
be identified. 


After the criminal scheme was revealed and the 
location of the stolen money identified, further 
work was conducted to establish the money 
laundering offence, the final placement of the 
criminal proceeds, and to determine the identities 
of the perpetrators of the offences. 


At each stage of the financial investigation, 
Rosfinmonitoring worked closely with Russian 
law enforcement authorities.  Law enforcement 
officers were provided with information 
concerning the criminal activities of the involved 
persons together with copies of transaction 
records, agreements reflecting the re-assignment 
of the legal claims and visualisation charts 
produced using i2 and iBridge analytical tools.  
Timely cooperation with both domestic and 
international partners was instrumental in 
revealing the true extent of their illegal activities 
both in Russia and abroad.


After the FIU information had indicated that 
the proceeds had been moved to overseas 
jurisdictions, and were being enjoyed by 
the perpetrators and their associates, 
Rosfinmonitoring contacted Egmont partner 
FIUs in the British Virgin Islands, Italy, Ireland, 
Cyprus, Latvia, Luxemburg, United States, France, 
Switzerland and Lithuania.  The assistance 
and cooperation of these FIUs confirmed 


the laundering of 10 million US dollars and 
established the whereabouts of high value 
assets such as luxury vehicles and property (see 
Diagram 2).  Cooperation with foreign FIUs was 
invaluable as it produced further information on 
the perpetrators in this case. 


Further work by the FIU established the money 
laundering activity of the proceeds of the 
initial predicate offences. Money laundering of 
approximately 10 million US dollars in Russia and 
approximately 15 million US dollars abroad was 
reconstructed.


Criminal proceedings are currently in progress 
in accordance with the sections related to theft 
of extremely large amounts of funds and for 
money laundering. The results of the financial 
investigation were forwarded to the Investigative 
Committee of the Public Prosecutor’s Office of 
the Russian Federation (presently - Investigative 
Committee of the Russian Federation) which 
conducts the criminal investigation.


The successful cooperation with national law 
enforcement authorities, credit institutions, other 
domestic agencies and Egmont partners enabled 
the FIU to understand the modus operandi 
employed to commit the predicate offence of theft. 
The FIU established a typology of regional and 
municipal funds misappropriation that was 
repeated in other  financial investigations. The 
typology is based on the creation of artificial debt of 
state-run institutions to public utilities companies 
and the subsequent transfer of this debt to entities 
controlled by the criminals with the debts being 
sold for legal tender to lending agencies which 
received compensation for the debts from the state 
budget on quasi legal grounds.
 


CASE FROM AMLC 
PHILIPPINES
 
his case highlights how information and 
assistance from the AMLC played a crucial role 
in the investigation and successful resolution 
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of an investigation into a ransom kidnaping and 
money laundering. The perpetrators were from 
the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG), designated terrorist 
organization, considered to be the most violent 
Islamic separatist group operating in the southern 
Philippines14. 
 
On 12 July 2011, ASG operatives forced their way 
into a property in Zamboanga City where 2 foreign 
nationals, 41 year-old Marsha and her 14 year-
old son Johnnie, were on holiday. The two foreign 
nationals and their 16 year-old Filipino relative, 
George were abducted and taken to an ASG 
hideout in the nearby island of Basilan. 


The abductors who called Marsha’s husband, 
Peter in Country U demanded a ransom of 10 
million US Dollars (US$10M) for the release of the 
victims. Peter was instructed to remit the ransom 
money to 3 Philippine bank accounts: Bank 
Alpha, account name Abdul Kamadji, Bank Bravo, 
account name Akbhar Salem and Bank Charlie, 
account name Marsha.
 
Under the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2001, 
kidnapping for ransom is a predicate offence to 
money laundering and the AMLC is mandated to 
investigate all matters relating to the financial 
aspects of the case. 


The kidnapping, which was reported to the local 
police in the southern Philippines, was referred to 
the Philippine National Police – Anti-Kidnapping 
Group (PNP-AKG) in Manila who notified Country 
U’s authorities via the consulate office in the 
Philippines. Country U’s government subsequently 
formed Task Force Marsha to work with the 
PNP-AKG in the negotiations and provide support 
to Peter and his family. A representative was 
also sent to Manila to work with the local police.  
Task Force Marsha and the PNP-AKG sought the 
AMLC’s assistance in obtaining information which 
would ultimately help to locate the victims and 
their captors.


The AMLC liaised with compliance officers of the 
financial institutions concerned (Banks Alpha, 
Bravo, and Charlie). A joint action plan code-


named “Operation Plan Marsha” (Oplan) was 
drawn up by the AMLC, TF Marsha, PNP-AKG and 
the aforementioned banks. The banks undertook 
to support the investigation, providing around the 
clock monitoring of tagged bank accounts, and 
promptly submitting any suspicious transaction 
reports (STRs) and other relevant information on 
the tagged bank accounts. They also agreed to 
promptly provide CCTV footage to the AMLC.


Based on this joint action plan, Peter was instructed 
by TF Marsha to start remitting the ransom money. 


On 23 July 2011, Bank Charlie confirmed a 
remittance from Country U for US$7,000. This was 
divided between the accounts of Abdul Kamadji 
(Bank Alpha) and Marsha (Bank Charlie). A 
total of 93 ATM withdrawals were made by ASG 
accomplices at several banks. 


Bank Bravo submitted an STR against Akbhar 
Salem. Bank Charlie reported a series of 
withdrawals amounting to PhP 251,852.50 
(US$5971) were made over 5 consecutive days 
at the end of which all the funds had been 
withdrawn from this account. An AMLC financial 
investigator was sent to Zamboanga City and 
Basilan to monitor developments and obtain 
information and supporting documents from  
the banks.


Information obtained from the reporting 
institutions by the AMLC included CCTV evidence of 
the perpetrators making withdrawals and deposits 
using the identified accounts and identification 
documents of three of the account holders.


All the information from TF Marsha, the PNP-
AKG and the banks were analyzed by the AMLC. 
The locations and times of the ATM transactions 
provided a lead as to where the kidnappers were 
operating and where the victims were being held 
in captivity. The images of the persons making the 
transactions confirmed that the ASG was behind 
the kidnapping. 


The relevant information and documents obtained 
from the banks as well as the results of the 


14 The group, which has close ties to other terrorist groups in the Asia Pacific region such as the Jemaah Islamiyah (JI), achieves its 
objectives by committing kidnappings for ransom, bombings, assassinations and extortion in order to raise funds.
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financial analysis conducted by the AMLC were 
shared in a timely manner with TF Marsha and 
the PNP-AKG. 


In September 2011, once the whereabouts of the 
victims was established, a tactical offensive was 
launched by the Philippine military to disperse the 
kidnappers giving the victims an opportunity to 
escape.  On 1 October 2011 Marsha was released 
by the kidnappers in an undisclosed location in 
Maluso, Basilan, Mindanao. Marsha reported that 
the military operation had caused her captors 
to panic and flee from the hide-out ultimately 
resulting in the decision to release her.  On 12 
November 2011, George escaped and on 10 
December 2011, Johnnie also managed to escape 
while taking a bath in a river. 


The victims positively identified their captors 
using the photographs obtained by the authorities. 
The kidnappers were identified as ASG members. 
The kidnapping was perpetrated by 4 ASG 
Commanders and 26 subordinates. 


The PNP-AKG, Task Force Marsha, and Country 
U’s law enforcement agencies expressed their 
appreciation and gratitude to the AMLC’s for their 
unwavering efforts in providing timely cooperation 
and financial analysis results that led to the 
successful rescue of the kidnap victims. 


On 10 February 2012, the PNP-AKG filed 3 
charges of kidnap for ransom against the ASG 
with the Department of Justice (DOJ). The AMLC 
also filed complaints for money laundering (93 
counts) against the ASG kidnappers and their 
accomplices with the DOJ, based on the results of 
its parallel financial investigation. 


Both of the 2012 BECA finalists provide 
contemporary examples of how FIUs operate, 
facilitate and enable financial information to be 
developed internationally in the tracing of criminal 
assets.  FIUs can contribute to international 
efforts by continuing to exchange good quality 
case information and sharing their experiences 
and insights with Egmont partners.
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LIST OF EGMONT GROUP FIU MEMBERS


Information diagram: to be included by publication agency based on provided figures to update the 
following FIU types:


• Hybrid FIU: 10
• Judicial / Prosecutorial FIU: 4
• Law Enforcement FIU: 28
• Administrative FIU: 89


ANNEX A


Afghanistan (FinTRACA) 
Albania (GDPML) 
Andorra (UPB)) 
Anguilla (MLRA) 
Antigua and Barbuda (ONDCP) 
Argentina (UIF) 
Armenia (FMC) 
Aruba (MOT)
Australia (AUSTRAC) 
Austria (A-FIU) 
Azerbaijan (FMS) 
Bahamas (FIU-Bahamas) 
Bahrain (FID) 
Barbados (FIU-Barbados) 
Belarus (DFM) 
Belgium (CTIF-CFI) 
Belize (FIU-Belize) 
Bermuda (FIA) 
Bosnia & Herzegovina (FOO) 
Brazil (COAF) 
British Virgin Islands (FIA) 
Bulgaria (FID-SANS) 
Cameroon (NAFI) 
Canada (FINTRAC-CANAFE) 
Cayman Islands (CAYFIN) 
Chile (UAF) 
Colombia (UIAF) 
Cook Islands (CIFIU) 
Costa Rica (UIF) 
Curaçao (FIU-Curacao) 
Croatia (AMLO) 
Cyprus (MOKAS) 
Czech Republic (FAU-CR) 
Denmark (HVIDVASK) 
Dominica (FIU-Dominica) 
Egypt (EMLCU) 
El Salvador (UIF-El Salvador) 
Estonia (MLIB) 
Fiji (Fiji-FIU) 
Finland (RAP) 
France (TRACFIN)
Gabon (ANIF)
Georgia (FMS-Georgia) 
Germany (FIU) 


Gibraltar (GCID GFIU) 
Greece (HELLENIC FIU) 
Grenada (FIU-Grenada) 
Guatemala (IVE) 
Guernsey (FIS) 
Honduras (UIF-Honduras) 
Hong Kong (JFIU) 
Hungary (HFIU) 
Iceland (RLS) 
India (FIU-IND) 
Indonesia (PPATK) 
Ireland (MLIU) 
Isle of Man (FCU-IOM) 
Israel (IMPA) 
Italy (UIF) 
Ivory Coast (CENTIF-CI) 
Japan (JAFIC) 
Jersey (FCU-Jersey) 
Jordan (AMLU)
Kazakhstan (Finmonitoring) 
Korea (Republic of) (KoFIU) 
Kyrgyz (Republic) (FIS) 
Latvia (KD) 
Lebanon (SIC) 
Liechtenstein (EFFI) 
Lithuania (FCIS) 
Luxembourg (FIU-LUX) 
Macau SAR China (GIF) 
Macedonia (MLPD) 
Malawi (FIU-Malawi) 
Malaysia (UPWBNM) 
Mali (CENTIF) 
Malta (FIAU) 
Marshall Islands (DFIU) 
Mauritius (FIU-Mauritius) 
Mexico (FIU-Mexico) 
Moldova (SPCSB) 
Monaco (SICCFIN) 
Mongolia (FIU-Mongolia) 
Montenegro (APMLTF) 
Morocco (UTRF) 
Netherlands (FIU-NL) 
New Zealand (NZ-Police FIU) 
Nigeria (NFIU) 


Niue (Niue FIU) 
Norway (EFE) 
Panama (UAF-Panama) 
Paraguay (UAF-SEPRELAD) 
Peru (UIF-Peru) 
Philippines (AMLC) 
Poland (GIFI) 
Portugal (UIF-Portugal) 
Qatar (QFIU) 
Romania (ONPCSB) 
Russia (Rosfinmonitoring) 
Samoa Islands (SFIU) 
San Marino (FIA San Marino) 
Saudi Arabia (SAFIU) 
Senegal (CENTIF) 
Serbia (APML) 
Singapore (STRO) 
Slovakia (SJFP) 
Slovenia (OMLP) 
Solomon Islands (SIFIU) 
South Africa (FIC) 
Spain (SEPBLAC) 
Sri Lanka (Sri Lanka FIU) 
St. Kitts & Nevis (FIU-SKN) 
St. Lucia (FIA-St. Lucia) 
St. Vincent & Grenadines (FIU-
SVG) 
Sweden (NFIS) 
Switzerland (MROS) 
Syria (CMLC) 
Taiwan (AMLD) 
Tajikistan (FMD)
Thailand (AMLO) 
Tunisia (CTAF)
Turkey (MASAK) 
Turks & Caicos (FCU) 
Ukraine (SCFM) 
United Arab Emirates (AMLSCU) 
United Kingdom (SOCA) 
United States (FinCEN) 
Uruguay (UIAF) 
Uzbekistan (Uzbekistan-FIU) 
Vanuatu (FIU-Vanuatu) 
Venezuela (UNIF) 
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ANNEX B


2011 – 2012 EGMONT COMMITTEE COMPOSITION


Chair, Egmont Group CTIF-CFI (Belgium)


Co Vice Chair – Chair Operational WG EFFI (Liechtenstein)


Co Vice Chair Vacant


Co-Chair, TWG FIS Guernsey


Co-Chair, TWG EFFI Liechtenstein


Permanent – Chair, LWG  UIF Italy


Permanent – Chair, IT WG  FIU-NL (Netherlands)


Permanent – Chair, Outreach WG SEPBLAC (Spain)


Regional – Americas FIA Bermuda


Regional – Americas FIU-Mexico


Regional – Asia FIU-IND (India)


Regional – Asia QFIU Qatar


Regional – Africa FIU Mauritius


Regional – Europe TRACFIN (France)


Regional – Europe SCFM (Ukraine)


Regional – Europe FIU-Germany


Regional – Oceania AUSTRAC (Australia)


ESW – Representative FinCEN (United States)
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EGMONT GROUP


ANNEX C


GLOSSARY OF TERMS


AML  Anti-Money Laundering


ARIS  Asset Recovery Intelligence System


APG  Asia / Pacific Group on Money Laundering


CFT  Combating Financing of Terrorism


CFATF  Caribbean Financial Action Task Force


EC  Egmont Committee 


EG  Egmont Group 


FATF  Financial Action Task Force


FIU  Financial Intelligence Unit 


FSRB  FATF Style Regional Bodies 


EAG  Eurasian Group on Combating Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism


EGS  Egmont Group Secretariat 


ESW  Egmont Secure Website (access only to Egmont Group members)


ESAAMLG Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group


GAFISUD Grupo de Acción Financiera de Sudamérica (South American Financial Action Task Force)


GIABA  Groupe Intergouvernemental d’Action contre le Blanchiment de l’Argent en Afrique de  


  l’Ouest (Intergovernmental Task Force against Money Laundering in West Africa)


GOPAC  Global Organization of Parliamentarians against Corruption


HoFIU  Heads of Financial Intelligence Units


ICAR   International Center for Asset Recovery 


IMF  International Monetary Fund


ITWG  Information Technology Working Group


LWG  Legal Working Group


MENAFATF Middle East and North Africa Financial Action Task Force


MoU  Memorandum of Understanding


NPO  Not-for-profit Organization


OWG  Outreach Working Group


OpWG  Operational Working Group


PEP  Politically Exposed Person


STR  Suspicious Transactions Report


TF  Terrorism Financing


TWG  Training Working Group


UNODC  United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime


WB  World Bank
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2011–2012 ANNUAL REPORT


ANNEX D


ASSOCIATED WEBSITES


Egmont Group www.egmontgroup.org  


APG www.apgml.org


BIS    www.bis.org 


CARIN www.assetrecovery.org 


CFATF www.cfatf.org


CICAD-OAS www.oas.org 


Commonwealth Secretariat  www.thecommonwealth.org 


Council of Europe  www.coe.int  


CTED www.un.org/sc/ctc/cted.shtml


EAG  www.eurasiangroup.org


ESAAMLG www.esaamlg.org


FATF www.fatf-gafi.org  


FIU.NET www.fiu.net 


GAFISUD www.gafisud.org  


MONEYVAL www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/moneyval  


ESAAMLG www.esaamlg.org  


EAG www.eurasiangroup.org  


GCC www.gcc.sg.org


GIABA  www.giaba-westafrica.org


GIFCS www.gifcs.org


GOPAC  www.parlcent.ca/gopac/index_ephp


BASEL www.bis.org         


IAIS  www.iaisweb.org  


IMF www.imf.org  


IMoLIN www.imolin.org 


INTERPOL www.interpol.int  


UNODC-GPML www.unodc.org 


INTOSAI www.intosai.org 


IOSCO www.iosco.org


MENAFATF www.menafatf.org


OGBS  www.ogbs.net 


OECD www.oecd.org


UNODC www.unodc.org 


Wolfsberg Group  www.wolfsberg-principles.com  


World Bank  www.worldbank.org


World Customs Organization (WCO)  www.wcoomd.org  








 


 


14.3 Undersøgelses- og noteringspligt 


 


19. Virksomhedens undersøgelsespligt fremgår af hvidvasklovens § 6, stk. 2:  


”Formålet med de transaktioner, der er nævnt i stk. 1, skal undersøges, og resultaterne af en 


undersøgelse skal noteres og opbevares, jf. § 23.”  


 


20. Formålet med undersøgelsespligten er at få fastslået, om det, der ”ser mistænkeligt ud”, bliver til en 


egentlig mistanke om hvidvask af udbytte eller terrorfinansiering, som ikke kan afkræftes, eller om en 


mulig mistanke kan afkræftes. Der skal derfor alene foretages en undersøgelse i de tilfælde, hvor der er 


en mistanke. Det kan f.eks. være tilfælde, hvor en transaktion ikke svarer til kundens normale 


adfærdsmønster, eller hvor rådgiveren ikke har viden om, hvorfra kundens midler stammer.  


 


21. Udgangspunktet i en undersøgelse af en mistanke vil være at sammenholde de oplysninger 


virksomheden har om kunden (oplysninger om formålet med forretningsomfanget og omfanget heraf) 


og det, der ”ser mistænkeligt ud”. I denne proces kan det være relevant at inddrage kunderådgiveren. 


Virksomheden kan også kontakte kunden for at indhente oplysning om formålet med transaktionen / 


aktiviteten. Kundens forklaring vil i mange tilfælde ikke være nok til at afkræfte en mistanke. Det kan 


derfor være relevant at bede kunden om dokumentation for sin forklaring. I tilfælde af et bilsalg kan 


kunden sende en salgsaftale og i forbindelse med arv kan kunden fremsende en skifteretsattest. Der skal 


alene foretages undersøgelse i de tilfælde, hvor der er en mistanke om hvidvask af udbytte eller 


terrorfinansiering. Virksomheden skal derfor ikke i alle tilfælde af kunders bilsalg, arv m.v., indhente 


dokumentation fra kunden.  


 


22. Hvis virksomheden vurderer, at en forespørgsel vil give kunden et ”hint” om, at virksomheden har 


mistanke og derfor er i gang med at foretage en undersøgelse, eller hvis virksomheden i øvrigt ikke 


ønsker at kontakte kunden om sagen, skal virksomheden foretage en indberetning til SØIK, såfremt en 


mistanke ikke kan afkræftes på anden måde. 


  


23. Hvis en mistanke ikke kan afkræftes helt, skal virksomheden foretage indberetning. ”Afkræftes” 


skal forstås bogstaveligt og det er derfor ikke nok kun at svække en mistanke.  


 


24. Noteringspligten omfatter faktuelle oplysninger om kunden og transaktionen, samt en konklusion, 


og notatet skal være tilstrækkeligt til at genopfriske hukommelsen og give andre, herunder andre 


medarbejdere og politiet, en forståelse af sagen. Udgangspunktet vil ofte være kundens egen forklaring 


om formålet med transaktioner / aktiviteten, dokumentation af kundens forklaring, eventuelt 


sammenholdt med forklaringer indhentet fra kolleger, som har kontakt med eller opgaver i relation til 


kunden. Noteringspligten omfatter ikke de tilfælde, hvor et maskinelt overvågningssystem generer 


såkaldte ”false positives”, hvorved forstås "hits", hvor det med rimelighed kan lægges til grund, at disse 


ikke giver indikationer om konkret mistænkelige enkeltsager.  


 


25. Hvis mistanken ikke kan afkræftes, skal der ske underretning til Statsadvokaten for Særlig 


Økonomisk og International Kriminalitet (se kapitel 14.4 om underretningspligten). Hvis mistanken kan 


afkræftes, henlægges sagen.  


 


26. Efter hvidvasklovens § 23, stk. 2, skal de i henhold til § 6, stk. 2, noterede oplysninger opbevares, så 


de kan fremfindes samlet i mindst 5 år efter, at de er foretaget. Se nærmere herom i vejledningens 


kapitel 16. Da der kan være tale om følsomme oplysninger i henhold til persondataloven, anbefales det, 







at de noterede oplysninger kun er tilgængelige for relevante medarbejdere, som er beskæftiget med 


undersøgelser i henhold til § 6, stk. 2.  


 


27. Hvis antallet af kunder og kundetransaktioner ikke gør det muligt for virksomheden at opfylde 


kravet om løbende overvågning af transaktioner manuelt, skal virksomheden anvende it-løsninger. Se 


herom i kapitel 10.4.9, It-systemet vil da generere oplysninger om væsentlige, foruddefinerede 


transaktionsafvigelser i relation til den pågældende kundetype, og på baggrund heraf kan virksomheden 


da foretage en konkret vurdering af, om der er behov for at foretage en nærmere undersøgelse. 


Afhængig af valget af søgekriterier vil systemet typisk generere en række såkaldte ”false positives”, 


hvorved menes identificerede afvigelser, som umiddelbart kan kategoriseres som ”ikke-usædvanlige” på 


baggrund af andre let tilgængelige oplysninger, herunder drøftelser med den person, som har den direkte 


kundekontakt. Noteringspligten omfatter ikke sådanne undersøgelser, men kun egentlige ”kvalificerede” 


undersøgelser, hvor mistanke ikke umiddelbart kan afkræftes. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 


1. Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, the first FATF Working Group on Typologies 


(WGTYP) effort in the area of corruption, discussed the interrelationship between corruption and 


money laundering, discovered the most common methods used to launder the proceeds of 


corruption, and highlighted the vulnerabilities leading to an increased risk of corruption-related 


money laundering.1 It listed some of the most significant grand corruption cases and created a 


useful historical understanding and reference point for further work in understanding the 


interrelationships between corruption and money laundering. Laundering the Proceeds of 


Corruption ultimately concluded that significant acts of corruption are fruitless without the 


politically exposed person (PEP) involved having a secondary capability to move and disguise the 


proceeds of his crime.  


2. Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption identified areas in which future work could be done, 


including gaining an understanding of the correlation between certain risk factors and corruption. It 


also concluded that while effective anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism 


(AML/CTF) systems can assist in the detection of the proceeds of corruption and prevent the 


perpetrators of corruption-related offences from enjoying the proceeds of corruption, historically, 


reporting institutions have not been effective in detecting corruption-related proceeds. This has 


occurred for a number of reasons, including that in a number of instances, reporting institutions 


have failed to engage in appropriate customer identification or otherwise failed to apply AML/CFT 


controls effectively. In some instances, they were actually complicit, and sometimes wilfully blind, in 


the laundering of funds.  


3. This paper is written to assist reporting institutions – those financial and non-financial 


institutions that have a legal obligation to file suspicious transaction reports, or otherwise engage in 


AML/CFT due diligence – to better analyse and better understand specific risk factors that may 


assist them in identifying situations posing a heightened risk of corruption-related money 


laundering risk.2 It seeks to answer the question: Are there specific types of business relationships, 


customers, or products which should lead a reporting institution to pay particular attention to the 


risk of corruption-related money laundering? As with all FATF typology projects, we seek to answer 


the question by looking to reported cases to see if we can detect commonalities. In addition, we 


draw on the industry’s and academia’s best thinking about risk, as reflected in the published 


literature, to determine what situations truly represent risk. 


4. Within the FATF standards3, Recommendation 12 requires a reporting entity to have in place 


appropriate risk management systems to determine whether a customer or beneficial owner is a 


PEP. It must also take specific measures, in addition to performing normal customer due diligence 


                                                      
1  FATF (2011). 
2 We use the term “reporting institution” or “reporting entity” to mean those institutions that have a duty to 


report suspicious transactions under Recommendation 20, as well as those institutions, professions and 
individuals that are required to engage in the customer due diligence and record-keeping requirements of 
Recommendations 10 and 12 (regardless of whether they also have a reporting requirement). 


3  FATF (2012) 
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measures for business relationships,4 with foreign PEPs: senior management approval for 


establishing (or continuing) business relationships, take reasonable measures to establish the 


source of wealth or funds, and conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring. For domestic PEPs and 


persons entrusted with a prominent function by an international organisation, reporting 


institutions are required to apply the specific enhanced due diligence (EDD) measures set out in 


Recommendation 12 where there is a higher-risk business relationship. This scrutiny stands at the 


forefront of the effort to detect and deter the laundering of proceeds of corruption and is certainly 


necessary. The premise behind the effort is clear: customers in these categories can pose an 


inherently high risk for money laundering. 


5. Understanding risk within the Recommendation 12 context is important for two reasons: 


First, Recommendation 12 requires a reporting entity to have “appropriate” risk management 


systems in place to determine whether the customer or the beneficial owner is a foreign PEP, and 


take “reasonable measures” to determine whether a customer or beneficial owner is a domestic PEP 


or an individual entrusted with a prominent function by an international organisation. To gauge 


whether a system is “appropriate,” or whether “reasonable measures” have been taken, requires an 


assessment of risk. Second, understanding risk is important after identifying domestic PEPs or 


relevant individuals from international organisations, in order to assess what level of EDD is 


necessary.  


6. Moreover, experience teaches us that combating corruption-related money laundering must 


be more than simply ensuring that PEPs receive an appropriate level of scrutiny. Rather, an effective 


AML scheme requires an assessment of corruption-related risk and protecting against the 


laundering of corruption proceeds across the spectrum of customers and business relationships, 


regardless of whether a FATF-defined PEP is involved.  


7. Such an approach acknowledges the realities of the methods of laundering the proceeds of 


corruption. It is a rare case (although not unheard of) for a PEP to enter a financial institution and 


deposit (or transfer) significant amounts of suspicious money; such action would likely create 


unacceptable risks to the PEP of detection by reporting institutions. Instead, as Laundering the 


Proceeds of Corruption noted, corrupt PEPs will take great pains to disguise the identity and the 


source of the funds in order to place corrupt money in the financial system without suspicion. PEPs 


use corporate vehicles, sophisticated gatekeepers, cash, and countries with weak money laundering 


controls to disguise their funds. Their corrupt transactions will often involve an intermediary of 


some kind, (including family members and close associates), whether within the PEP’s jurisdiction 


or beyond.5 In some cases, corrupt PEPs will also try to control the mechanisms of detection and 


regulation within their home jurisdiction to “game the system” in order to disguise the proceeds 


before the money gets to another jurisdiction. In such cases, implementation of Recommendation 12 


by other jurisdictions is necessary, but is not sufficient to detect and deter the movement of corrupt 


proceeds.  


                                                      
4 Throughout this paper we sometimes refer to “accounts” and “account relationships” for ease of reference. 


However, AML requirements are broader than mere accounts and could be more accurately characterised, 
as Recommendation 10 does, as business relationships rather than mere accounts.  


5  Does, Van der, et al (2011). For a detailed analysis of the role of intermediaries in international business 
transactions, see OECD (2009). 
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8. This paper’s structure takes the factors relating to higher-risk situations set out in the 


Interpretive Note to Recommendation 10 and applies them specifically to corruption-related risks.6 


Because non-PEP customers may be a risk for corruption-related money laundering, depending on 


these factors, reporting institutions should take steps to understand such risk outside the context of 


identifying and monitoring PEPs. Indeed, Recommendation 1 considers a risk-based approach to be 


an “essential foundation” to any AML regime. Identification and verification of customers, 


understanding the nature and intended purpose of the business relationship and, as appropriate, 


the application of EDD where circumstances call for it, are at the heart of the FATF 


40 Recommendations. They are designed to require reporting institutions to understand the level of 


ML/TF risk associated with the business relationship in order to mitigate it effectively. Most 


importantly, financial institutions are required to monitor relationships and transactions as 


appropriate, and take measures to understand and mitigate risk appropriately.  


 


                                                      
6  See FATF (2012), Interpretive Note 10, paragraph 15, “Higher risks:” 


15.  There are circumstances where the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing is higher, and 
enhanced CDD measures have to be taken. When assessing the money laundering and terrorist 
financing risks relating to types of customers, countries or geographic areas, and particular 
products, services, transactions or delivery channels, examples of potentially higher-risk situations 
(in addition to those set out in Recommendations 12 to 16) include the following: 
(a)  Customer risk factors: 


 The business relationship is conducted in unusual circumstances (e.g. significant 
unexplained geographic distance between the financial institution and the customer). 


 Non-resident customers. 
 Legal persons or arrangements that are personal asset-holding vehicles. 
 Companies that have nominee shareholders or shares in bearer form. 
 Business that are cash-intensive. 
 The ownership structure of the company appears unusual or excessively complex 


given the nature of the company’s business. 
(b)  Country or geographic risk factors: 


 Countries identified by credible sources, such as mutual evaluation or detailed 
assessment reports or published follow-up reports, as not having adequate AML/CFT 
systems. 


 Countries subject to sanctions, embargos or similar measures issued by, for example, 
the United Nations. 


 Countries identified by credible sources as having significant levels of corruption or 
other criminal activity. 


 Countries or geographic areas identified by credible sources as providing funding or 
support for terrorist activities, or that have designated terrorist organisations 
operating within their country. 


(c)  Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors:  
 Private banking. 
 Anonymous transactions (which may include cash). 
 Non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions. 
 Payment received from unknown or un-associated third parties 
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II. METHODOLOGY 


9. As with all FATF typology efforts, we have used descriptions of known cases (whether or not 


adjudicated) to understand the types of transactions, accounts, customers, and the nature of the 


countries or regions that may present a heightened risk of corruption-related money laundering, 


and therefore an indicative set of risk factors.  


10. As with prior FATF work in this area, we have defined corruption functionally rather than 


legally: it is the use of public office for private gain. It is generally thought to cover generically a 


number of different types of conduct, including embezzlement (in which money or property rightly 


belonging to the State is diverted to a public official for personal gain) and self-dealing (in which the 


corrupt official has a personal financial stake in the decisions he makes as a public official). It also 


includes bribery both of the “demand side,” in which the public official takes the bribe (sometimes 


identified as “passive” bribery), as well as of the “supply side,” involving the individual or entity who 


offers the bribe (sometimes called “active” bribery). The analysis is not limited to transactions 


involving PEPs as that term is defined within the FATF Recommendations, but rather also focuses 


on officials, (including family members and close associates), business relationships, and companies 


whose corrupt transactions could be under the purview of a reporting entity.7 


11. Additionally, where appropriate and as noted, we have relied on studies and literature 


written by NGOs, academics and other experts in the field. As noted in Laundering the Proceeds of 


Corruption, there has been considerable analytical work done in this area by individual government 


agencies, FATF-style regional bodies, international organisations, multilateral and 


intergovernmental groups, as well as non-governmental organisations (NGOs).  


12. Recent publications since Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption include ‘The Puppet Masters: 


How the Corrupt Use Legal Structures to Hide Stolen Assets and What to Do About It,’ a study by the 


UNODC/World Bank Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR).8 The report looks at how corporate 


vehicles are misused to conceal the proceeds of corruption and can be used to understand the 


nature of the problem and design policy recommendations to facilitate the investigative process by 


unravelling the complex world of corporate vehicles. In addition, a joint OECD/StAR analysis, 


‘Identification and Quantification of the Proceeds of Bribery,’ focuses on the identification and 


quantification of the proceeds of active bribery in international business transactions.9 It defines the 


principal types of proceeds of active bribery and analyses how they may be quantified. We also 


benefited from a pair of helpful works on the role of income and asset disclosure by public officials: 


StAR’s ‘Public Office, Private Interests: Accountability through Income and Asset Disclosures’10, and the 


World Banks’ ‘Income and Asset Declarations: Tools and Trade-offs.’11 


                                                      
7  This analysis does not include the abuse of private office for improper personal gain, such as between two 


non-public entities or individuals. 
8  Does, Van der, et al (2011). 
9 OECD/StAR (2012). 
10  StAR (2012); Rossi, et al (2012). 
11 StAR (2009) 
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13. StAR also launched Asset Recovery Watch (ARW), a database which tracks efforts by 


prosecution authorities worldwide to go after assets that stem from corruption. To date, ARW 


contains nearly 180 entries related to 85 completed and active cases undertaken since 1980. It is the 


first systematic database of completed and active international asset recovery cases and can be 


accessed on-line.12   


14. The UK’s Financial Services Authority (FSA) recently published a comprehensive analysis of 


how UK banks deal with high money-laundering risk situations.13 That analysis provided a 


compelling look at how reporting institutions are currently dealing with corruption-related risk. 


Switzerland, too, published a work discussing requirements within Switzerland regarding handling 


the assets of PEPs14 and the French Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel reported on the findings of its 


analysis of private banks’ AML/CTF controls.15 Additionally, the Egmont Group, the international 


forum for Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs), is conducting work on the role of the FIU in fighting 


corruption and recovering stolen assets. Each of these works has contributed significantly to this 


paper’s understanding of corruption as it relates to money laundering. 


 


                                                      
12  Available at www1.worldbank.org/finance/star_site/star-watch.html, accessed 26 June 2012. 
13  Financial Services Authority (2011). 
14  FINMA (2011). 
15  Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel (2012). 



http://www1.worldbank.org/finance/star_site/star-watch.html
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III. FACTORS TO BE EVALUATED IN ASSESSING RISK OF CORRUPTION-
RELATED MONEY LAUNDERING 


15. Recommendations 10 (for all customers) and 12 (for PEPs), require that an institution 


identify its customer and the customer’s beneficial owner, assess the risk of money laundering 


associated with the business relationship, and implement the level of due diligence commensurate 


with the perceived risk. Assessing the risk of money laundering, including the laundering of the 


proceeds from corruption, should involve a multi-factor analysis. 


16. Factors influencing the level of money-laundering risk associated with a business 


relationship include customer risk, country or geographic risk, and product or financial instrument 


risks. Each of these risks will be discussed below. Understanding these risks and the factors that 


contribute to them allows reporting entities to better guard against corruption-related money 


laundering.  


A. CUSTOMER RISK FACTORS 


1. POLITICALLY EXPOSED PERSONS AND OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS 


17. The measures within Recommendation 12 are intended to (1) ensure that reporting entities 


have risk-sensitive systems in place to identify new or existing PEPs and other high-risk customers, 


(2) put in place adequate measures to mitigate the risk that the entity is being used to launder the 


proceeds from crime, including corruption, and (3) report such customers to their country’s FIU 


when they engage in suspicious transactions.  


18. The PEP status in itself does not necessarily mean an individual is corrupt or that they have 


been incriminated in any corruption. Regardless, the continuing threat of money laundering by PEPs 


– both foreign and domestic – through reporting entities should be managed by understanding and 


addressing the potential money laundering risks associated with these customers and their 


transactions. 


19. FATF has long understood the risks that corrupt PEPs pose to the financial system. As 


explained in the FATF 2003-2004 Annual Report: 


[T]he sources for the funds that a PEP may try to launder are not only bribes, illegal kickbacks 


and other directly corruption-related proceeds but also may be embezzlement or outright theft 


of State assets or funds from political parties and unions, as well as tax fraud. Indeed in certain 


cases, a PEP may be directly implicated in other types of illegal activities such as organised crime 


or narcotics trafficking. PEPs that come from countries or regions where corruption endemic, 


organised and systemic seem to present the greatest risk; however it should be noted that 


corrupt or dishonest PEPs can be found in almost any country.16 


                                                      
16  FATF (2004), p. 19. 
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20. Additionally, the Wolfsberg Group, a consortium of some of the world’s largest money-centre 


banks, explained the nature of the PEP risk as follows: “PEPs potentially represent higher risk 


because they either are in a position to exert undue influence on decisions regarding the conduct of 


business by private sector parties, or have access to state accounts and funds.”17 As noted in 


Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, authorities have discovered a significant number of cases in 


which PEPs have been able to launder huge amounts of money through reporting institutions 


without scrutiny. Indeed, in many of these instances, the reporting entity was actively assisting the 


PEP in doing so.  


21. As such, business relationships with PEPs represent increased risks due to the possibility that 


individuals holding such positions may misuse their power and influence for personal gain and 


advantage or for the personal gain or advantage of family and close associates. Such individuals may 


also use their families or close associates to conceal funds or assets that have been misappropriated 


as a result of abuse of their official position; and PEPs’ families and close associates have sometimes 


found to be benefiting from corruption themselves. PEPs may also seek to use their power and 


influence to gain representation and/or access to, or control of legal entities for similar purposes.  


22. FATF requires reporting institutions to treat every transaction with a foreign PEP as high 


risk. For example, Recommendation 12 requires enhanced ongoing monitoring of such business 


relationships. This would include, of course, funds transfers to PEP accounts, or to the accounts of 


their family members or associates, and to be alert to these transactions and the risk that they could 


constitute bribes to these individuals or the proceeds of other corrupt activity. 


23. It is important, however, to understand that not all PEPs present the same level of risk. 


Reporting institutions should, in assessing risk of a PEP account holder, take account of these 


factors. As discussed further in this report, this risk will vary depending on numerous factors, 


including the PEP’s country of origin, the industry/sector involved, and the products and services 


used. Risk will also vary depending on factors such as the nature of the position and the 


nature/purpose of the account. Moreover, even after risk is established, care must be taken to 


ensure that the account transactions are consistent with the stated purpose.  


Nature of the Position 


24. While all holders of public positions may have corrupt opportunities to a certain degree, 


those having substantial authority over or access to state assets and funds, policies and operations – 


including procurement awards, other public expenditures, use of government owned resources, and 


control over regulatory approvals, including the awarding of licenses and concessions – can pose a 


greater risk than others. Their actual vulnerability to corruption will vary, depending on the extent 


to which they exercise hierarchal control. These individuals also enjoy a special status in their 


country of origin because of their executive, legislative, judicial, administrative function, military 


and/or bureaucratic power. They are in a unique position of influence in their nation state and 


perhaps diplomatically when they are acting abroad.  


                                                      
17  Wolfsberg Group (2006). 
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25. Significant grand corruption matters, such as those engaged in by Abacha18 and Lazarenko19, 


would never have been possible, at least to that scale, without the ability to control the mechanisms 


established to prevent and detect their crimes. By the time that the embezzled funds were layered 


and integrated into foreign financial institutions, the ability to be able to reasonably understand the 


source of the funds had been forever lost.20 As the FATF has noted: 


A PEP, acting either alone or in collaboration with other illicit actors, may in an autocratic 


regime have total control over all of the mechanisms of government (the judiciary, the police, 


military, and the regulatory bureaucracy), as well as the media. The same control that allows the 


PEP to stay in power is the same control that would allow him to disguise and move his money…. 


[I]n each of the most significant grand corruption cases we studied, the PEP had the ability to 


control the domestic government to prevent detection and allow the disguise and movement of 


money. Only after the PEP‘s controls were eliminated, for example through regime change, did 


the country have the ability to detect the extent of both the money laundering and the crime.21 


26. In nearly all recent cases of grand corruption, the detection and investigation of the criminal 


activity of heads of government occurred only after there was a change of government, specific 


corrupt individuals fell out of favour, or there was widespread public outcry after wrongdoing was 


publicly exposed. While the PEPs were in power, there was no real opportunity for domestic law 


enforcement agencies to investigate their financial crimes. Foreign FIUs, even if they had evidence of 


corruption, may hesitate to share such information to the originating country, given the futility of 


reporting suspicious transactions to the government responsible for them.22  Moreover, some 


countries provide immunity to heads of government or other senior ranking public officials, and 


may only waive such immunity once the public official has left office. Such immunity may also 


discourage foreign entities or reporting institutions from reporting suspicious transactions.  


27. Of course, such difficulties do not relieve reporting institutions of their obligation to take 


adequate measures (which may mean exiting the business relationship) to prevent money 


laundering. The recent report of the FSA on banks' management of high money-laundering risk 


situations found that a third of all banks included in the sample were willing to accept very high 


levels of money laundering risk if the immediate reputational risk was low (for example, if the 


allegedly corrupt office holder's tenure seemed secure). The FSA also found examples of firms 


dismissing serious allegations against customers, including allegations of corruption, if criminal 


charges against the customer had not been brought.23 


28. While reporting entities are explicitly required by FATF to apply a higher standard of scrutiny 


to foreign PEPs, there is corruption risk associated with other public officials as well: in particular, 


some public officials who have an important role in significant procurement, export contracts, 


licensing and other activities with substantial economic consequences for the interest of their 


                                                      
18  See Box 4 
19  See Box 3 
20  Id. 
21  Id. 
22  FATF (2012). 
23  Financial Services Authority (2011). 
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parties, may be much more exposed to large scale corruption than their counterparts in less riskier 


sectors.24   


Box 1:  Case Study on Bribery of a mid-level (non PEP) official 


Mr. X was employed as the procurement specialist by the Government of an East African country 


under a World Bank funded project. Mr. X duties included assisting implementing partner agencies 


in preparing the terms of references and bid documents, advertising and receiving bids and 


proposals, conducting the evaluation of the submitted bids and preparing the contracts for 


successful bidders. During the course of an investigation, two companies admitted that they had 


paid bribes to Mr. X in order to secure contracts, stating that the agreed fee was in the range of 


4-10% of the contract value and that this fee was added into the cost of the works and concealed 


across multiple items. An analysis of the computer records of Mr. X identified a number of versions 


of documents used in the bid process, which showed companies were either excluded or added 


during the short listing or bid evaluation stage. In addition, other members of the bid evaluation 


committee confirmed that their signatures had been forged on reports, and that alterations on their 


evaluation sheets, used to score companies during the bid process, had been made without their 


knowledge. An analysis of available financial records showed that Mr. X’s remuneration under his 


Government contract during this time was USD 120 000, yet in this same period, he had purchased 


and redeveloped land at a cost of USD 1.05 million and, had paid for the schooling of his children in a 


foreign jurisdiction.  


Source: World Bank 


 


Nature and purpose of the account or business relationship 


29. Reporting institutions must assess the purpose for which the PEP is opening an account or 


establishing a business relationship, both to identify and assess the risks associated with the 


business relationship and to provide a meaningful basis for the monitoring of transactions. For 


example, why is it necessary for a senior official to have an account outside his home jurisdiction? 


There are, of course, a number of legitimate reasons for an official to do so. Like any other customer, 


the official may desire the stability, security and reasonable rate of return provided by financial 


products that may not be available in the official’s home country. Other legitimate reasons, such as a 


child attending school within the jurisdiction, may exist. An inability to articulate a legitimate and 


economically-sound purpose for the account, however, should be evaluated with care, particularly 


in light of the universal recognition that accounts on behalf of senior foreign officials “pose 


significantly greater risks than do ordinary customers.”25 Should PEPs be reluctant to provide 


details and credible explanations for economic transactions (and corroborate it with supporting 


documentation), Recommendation 10 requires that the institution not open the account, commence 


business relations or perform the transaction; or should terminate the business relationship; and 


should consider making a suspicious transaction report (STR) in relation to the customer. 


                                                      
24  These sectors are covered in further detail in the next section. 
25  FATF (2011). 
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30. Reporting institutions’ PEP obligations do not cease at account opening. The necessary 


‘enhanced on-going monitoring of the business relationship’ must continue to take into account the 


original purpose of the account and the legitimacy of the funds flowing through it. This is key to an 


understanding of the corruption-related ML risk associated with a business relationship. For 


example, on-going monitoring allows the reporting institution to determine whether the funds used 


in the business relationship are in line with the income the firm would have expected the PEP to 


receive (based on, for example, official asset declarations or pay scales). 


31. Moreover, ongoing monitoring can be used to update and review the original customer due 


diligence and risk assessment. For example, an increase in the number of transactions or a change in 


the nature of transactions that a PEP channels through the account can serve as an important 


indicator of the risk associated with a PEP relationship and may lead the reporting institution to 


review and update its risk assessment.  


32. Information gathered on the customer and beneficial owner, the source of wealth and source 


of funds, and from transaction monitoring will assist a reporting institution in assessing whether the 


type of account, the customer’s activity and transaction record matches the behaviour the reporting 


institution would expect in light of the customer profile, including their sources of funds and wealth. 


The StAR paper on PEPs describes some useful sources of information, including contracts, 


agreements for lease or sale, wills, court orders, financial disclosures by public officials, internet 


searches, and intelligence from referrals or credible in-country sources.26 The utility of financial 


disclosure forms, often required by the PEP’s home jurisdiction, is discussed in the section on 


geographic risk, below. 


2. LEGAL PERSONS AND LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS 


33. Legal persons or arrangements, such as companies, trusts, and foundations (generally termed 


“corporate vehicles”), are associated with specific AML/CFT risks of which reporting institutions 


must be aware. Given that the vast majority of such clients and transactions are legitimate and 


commonplace features of everyday economic activity, the mere involvement of legal entities or 


arrangements in a transaction obviously cannot alone be used as a justification for inferring 


heightened risk. Nevertheless, certain elements, including those of the corporate vehicle itself, the 


client relationship, and the transactional activities within that context serve as useful ‘red flag’ 


indicators which are suggestive of money laundering risk and/or that a corporate vehicle is being 


used provide anonymous access to a financial system for its beneficial owner(s). 


34. Broadly speaking, there are two particular classes of corporate vehicles risks, described 


below, that must be taken into consideration by reporting institutions when conducting risk-based 


assessments. The StAR paper on the misuse of corporate vehicles27 more completely outlines work 


done in this area and provides some case studies and typological data. 


                                                      
26  Greenberg, T.S., et al (2010). 
27  Does, Van der, et al (2011). See also OECD (2001).  
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Risks involving corporate vehicles as customers 


35. Transactions conducted by clients who are themselves corporate vehicles contain an element 


of risk that corrupt PEPs or other criminals may be ‘hiding’ behind the client corporate vehicle while 


exerting influence through concealed mechanisms of ownership or control. Initial and ongoing due-


diligence practices that allow reporting institutions to gain a thorough understanding of the 


customer provide the chance of obtaining a meaningful assessment of potential risk. For this due 


diligence to be meaningful, it must allow for an understanding of the natural person(s) who is the 


beneficial owner, and those persons of legal management or ownership positions who are able to 


exercise some measure of control over transactions that the corporate vehicle enters into. In higher 


risk scenarios, risk is identified only to the extent that the reporting institution scrutinises the 


identities and intentions of these natural persons. Only after such identification occurs can risk be 


mitigated, by either not accepting the business relationship or by putting in place measures such as 


monitoring and restrictions on transactions that are commensurate to the risk and facilitate the 


detection of unusual transactions. 


36. Some of the identified indicators of risk in this context include the following elements: 


(a) Corporate vehicles that are unnecessarily and unjustifiably complex multi-tiered 


entities (i.e., those corporate vehicles whose management and ownership rights are in 


turn held by other corporate vehicles, especially when those are themselves located in a 


foreign jurisdiction(s), and/or those that have more than three layers yet cannot 


provide a professional opinion justifying an underlying legal or economic rationale). 


(b) The involvement of trust and company service providers (TCSP) or designated non-


financial businesses and professions (DNFBP) intermediaries that have failed to put in 


place effective AML/CFT practices, or come from unregulated, poorly regulated, or 


otherwise high-risk jurisdictions. 


(c) The involvement of persons who purport to be the beneficial owner(s) of the corporate 


vehicle customer (for instance, by declaring themselves to be the beneficial owners on a 


beneficial ownership form for those institutions and jurisdictions which have put into 


place such a requirement) and yet over the course of the customer relationship appear 


to be acting on the instruction of additional, undeclared parties, excluding those who 


are merely providing advisory services in a professional capacity. 
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Box 2:  Case study on the use of corporate vehicles James Ibori 


James Ibori, who was Governor of Nigeria’s Delta State from 1997 to 2007, inflated government 


contracts, accepted kickbacks and also directly embezzled state funds. His official salary was 


GBP 4 000 per annum; his formal asset declaration stated that he had no cash or bank accounts 


outside of Nigeria. Despite this, he bought several houses around the world including one in the UK 


valued at approximately GBP 2.2 million. The purchase of this house was hidden in a company name 


called ‘Haleway Properties Ltd’ which was an previously-formed company incorporated in Gibraltar 


and had been arranged by his wife, Theresa Ibori, through a UK based fiduciary agents. The 


beneficial owners of ‘Haleway Properties Ltd’ were James and Theresa Ibori, but the true ownership 


of the house was hidden through this company.  


The mistress of Ibori was also responsible for the transfer of funds out of Nigeria, invested them on 


behalf of Ibori, and was used as a conduit to pay for properties in the UK. By the end of 2003, the 


mistress had deposited more than GBP 3 million into a trust fund in Guernsey for the benefit of the 


Ibori family. The administrators of the trust fund, consistent with the purpose for which it was 


established, expected that money would be deposited into the account from UK banks. When they 


received transfers from an unknown Nigerian company called “Sagicon,” they requested further due 


diligence. Ibori’s mistress obtained forged company accounts and incorporation documents, 


certified by a corrupt solicitor in Nigeria, to falsely show Ibori as a major shareholder of Sagicon. 


These false documents satisfied the Guernsey authorities.  


Ibori and his associates also used multiple UK bank accounts to launder funds. In 2005, Ibori utilised 


the services of Bhadresh Gohil, a corrupt London-based solicitor, to launder his funds. Money had 


been transferred from Nigeria to a UK corporate bank account, which was beneficially owned by 


Ibori but controlled by his former special assistant. The special assistant transferred some 


USD 4.7 million from the UK account into a Swiss company account called Stanhope Investments, 


which was beneficially owned by Ibori. Once the funds were held in the Stanhope account, they were 


then transferred to yet another Swiss company bank account, which was beneficially owned by 


another client of the corrupt solicitor. The solicitor then transferred the USD 4.7 million back to one 


of his client accounts in London, effectively ‘washing the money.’ Once the money was in the 


solicitor’s client account, it was then deposited into a Texas bank account and used for the deposit 


on the purchase of a private jet aircraft for Ibori. As a result of these schemes, in 2012, Ibori pleaded 


guilty to ten counts of money laundering and fraud in relation to an estimated USD 250 million of 


stolen state assets and was sentenced to 13 years imprisonment. Ibori’s wife has also been 


convicted of money laundering.  


Source: United Kingdom 
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Box 3:  Case study in use of corporate vehicles to hide assets: Pavel Lazarenko 


Pavel Lazarenko was the Prime Minister of Ukraine from May 1996 to July 1997; previously he had a 


number of other government positions, including governor and party official. During his time in 


government, Lazarenko engaged in five different corruption schemes, including extorting funds 


from businesses that wished to do business in Ukraine. Ultimately, Lazarenko fled the Ukraine for 


the United States, where he was charged and ultimately convicted of a number of crimes, including 


corruption-related money laundering. 1 It was alleged in the course of the criminal proceedings (and 


attendant non-conviction based forfeiture)2  that Lazarenko was able to steal and launder in excess 


of USD 300 million. In addition to purchasing a controlling interest in a financial institution in 


Antigua, Lazarenko and his associates formed corporate vehicles in a number of other jurisdictions, 


and conducted transactions involving Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Cyprus, Guernsey, 


Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Poland, the Russian Federation, Switzerland, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, 


and the United States.3  


The use of these corporate vehicles allowed Lazarenko and his associates to avoid identification 


with the money while at the same time controlling it. For example, a multi-million dollar house in 


the United States was purchased with funds that flowed through a corporate shell account 


(Dugsbery) in the US, which in turn had received the funds from a corporate shell account (Lady 


Lake) in the Bahamas, which itself had been funded by a corporate shell account in Switzerland 


(CARPO-53). To give a sense of the scope and the ease in which corporate vehicles were used to 


transfer money, Lazarenko in one instance transferred USD 78 million through the issuance of two, 


sequentially numbered cheques, made payable to “bearer” from a US-based account of a Swiss bank 


(in the name of a corporation). Those cheques were then deposited into the accounts of two 


different corporations at a bank in Antigua.4 


1.  In addition to the charges in the United States, in 2000 Lazarenko was convicted in Switzerland of money 
laundering. 


2. In re Funds on Deposit at Bank Julius Baer, civil forfeiture complaint, 1:04-cv-00798-PLF 
3. Id. 
4. Id. 


Source: Lazarenko v. United States, court opinion No. 06-10592, 10 April 2009. 


 


3. ECONOMIC SECTOR INVOLVED  


37. The economic sector in which a customer or transaction is involved will also affect the level 


of risk. Corruption can occur in any sector, anywhere in the world. However, on the basis of a 


number of case studies and an analysis of their unique attributes, it appears that several sectors are 


more prone to corruption. The key sectors in this regard are identified and described below, 


drawing from detailed case studies and a review of other corruption studies. The fact that the 


specific economic sector or industry is not mentioned does not mean that it does not pose a risk. 


A. Extractive Industries 


38. Historically, there has often been a rough correlation between countries that obtain their 


wealth from extraction of natural resources, such as oil and timber, and the incidence of grand 
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corruption. Indeed, such a correlation has been noted by FATF in Laundering the Proceeds of 


Corruption as well as in the academic literature.28 


39. When compared to countries that depend on the export of agricultural products, for example, 


mineral and oil exporting countries may be exposed to a higher degree of poor governance issues. 


The correlation between poor governance (of which corruption is one aspect) and a high level of 


dependence on exports from extractive industries may be very strong and has been shown in a 


number of economic studies.29 While the cause and effects of the correlation between corruption 


(and poor governance generally) and an extractive economy are well beyond the scope of this 


typology, it is fair to say that the often largely unexamined revenues resulting from resource 


payments tend to loosen political accountability, fail to generate economic growth necessary for a 


stable electorate, and may create opportunity for corruption that would not exist in other 


economies. Resource payments typically are at a volume that dwarfs revenue payments from any 


other economic sector. In some countries, for example, over three fourths of the nation’s revenue 


comes from oil.30 The rate of increase of wealth can also be massive. One small West African country, 


for example, increased its gross national income 30-fold in just ten years.31 The availability of such 


extraordinary wealth over such a short period of time can cause strain on fragile governing systems.  


Box 4:  Case Study - Sani Abacha 


Sani Abacha was Nigeria’s President from November 1993 to his death in June 1998. After a new 


regime came into power, it discovered by a special investigation panel set up by the successor 


government that Abacha and his family had stolen a staggering amount of money – estimated to be 


between USD 2.5 and 4 billion – from the Nigerian Treasury. The schemes to steal and subsequently 


launder the money varied. In one scheme, Abacha’s National Security Advisor would simply make a 


letter request for funds for unspecified “security needs.” Abacha would countersign his approval on 


the letter, and his national security advisor would present the letter for payment to the Nigerian 


central bank. Money was issued in traveller’s cheques in blank (the first embezzlement of this type 


involved USD 2 million in Thomas Cook traveller’s cheques being issued in a single day), cash, and 


wire transfers. Cash was deposited into Nigerian accounts of local business, smuggled overseas and 


deposited into foreign institutions, and wire transfers were deposited into accounts in false names, 


shell and bearer share companies, and trusts.1  Another scheme involved an overbilling and 


kickback scheme, in which a corrupt confederate would supply goods to the government at grossly 


inflated prices and then kick back a portion to Abacha and his confederates. In one instance, the 


government of Nigeria paid USD 110 million for vaccines that were in fact worth less than 


USD 23 million.2  In another instance, military vehicles were provided for USD 184 million, a price 


estimated to be between 40 and 500% of their true value. Abacha received approximately 


USD 100 million, wired to coded and company bank accounts in Switzerland, while the corrupt 


                                                      
28  See, e.g., Karl (2005), p. 22. This is not to say, of course, that all countries gaining significant revenue from 


oil or other natural resources pose an increase risk of corruption. Indeed, the experience of several 
countries with both substantial natural resource revenues and low perceptions of corruption show that 
one is not inevitably tied to the other. Botswana, for example, obtains significant revenues through natural 
resource extraction, yet is highly rated in corruption perception indexes. 


29  See, e.g., Sala-i-Martin, X. and Subramanian, A.  (2003) and the studies discussed within.  
30  McPherson, C. and MacSearraigh, S. (2007), p. 193. 
31 World Bank (2009a) 
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supplier’s share of approximately USD 40 million was deposited into corporate accounts in Jersey.3   


1.  Daniel, T. and Maton, J (2012), Monfrini (2008). 
2. Mohammed Sani Abacha, et al. v. Federal Office of Justice, Swiss Federal Supreme Court decision 


1A.215/2004, 7 February 2005. 
3. AG v. Raj Arjandas Bhojwani, Royal Court of Jersey, [2010]JRC116, 25 June 2010. 


Source: Royal Court of Jersey 


 


Box 5:  Case Study - Statoil Bribery 


Statoil is a public oil development company located in Norway. In 2002 and 2003, it paid bribes to 


an Iranian government official for him to use his influence to assist Statoil in obtaining certain 


contracts to develop an oil field in Iran and to open doors generally to further work inside Iran. The 


bribe was facilitated by the use of a “consulting contract” with an intermediary company organized 


in the Turks and Caicos Islands and nominally owned by a third party in the UK. The Iranian official, 


who was described as an advisor to the Oil Minister, and who was not named in the contract, 


facilitated Statoil’s success in obtaining the contract by providing them with non-public business 


information, including copies of the bid documents from competing companies. The bribe payments 


– two payments totaling USD 5.2 million, were effectuated by wire transfers from Statoil through a 


US bank account to an account in Switzerland held by a company not named in the contract. The 


conduct was discovered in March of 2003 during an internal audit as a result of the payment being 


made to an entity not involved in the contract, and future payments were suspended in June 2003. 


The findings were subsequently disclosed in the Norwegian press in September 2003, and Statoil 


subsequently terminated the contract. 


Source: Deferred Prosecution Agreement and Statement of Facts, United States v. Statoil, ASA (2006) 


 


40. In an effort to combat resource-related corruption, an international group supported by a 


number of countries and companies, the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), has 


been established. Countries wishing to participate must meet five requirements, including 


independent auditing of extraction payments and publication of the results whereas supporting 


companies have to publish what they pay to the government, among other commitments. Countries 


and companies that demonstrate that they meet these requirements are deemed to be EITI 


compliant.32 EITI maintains a list of supporting companies, consisting of 61 of the world’s largest oil, 


gas and mining companies, which support the Initiative and submit International-level Company 


Self-Assessment Forms. The EITI, properly implemented, may serve to increase the transparency of 


public finances, and reporting institutions may wish to be aware of the initiative.  


41. The Dodd-Frank Act in the United States has also introduced mandatory requirements for 


extractive industry companies listed on the US stock exchanges to report payments made to 


governments. The EU is currently discussing similar requirements, covering not just oil, gas and 


mining companies, but also primary-forest logging companies.  


                                                      
32  A list of participating countries can be found at EITI’s website: http://eiti.org, accessed 26 June 2012. 



http://eiti.org/
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Box 6:  Case Study - Bonny Island Refinery Project, Nigeria 


The Bonny Island Project involved the development of a very large liquefied natural gas (LNG) 


processing and transportation facility on Bonny Island, Nigeria. As a result of French, US, and 


Nigerian investigations, it was revealed that a series of contracts awarded by the Nigerian 


government, collectively valued at over USD 6 billion, were obtained as a result of corrupt payments 


to Nigerian officials. Specifically, four companies from the United States, Japan, France and Italy, 


formed a joint venture to obtain the Bonny Island contracts, and formed three special purpose 


Portuguese corporations to engage in operations. The joint venture then employed two 


intermediaries to bribe government officials. One intermediary formed a Gibraltar corporation, 


through which USD 130 million of bribe money from the joint venture was funnelled. The second 


intermediary, a Japanese global trading company, received USD 50 million to bribe government 


officials. The money that moved from the joint venture to the intermediaries was disguised as 


money received as a result of consulting contracts and moved via wire transfer from accounts in the 


Netherlands to accounts controlled by the intermediaries in Monaco and Switzerland. The money 


was ultimately paid to government officials through wire transfers to Swiss accounts controlled by 


the corrupt officials and by very large cash deliveries, including the delivery of up to USD 1 million 


in currency at a single time.   


Source:  US federal court documents, United States v. Jeffry Tesler and Wojciech Chodan, H-09-098 (2009), 
United States v. Kellogg Brown & Root LLC, H-09-071 (2009), available at www.justice.gov, accessed 26 
June 2012 


 


B. Government Procurement Activities 


42. Public procurement activities are significantly vulnerable to corruption. A number of factors 


contribute to this. First, the sheer scope of some of government acquisition projects can lead to the 


ability of some of the funds involved merely to “slip through the cracks.” Second, the specialised 


nature of the contracts prevent an analysis of whether the government is paying a fair price for its 


goods, or whether the price has been inflated as a result of corrupt activities. Third, in many 


countries, government procurement activities are not transparent and are highly competitive, which 


can lead to collusive activity. 


43. Public procurement can be characterised as a process flow starting with procurement 


planning and proceeding in sequence to product design, advertising, invitation to bid, 


prequalification, bid evaluation (broken down further into technical and financial evaluation), post-


qualification, contract award and contract implementation. Each link in the chain is potentially 


vulnerable to corruption.33  


44. Government purchasing procedures can be split into these main stages: drawing up the 


order, placing the order, and fulfilling the relevant contracts. Each of these stages presents risks for 


corruption. In determining the contracting requirements and creating a purchase order, for 


example, the following steps may present risks: 


 determining the priority of government purchase applications; 


                                                      
33  United Nations (2010). 



http://www.justice.gov/
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 market research; 


 selecting the order placement procedures; 


 selecting the quality requirements and technical specifications of the 


project; 


 setting a timeline for the purchases. 


45. The following steps may present risks when placing the order: 


 drawing up of tender documentation; 


 announcement of procurement; 


 the period of preparing participant applications; 


 reviewing of applications; 


 concluding the contract. 


46. The following steps may pose risks of corruption when fulfilling the contract: 


 contract administration; 


 accepting the purchase; 


 guarantee period. 


47. Within the broader rubric of government contracts and procurement, several specific types of 


procurement appear to pose a particularly high risk of being associated with corruption-related 


money laundering. 


i. Defence Industry 


48. A number of factors may lead to increased risks of corruption in the defence contracting field. 


Firstly, there may be less transparency in the bidding process because the subject matter of the 


work relates to national security and is therefore protected by laws and regulations dealing with 


secrecy and confidentiality. In the Montesinos case discussed in Laundering the Proceeds of 


Corruption, for example, much of the funds siphoned off from the Treasury were disguised as part of 


the military and intelligence budget; the secretive nature of the expenditures would prohibit inquiry 


by anticorruption units, civil society or the media. Second, the nature of legitimate defence 


contracting work often leads to highly specialised requirements. Unlike commonly-available goods 


and services in other sectors, the defence industry is often called on to produce highly specialised 


goods, systems or services. This in turn can lead to fewer controls on the contracting procedures, 


the necessity to change specification during the life of the contract, and the inability of investigators 


to determine whether the contract price may have been inflated. Each of these factors can increase 


corruption risk in procurement. Lastly, as with other sectors, the industry often uses agents and 


intermediaries, which raises the possibility that such individuals are present merely to funnel bribes 


between the corrupt contractor and the government official.34 In light of these factors, and the 


number of cases that involve this type of procurement, reporting entities may wish to consider 


                                                      
34  OECD (2009); Wolfsberg Group (2006). 
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whether they wish to take appropriate measures to counteract the risk of corruption-related money 


laundering in this area. 


Box 7:  Case Study - Zambian embezzlement scheme using specious arms contracts 


In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, then-President of Zambia, Frederick Jacob Titus Chiluba, and his 


director of the Zambian Security Intelligence Services, Zavier Franklin Chungu, entered into a 


scheme to embezzle over USD 70 million from the Zambian Treasury. In one aspect of the scheme, 


Chiluba and Chungu, through an intermediary, appeared to contract with a Bulgarian company for 


the purchase of military equipment, including helicopters, aircraft and weapons. USD 20 million, in a 


number of tranches, was paid by the Zambian Treasury to two accounts in Belgium and Switzerland 


to satisfy the contract. In reality, no arms were ever delivered, and the money that had been 


transferred into the accounts was dissipated by Chiluba, Chungu and their associates. The 


withdrawals from the accounts, purportedly set up to purchase arms from Bulgaria, included USD 


7.6 million being withdrawn in cash. Some cash withdrawals were quite large, including one USD 


1.3 million withdrawal. Other transfers were to law firms associated with the Zambian president 


and his associates. 


Source: Attorney General of Zambia v. Meer Care, [2007] EWHC 952 (Ch) (UK court opinion, 2007). 


 


ii. Human Health Activities 


49. The health sector is an attractive target for corruption, with an estimated USD 5.3 trillion 


spent on health services each year and a global pharmaceutical market value of approximately 


USD 750 billion. Transparency International estimates that in some countries up to two thirds of 


hospital medicines supplies are lost to corruption and fraud.35 A number of factors exist within both 


the pharmaceutical and medical device industry which may contribute to a higher risk of corruption. 


Corruption in the pharmaceutical and medical device sector can occur throughout all stages of the 


business chain, from research and development to dispensing and promotion. The large number of 


steps in the production and dispensing of medical products can allow for numerous opportunities 


for corruption. Other factors that may lead to increased risks of corruption in the pharmaceutical 


and medical device industry include the fact that health care entities in many countries are 


government entities, and those running them can be considered public officials. Moreover, many of 


the items for which healthcare facilities contract may be highly specialised and, as a result, (as with 


defence procurement) they are not susceptible to ordinary procurement processes. Thus, human 


health activities are another area in which reporting institutions may wish to impose specific 


safeguards against corruption-related money laundering. 


                                                      
35  World Health Organisation (2010).  
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Box 8:  Two case studies regarding human health activities 


Case study one: The contractor and the corrupt official collude so that the medical equipment is 


purchased at a considerably inflated price. The scheme can be detected by an analysis of the money 


flows resulting from the transaction. In this instance, the contractor immediately (or via an 


intermediary) splits the contract payment into two streams: The first stream involves funds 


earmarked to purchase the equipment from the manufacturer or dealer for the lowest price 


possible, and the second stream involves the remaining funds, which are deposited with a financial 


institution, part of which the corrupt official will receive as payment once the money has been 


laundered.  


Case study two: This scheme uses two affiliated intermediaries in supplying high-value foreign-


made medical equipment: the first party is a domestic company which acts as the contractor and the 


second party is an offshore company through which the purchase of equipment is made at the 


manufacturer’s actual price. Once the contractor receives payment for the contract, the majority of 


funds are transferred to the offshore company’s account. The amount transferred to the offshore 


company, which is controlled by the briber, is the difference between the contract price and the 


actual price of the equipment. A share of this amount constitutes the corrupt income. Specifically, 


funds may be transferred to foreign accounts belonging to the corrupt official, affiliated individuals 


and organisations under their control, or to other individuals connected to the corrupt official, their 


associates and organisations.   


Source: Russian Federation 


 


iii. Large Infrastructure Projects 


50. Again, as with some aspects of defence procurement, large infrastructure contracting has 


several features that may make it more susceptible to corruption. Among those are the specialised 


nature of the provision of work and the necessity for continuing maintenance and upkeep, complex 


supply chains, often the presence of state-owned or state-controlled enterprises, and the “big ticket” 


nature of the work, which increases the incentive for corruption and allows for room for corrupt 


payments to be hidden. The 2011 Transparency International Bribe Payers’ Index, ranks ‘public 


works contracts and construction’ as the sector in which companies are perceived to be most likely 


to accept bribes internationally.36 Indeed, these projects carry a particularly high risk associated 


with corruption related money laundering due to their large scale which makes the tracking of 


payments more complicated and the inflated costs and bribes easier to conceal.  


51. A number of global initiatives are working towards ensuring greater transparency and 


accountability in this area. The Construction Sector Transparency Initiative (CoST), for example, 


seeks to achieve transparency through the public disclosure of information at various stages of the 


construction project cycle in a way that helps stakeholders to hold the project agency accountable 


for value and quality. This initiative was piloted in eight countries between 2008 and 2011 and is 


being scaled up to become a global initiative. Disclosure covers, for example, the purpose and value 


of the project for beneficiaries, project scope and cost, the agencies and firms involved, the award of 


                                                      
36  Transparency International (2011b), p. 15. 
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contracts, and variations in the cost, scope, and delivery time during construction. An assurance 


process adds value to the disclosure by verifying the information and highlighting issues in plain 


language so that citizens and oversight agencies can understand and react when appropriate. While 


no one factor will be determinative of risk, and such assessments are inherently contextual, such 


activities such as the CoST may provide useful information to reporting institutions concerned 


about certain entities or transactions.37 


Box 9:  Piarco International Airport 


The fraud involving the construction of a large airport in Trinidad and Tobago reflects the enormous 


sums involved in such projects and the risks that corruption will taint the process. The government 


of Trinidad and Tobago, in the construction of the Piarco International Airport, followed a 


competitive bidding process to ensure a fair price. Unbeknownst to the government, however, the 


project manager they hired to oversee the construction corruptly arranged for certain companies to 


rig the bidding in exchange for kickbacks. The contractors, who operated a construction company 


and architectural firm in the United States, submitted a competitive bid for work in the construction 


of the airport. A Trinidadian government assessor believed the bid was too high and requested that 


a second bid be conducted. Based on this, the targets of the investigation utilized a shell company to 


submit a second, much higher bid for the work. As a result of this much higher second bid, the 


contract was awarded to the targets of the investigation. The winning bids were twice the cost of 


original estimates and the government overpaid approximately USD 25 million for two subcontracts 


alone. It is estimated that the total fraud involved more than USD 100 million. Once the corrupt 


contractors were paid by the Trinidadian Government, they laundered the proceeds by layering 


them through a series of shell companies in the Bahamas, Liechtenstein and the United States, and 


kicked back money to officials in the Trinidadian government as well as to the corrupt project 


manager.  


Source:  United States v. Gutierrez, No. 05-20859 CR-HUCK (November 17, 2005) superseding indictment; US 
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (2009). 


 


C. Privatisation 


52. Corruption risks have been identified where a government is either selling or transferring 


something with large economic value to private operators, generally through the process of 


privatisation. Historically, privatisation has been correlated with corruption.38 The methods by 


which this occurs vary, but include rigging the privatisation process itself.39 Again, the particularly 


significant factor here is the degree of transparency of the government processes – the more open 


and transparent the administrative assessment and decision making processes are, the more 


difficult it is to manipulate, falsify and corrupt them for personal benefit. 


                                                      
37 www.constructiontransparency.org, accessed 28 June 2012. 
38  Kaufmann, D & Siegelbaum, P (1997). 
39 Bjorvatn, K & Soreide, T (2005). 



http://www.constructiontransparency.org/
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D. Developmental and Other Types of Assistance 


53. Just as an increased corruption risk arises with regard to business activities to obtain oil and 


other natural resource revenues, due to the many government interactions that arise by nature of 


these types of activities (e.g. the need to obtain government approvals), economists have posited 


that activities related to other types of so-called “windfall revenue,” including significant amounts of 


foreign aid, may also give rise to a risk of corruption and, consequently, a risk of corruption-related 


money laundering.40  


Box 10:  Corruption Related to Developmental Assistance 


In April 2010, Macmillan Publishing Limited (“MPL”) was debarred from participating in World 


Bank funded tender business for a minimum period of three years after it was established that 


employees of the company engaged in a scheme in which they gave cash and other items of value to 


officials of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, South Sudan (MOEST) in an effort to 


influence the officials to ensure that Macmillan was awarded a World Bank contract valued at 


USD 2.35 million supply of school text books. This influence initially resulted in a request by MOEST 


to sole source the contract award to MPL, a request which the World Bank refused.  


Following a subsequent investigation across three East African countries covering the period 2002-


2009, it was impossible to be sure that the awards of tenders to the MPL in those jurisdictions were 


not accompanied by a corrupt relationship. Accordingly, it was plain that the Company may have 


received revenue that had been derived from unlawful conduct. The Director of the Serious Fraud 


Office (SFO) took action in the High Court, which resulted in an Order for MPL to pay in excess of 


GBP 11 million in recognition of sums it received which were generated through unlawful conduct 


related to its Education Division in East and West Africa. The Order was made under Part 5 of the 


Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. 


The investigation revealed some of the methods used to establish a relationship with key 


government officials who were able to influence the outcome of the contract evaluation process in 


their respective countries. This included the use of local agents or country representatives who 


received payments transferred to private and business bank accounts which were then withdrawn 


in cash and paid to government officials. In addition to this other bribery methods such as gifts, such 


as travel and holidays, were used.  


Source: United Kingdom 


 


B. COUNTRY OR GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS  


54. Some countries pose different risks than others. One factor in assessing the risk of 


corruption-related money laundering involves a consideration of geographic risk factors, such as a 


customer’s links to jurisdictions associated with higher levels of corruption. Indeed, the interpretive 


note to Recommendation 10 states that country or geographic risk factors (including whether a 


country has been identified by credible sources as having significant levels of corruption) is an 


                                                      
40 Hartford, T & Klein, M (2005); Svensson (2000). 
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element of assessing risk.41 While no rigid formula can exist for determining whether a country falls 


into a high-risk category, there are a number of factors that could be considered by reporting 


entities in making their determination.  


1. Understanding the International Anti-Corruption Framework 


55. Over time, generally agreed-upon anti-corruption (AC) standards and best practices have 


arisen, largely in the form of AC multilateral treaty provisions. For example, the provisions within 


the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) are generally thought to represent the 


international standard for anticorruption policy; its provisions are sufficiently important to an 


effective AML/CFT regime that its ratification is required under FATF Recommendation 36. 


Properly implemented, AC controls work to reduce the level of corruption by making it more 


difficult both to move the funds undetected, as well as to engage in corrupt activities in the first 


instance.  


56. The UNCAC includes a requirement in its asset recovery provisions for financial institutions 


“to verify the identity of customers, to take reasonable steps to determine the identity of beneficial 


ownership of funds deposited into high-value accounts and to conduct enhanced scrutiny of 


accounts sought or maintained by or on behalf of individuals who are, or have been, entrusted with 


prominent public functions and their family members and associates.”42 This is similar to, although 


somewhat broader than, FATF’s Recommendation 12 regarding PEPs. Its rationale recognizes the 


tight links between corruption, particularly grand corruption, and money laundering.  


57. Moreover, the UNCAC has a number of provisions that, if properly implemented, would 


complement a jurisdiction’s AML program. Although not mandatory (as it is with FATF 


Recommendation 29), the UNCAC urges ratifying states to consider establishing an FIU and a regime 


of mandatory reporting of suspicious transactions.43 Moreover, it sets forth a broad and progressive 


set of requirements for preventing corruption, including procedures regarding the employment of 


public servants,44 transparency in public procurement contracts,45 measures to strengthen the 


judiciary and prosecution services.46 The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the 


guardian of the UNCAC, has produced a number of tools for assisting countries in the 


implementation of these measures.47 


58. The provisions of the UNCAC are useful, of course, only to the extent that countries 


implement its provisions. More than 160 countries have ratified the treaty, although it is unknown 


how many of those countries have implemented the major provisions of the treaty. UNCAC’s 


Conference of States Parties (CoSP) have agreed to a peer review process, known as the Mechanism 


for the Review of Implementation of the Convention. The CoSP have established a review schedule, 


providing for review of the implementation of the UNCAC in two review cycles of five years each. 


                                                      
41  Interpretive note to Recommendation 10, paragraph 15(b). See also Wolfsberg Group (2006); Wolfsberg 


Group (2011a). 
42  United Nations (2004), Article 52, Section 1. 
43  United Nations (2004), Article 58 
44  United Nations (2004), Articles 7(a), 8,  
45  United Nations (2004), Article 9 
46  United Nations (2004), Article 11 
47  UNODC (2004). 
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While criminalisation will be assessed in the first review cycle, preventive measures and asset 


recovery will be addressed only in the second cycle.48 The Executive Summaries of the country 


review reports are publicly available on the UNODC web page in six languages. Thus, while 


ratification of the UNCAC is some evidence of a nation’s willingness to combat corruption, financial 


institutions and other governments should not rely on the mere fact of ratification to assure 


themselves that the provisions called for in the UNCAC have actually been implemented. 


59. As FATF described in Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, a number of other organisations 


have developed international instruments and mechanisms designed to prevent corruption. Some of 


these, like the UNCAC, contain their own peer assessment of an individual country’s progress in 


implementing the provisions. These include: 


 Organization of American States’ InterAmerican Convention against 


Corruption (IACAC) and the Mechanism for Follow-Up on the 


Implementation of the IACAC (MESICIC), in which committees of experts 


engage in a peer review process to evaluate the implementation of the 


Convention, and publishes reports concerning member states;49 


 The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in 


International Business Transactions is narrower than other multilateral 


treaties, in that it prohibits ratifying states only from engaging in bribery in 


international business transactions. However, it contains anti-money 


laundering provisions similar to FATF and UNCAC standards. Its Working 


Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions (WGB) engages in 


a peer review process and publishes reports concerning implementation 


efforts;50 


 The Council of Europe’s Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) 


monitors compliance with the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption and 


the Civil Law Convention on Corruption through a published peer-review 


process.51 


 The EU Convention against Corruption involving officials of the European 


Communities or officials of Member States of the European Union, which 


covers active and passive corruption at the internal level of Member States 


as well as at the EU level. The European Commission has recently 


announced its intention to establish a specific EU monitoring and 


assessment mechanism, the “EU Anti-Corruption Report,” to be combined 


with EU participation in GRECO.52 


                                                      
48  UNODC (2011). 
49 www.oas.org/juridico/english/fightcur.html, accessed 28 June 2012 
50 www.oecd.org/document/24/0,3746,en_2649_37447_1933144_1_1_1_37447,00.html accessed 28 June 


2012 
51 www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/default_en.asp 
52 http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/news/intro/docs/110606/308/1_EN_ACT_part1_v12[1].pdf accessed 


28 June 2012 



http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/fightcur.html

http://www.oecd.org/document/24/0,3746,en_2649_37447_1933144_1_1_1_37447,00.html

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/default_en.asp

http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/news/intro/docs/110606/308/1_EN_ACT_part1_v12%5b1%5d.pdf
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60. Many of these reports are publicly available. Depending on the risks involved and other 


factors, institutions may wish to use these materials to better understand the corruption-related 


money laundering risks of specific countries.  


2. Specific Anti-Corruption Measures 


61. In addition to an overall AC system, certain specific measures are of particular interest to 


reporting institutions attempting to assess country risk. These include financial disclosures by 


public officials and disclosure of public contracts. These contribute not only to an effective AC effort, 


in that it creates both deterrence against corrupt officials, but also increases the effectiveness of the 


ability of reporting institutions and other countries to detect the laundering of the proceeds of 


corruption. 


Financial disclosures by public officials 


62. In many countries, one or more categories of public officials and political persons are 


required by law to periodically submit a declaration of their assets and/or business interests.53 


Disclosing the value of assets and liabilities, together with the amount of a public official’s income, 


makes it possible to detect unexplained wealth variations and illicit enrichment. A public official’s 


disclosure of interests, commitments, and business connections may help detect potential conflicts 


of interest. These disclosures are important tools because they address both the prevention and 


detection sides of corruption: it is a transparency tool that promotes a public official’s accountability 


and may increase trust in public institutions; and it is a mechanism that may provide information 


and even evidence for corruption investigations and prosecutions.  


63. Requiring public officials to disclose their assets and income (including whether the official is 


the beneficial owner of assets) can also serve other purposes, such as deterring public officials from 


receiving bribes and obtaining assets (at least those that can be traced to them), and assisting in the 


detection and prosecution of individuals whose financial disclosure statements are false. More 


importantly, such financial disclosures can provide for a baseline of a reporting institution’s risk 


assessment and monitoring of a PEP (and his or her family members): assets or transactions that 


deviate from the PEP’s financial disclosure should lead to closer inquiry and inspection by the 


reporting institution to satisfy itself that these additional funds stem from legitimate sources, or to 


report suspicious transactions where appropriate. They can also be used by FIUs in analysing 


suspicious transactions.54 


Disclosure of public contracts  


64. Likewise, the UNCAC requirement of transparency in public contracts can reduce corruption 


in the first place, and as importantly for AML purposes, provides a reference point from which 


reporting institutions can engage in EDD. Funds stemming from a closed and secret government-


                                                      
53  Domestic laws vary with regard to this. See World Bank/StAR (2012); Rossi et al (2012). Financial 


disclosure is not a mandatory requirement under the UNCAC, cf. article 52, paras. 5 and 6. 
54  The World Bank and StAR Initiative have produced excellent papers on the use of asset and income 


disclosures for identifying and monitoring PEPs. See World Bank/StAR (2012); Rossi, I.,  et al (2012); and 
Greenberg, T.S, et al (2010). 
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contracting regime should be viewed with more concern than those funds subject to a transparent 


process. As noted in the section on sector risk, government contracting poses risks where the 


process is not open to scrutiny by others. 


Box 11:  Case study of asset reporting to assist in detection of corruption related money 


laundering: US Congressman Randal Cunningham 


Randal “Duke” Cunningham was a United States Congressman representing a district in Southern 


California. A former fighter pilot of some distinction, he was a member of the powerful 


Appropriations Committee, whose function it was to develop a budget. Congressman Cunningham’s 


prior military experience allowed him to have significance in the military budget. As part of his 


duties, he had the ability to insert special requirements, known as “earmarks” into defense budgets, 


requiring that the military purchase a certain good or service. Some of these earmarks also 


mandated the use of “no-bid” contracts, which would circumvent the normal open bidding process, 


purportedly because the good or service was highly specialised or classified.  


Cunningham accepted bribes, typically through asset transactions, in exchange for no-bid earmarks. 


In one instance, a defense contractor was able to receive millions in no-bid contracts by purchasing 


the Congressman’s home from him at an inflated price so that Cunningham could purchase a more 


expensive house. To disguise the transaction, the contractor used a corporate vehicle to purchase 


Cunningham’s house. The contractor paid additional money to the Congressman, disguised through 


cheques made payable to a corporate entity that Cunningham had previously established. Other 


similar bribes included the purchase of a yacht, nominally owned by a third party but in fact owned 


and used by Cunningham, and the purchase of antiques and other furniture. 


Investigators in the case were aided by the fact that Cunningham was required to disclose his assets 


and his income. An examination of those records showed that Cunningham’s net worth skyrocketed 


in a few short years, but that his net income had not. Moreover, Cunningham had listed the 


corporation used to accept some of the bribe money on his asset disclosure form, which enabled 


investigators to conclude that money paid to that corporation was attributable to him.  


The case also demonstrates the difficulty with “no-bid” contracts. Some of the earmarks that the 


Congressman granted were nothing more than vehicles by which money could be kicked back to 


him: the contractor would be awarded the contract for an inflated price and would deliver some of 


the money back to the Congressman. Finally, the investigation was greatly assisted by the combined 


efforts of highly specialised AC units within the Federal Bureau of Investigation as well as the 


Defense Criminal Investigative Service, which had expertise in government contracting as well as 


tracing the clandestine flows of money. 


Source: US court documents, United States v. Randall Cunningham, Case no. 05-cr-2137 (2006).  


 


3. Internationally-Recognised Anti-Money Laundering Standards 


65. As noted in Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, the stolen assets are useless to the corrupt 


public officials unless it can be converted into a useable form. Tight money laundering controls have 


the capacity to detect corrupt assets moving through the system or, even better, deter an official 
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from engaging in the corrupt activity in the first place. Compliance with the FATF 40 


Recommendations should be a significant factor to consider in assessing the risk of corruption-


related money laundering. The FATF standards were designed to reduce risk by increasing 


effectiveness along the gamut of governance – detection and prevention, investigation and 


prosecution, and domestic and international information sharing. A jurisdiction compliant with the 


FATF Recommendations poses a far lower risk of money laundering generally – including 


corruption-related money laundering – than a jurisdiction that does not. 


66. By effectively implementing the FATF Recommendations, countries can protect the integrity 


and increase the transparency of the financial system as well as enhance international co-operation 


on AML/CFT measures. The Standards contain elements such as domestic cooperation among policy 


makers, FIUs, law enforcement, and supervisors (Recommendations 1 and 2); preventive measures 


for the financial sector and other designated sectors (Recommendations 9 through 23) and 


measures to facilitate international cooperation (Recommendations 36 through 40). All these 


measures assist in the detection, investigation and prosecution of corruption-related money 


laundering by corrupt officials, and facilitate the freezing, confiscation and repatriation of the illicit 


proceeds. 


67. Moreover, FATF has two mechanisms by which compliance can be assessed. The first is the 


process of mutual evaluations, in which FATF members and those countries that have joined a 


Regional FATF-Style Body (FSRB) have agreed to be assessed by other members and have the 


results published. The second is the process followed by the International Cooperation Review 


Group (ICRG), through which countries that are identified as high risk and/or non-cooperative are 


publicly identified, and with which the ICRG establishes working plans that are closely monitored 


and that must be met by the relevant countries in order to guarantee a sound AML/CFT regime. 


Both processes provide valuable sources of information regarding the quality of the AML/CFT 


regime which then informs the risk of corruption-related money laundering. 


68. Additionally, as the FATF evaluation process moves into the fourth round of mutual 


evaluations with a goal toward assessing effectiveness as well as technical compliance, reporting 


institutions will have the opportunity to engage in a risk analysis that moves beyond checking for 


mere technical compliance and into an understanding of the types and levels of risk a specific 


jurisdiction may hold. 


4. Corruption Indexes 


69. Numerous governments, NGOs, and multilateral groups have an interest in determining the 


level of corruption-related risk in a specific country’s government or institutions. Donor countries 


and NGOs, for example, may attempt to determine corruption-related risk in determining the 


distribution of aid resources. As a result, a host of corruption measurement indexes have been 


developed; some measure the perception of corruption within a specific jurisdiction, while others 


measure specific factors which should be present (or absent) in a country with less of a corruption 


problem.55 


                                                      
55  A good analysis of the various types of corruption indexes is contained in UN Development 


Programme (2008).  
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Transparency International Corruption Perception Index 


70. Unique among all crime problems is the AC community’s use of “perception indexes” to 


measure the significance of the threat. The logic of its use is that corruption is inherently hard to 


detect: the parties involved, except in the case of extortionate conduct, have a vested interest in 


keeping their criminal arrangements covert, and the victims, generally the population of the 


jurisdiction of the corrupt official, are unaware of its victimisation. Bank robberies get reported and, 


regardless of whether the thief is caught, the public knows of the crime. Corrupt acts can siphon far 


more money from the public than a bank robbery, and not only does the thief escape, but the victims 


are often unaware that they have been robbed. 


71. As noted in Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, Transparency International publishes a 


list of countries ranked according to their perceived levels of corruption, known as the Corruption 


Perceptions Index (CPI). Ranking over 180 countries, the CPI aggregates business opinion surveys 


about administrative and political corruption, particularly with regards to bribery of public officials, 


kickbacks in public procurement, embezzlement of public funds, and the efficacy of public sector 


anticorruption efforts.56 The CPI attempts to eliminate perception bias by drawing on different 


assessments and business opinion surveys carried out by independent and reputable institutions. 


Additionally, Transparency International periodically releases the Bribe Payers Index, in which 


developed countries and industry sectors are rated on the perception that they engage in bribery. 


The OECD, GRECO, the World Bank, and many reporting institutions make use of the Transparency 


International Index in their work, and numerous FATF mutual evaluations explicitly cite them.57 The 


Wolfsberg Group has characterised the Transparency International as an example of a credible 


source in determining whether a country has a significant level of corruption.58 


72. These indexes, as their proponents acknowledge, have their limitations.59 They measure 


perceptions of administrative and political corruption, rather than crime itself, and cannot 


accurately measure a government’s willingness and efforts to attack corruption, nor the likelihood 


that an individual business transaction or customer is involved in a corrupt activity. Nor can they be 


used to compare year-on-year improvements in the area of corruption and are insufficiently precise 


that conclusions that one country is “more corrupt” than another should be avoided. As such, it is 


best to treat the CPI and other perception indexes as a tool to assess corruption risks, which should 


be complemented with other evidence and analysis.60 


                                                      
56  Transparency International (2011a). 
57  See, e.g., FATF Mutual Evaluation of India (2010) p. 12, FATF Mutual Evaluation of Brazil (2010) p. 8; FATF 


Mutual Evaluation of Austria (2009) p. 17; FATF Mutual Evaluation of Mexico (2008) p. 14; OECD (2006); 
OECD (2003); Council of Europe (2010); Greenberg, T.S., et al. (2010). 


58  Wolfsberg Group (2006).  
59  As a paper from the OECD noted: 


 “More than users seem widely to perceive, however, even the most carefully constructed of these 
indicators lack transparency and comparability over time, suffer from selection bias, and are not well 
suited to help developing countries identify how effectively to improve the quality of local governance. 
Users – mainly people located outside developing countries – thus tend to use, and widely misuse, these 
indicators to compare the quality of governance both among countries and over time. “ 
Arndt, C. and Oman, C. (2006).  


See also, Galtung (2006). 
60  Transparency International itself warns against reading too much into their index:  
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Other Corruption Perception Indexes 


73. Several other perception indexes exist, which attempt to assess perception of factors broader 


than mere corruption. One is the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI), which attempts to 


measure the quality of a jurisdiction’s governance.61 The index describes governance as “the 


traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised,” including the method of 


selection and monitoring of the government, its capacity to formulate and implement sound policies, 


and the level of respect for certain institutions within the country.62 


74. The quality of the governance of a jurisdiction has been shown to have a positive correlation 


on the risk of corruption. Those governments with weak governance are more susceptible to 


corruption; conversely, those countries with a high level of governance are able to deter, detect and 


prosecute corruption to a greater degree than other countries. The OECD refers to “weak 


governance zones” as areas in which “governments are unable or unwilling to assume their 


responsibilities. These ‘government failures’ lead to broader failures in political, economic and civic 


institutions that, in turn, create the conditions for endemic violence, crime and corruption and that 


block economic and social development.”63 Indeed, in the context of bribery by business 


organisations, the OECD has set forth a checklist of issues or questions that businesses should be 


asking themselves with regard to weak governance zones. These include an awareness of the 


potential risk, steps to be taken in dealing with local political officials, and management systems that 


should be put into place when conducting business in weak governance zones.64 


75. In measuring the quality of governance, the WGI relies on six perception indicators: 1) voice 


and accountability, 2) political stability and absence of violence, 3) government effectiveness, 4) 


regulatory quality, 5) rule of law, and 6) control of corruption. Taken together and when assigned a 


value, these interrelated factors can paint a portrait of the quality of the governance of a country.  


76. Many of the six factors reported by the WGI have relevance in a risk-based analysis to 


determine the risk of corruption-related money laundering. “Voice and accountability,” for example, 


roughly corresponds to the presence or absence of “control over the State,” which Laundering the 


Proceeds of Corruption noted was a significant risk factor for the presence of corruption-related 


money laundering, as it allows the government elites to essentially “rig the game” by preventing 


AML and AC authorities from effectively functioning.65  Likewise, the presence of free media and the 


right of free speech and association present a powerful check on corruption. Certain studies have 


shown that increased public access to information through the media can decrease corruption.66 In 


the case studies involving US Congressman Randall Cunningham, and Peruvian insider Vladimiro 


                                                                                                                                                                            
 “The CPI is mostly an assessment of perception of administrative and political corruption. It is not a 


verdict on the levels of corruption of entire nations or societies or of their policies and activities. 
Citizens of those countries/territories that score at the lower end of the CPI have shown the same 
concern about and condemnation of corruption as the public in countries that perform strongly.”  


 Transparency International (2011d).  
61  World Bank Group, “Worldwide Governance Indicators,” available at 


http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp accessed 28 June 2012 
62


  Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A., and Mastruzzi, M. (2010). 
63  OECD (2006) at 9. 
64  Id. 
65  FATF (2011). 
66  Reinikka, R & Svensson, J (2003). 
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Montesinos, the press first brought to light the corruption, which provided both the evidence and 


the impetus for criminal investigations into the conduct.  


Box 12:  Case Study - The Montesinos matter and the importance of a free press 


Alberto Fujimori and Vladimiro Montesinos, the President and intelligence service advisor in Peru in 


the 1990s, were estimated to have stolen more than USD 2 billion from the state through a variety of 


schemes, including overbilling and kickbacks in defense contracts. They then used shell 


corporations to launder the money, with multiple corporate vehicles in a number of jurisdictions, 


each holding bank accounts in other jurisdictions to disguise the source and ownership of the 


money. 


The corruption was uncovered as a result of Montesinos videotaping some of his bribes in order to 


ensure compliance. The tapes were leaked and aired on local television, resulting in the immediate 


flight of both Montesinos and Fujimori. The press attention, in addition to bringing the corruption to 


light, also assisted in the recovery of the stolen assets. Once the videotapes received worldwide 


attention, financial institutions in the US, Switzerland and Panama immediately froze suspect assets. 


One Peruvian scholar who studied the issue noted that “the peculiarity that Montesinos videotaped 


his meetings made the case attractive to the international media, which in turn severely increased 


the risk of financial institutions…. [A] lesson to be learned: the greater the international attention 


and press coverage of the case, the greater the chances of getting initial information from foreign 


financial institutions.” 


Source: Jorge, G. (2007) 


 


77. Similarly, the existence of government effectiveness, described in part as “the quality of 


public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political 


pressures… and the credibility of the government’s commitment to such policies,” is a useful 


measure in determining the potential of and motivation for corruption within the government. 


Another measure, the Rule of Law, which is defined in part as “the extent to which agents have 


confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, 


property rights, the police, and the courts” has a direct correlation to determining the level of 


enforcement of the existing corruption laws within a jurisdiction. The last measure, of course, 


control of corruption, directly measures perceptions of corruption, and has a correlation to any 


assessment that a reporting institution may conduct to determine country or geographic risk.  


78. Likewise, the Basel Institute on Governance has developed an AML Risk Index, similar to the 


WGI, that assess countries’ risk levels regarding money laundering and terrorist financing. It is an 


index of indexes: integrating 15 other independent indexes into an overall score. In doing so, the 


index considers adherence to AML/CFT standards, perceived level of corruption, financial 


transparency, political financing, judicial strength and other categories.67 


                                                      
67  http://Index.baselgovernance.org, accessed 28 June 2012 
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Non-perception based indexes 


79. Another type of index does not rely on perception, but rather gathers information its authors 


believe are useful measurements in corruption-related areas. For example, the Business Anti-


Corruption Portal68 provides a comprehensive and practical business tool with targeted, but by no 


means exclusive, support to small and medium enterprises operating within emerging markets or 


developing countries. The Portal comprises of several elements, including information on 


international and regional anti-corruption conventions and initiatives. 


80. It also includes 60 country profiles in six regions which detail the regulatory environment, 


sector specific business and corruption risk analyses, facts about anti-corruption legal/institutional 


frameworks and implementation, public and private anti-corruption initiatives and ratification 


status of international conventions. This section provides an overview of the occurrence and the 


type(s) of corruption that particular countries may encounter. The sector information provided is 


both quantitative and qualitative using established corruption indices alongside descriptions of 


corrupt transactions and further links to narrative sources of information. The anti-corruption tools 


inventory also provides corruption cases, reporting, sector-specific anti-corruption resources and 


other useful links.  


81. The source of information feeding into these tools is rooted in practical experience. The 


digested data and information, all of which is publicly available, is based on research by 


international finance institutions and public and private organisations. The Portal is free of charge 


to access and is a referred tool by several major international organisations, including the OECD, the 


UN, the World Bank, the IFC and Transparency International. To ensure the validity of the data 


presented Country Profiles are updated annually or biannually. 


82. Additionally, the World Justice Project’s Rule of Law Index provides an analysis of a country’s 


legal framework and its effectiveness.69 Global Integrity, another NGO funded partly by countries 


and multilateral organisations, including the United Nations, created an index which gathers 


quantitative and qualitative data to measure the health of a country’s anti-corruption and good 


governance institutions, mechanisms, and practices. It publishes both an overall country list and 


report, and also maintains a list of countries that are most at risk for grand corruption.70 


83. Reporting institutions may wish to refer to such indexes, or engage in a similar analysis.  


84. Likewise, NGOs can provide useful specific information on corrupt activity within a 


jurisdiction. Groups like Global Witness, Global Financial Integrity and others have investigated, 


documented, and  publicised corrupt acts by governments around the world. Such reports, in 


addition to those published by the media, can provide important, but again not exclusive, 


information from which to assess corruption risk. 


                                                      
68  The Business Anti-Corruption Portal is a public-private partnership between the governments of Austria, 


Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the UK together with Global Advice Network, a 
Nordic private consultancy company specialised in anti-corruption, anti-fraud, sustainability and business 
development (www.business-anti-corruption.com/) accessed 28 June 2012 


69 World Justice Project (2011). 
70 Global Integrity (2011). 



http://www.business-anti-corruption.com/
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C.  PRODUCT, SERVICE, TRANSACTION OR DELIVERY CHANNEL RISK FACTORS 


85. FATF has recognised that specific products, services, transactions or delivery channels may 


pose a greater risk of money laundering. Examples include private banking, anonymous transactions 


(which may include cash), non-face-to-face business relationships or transactions, and payment 


received from unknown or un-associated third parties.71 


86. Corrupt public officials use similar money laundering techniques as those used by organised 


criminals to conceal the proceeds of corruption. For example, the use of cash, wire transfers and/or 


the creation of offshore shell corporations and trust accounts is present in nearly all recent cases of 


grand corruption. In the business bribery context, the use of intermediaries is often present. 


Additionally, a wide range of products and services offered by financial institutions have been found 


to be vulnerable to abuse by PEPs. These include private banking, retail banking products, 


correspondent and concentration accounts, transactions with non-client corporate accounts, and 


wire transfers.  


Private banking  


87. Private banking is typically distinguished by the size of the accounts involved and the 


presence of a one-on-one private banker or relationship manager assigned to manage the assets of 


each client. They can either be independent banks or exist as a bank within a larger bank. Private 


banking accounts can be attractive to money launderers and particularly those wishing to launder 


the proceeds of corruption because of the high net worth of the customer, the offshore nature of 


many of the facilities offered, and the type of products and services available. These services are 


likely to attract money launderers who look for adequate ventures to move large sums of money 


without attracting notice. 


88. Additionally, the reporting institution’s desire for a lucrative business relationship from high 


net worth individuals may make it difficult for compliance officers to convince their boards to turn 


down dubious customers, due to the profitability of the business. One study noted that the return 


for a bank can be as high as 20 to 25 percent.72 The FSA, in its recent analysis of banks’ management 


of high-risk business relationships, provided a number of case studies. In many of these instances, 


banks failed to put in place adequate safeguards to mitigate money-laundering risk or engaged in a 


business relationship despite information alleging that the funds used in the business relationship 


were the proceeds from crime, including corruption.73 


89. The United States Senate has also highlighted these risks in its comprehensive study of 


abuses taking place within the US financial sector. It found a number of situations in which private 


bankers or relationship managers not only failed to understand the financial transactions they were 


conducting, but actively assisted the public official by creating shell corporations.74  


                                                      
71  FATF (2012), Interpretive Note to Recommendation 10. 
72  Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1999) p. 6. 
73  Financial Services Authority (2011) p. 77-84. 
74  Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1999). 
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Box 13:  Case study -  Private banking risks: Augusto Pinochet 


Augusto Pinochet was the de facto leader or president of Chile from 1973 to 1990, the Commander-


in-Chief of its armed forces from 1990 to 1998, and a Chilean Senator from 1998 to 2002. 


Notwithstanding a modest declared income, he had an estimated net worth of between USD 


50-100 million and managed to deposit over USD 10 million into accounts in the US and UK in a two-


year period. Pinochet was a private banking customer, and the US-based bank set up offshore shell 


corporations and a trust. These corporations, established in jurisdictions that at the time had weak 


AML controls, were listed as the nominal owners of the US bank accounts and other investment 


vehicles that benefited Pinochet and his family. The bank’s KYC documentation listed only the 


corporations, not Pinochet, as the owners of the accounts, despite the fact that the bank knew that 


Pinochet was the beneficial owner (since the bank itself had set up the corporations). Additionally, 


the bank, in reaction to a global freeze order issued by a Spanish investigating magistrate, changed 


the names of accounts to eliminate Pinochet’s name. Moreover, in internal communication within 


the bank, employees were careful not to mention Pinochet by name, but rather by code names. 


Source:  Statement of Offense, United States v. Riggs Bank, Cr. 05-035 (2005); Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations 2004. 


 


Transactions between non-client corporate vehicles and client’s accounts 


90. Earlier, we discussed the risks that corporate vehicles can pose as customers. Of course, 


transactions between a reporting entity’s customer and other corporate vehicles pose considerable 


transaction risks as well. Funds of unknown, unexplainable and potentially illicit origin may be 


introduced into a client account from a corporate vehicle or alternatively distributed from the 


client’s account to a corporate vehicle for illicit purposes. In this case, scrutiny of and record-


keeping of the identity of non-client parties to the transaction and the justification for the transfer 


provides the only chance of obtaining a meaningful assessment of potential risk, from which 


measures can be taken to mitigate it. 


91. For example, a reporting institution that allows large or structured unexplained monetary 


transfers, which fail to align with the industrial profile of the client’s account, is significantly 


exposed to money laundering risk. The risk is compounded, for example, when the funds come from 


unknown and/or foreign corporate vehicles and the reporting institution records such transactions 


only as “foreign money deposit – April 13th 20XX.” Furthermore, this type of documentation cannot 


provide useful account information to authorities who may later seek to investigate. 
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Box 14:  Case study regarding transactions with unknown corporate vehicles - Equatorial 


Guinea 


A US bank had opened accounts for the Government of Equatorial Guinea in which oil companies 


doing business in Equatorial Guinea could deposit royalty payments. The President of Equatorial 


Guinea and several of his relatives, who were also ministers within the government, were 


signatories on the accounts, which often had balances of tens of millions of dollars. The US bank, in 


the course of doing an AML review, discovered that USD 35 million had been transferred from an oil 


account to two foreign corporations. In a two and a half year period, for example, over 


USD 26 million had been wired to bank accounts in Spain held by an Equatorial Guinea corporation, 


Kulunga Company, SA. Likewise, USD 8 million had been transferred from the oil accounts to bank 


accounts in Luxembourg held by Apexside Trading Limited, another Equatorial Guinea corporation.  


The US bank maintaining the oil accounts had no information regarding the beneficial owners of the 


Equatorial Guinea corporations, nor the purpose of the transactions. The banks in Spain and 


Luxembourg, when asked about the beneficial owners of Kulunga and Apexside, refused to disclose 


the information on privacy grounds. When the US bank officials asked the Equatorial Guinea 


President, and other officials, as to the nature of the transaction, they declined to answer. Ultimately, 


the bank terminated the relationship with Equatorial Guinea. These transactions are now the 


subject of a criminal complaint in Spain. 


Source: Criminal complaint (Spain), ADPHE v. Obiang Family, (2008); Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations (2010); Guilty Plea and Statement of Offense, United States v. Riggs Bank (2005). 


 


Wire Transfers 


92. Wire transfers to and from an account of a political official, their relatives or associates, 


where activity is not consistent with legitimate and expected activity, are deemed high risk as it 


allows for quick and complicated movement of substantial funds across jurisdictional lines. 
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Box 15:  Case study involving the wire transfer for significant asset purchases 


Teodoro Nguema Obing Mangue, a government minister from Equatorial Guinea (and son of the 


President) with an official salary of less than USD 100,000 per year, is alleged to have amassed a 


personal fortune of over USD 100 million. He was able to purchase these assets as a result of the use 


of a number of wire transfers in a circuitous route. Money for the purchase of a USD 30 million 


mansion in Malibu, California, for example, moved in six different USD 6 million wire transfers from 


a personal bank account in Equatorial Guinea, to a bank in France, and then to the United States. The 


funds for the purchase of a USD 35 Gulfstream jet traveled by a similar route –from Equatorial 


Guinea, through a wire transfer to France, then to a correspondent account in the US, and the finally 


to a second account in the US. Each of these large purchases used a corporate vehicle to disguise the 


ultimate owner of the asset. 


Source:  Complaint for forfeiture in rem, United States v. One Gulfstream G-V Jet Aircraft (2011);Complaint for 
forfeiture in rem, United States v. Real Property, Malibu, California (2011); Global Witness (2009); 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (2004). 


 


Retail Banking  


93. Retail banking covers a range of products/services. The abuse of these products/services is 


enabled by factors such as the sheer size and scope of the international financial system and the 


complexity of banking arrangements and products which allows for concealment of corrupt 


proceeds. The Wolfsberg Group notes that given the diversity of products and services involved, the 


huge client base, the nature and large numbers of transactions, retail accounts can be risky 


particularly as it relates to petty corruption.75  


Use of Cash 


94. As noted in Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption, cash is a favourite method of laundering 


corruption related proceeds. Notwithstanding the significant risks involved in doing so, it appears 


that PEPs are willing to engage in significant cash transactions with reporting institutions. 


.Laundering the Proceeds of Corruption highlighted a number of instances in which PEPs engaged in 


significant cash transactions with reporting institutions. This included the deposit of nearly 


USD 13 million over a three year period into accounts controlled by a foreign PEP (and his wife), 


often in million dollar, shrink-wrapped, increments.76 In another instance, the daughter of a foreign 


PEP was able to place USD 1 million in cash, in USD 100 bills, wrapped in plastic, into a safe deposit 


box at a reporting institution. As illustrated in the case studies involving Abacha, Chiluba, and Bonny 


Island, described in the previous section, cash has been used in other instances of grand corruption. 


                                                      
75 Wolfsberg Group (2011). 
76 FATF (2012) at 24-25. 
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Box 16:  Case study on use of cash: Diepreye Alamieyesiegha 


Diepreye Alamieyesiegha was elected Governor of Bayelsa State Nigeria in 1999 and re-elected in 


2003. In asset declarations in 1999 and 2003, Alamieyesiegha failed to reveal, as he was required to, 


that he controlled numerous accounts in London with millions of pounds of deposits.  


In 2005, Alamieyesiegha was arrested on a flight to the UK and interviewed at a London police 


station. One of his London properties was searched and GBP 1 million cash was found in numerous 


locked bags in a locked bedroom. During his interview he denied being involved in corruption and 


claimed the cash was his “strategic reserve.” An analysis of the UK-based accounts associated with 


Alamieyesiegha showed both cash deposits and account activity highly inconsistent with its stated 


purpose. For example, shortly after opening one account, there was a sharp rise in deposits from 


GBP 35 000 to GBP 1.5 million. In 2003, Alamieyesiegha also instructed a London-based 


fiduciary/trust company and service provider to register a company in the Seychelles of which 


Alamieyesiegha was the sole shareholder and director. This company then opened an account with a 


UK bank. The bank had predicted a turnover of GBP 250 000, but in the first 14 months the account 


received deposits totalling approximately GBP 2.7 million; contrary to the characteristics of a 


functioning business did not have any outgoings. GBP 1.6 million came from a bank in Nigeria from a 


contractor to Bayelsa State. Additionally, at least one of those accounts received cash deposits, often 


in increments of GBP 10 000 to 15 000. 


Source:  Court documents, Federal Republic of Nigeria v. Santolina Investment Corporation, et al., HC05-C03602 
(2006). 


 


Correspondent and Concentration Accounts 


95. The use of correspondent accounts can involve significant risk of corruption-related money 


laundering. The FSA noted the risk inherent in correspondent accounts:  


The facility for banks to process transactions with speed, accuracy and efficiency via 


correspondent banking relationships does, however, lead to money laundering risk. The vast 


numbers of payments being processed through the system, and the speed at which such payments 


must be made, makes it extremely difficult to identify and intercept suspicious payments. . . . 


[C]orrespondents often have no direct relationship with the underlying parties to a transaction 


and are therefore not in a position to verify their identities. In addition, they often have limited 


information regarding the nature or purpose of the underlying transactions, particularly when 


processing electronic payments or clearing cheques.77 


96. Finally, concentration accounts can also pose a risk for corruption-related money laundering. 


These accounts, which are used by banks to hold funds temporarily until they can be credited to the 


proper account, can be used to purposefully break or confuse an audit trail. Often used in 


conjunction with a private banking relationship, it has the effect of separating the source of funds 


                                                      
77  FSA (2011) at 43. 
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from its intended destination, and can stymie efforts to associate a customer’s name and account 


number with specific account activity.78 


Box 17:  Case study involving the use of concertration accounts: Raul Salinas 


Raul Salinas, the brother of the then-president of Mexico, used the private banking division of a 


large multinational bank to secretly transfer over USD 67 million in embezzled funds from Mexico to 


the United States and then on to London and Switzerland. A US-based bank official introduced 


Salinas' then-fiancée to a bank official at the Mexico City branch of the bank. The fiancée, using an 


alias, would deliver cashier's cheques to the branch, where they were converted to dollars and 


wired to the United States. However, they were not wired to a specific US account; rather, the funds 


were wired to a concentration account — a business account set up by the bank itself, generally 


used to hold money temporarily before crediting the funds to the proper account. The banker would 


then wire the money from the concentration account to accounts held for the benefit of Salinas in 


London and Switzerland. By using the concentration account, the banker had assured that the 


transfer would obfuscate Salinas' relationship to the funds.  


The Salinas case also highlights the use of corporate vehicles—in this instance set up by the bank 


itself—to hide the beneficial owner of the money. The bank provided Salinas with a shell 


corporation, established in a jurisdiction that at the time had weak money laundering controls, as 


the owner of the Swiss and London accounts. That shell company, in turn, had for its board of 


directors three other shell companies from another jurisdiction with weak money laundering 


controls, and as officers and principal shareholders yet three more shell corporations. The bank 


itself controlled all six of those shell corporations, whose only purpose was to be able to disguise the 


beneficial ownership of the money. Later, the bank established a trust, identified only by a number, 


to own the shell corporation, with Salinas as the secret beneficiary. 


Source:  Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1999) p. 99. 


 


IV. CONCLUSION 


97. Though risk profiles—and thus levels of scrutiny—may vary significantly, reporting 


institutions must be capable of detecting and investigating a wide-range of potentially suspicious 


transactions. They must be able to do so regardless of whether a party to the transaction has been 


identified as a PEP. 


98. The Wolfsberg Group in its guidance in this area stated that corruption proceeds “often 


follow patterns of behaviour common to money laundering associated with other criminal 


activities.”79 The case studies presented here, and those documented in the earlier study, Laundering 


the Proceeds of Corruption, confirm that corruption-related money laundering can use many of the 


same techniques as other types of money laundering, particularly the use of corporate vehicles and 


trusts, gatekeepers, nominees and family members and cash. 


                                                      
78 Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (1999) at 99. 
79 Wolfsberg Group (2011). 
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99. Reporting entities must be on the lookout for those patterns present in typical money 


laundering: transactions that vary from those the client would be expected to make, that appear to 


lack a legitimate business purpose, or are by their very nature higher risk. Any activity that 


increases the potential to wipe identifying information or commingle funds in a transaction 


warrants additional review from the reporting institution. Moreover, any transaction which appears 


to be overly and uselessly complex, with an unclear economic purpose, involving multiple parties or 


tools—such as multiple corporate vehicles and/or nominees, or transactions involving multiple 


jurisdictions for no apparent economic purpose—should be cause for further investigation.  


100. Where a PEP has been identified, FATF considers business relationships with foreign PEPs to 


be inherently high risk, and therefore any accounts beneficially owned or controlled by a foreign 


PEP should be considered to be subject to enhanced scrutiny under Recommendation 12. Thus, 


substantial cash or wire transfers to and from an account of a customer identified as a PEP, 


particularly where activity is not consistent with legitimate and expected activity should be 


investigated and resolved.  


101. Other customers, such as officials who have a role in public office with major financial 


implications, access to public funds more generally, or are involved with companies or persons 


doing business with those countries or economic sectors judged to pose a higher risk of corruption, 


should be considered higher risk. 


102. Additionally, the foregoing discussion makes clear that certain characteristics—customer 


types, countries and regions, and product/services—when taken together and in the context of what 


is understood about corruption-related money laundering, should also be considered higher risk. A 


corporate vehicle involving a high risk industry, in which the role of the beneficial owner in a 


transaction is unclear, for example, could also be considered a higher risk, regardless of whether a 


PEP has been identified.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1. Trade Based Money Laundering (TBML) was recognized by the Financial Action Task 


Force (FATF) in its landmark 2006 study as one of the three main methods by which 
criminal organizations and terrorist financiers move money for the purpose of disguising its 
origins and integrating it back into the formal economy.  This method of money laundering 
(ML) is based upon abuse of trade transactions and their financing.  The 2006 FATF Study 
highlighted the increasing attractiveness of TBML as a method for laundering funds, as 
controls on laundering of funds through misuse of the financial system (both formal and 
alternate) and through physical movement of cash (cash smuggling) become tighter.   
 


2. In recent years APG members have continued to highlight vulnerabilities for TBML, but 
very few cases investigations or prosecutions appear to have been undertaken in the 
Asia/Pacific region and very few case studies had been shared. 
 


3. The APG’s TBML study aims to build on the existing studies, in particular those of the 
FATF, in order to study the extent of the prevalence of TBML and highlight current 
methods, techniques and modus operandi for TBML as well as to identify ‘red flags’ to 
detect and respond to TBML.   


 
4. In determining the magnitude of TBML, the study considered why so few cases of TBML 


have been detected since the FATF’s 2006 study. The Paper has sought to clarify and 
furnish explanations for terms and processes of ‘trade finance’ which are comprehensible to 
Money Laundering (ML) investigators. 
 


5. This Paper has focused on TBML occurring in the course of international trade in goods. 
The study does not include in its scope capital flight, tax evasion, trade in services and 
domestic trade.  The features of the dynamic environment that distinguish TBML from other 
forms of ML are its occurrence through intermingling of the trade sector with the trade 
finance sector in cross- border transactions. The foreign exchange market and the long 
supply chain make international trade particularly vulnerable to TBML. 
 


6. The study included circulation of a questionnaire to APG and FATF members seeking 
statistically significant indicators.  The Paper sets out a number of Case Studies to illustrate 
trends of TBML.  Simplified explanations of the terms and processes of trade finance have 
been attempted through interaction with the private sector.  A brief review of the literature 
on the subject generated by the FATF, FSRBs and other authors has been made. 
 


7. There is a growing concern on how the rapid growth in the global economy has made 
international trade an increasingly attractive avenue to move illicit funds through financial 
transactions associated with the trade in goods and services. TBML is a complex 
phenomenon since its constituent elements cut across not only sectoral boundaries but also 
national borders. The dynamic environment of international trade allows TBML to take 
multiple forms.    
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KEY FINDINGS 
 
8. Statistical analysis has been conducted on the basis of responses received on 64 questions 


from 19 jurisdictions and 1 organisation.    
 


9. Few TBML cases have been reported.  The extent of TBML in the region was not able to be 
accurately estimated in this study. However, during the course of the study it has become 
evident that TBML is a problem for many of the participating jurisdictions and has serious 
significance as an avenue to launder proceeds of crime.  


 
10. There is lack of awareness and training on TBML among the jurisdictions.  Training for 


those responsible for detection and investigation of TBML as well as to those who collect 
trade data and handle trade finance is critical to raise their awareness about TBML and build 
capacity to identify TBML.   


 
11. Most jurisdictions do not distinguish TBML from other forms of ML.  A major obstacle in 


devising strategies to tackle TBML has been the lack of reliable statistics relating to it.  
There is presently no standardization with regard to the practice of collection and 
maintenance of data on TBML.  Trade related data is collected to serve purposes other than 
those of detecting TBML. 
 


12. The lack of TBML investigators and absence of systems capable of cross-referencing trade 
and trade finance data are significant limitations.  In most of the reporting jurisdictions 
customs authorities or equivalent collect and manage trade data but do not have the 
authority to conduct ML investigation.   
 


13. Over 50% of the reporting jurisdictions indicate referrals from other agencies which trigger 
TBML investigations.  Again, over 50% of the reporting jurisdictions seek information from 
international counterparts.  However there are impediments in domestic coordination and 
international cooperation among the competent authorities.  The main impediments which 
have been identified are requirement of maintaining confidentiality, delays in response and 
conveying of information with restrictions.  
 


14. Reporting jurisdictions have listed a large number of patterns and red flags which this Paper 
has categorised in five broad groups viz. Trade Finance, Jurisdictions, Goods, Corporate 
Structure and Predicate Offences. The last four categories have been dealt with in the past 
papers under the broad category of trade.  With regard to trade finance the important red 
flags relate to methods of payment and letters of credit.  Existence of duty free zones and 
prevalence of high duty structure can make jurisdictions sensitive to TBML. The 
discrepancy about description, quality, quantity and value of the goods which are traded can 
be important red flags.  Front or shell companies are often used as corporate structures to 
facilitate TBML. Tax evasion and customs offences are important predicate offences for 
TBML. 
 


15. The trade finance products identified in this study reveal a menu of choices that are 
available to genuine traders to facilitate trade.  Exporters and importers enter into an 
agreement to trade more often than not by way of cash payment or through some more 
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complex form of trade financing.  Such trade finance products include bills of exchange, 
counter trade, letters of credit and open account facilities.  A range of open account facilities 
may encompass factoring, forfaiting and other forms of credit. While the trade finance 
products were innovated to reduce trade transaction costs, their accessibility have also made 
them vulnerable to TBML abuse.  Thus the trade in commodity has become as good as 
means of movement of cash and of transfer of funds to indulge in laundering.   


 
16. Financial sector representatives indicate a trend toward the use of open account financing in 


trade. This has implications for detecting the abuse of trade finance for ML.  
 
17. The case studies included in the Paper, besides identifying the elements of trade that 


facilitate TBML, also bring out the mechanisms of trade finance used in TBML.  One case 
study highlights the financing of different segments of trade through diverse mechanisms of 
trade finance that can introduce risks in the trade transactions which are difficult to assess 
by financial institutions.  The mechanisms of financing trade through factoring and through 
disbursement of trade credit to overseas suppliers are fraught with risks for financial 
institutions unless due diligence is exercised over the overseas trading partner, are brought 
out in another case study. Another case study shows how the operations of ‘exchange 
houses’ owned and controlled by criminals coupled with ‘compromised’ working of a bank 
make trade finance mechanisms means for indulging in TBML. There are other case studies 
which demonstrate the use of alternative remittance systems and of corporate structures to 
facilitate TBML.  A final case study shows multiple forms of international trade and various 
mechanisms of trade finance which give inherent flexibility to criminals to adopt those 
forms and types which suit the demands of a situation.   


 
18. The 2006 FATF Paper on TBML focused on trade based techniques used in TBML, which 


have been mentioned as over/under invoicing of goods, multiple invoicing of goods, 
over/under shipments of goods and false description of goods. These techniques need to 
combine with techniques which abuse trade finance mechanism, for TBML to occur.  Four 
of these techniques have been identified in this paper as cash inflow based payment, third 
party payment, segmental modes of payment and alternative remittance payment. 


 
 
POLICY OBSERVATIONS 
 
19. Any strategy to prevent and combat TBML needs to be based on dismantling TBML 


structures while allowing genuine trade to occur unfettered.  An emphasis on inter-agency 
coordination and international cooperation, needs to be adopted by policy-makers.  A 
comprehensive strategy which takes into account sectoral peculiarities, agency 
specialization and jurisdictional frameworks can only address the challenges in tackling 
TBML.  


 
20. There is a need to have common formatting for recording and maintaining trade-relevant 


statistics so that data sets can be analysed to identify trends related to TBML. Cross-
referencing of data relating to trade and trade finance can be the starting point for adopting a 
risk based approach to identifying TBML.  There is an acute need to correlate trade data 
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with the foreign exchange data to detect TBML and identify cases where value is in the 
form of goods without corresponding outgo of foreign exchange as payment.   


 
21. Multiple agencies are involved either directly or indirectly in combating TBML. Levels of 


specialization in mandated roles to combat TBML varies.  However, the strategy to prevent 
and combat TBML requires expertise created through the combination of all such 
authorities. One way-forward to combine the respective competencies of relevant authorities 
for combating TBML is to form domestic task-forces.  Task-forces focused on TBML 
investigations will need to have the ability to utilize the expertise of each agency without 
compromising its functional skills. 


 
22. There is an urgent need to strengthen the existing bilateral arrangements like Trade 


Transparency Units (TTUs) and to build multilateral mechanisms for international 
cooperation.  The bilateral arrangements must ensure prompt exchange of information with 
regular follow-ups which should result in more efficient delivery. The multilateral 
mechanisms may entail equal commitment of all trading jurisdictions for coordination in 
matters relating to TBML. 


 
23. TBML focused training is an absolute necessity for the anti-TBML strategy to succeed. 


Customs, ML investigating LEA, FIU, Tax Authorities and Regulators have all identified a 
pressing need for more focused training so that their personnel can have an adequate 
knowledge base to detect, prevent and combat TBML. The sharper focus on TBML in 
existing training programs can be brought about by incorporating specific topics which 
relate to TBML.  The case studies, the red flags and typology papers on TBML may be 
disseminated during such programs. As trade essentially involves multiple jurisdictions, 
there is a need for Law Enforcement Officers to understand the legal and procedural aspects 
of other jurisdictions.  Training should be aimed at making use of trade data analysis as well 
as cross referencing trade data with trade finance data and understanding any useful tools 
developed to identify trade anomalies which may lead to investigation and prosecution of 
TBML cases.  Inter-linkages of tax frauds and customs violations with TBML also need to 
be explained.   
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CHAPTER I - SCOPE & COVERAGE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
24. The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG) produces regional typologies studies 


of money laundering (ML) and terrorist financing (TF) in the Asia/Pacific region. This is 
done to share information and support a better understanding of ML and TF methods, 
techniques and trends in the region.  


 
25. Typologies of ML and TF allow Governments and the private sector to understand the 


nature of the ML and TF environment and design effective AML/CFT strategies to address 
threats. Typologies help APG members to implement effective strategies to investigate and 
prosecute ML and TF, as well as design and implement effective preventative measures.  


 
26. Trade Based Money Laundering (TBML) has been recognized by the Financial Action Task 


Force (FATF) in its landmark study published in 2006, as one of the three main methods by 
which criminal organizations and terrorist financiers move money for the purpose of 
disguising its origins and integrating it back into the formal economy.  This method of ML 
is based upon abuse of trade transactions and their financing.  The FATF Study 2006 
highlighted the increasing attractiveness of TBML as a method for laundering funds, 
compared with misuse of the financial system (both formal and alternate) and through 
physical movement of cash (cash smuggling).   


 
27. The revision of FATF standards undertaken in 2003 entailed stricter controls on the 


financial system and on cash couriers, which may have had an unintended consequence of 
leaving the trade finance sector more vulnerable to ML and  TF.  The increasing volume, 
speed and value of global trade and the complexities inherent in trade transactions and in its 
financing arrangements coupled with limited awareness and understanding of how such 
trade can be abused, have made TBML an important avenue for moving illicit funds.  


 
AIMS OF THE STUDY  
 
28. The APG Annual Meeting in Kochi, India in July 2011 resolved to take-up further study on 


TBML as an APG Typology Study.  The Study commenced with the following aims: 
 


i) to build on the existing studies and in particular that of FATF published in 2006; 
ii) to study the extent of the prevalence of TBML;  
iii) to highlight current methods, techniques and modus operandi for TBML so as to short 


list ’red flags’ to detect and respond to TBML;  and 
iv) to clarify and furnish explanations for terms and processes of ‘trade finance’ which are 


comprehensible to ML investigators. 
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
 
29. It is useful to consider the fundamental elements of trade in goods that this study will 


consider when discussing TBML.  Conceptually, trade can be broken into various elements 
which may be overlapping: 


 
 arrangements to trade goods 
 financial steps to facilitate the trade (financing, insurance, etc.) 
 movement of goods  
 reconciliation or settlement of financial accounts 


 
30. TBML was defined by the FATF in 2006 as ‘the process of disguising the proceeds of crime 


and moving value through the use of trade transactions in an attempt to legitimize their 
illicit origins.’  The FATF Paper on Best Practices (2008) broadened the definition by 
stating, “TBML and terrorist financing (TBML/FT) refer to the process of disguising the 
proceeds of crime and moving value through the use of trade transactions in an attempt to 
legitimise their illegal origin or finance their activities.” Such broadening of the definition, 
allows for illegal activities such as terrorist financing to be covered within the scope of 
TBML.  


 
31. The FATF Study of 2006 excludes the coverage of the movement of money for tax 


avoidance, evasion and capital flight, on the grounds that such movement of funds usually 
involves transfer of legitimately earned funds across borders while TBML involves the 
‘proceeds of’ or ‘instruments of’ crime.  However, the FATF 2008, Paper on Best Practices 
does cover within the definition of TBML, the movement of licit funds for the purpose of 
illegal activities such as terrorist financing.  This broadening of the definition, coupled with 
the intermingling of licit and illicit funds imply that the abuse of capital flight and the 
movement of funds for tax avoidance / evasion are within the scope of TBML. 


 
32. This paper excludes consideration of domestic trade in its study of TBML. While the FATF 


definitions of TBML do not exclude domestic trade from their ambit, the framework chosen 
by this and other papers leaves domestic trade out of scope.  This is not to deny that TBML 
can occur through domestic trade, however given that domestic trade is less regulated and 
large in terms of number of transactions, the time resource available to compile this Paper 
and the amount of ‘noise’ that exists in the domestic market does not allow for its coverage.  


 
33. Whilst the definition of TBML being considered includes international trade in ‘services’ 


which has also been addressed in previous  FATF Papers, trade in services and other 
intangibles is also out of scope of this Paper.  The lack of standardization of the definition of  
‘services’ and difficulties in estimating the ‘fair value’ of their provision, will not allow for 
its meaningful treatment in the present study.  The project team believes that separate 
studies devoted to trade in services and other intangibles, keeping their peculiarities in view, 
are called for. The implications of the capital flight and the movement of funds for tax 
evasion for TBML need to be examined separately. Mechanisms like transfer pricing are 
still largely in the domain of taxation.  Therefore the present Paper while adopting the 
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definition of TBML given by the Best Practices Paper 2008 of FATF does not include in its 
scope capital flight, tax evasion, trade in services and domestic trade.  


 
34. The rapid expansion of global trade has increased the possibilities for TBML. Trade is the 


‘engine of growth’ and ensures optimal use of resources. Thus the need to have a ‘free and 
fair’ trade regime has been emphasized.  The dilemma which is faced by policy makers is 
the requirement to balance the needs of a free, fair and predictable trade regime with the 
needs for regulation of trade so as to prevent its abuse. Total Global Merchandise Trade 
stood in 2010 at US $ 30.729 Trillion {US $ 15.237 Trillion exports + US $ 15.492 Trillion 
imports}1 which indicates the potential for absorption and movement of funds of criminal 
origin through international trade and the need to study TBML.  


 
35. One common thread running through studies of the FATF, of FATF-style regional bodies 


(FSRBs) such as the APG, and other literature is acknowledgement of the lack of awareness 
of TBML.  Such studies have consistently highlighted difficulties in detecting TBML cases.  
A lack of understanding of those features of TBML that are distinct from other forms of ML 
is viewed as one reason for a lack of TBML cases. While acknowledging the commonalities 
between TBML and other forms of ML, attempts have been made in this Paper to identify a 
few distinguishing features of TBML.  Recognition of such features may help develop better 
‘red flags’, support increased awareness and lead to more detections.  


 
36. Distinguishing features of the dynamic environment for TBML include: 
 


a) TBML using international trade occurs over more than one jurisdiction, while other forms 
of ML may be only of a singular jurisdiction.  Cross border transactions provide 
opportunities to take advantage of differences in legal systems of various jurisdictions.  A 
jurisdiction may have less restrictive Customs checks (Free Trade Zones) and less stringent 
AML set-up than trading partner. The high volume, regularity and speed of international trade 
increase vulnerabilities.  
 
b) TBML necessarily requires intermingling of the trade sector with the finance sector. 
Criminals take advantage of vulnerabilities of both the sectors.  Merely having an AML 
regime for the finance sector becomes inadequate unless such a regime effectively covers the 
corresponding trade sector.  Moreover, cross-referencing of trade-data, with that of trade 
finance becomes essential when investigating TBML.  
 
c) International trade is denominated in terms of internationally acceptable currencies.  Trade 
becomes exposed to the vulnerabilities of the foreign exchange market.  The conversion of 
currency at market determined exchange rates enhance the scope for criminals to launder the 
proceeds of or instruments of crime.  
 
d) The long supply chain necessary for international trade make the trade more vulnerable to 
TBML.  This chain of manufacturer, trader, consigner, consignee, notifying party, financier, 


                                                 
1 Source:(http://stat.wto.org/StatisticalProgram/WSDBViewData.aspx?Language=E 
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shipper, insurer and freight forwarder broaden the scope for abuse of the system by the 
criminals because of all the vulnerabilities that exist. 
 


 
METHODOLOGY 
 
37. The Methodology which has been adopted in this Paper has the following important 


elements:- 
 


a) A Questionnaire was prepared and circulated among the jurisdictions for completion by 
relevant agencies (see Annex B). A statistical profile was drawn from responses to the 
questionnaire.  However responses were received from only limited number of 
jurisdictions which has resulted in making the size of the sample small. Results based on a 
sample of small size may not be regarded as statistically significant. Nevertheless, the 
statistical responses have brought the project team to the conclusion that there are 
commonalities amongst various jurisdictions with regard to the challenges in 
understanding and tackling TBML.  


 
b) Case studies were sought as part of the questionnaire. APG members’ Typology Status 


Reports from previous year were examined for cases and other reference materials. A 
limited number of case studies were reported. Those case studies have been used to 
appreciate the recent trends of the modus-operandi and techniques adopted for TBML as 
well as to develop ‘red flags’.  


 
c) Terms and ‘processes of trade finance’ have been examined and simplified explanations 


have been attempted so as to make these comprehensible for investigators. This is 
considered an important feature of this study as TBML is a complex subject and 
lawmakers and investigators alike find it difficult to understand the terms and processes of 
international trade and its financing arrangements.  In this regard the Project Team 
interacted with the private sector.  


 
d) A brief review of some of the literature on the subject has been  made.  Existing studies 


on the subject made by the FATF, FSRBs and other  organizations have been examined in 
an attempt to take this body of  research forward. 


 
FRAMEWORK 
 
38. Chapter II of this paper considers issues categorized into four areas of concern.  
 


(i) What is the extent of TBML in specific jurisdictions, regions and across the globe?   
(ii) What should be the roles, responsibilities of investigating agencies and other allied 


agencies to tackle TBML? 
(iii) What are the best practices (preventative measures) to effectively deal with TBML? 


and  
(iv) What are those features of TBML which can make it possible to discern it from other 


forms of ML?  
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39. The inferences drawn from the statistical analysis of the responses received to the 
Questionnaire attempt to provide answers to these concerns.  The statistical analysis made in 
Chapter-II has also looked at the extent of the prevalence of TBML.   


 
40. Chapter III of this Paper aims to develop a simplified explanation of terms and processes of 


trade finance so as to make these comprehensible for investigators.  Improved understanding 
of concepts, terms and processes of trade finance should assist AML investigators to detect 
TBML cases by cross-referencing the leads from trade transactions with those of trade 
finance.  


 
41. Chapter IV of this Paper illustrates the techniques of TBML through case studies. The 


Chapter elucidates how the abuse of trade system combines with that of trade finance for 
TBML to occur. Techniques of Trade Finance abuse have been identified. Chapter-V of this 
Paper is devoted to drawing of conclusions and suggesting way forward.                  


  
REVIEW OF EXISTING STUDIES  
 
42. In order to better understand the complex subject of TBML, this Paper seeks to review the 


existing literature on TBML. This includes studies by published by the FATF, FATF-style 
regional bodies (FSRBs) and a range of studies from intergovernmental organisations, 
jurisdictions, the academic sector and other bodies. 


 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Studies 
 
Trade Based Money Laundering (2006)2 
 
43. The FATF TBML study of 2006 set out a number of key findings and recommendations:- 
 


a) TBML is a complex and increasingly important channel of ML.  
 
b) Techniques of TBML adopted by criminals vary from simple to complex. Simple 


techniques include ‘over/under invoicing’ of goods, multiple invoicing of goods, 
‘over/under shipments’ of goods and falsely described goods.  Combinations of several 
simple techniques have been regarded as complex.  


 
c) Analysis of trade data and its international sharing are useful tools for identifying trade 


anomalies and detection of TBML. Since international trade leaves behind documentation, 
the anomalies noticed during data analysis may lead the investigator to documentary 
evidence. Lack of structured and regular exchange of information related to trade and trade 
finance among relevant agencies.   
 


d) The lack of resources and training further constrain Customs, LEA, FIU and Tax 
Authorities to develop effective AML methodologies against TBML.  


 


                                                 
2 http://www.fatf-gafi.org/dataoecd/60/25/37038272.pdf 
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44. The FATF 2006 study identified and recommended three main areas to be focused by 
Authorities to increase effectiveness in combating TBML: 
 


i) Building better awareness among the agencies responsible for detection, investigation and 
prosecution of offenders involved in TBML. These agencies have expressed strong need 
for training.  


 
ii) Strengthening current measures so that there is extensive use of the available material in 


the form of case studies and red flag indicators of TBML. The aspects of effective 
domestic cooperation and sharing of information among Law Enforcement Agencies and 
Regulators have also been impressed upon.  


 
iii) Improving international cooperation so that it can act as a trigger for detection of TBML 


cases. In this regard the setting up of physical and legal infrastructure has been 
emphasized.  


 
Best Practices Paper on Trade Based Money Laundering (2008)3 
 
45. The FATF Best Practices Paper on TBML (2008) has provided important guidelines for 


detection and investigation of cases of TBML.  The objective of the Best Practices Paper 
was to improve the ability of competent authorities to collect and effectively utilise trade 
data, both domestically and internationally, for the purpose of detecting and investigating 
ML and TF through the trade system. It was also aimed at FATF continuing to explore 
vulnerabilities in the trade system, including those related to trade finance, with a view to 
identifying other measures that could be considered in combating illicit use of the trade 
system.  
 


46. The best practices described include: 
 


a) Capacity building and increased awareness of TBML to be achieved by enhancing the 
focus on TBML in training programs. Developing capacity to identify anomalies in data 
collected for trade transactions and in trade finance.  


 
b) Familiarize staff of competent authorities with typologies & ‘red flags’ and include these 


in their training materials & internal guidance manuals. A Risk based approach with target 
orientation has been strongly recommended.  


 
c) Cooperation among domestic competent authorities to be developed so as to facilitate 


coordination between authorities responsible for collecting and analysing trade data and 
the authorities responsible for investigating ML and TF. For this purpose, jurisdictions 
should identify where trade data and trade finance data are being stored and managed. 
Often such data is dispersed over more than one agency.  


 


                                                 
3 http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/BPP%20Trade%20Based %20Money%20 
Laundering %202012%20COVER.pdf 
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d) Investigation Agencies should have timely and clear access to trade data and trade finance 
databases, through secure networks and Memoranda of  Understanding.  


 
e) Practical obstacles in the area of domestic cooperation and information sharing to combat 


TBML/FT need to be identified and addressed.  Specific best practices involving 
information sharing between domestic agencies and FIU were also suggested. It has been 
recommended that FIU should be able to obtain information from agencies collecting trade 
data viz. Customs and Trade Authorities.  


 
f)  Encourage international cooperation to provide the widest possible range  of mutual legal 


assistance in TBML/FT investigations and prosecutions.  Clear and effective mechanisms 
and gateways need to be established to facilitate trade data.   


 
47. The Best Practices Paper has recommended safeguards relating to maintenance of data 


protection and privacy as well as to ensure competitive neutrality for legitimate trading 
activities which is also supported by the project team.   


 
Money Laundering Vulnerabilities of Free Trade Zones (2010)4 
 
48. The 2010 FATF study on Free Trade Zones (FTZs) has significant cross-over with earlier 


studies on TBML and includes three case studies of TBML. One of these cases relates to 
TBML for terrorist financing (Hezbollah).  


 
49. Businesses located in FTZs utilise international trade for a majority of transactions. FTZs 


are designated areas within jurisdictions in which incentives are offered to support the 
development of exports, foreign direct investment (FDI), and local employment. These 
incentives include exemptions from duty and taxes, simplified administrative procedures, 
and the duty free importation of raw materials, machinery, parts and equipment. In addition 
to boosting economic opportunity, these incentives can result in a reduction in finance and 
trade controls and enforcement, creating opportunities for ML and TF.  


 
50. The lack of AML/CFT safeguards poses a particular vulnerability in FTZs. Cases in the 


FATF report highlight systematic weaknesses that make FTZs vulnerable to abuse including 
relaxed oversight, lack of transparency, absence of trade data and systems integration.   


 


51. The study finds that FTZs may facilitate the TBML and related illicit activity. The misuse of 
FTZs impacts every jurisdiction in the world, regardless of whether or not a jurisdiction has 
FTZs.  


 
FATF Typologies on Proliferation Financing (2008) 
 
52. The June 2008 FATF Typologies Paper on Financing the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass 


Destruction5 did not address TBML directly, but did include an annex on trade 


                                                 
4 http://www.fatf-afi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/ML%20vulnerabilities %20of%20Free%20 Trade% 20Zones 


.pdf 
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documentation, including those relevant to trade finance. These descriptions have been 
included as part of the Chapter on Trade Finance.  


 
EAG 
 
53. The Eurasian Group (EAG) on Combating ML and TF has published two reports relating to 


TBML. These are as follows: 
 


(i)  EAG Working Group on Typologies Study Report on "International Trade Based 
Money Laundering" (December, 2009)6 


 
54. The EAG Study Report on International TBML was based on the generalized findings of 


national studies conducted by select EAG members. The study considered the use of foreign 
trade transactions to launder proceeds and instruments of crime. The EAG study focused on 
identifying the legal aspects of business regulation that affect the development of various 
mechanisms using both international economic and especially, trade-based, activities for 
ML. An attempt was made to analyse the legal standards of national legislations governing 
the conduct and control of foreign trade-based transactions.  


 
55. This Study highlighted instruments, mechanisms and corporate structures, used for TBML. 


Instruments such as fictitious export/import transactions and false contracts were identified.  
Common mechanisms used for the purpose have been found as non-declaration / mis-
declaration of goods and false certificate of origin.  Corporate structures involved in the 
process comprise three groups of entities viz. transient firms, off-shore companies and 
illegal financial services providers. 


 
 (ii) EAG Typology Report on Risks of Money Laundering in Foreign Trade    Transactions 


(December, 2010)7 
     


56. The EAG Report on the Risks of Money Laundering in Foreign Trade Transactions aimed 
to develop a risk assessment methodology to prevent and combat use of foreign trade 
transactions in ML schemes.   


 
57. The main features of the study were: the identification of legal aspects in Foreign Trade 


Regulation; efficient assessment of the risk based approach in national AML strategies; and, 
the analysis of monitoring mechanisms adopted by financial institutions.  The study 
attempted to classify ML risks in foreign trade transactions by determining the share therein 
of risk companies, risk countries and risk commodities. All competent authorities, including, 
policy makers, customs, taxation authorities, central bank and financial institutions were 
called to adopt risk assessment approach.  


  
  


                                                                                                                                                               
5 http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/Typologies%20Report%20on%20Proliferation%20Financing.pdf 
6 http://www.eurasiangroup.org/typology_reports.php 
7 http://www.eurasiangroup.org/ru/news/WGTYP_2010_6_eng.pdf 
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APG 
 
58. The 2008 APG Typologies Report8 collected case studies from across the Asia/Pacific 


region and included case studies on TBML and related cases.  Case studies on alternative 
remittance services, shell companies, off-shore banks and promissory notes are of 
significance to the current research.  
 


59. The 2012 APG Typologies Report includes a number of TBML case studies from across the 
Asia/Pacific region.  


 
The Wolfsberg Group 
 
60. The Wolfsberg Group is an association of eleven global banks formed in 2000 to develop 


financial services industry standards. In 2009 the Wolfsberg Group published a paper 
entitled The Wolfsberg Trade Finance Principles9, which aimed to contribute to industry 
efforts to define standards for the control of the AML/CFT risks associated with trade 
finance activities.  The Wolfsberg Group published these Principles on the role of Financial 
Institutions (FIs) in relation to the management of processes: 1) To address the risks of ML 
and terrorist financing through certain trade finance products, and 2) To aid compliance 
with international and national sanctions, including the Non Proliferation of Weapons of 
Mass Destruction requirements of the United Nations. 


 
61. The paper addresses the mechanisms used for the finance of the movement of goods or 


services across international boundaries. In particular, the paper provides detailed, practical 
guidance on the types of controls that may be applied to letters of credit (LCs); documentary 
bills for collection (BCs); and sanctions, including non proliferation, weapons of mass 
destruction and dual use goods (NP WMD)  


 
62. In 2011 an expanded version of the paper was published10. This version provides additional 


AML guidance in relation to guarantees (Gtees); standby letters of credit (SBLCs); and open 
account trade transactions. it is noted: 


 
“Despite the fact that historically trade finance has not been viewed as high risk it has 
always been recognised that international trade and the processes and systems that support 
it are vulnerable to abuse for the purposes of ML and terrorist financing. In recent years, 
however, the focus on these risks has increased for a variety of reasons, including the 
dramatic growth in world trade. In addition, the fact that controls introduced by FIs in 
response to the more traditional ML techniques have become more robust means that other 
methods to transmit funds, including the use of trade finance products, may become more 
attractive to criminals.” (2011: 3)  


 
63. The Wolfsberg Group noted that it is committed to the application of appropriate systems 


and controls in respect of trade finance products to mitigate these risks. It does not however 


                                                 
8 http://www.apgml.org/documents/docs/6/APG_2008_Typologies_Rpt_July08.pdf 
9 http://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/pdf/Wolfsberg_Trade_Principles_Paper_I_(2009).pdf  
10 http://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/pdf/Wolfsberg_Trade_Principles_Paper_II_(2011).pdf  
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believe that currently there is sufficient evidence to support an assessment of this area as 
high risk for AML/Sanctions purposes. Despite this, the Wolfsberg Group calls for on-going 
cooperation between stakeholders to counter the threat of ML in the trade finance area.  


 
United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 
 
Risk of Money Laundering through Financial Instruments, Users and Employees of Financial 
Institutions (2010)11 
 
64. The UNODC Risk of Money Laundering through Financial Instruments, Users and 


Employees of Financial Institutions (2010 English version) was produced to address the 
need of the justice sector to improve their economic, financial and accounting preparation in 
order to investigate, prosecute and adjudicate ML cases. The report does not specifically 
address TBML, but contains a brief description of various financial instruments, including a 
number of trade instruments, as well as their underlying documentation and red flags (451 in 
total).  


 
65. Chapter 8 deals with Foreign Trade Business. It is noted that “Payments resulting from 


foreign trade business, understood to be the export or import of goods or services, can be 
one of the financial instruments at the highest risk for ML operations.” (2010: 113). 
Documents of interest (e.g. the import or export declaration or form, the interbank transfer 
of funds, and the declaration or form for registering the exchange operation) are identified. 
Warning signs regarding the transfer of funds resulting from foreign trade are also listed. 


 
United States  
 
66. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued an advisory in 201012 to 


inform and assist the financial industry in reporting suspected instances of TBML. This 
advisory contained examples of ‘red flags’ based on activity observed in Suspicious 
Activity Reports (SARs) that may indicate TBML. Financial institutions were advised to 
take appropriate measures to mitigate the risks of analogous activity occurring globally.  


 
67. It was concluded in that advisory that no one activity by itself is a clear indication of 


TBML. Due to some similarities with legitimate financial activities, financial institutions 
should evaluate indicators of potential trade-based money laundering in combination with 
other ‘red flags’ and expected transaction activity for its customer before making 
determinations of suspicion. Additional investigation and analysis may be necessary to 
determine if the activity is suspicious, based on information available to the financial 
institution.  


 
  


                                                 
11 http://www.unrol.org/doc.aspx?d=3041  
12 http://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/pdf/fin-2010-a001.pdf 
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Journal Articles  
 
Delston R S & Walls SC (2009) Reaching Beyond Banks: How to Target Trade-Based Money 
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Outside The Financial Sector. 
 


68. Delston and Walls in their publication (Delston R S & Walls SC 2009) Reaching Beyond 
Banks: How to Target Trade-Based Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Outside The 
Financial Sector. Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 41 (8): 85–118) have 
stated that AML/CFT measures have succeeded in restricting the two traditional avenues of 
ML, namely, the abuse of financial intermediaries  and the physical movement of money 
across borders. Consequently, international criminal and terrorist organizations have turned 
to TBML to conceal and legitimize their funds, as this is a channel that remains relatively 
untouched by AML/CFT efforts internationally.  


 


69. The authors noted the FATF’s focus on TBML due to ML and TF risks as well as financing 
of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). The paper proposed a far-
reaching solution—that those in the international supply chain be required by law to adopt 
AML/CFT safeguards to protect their businesses, including filing suspicious activity 
reports, identifying their customers, and designating an AML/CFT compliance officer. 


 
70. Delston and Walls (2009), argued that there needs to be greater harmonisation between the 


FATF Best Practices Paper for combating TBML and the 2003 FATF Recommendations 
calling for traders to adopt CDD, KYC and STR reporting protocols in line with obligations 
on financial institutions and DNFBPs. Their proposals appear to be at odds with the 
recommendations put forward in the FATF Best Practices Paper, which cautioned against 
undue regulatory burdens upon legitimate trading activities. However, Delston & Walls 
warn that ‘companies may ignore their TBML risk only at their peril’ (Delston & Walls 
2009: 118) and suggest that businesses may voluntarily go beyond FATF’s Best Practices to 
safeguard themselves against TBML threats. 


 
Zdanowicz JS 2009, Trade-Based Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 
 
71. Zdanowicz (Zdanowicz JS 2009, Trade-Based Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. 


Review of Law and Economics 5(2): 858–878) contributes to the literature on TBML and 
terrorist financing by providing an analysis of previously unused statistical techniques and 
methodologies as a means of monitoring, detecting and prosecuting ML activities. 
Zdanowicz describes how new statistical profiling methodologies that evaluate transactions 
contained in a jurisdiction’s international trade database can mitigate the risks associated 
with TBML.  


 
72. Zdanowicz discusses the application of four new TBML profiling techniques which focus 


on jurisdiction, customs district, product, and transaction price risk characteristics.  The 
paper highlights recent developments which reveal a new focus on TBML and TF. 


 
1. Trade Transparency Units:  
2. FATF: Trade-Based Money Laundering Report: In June 2006 
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3. FFIEC Bank Secrecy Act Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual 


Brown HA 2009, Free Trade Zones: Haven for Money Laundering and  Terrorist Financing? 


73. Brown has raised several possible vulnerabilities associated with the area of FTZs (Brown 
HA 2009, Free Trade Zones: Haven for Money Laundering and  Terrorist Financing? 
ACAMS Today January: 10–12) that include: 


 
i) Possible lack of regulations or lack of enforcement of regulations within free trade 


zones; 
ii) use of cash or nonfinancial instruments, which are usually high risk, as the primary 


forms of payment that occur within these zones; 
iii) lack of means to implement, enforce or create regulations needed within free trade 


zones; 
iv) difficulties in determining the primary owner of the goods or the point of origin of the 


shipments due to the transference of many shipments into and out of multiple free trade 
zones around the world; 


v) due to the beneficial tax incentives offered within these areas, and the decrease or lack of 
tax revenue gathered by customs officials, there is little incentive to enforce or 
implement regulations and oversee trade; 


vi) the lack of automation and an accurate method of recording shipments and items 
manufactured or received within many free trade zones, causing the loss of a paper trail 
that can accurately verify the true owner of the goods; 


vii) possible zone manipulation to aid in trade-based money laundering, including over-and-
under invoicing, hawalas and Black Market Peso Exchange, among other trade based 
schemes. 


 
74. Various best practices and recommendations, as mentioned in this paper could increase the 


security, regulations and enforcement within these areas that currently do not have the 
measures in place to monitor or detect illegal activities.  


 
McSkimming S 2010, Trade Based Money Laundering: Responding to an Emerging Threat. 


75. McSkimming (McSkimming S 2010, Trade Based Money Laundering: Responding to an 
Emerging Threat. Deakin Law Review 15(1): 37–63) observes that while little has been 
done to prevent trade-based financial crime, there is also little empirical evidence of its ill 
effect. Further, there has been little consideration as to whether systematic monitoring of the 
trade system would be cost-effective, relative to the number of offenders detected and the 
harm prevented. Without such analysis, it is almost impossible to reach a measured and 
balanced view on appropriate policy settings.  


 
76. When considering typologies of over and under invoicing, McSkimming briefly considers 


issues of transfer pricing manipulation. A transfer price is the price paid for an exchange of 
goods and services between related affiliates of the same transnational corporation. This 
may be a parent firm trading with subsidiaries or between subsidiaries of the same firm. 
Transfer pricing refers to the method transnational corporations adopt for the setting and 
adjusting prices of goods or services from one associate of the entity to another associate 
within that same entity. Corporate subsidiaries in different countries must adjust prices 
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when one subsidiary transfers goods or services to a subsidiary operating in a different 
country. It is estimated that trade between related transnational corporations affiliates 
account for 60% cent of global trade, which represents significant risks for transfer 
mispricing.13 Tax authorities require that an ‘arm’s length principle’ should be followed in 
determining the open-market price. Many markets are thin and often dominated by the same 
multinationals and market prices are hard to determine. Transfer pricing frauds ignore the 
arm’s length principle and misprice transactions to allow companies to move profits to low 
tax jurisdictions to minimise or avoid tax. 


 
77. McSkimming proposes that even if monitoring were to be implemented, the analytical 


methodologies that are currently used have major flaws. They not only rely on data that is 
often of poor quality, but may also be worryingly easy to circumvent. This too, raises 
serious questions about the effectiveness of the proposed policy responses to TBML. The 
difficulties associated with data monitoring also raise the spectre of a significant increase in 
the number of physical, and therefore costly, inspections of trade goods. Preventing 
TBML/TF will take more than importing AML/CFT strategies from the financial sector to 
the trade sector. Instead, a robust new approach to AML/CFT in the trade sector will be 
required. 


 
78. The author highlights that the absence of data on TBML/TF is particularly concerning in 


light of the fact that TBML/TF is a credible substitute for traditional, financial system ML 
typologies. If offenders are able to avoid AML/CFT controls by abusing the trade system in 
substantial numbers, then costly regulation of the financial sector may be pointless. 
McSkimming notes that the larger, organised crime syndicates most able to take advantage 
of TBML/TF, which makes the lack of effective AML/CFT responses even more 
concerning.  


 
  Liao J & Acharya A 2011. Trans-shipment and Trade-Based Money Laundering 


79. Liao and Acharya (Liao J & Acharya A 2011. Trans-shipment and Trade-Based Money 
Laundering. Journal of Money Laundering Control 14(1): 79–92) analyse reports made by 
international organizations and government bodies, particularly, the US, dealing with 
various aspects of financial crime, import/export activity, and world trade statistics, in order 
to identify major challenges and possible solutions to the problem.  


 
80. The paper finds that efforts to monitor and staunch the flow of illicit money through trade 


would be enhanced through more widespread coverage of customs cooperation and 
standardization of information sharing procedures between national customs agencies. Also, 
measures should be taken to make free trade areas (FTZs) more transparent to regulatory 
scrutiny.  


 
 


 


                                                 
13 Prem Sikka, ‘Enterprise, culture and accountancy firms; new masters of the universe’, Accounting, Auditing and 
Accountability Journal, vol 21, no 2, 2008, p 268-295, 
www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/viewContentItem.do;jsessionid=CD97B03F94E6B0C92BDA1B4D3D  
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Australian Institute of Criminology  


81. Sullivan and Smith (Paper: 2011 by Claire Sullivan and Evan Smith, Trade-Based Money 
laundering: Risks and Regulating Responses Published as Australian Institute of 
Criminology Reports -Research and Public Policy Series 115) contend that the formation of 
a regulatory framework to deal with TBML would be premature and unnecessary at this 
stage, as more research needs to be conducted to ascertain with greater precision the nature, 
risks and prevalence of TBML in Australia.   


 
82. The Report identifies additional TBML methods besides those identified in the FATF Study 


2006. The two other techniques involve: 
(i) related party transactions;  and  
(ii) acquisition and sale of intangibles.   


 
83. The Report further holds that the specific areas of risks increase the vulnerability of 


international trade to TBML. These risks are: 
 Barter trade 
  use of shell and front companies 
  trade with and through high risk jurisdictions;  and  
  trade with and through free trade zones.   


 
84. The Report recommends that future education and awareness-raising programs should 


usefully incorporate training materials on TBML.  
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CHAPTER II - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
85. An important objective of this Paper is to build on the existing studies, particularly those of 


the FATF.  The past studies have raised issues in four key areas: 
 


(i) What is the extent of TBML in specific jurisdictions, regions and across the globe?   
(ii) What should be the roles, responsibilities of investigating agencies and other allied 


agencies to tackle TBML; 
(iii) What are the best practices (preventative measures) to effectively deal with TBML ; 


and,  
(iv) What are those features of TBML which can make it possible to discern it from other 


forms of ML?  
 


86. To look at these four primary areas of concern, this Chapter presents a Statistical Analysis.  
The statistical analysis is based upon the responses received from 19 Jurisdictions and 1 
Organization, to a Questionnaire circulated by the APG Secretariat.  Due to the limited 
number of responses received from jurisdictions & organizations the sample size is not large 
enough to lead to any statistically significant inferences.  However, these responses do add 
to the understanding of the issues involved in each of the four primary areas of concern and 
can help crystallize work done in the future on TBML.  


 
87. The Questionnaire, comprising six parts, was designed in such a way that each part could be 


answered by the Agency in the best position to furnish answers in any given jurisdiction.  In 
all, 64 questions were circulated in the Questionnaire.  The Six classes of agencies which 
have combined to answer the Questionnaire can be classified as follows:- 


 
(A) Coordinating Agency; (8 questions) 
(B) Customs; (19 questions) 
(C) ML Investigating Law Enforcement Agency (LEA);  (17 questions) 
(D) Financial Intelligence Unit; (7 questions) 
(E) Tax Authority; (7 questions) 
(F)  Anti Money Laundering Regulator; (6 questions) 


 
EXTENT AND PREVALENCE OF TBML PROBLEM 
 
88. The concern about the extent and prevalence of TBML across the globe has confronted 


investigators and policy-makers, as there are inherent difficulties in gauging the extent and 
magnitude of the problem.  This Paper has highlighted a few of the difficulties which 
became obvious during the analysis of questionnaire responses.  These difficulties may also 
go some way to explain why only a few cases of TBML have been reported. 


 
89. In fact getting a sense of the magnitude of the problem has been the most challenging for 


this Paper. Walker J and Unger B in their Paper “Measuring Global Money Laundering: The 
Walker Gravity Model” (published in 2009 in Review of Law and Economics 5(2):821-853) 
have acknowledged that measuring global ML is still in its infancy.  In most jurisdictions, 
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when data about ML is captured, there is no distinction made in the data with respect to 
cases of TBML.  


 
90. Further, since in most jurisdictions the same investigating agencies investigate TBML cases 


and other ML cases, there is no distinction between the methods of detection, investigation 
and prosecution of the cases of TBML and of other forms of ML. Therefore, no separate 
statistics of TBML are available among most of the jurisdictions. Suspicious Transaction 
Report (STR) database of FIUs also generally do not distinguish between TBML STR and 
other STRs.  


 
91. A general lack of awareness about the red flags of TBML and the multiplicity of authorities 


which deal with elements of international trade transaction increases the challenges with the 
detection and investigation of TBML cases. Resultantly fewer cases are being reported, 
thereby making estimation of the correct size of TBML almost impossible.  


 
92. Responses which have been received from 20 jurisdictions/organizations indicate the 


following: 
 


a) 45% of the respondents have attributed the reason for so few cases of TBML being 
reported is the lack of training / awareness and limited resources being allocated for the 
purpose.  Most of the jurisdictions have responded that they have not undertaken sufficient 
studies and/or risk assessments on TBML; abuse of trade finance; transfer pricing, and 
alternative remittance systems.  


 
b) 40% of the respondents have attributed the reason for low reporting of TBML cases as 


their law and current policy. It is interesting to note that such law and policy relate to trade 
policy and to Customs law.  For instance, in a few jurisdictions, violations of Customs law 
have not been included as a predicate offence under their national AML Law. 
Consequently, a lower number of cases of TBML have been detected, reported or 
investigated.  A few jurisdictions stated in the questionnaire that low rates of Customs 
duties / taxes effectively lower the incentive of ‘over and-under invoicing’ of shipped 
goods. Since the aim of criminals using TBML is to earn ineligible export incentives and 
evade customs duty there have been few TBML cases recognized. Others have responded 
that Customs officers are primarily required to detect and investigate cases of 
undervaluation / overvaluation of export / import of goods / services, and are not primarily 
responsible for enforcing the national AML/CFT laws therefore, a limited number of 
TBML cases are detected. Among other policy/law issues highlighted in the questionnaire 
were, the absence of proper categorization of TBML cases and hence the nonexistence of 
separate data for TBML cases. This was explained by the observation that the priority of 
the authorities, till recent times, has been to prevent ML by the other two significant 
methods of ML, namely, cash remittance and bulk cash smuggling, rather than through 
TBML.  


 
c) Only 20% of respondents indicated that TBML was not an issue despite the low recording 


rates.  Reports received from respondents reveal that for a few jurisdictions, international 
trade is an insignificant percentage of their GDP, hence possibility for TBML is also 
limited.    
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93. It appears from the analysis that the low level of cases that have been reported on TBML are 


largely due to a lack of awareness and training about TBML among the jurisdictions.  It 
follows then that any available statistics will be an underestimate of the true extent of the 
TBML problem.  


 
94. To ascertain the extent of TBML an attempt has been made in this Paper to see whether all 


known forms of TBML have been covered by the past studies or whether there is scope for 
further expansion.   


 
95. Analysis indicates that 55% of the respondents have stated that the FATF studies of the past 


have covered all known types of TBML. Whilst this leaves scope to explore other types of 
TBML a few jurisdictions have also reported that the following aspects of TBML call for 
sharper focus than what has been achieved in the past: 


 
i. ‘Under /over pricing’ of services need to be targeted separately due to its peculiar nature 
ii. Terrorist financing and its linkage to TBML 
iii. Misuse of Trade Finance. 


 
96. The most challenging aspect relating to the extent of TBML given the current sample size, 


has been to arrive at any conclusion about the magnitude of the TBML problem. Perhaps 
one way of such estimation may be by looking at the number of TBML investigations which 
have been carried-out; the average size of TBML offence; and, the number of STRs 
generated in this regard, over the last five years.  Even this methodology is flawed by the 
fact that most of the jurisdictions do not maintain separate statistics for TBML as a distinct 
from other ML offences and therefore no meaningful inferences can be drawn. However, for 
the sake of completeness and record, this report will present the few statistics provided, 
though the results are unlikely to be representative of regional or global patterns.  


 
97. Five jurisdictions reported on the numbers of TBML investigations in the TBML 


questionnaires. Between 2007 and 2011 investigating authorities in the jurisdictions 
reported 289 investigations.  The number of identifiable TBML STRs generated between 
2007 & 2011 has been 1994. The average size of a TBML offence is USD 1.93 million 
(USD 557.32 million involved in 289 cases), based upon the responses received.   The total 
value of assets forfeited by two of these jurisdictions between 2007 and 2011 on account of 
TBML was USD 144.35 million. 


 
CONCLUSION ON THE EXTENT AND PREVALENCE OF TBML  
 
98. This study has not been able to draw definitive conclusions on the extent and prevalence of 


TBML. The few cases reported by the limited number of jurisdictions undermine estimation 
of the size of TBML. To what extent TBML is in use remains a concern as a straight answer 
is not available due to the lack of awareness and paucity of training on TBML among the 
jurisdictions. All the aspects of TBML are not even covered by those jurisdictions which 
have reported TBML statistics.  There is no standardization with regard to the practice of 
collection and maintenance of data on TBML.  Even then, it is obvious that TBML is a 
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problem for many of the jurisdictions and has tremendous potential as an avenue to launder 
money.  


 
99. Despite the findings in this Paper in relation to lack of awareness; in tandem with the 


limited number of TBML studies that have been done by jurisdictions; and, the lack of 
separate statistics for TBML, it is still asserted by the project team, with some measure of 
confidence, that these statistics, although underestimating the problem, do go some way to 
corroborate the significance of TBML as an increasingly important avenue for laundering of 
proceeds of crime.    


  
ROLE OF AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR TACKLING TBML 
 
100. The 2006 FATF Paper on TBML pointed out that trade data analysis is a useful tool to 


discover trade anomalies,, which in turn can lead to detection, investigation and prosecution 
of cases of TBML.  The questionnaire sought to consider which agencies are responsible for 
collecting and managing trade data; what risk management analysis is undertaken for such 
data; and, whether it is the same agency or some other agency which undertake TBML 
investigation.  The study has sought to determine the role of other allied agencies including 
the regulators in this regard.  


 
101. Almost all the jurisdictions reported that at least one department within Government records 


and manages information on goods imported and exported into the jurisdiction. In most of 
the jurisdictions, it is the Customs Department that does this.  In a few jurisdictions, other 
agencies like the Economic Services Bureau, Free Zone Authorities, Census and Statistics 
Department, Port Terminal Operators also record and manage information on goods 
imported / exported. In most of the jurisdictions, information databases are maintained by 
Customs and these databases record all relevant information both on imported and exported 
goods.  In response to questions on  whether information is collected on:  the type of goods; 
value of goods; importer details; exporter details; owner details; receiver details; and,  
shipping company details  etc, almost all the jurisdictions have reported that all this 
information is collected.  Generally, a Customs Declaration Form is used to obtain this 
information, which besides being used for tax / duty purposes, can also be used for the 
purpose of detecting or investigating TBML cases. The Questionnaire circulated among 
jurisdictions also sought to ascertain whether the jurisdictions collected information to 
identify the true value of goods, i.e. whether there is under/overpricing. 60 %of the 
jurisdictions have advised that they are using data within the various databases to help 
identify the true value of goods, i.e whether goods have been under/overpriced, by 
attempting to ‘normalise, Trade Pricing.   


 
102. 75% of the jurisdictions have indicated that the relevant Customs agencies are also 


maintaining an intelligence database on import and export of goods; however, 30% reported 
that Customs also cross reference this information with other government databases, i.e. 
companies registry, tax records, criminal records etc.  Only 20% of the respondents 
indicated that Customs conduct ML investigations. In most of the jurisdictions, ML 
investigations were done by a separate ML investigating agency. In these jurisdictions 
Customs generally referred the potential TBML cases to an investigating agency mandated 
to investigate ML cases.   
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103. Only 25% of respondents have reported that Customs have dedicated financial investigators 


with experience in trade related offences and/or ML investigations. Thus in most of the 
jurisdictions, although Customs capture and manage the information on goods imported and 
exported into the jurisdiction, they have either no authority to investigate ML cases or even 
where they have such authority, they don’t have dedicated financial investigators with 
experience in trade related offences and/or ML investigations. 


 
104.  About 50% of the respondents have indicated that Customs personnel are part of joint 


financial investigation/ML task forces in those jurisdictions.  In a few jurisdictions, Customs 
officers are members of Anti-Money Laundering Working Groups. The working groups do 
not conduct investigations; however their members do share information, typologies, and 
emerging trends on ML. 


 
105. 45% of the respondents have reported that the law enforcement agency mandated to 


investigate ML cases is part of a joint financial investigation/ML task force that conducts 
investigations into TBML offences. The same percentage of respondents have reported that 
ML investigating agency have specialist financial investigators to conduct the TBML 
investigations. 


 
106. Only 15% of the jurisdictions have reported that their FIU form part of any joint financial 


investigation/ML task forces that conduct investigations into these offences.  In the majority 
of jurisdictions, the relevant FIU is not part of any joint financial investigation/ML task 
forces that conduct investigations into TBML offences and is designated as the agency 
responsible for carrying out day to day functions of the ML Reporting Authority only i.e. 
functioning as an administrative FIU. 


 
107. Only 15% of the jurisdictions have reported that their relevant Tax Authority conduct 


investigations/audits into TBML.  Most responses indicated that the main aim of tax 
authorities in their jurisdiction was to ensure tax compliance and not to focus on detecting 
suspected criminal activity of ML.  In most of these jurisdictions, there was no detection of 
any link between TBML and transfer pricing and no case of TBML was detected out of tax 
compliance audits.  


 
108. Only 25% of the jurisdictions reported that members of the relevant Tax Authority were part 


of any joint financial investigations/ML Task Force that investigates TBML.   
 
109. More than 50% of the jurisdictions have indicated that the relevant regulator or supervisor 


are providing guidance to reporting entities regarding TBML vulnerabilities and red flags. 
Such guidance includes dissemination of examples of suspicious transactions (red flags in 
relation to trade finance, typologies report and papers issued by either FATF or APG) so as 
to enhance awareness. Some responses indicate that although no specific guidance was 
provided in relation to TBML, more general guidelines about AML/CFT were issued to the 
banking and financial institutions. One jurisdiction indicated that they had established 
specific examination procedures relating to a range of banking activities, products, and 
services, including trade finance activities, in the form of an AML Examination Manual.  
Feedback also indicated that supervisors regularly participated in industry forums, regulator 
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panels, and other outreach activities so as to provide financial institutions with guidance 
relating to TBML risks.   


 
110. 50% of the jurisdictions indicated that their AML supervision regime include trade finance 


aspects of compliance.  Response received from one jurisdiction also indicated that in its 
jurisdiction, AML supervision applied a risk-based approach to scoping and planning its 
AML supervisory functions.   


 
111. Only 40% of jurisdictions indicated that the regulator or supervisor was providing training 


to reporting entities and to its own staff. Further, only 25% of jurisdictions have reported 
that regulators have experts in the area of Trade Finance. However, jurisdictions were 
unanimous that there is a need for training to be provided to regulators about AML risks and 
vulnerabilities associated with trade finance activities as they, the regulators, would benefit 
from better training and awareness. 


 
112. 55% of the jurisdictions indicated that their jurisdictions had in place foreign currency 


controls. However, 25% of jurisdictions reported that in their opinion, such “foreign 
currency control” had a role in identifying abuse of trade finance or TBML.  Thus, it may be 
extrapolated that in these 25% of jurisdictions the aim and objective of foreign currency 
controls, are not specifically to target abuse of trade finance or TBML. However, the 
significance of foreign exchange manipulation in adding to the vulnerability from TBML in 
international trade and the necessity to monitor foreign exchange data to reduce such 
vulnerabilities are demonstrated by the contribution from South Korea in the box item 
placed below.   


 
FX MONITORING SYSTEM


 
 The volume of Foreign Exchange (FX) data received in the course of cross border economic 
transactions has skyrocketed largely due to increase in international trade. There was no satisfactory 
system in South Korea which would allow effective monitoring of overall FX data, which limited the 
capacity for quick response to changes in the foreign exchange market. It became imperative that an 
Effective Risk Management System is developed to deal with the voluminous data. FX Transaction 
Monitoring System has been developed in South Korea which aims at (1) effective monitoring of FX 
data, (2) selection of suspicious companies based on logical criteria, and (3) swift intelligence analysis. 
 
System Structure 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


Vision Stop illegal FX transactions


Improve efficiency of intelligence analysis regarding FX transactions Objective 


Strategy Establish monitoring system of FX transactions


Trend Analysis System Inquiry System Selection System 
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The Trend Analysis System monitors all FX data (including inward /outward remittances and purchase 
of bill of exchange) collected by Korean Customs for working out trends of changes.  The System 
categorizes FX data by industry or jurisdiction month-wise so as to provide inquiry service about time 
series information. Users can take a look at trend of changes in industry-/jurisdiction-specific FX data. 
The System brings out changes considered abnormal with regard to overall FX data; or FX data by 
major industry or jurisdiction. Transactions are regarded as abnormal which show abrupt changes 
compared to average value of the recent three years. Once abnormal transaction is spotted, the system 
provides relevant information to experts in charge of intelligence analysis. The experts would compare 
such abnormal inflow or outflow of FX for that industry or jurisdiction with data of exports or imports 
made from/to that industry/jurisdiction.  
 
The Selection System calculates scores of all exports/imports by taking advantage of statistical method 
(data mining). Based on the scores, the System helps users to select suspicious companies. Crimes 
related to FX transactions are categorized into four categories based on applicable legislations and 
violation types viz. (1) Violations in terms of payment method, (2) Violations in terms of the report of 
capital transaction, (3) illegally moving property abroad, and (4) ML (which include trade abuse 
through mispricing etc.) For example ML may occur through inward remittances to multiple bank 
accounts disguising wire transfers as being related to trade activities. On analysing past crimes of four 
types of violations, risk profiles of companies are drawn. The System also provides a user-oriented 
selection model whereby experts in charge of intelligence analysis choose risk factors; and adjust value 
or ratio depending on their analysis purpose to select suspicious companies.  One-click inquiries about 
suspicious companies regarding their records of export/import clearance and foreign exchange 
transactions are made possible.  
 
The Inquiry System provides refined FX Balance Sheet (B/S), which reflects position of individual 
companies and jurisdiction-specific FX B/S of trading partners.  Foreign exchange B/S is basic data for 
intelligence analysis on FX transactions. The B/S allows comparison between export/import amount and 
receipt/payment of FX money during certain period. The System builds jurisdiction-specific B/S by 
linking export/import data and FX data of each trading partner jurisdiction; and provides visualized 
results such as tables and graphs. The System enables one-click inquiry about general information of 
export /import and FX data of individual companies. The System is equipped with user interface which 
not only allows selection of suspicious companies but also enables search for raw data of transaction 
records of  each company. Such a System can shorten inquiry time. 
 


 
113. Only 15% of the jurisdictions have reported that during investigations of Alternative 


Remitters, they have identified instances of TBML.  Further only 10% of the respondents 
reported that during such investigations of Alternative Remitters, they have identified 
instances of abuse of trade finance. 40% of the respondents did not submit any response in 
respect to questions concerning alternative remittance systems. 


 
 


(1) Detailed analysis on 
FX Balance Sheet (B/S). 
 
(2) One-click inquiry 
about detailed 
transaction records.  


(1) Selection model 
utilizing statistical 
method. 
 
(2) User-oriented 
selection model. 


(1) Time series 
information on trend 
of changes in FX data 
 
(2) Information on 
abnormal FX 
transactions. 
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CONCLUSIONS ON ROLES OF AGENCIES  
 
114. The statistical analysis reveals that ‘trade data’ is collected and managed by at least one of 


the Government Department in each jurisdiction.  In most of the jurisdictions that 
Department is the Customs Department which not only collects and manages ‘trade data’ 
but also uses the data to detect and investigate violations of Customs Law relating to 
evasion of Customs duty.  However, in most of the jurisdictions, the Customs Department 
does not have the authority to conduct any ML investigation including TBML investigation.  
It appears that the agency responsible for ML investigations in those jurisdictions conduct 
all ML investigations including TBML investigations.   


 
115. The Tax authorities in a large number of jurisdictions also have a limited role to play in 


investigation of TBML cases.  While regulators in most jurisdictions do sensitize their 
reporting units about the abuse of finance products emphasis on the significance and 
relevance of these products in detecting TBML does not appear to be high.  The lack of 
trade finance investigators and absence of ‘systems’ capable of cross-referencing trade data 
with that of trade finance are important  limitations.  


 
DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND TRAINING  


 
116. Professional specialization of any agency makes it more proficient to carry-out its mandated 


work. However, a complex problem like TBML which cuts across more than one sector of 
an economy and goes beyond the national borders require considerable cooperation among 
agencies both domestically and internationally in order to provide solutions.  To address 
this, a set of questions were incorporated in the Questionnaire so as to determine the extent 
and manner of cooperation among agencies both at the domestic and international levels.  
The FATF Paper on Best Practices published in 2008, has recommended having joint task 
forces among domestic agencies to ensure domestic inter-agency cooperation.   


 
117. This Paper suggests strengthening the arrangements concerning exchange of information by 


fortifying mutual legal assistance agreements to support more meaningful international 
cooperation.  One significant method of building such best practices has been the suggestion 
to include TBML orientation in ML training programs.  Another set of questions in the 
Questionnaire relate to the exposure to TBML training for the agencies concerned.  


 
118. The project team has categorized that there are three broad phases of domestic cooperation 


among the competent authorities namely: sharing of intelligence; coordination in 
investigation; and, support in prosecution.  


 
119. The statistical analysis reveals that only 55% of the jurisdictions have submitted a response 


to the question of how the TBML investigations were initiated.  30% of the jurisdictions 
reported that the inputs for TBML investigations came from intelligence and STRs. 45% of 
jurisdictions reported that inputs for TBML investigation came from law enforcement 
agencies whereas only 25% of jurisdictions reported that the source for initiating TBML 
investigations was “Trade Data”.  For almost 35% of the respondents, suspicious 
transactions related to TBML were first reported to FIU, which conducted analysis before 
reporting it to the relevant investigating authority.  
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120. 35% of jurisdictions reported that TBML investigations by ML investigating agency are 


initiated from ‘internal intelligence’ whereas 55% of respondents reported the source of 
intelligence for ML investigating agency as ‘referrals from other agencies’. Jurisdictions 
reporting ‘internal intelligence’ as the source for initiation have also reported that ‘referrals 
from other agencies’ are another source for initiating TBML investigations. A few 
jurisdictions have also reported referrals from the ‘private sector’. 60% of responses 
received indicate that they receive information from the relevant Customs agency. However, 
35% of the jurisdictions stated that though their ML investigating agency receives 
information from Customs there are restrictions on the use of that information.  


 
121. In response to the question on the types of impediments faced in use of information received 


from other agencies, 25% of the jurisdictions have reported that there are impediments 
which have been identified as: resource constraints; lack of training; delay in release of 
further information; and, the inability to justify an inquiry.  It is interesting to note that 
limited capacity to match trade data with financial transaction information also hinders the 
capability of the FIU to proactively assess possible TBML-related transactions. 


 
122. 30% of the jurisdictions have reported that there are impediments encountered in the 


extending of cooperation while conducting investigations. According to the survey the main 
impediments encountered during the course of investigations were maintaining 
confidentiality; inhibited from using such information in prosecution / legal proceedings; 
non-disclosure to third parties without consent; and, use of juridical information only with 
the authorization of a magistrate (or judicial authority).  


 
123. 90% of the jurisdictions submitting response to the Questionnaire reported that Customs 


agencies receive financial information from the FIU.  According to the responses the FIU 
generally provided such information spontaneously or upon request.  However, responses 
received also revealed that in some countries, there is requirement to sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding before sharing of information can take place.  In one jurisdiction, the FIU 
has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with several partner agencies/departments.  
These Partner Agencies according to the response have on-line access which allows them to 
ask for financial information relevant to all investigations.  According to the response, the 
MOU framework accounts for objectives of each agency and is aligned with national 
interests.   


 
124. 30% of the respondents have indicated that the Tax Authority receives FIU data for the 


purpose of investigation of administrative issues. However, to what extent such data relate 
to TBML has not been indicated.  


 
125. Since TBML occurs across national borders, the best practices for strengthening 


international cooperation recommended by the FATF in 2008 and supported by the project 
team needs to be emphasized.  Mutual Legal Frameworks with effective gateways must be 
capable of facilitating prompt exchange of information and trade data.  


 
126. 55% of the jurisdictions have indicated that they seek information from their international 


counterparts during ML investigations.  Responses received indicate that jurisdictions 
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provide and share intelligence with the Regional Intelligence Liaison Office and World 
Customs Organization. Some share ‘trade data’ with their partner countries in terms of 
specific information sharing agreements to exchange trade data.  40% of the respondents 
have indicated that they seek information from FIUs and LEAs in other countries.  40% of 
the respondents have advised however that there are impediments to the receipt or 
dissemination of this information.  The most common impediments identified in the survey 
are: “supply and use of information under the secrecy clauses”; signing of relevant MoUs: 
lack of a clear document of mutual administrative assistance in areas that are not under the 
control of Customs; delay in response; and, use of financial information obtained from the 
FIUs being  limited to intelligence purposes only etc.  Further, it was identified that 
restrictions occur without the existence of a multilateral trade agreement for the use and 
sharing of information with other foreign partners. 


 
127. About 30% of the jurisdictions indicated that they have shared TBML related intelligence 


with foreign counterparts. However, 15% jurisdictions have reported that they were not 
made aware of the results of that dissemination.  


 
128. 70% of the respondents advised that international requests have been made for sharing 


financial intelligence. Responses also indicate that in some jurisdictions, trade-related 
information can be shared with other FIUs within the framework of MOUs. 
Operationalising international cooperation by developing a common platform to share and 
analyse trade data of trading partners so as to combat TBML is demonstrated by forming 
Trade Transparency Units (TTU).  The challenges met by formation of a TTU and its basic 
features have been explained in the contribution made by the USA in the box placed below: 


 


TRADE TRANSPARENCY UNITs (TTU) 


TBML schemes are often accomplished through customs fraud violations such as over & under-
valuation, over & under-shipment, false invoicing, double invoicing, and the Black Market Peso 
Exchange. Due to the complex nature of international trade systems, law enforcement agencies are only 
able to see one side of the trade transactions.  Criminal investigators might have expertise and experience 
investigating either financial or customs fraud crimes, but do not have the full financial and trade data 
that would give them a complete picture of the scheme.   This lack of transparency often catalyzes the use 
of TBML by Transnational Criminal Organisations (TCOs).  
 
Furthermore, as international trade has expanded, so also has the range of activities that TCOs are 
involved in. This has led to TCOs evolving into loose networks who work together in order to exploit 
new market opportunities. Such rapid evolution calls for international law enforcement agencies to take a 
more integrated approach to address this threat. However, many challenges on integration, such as 
communication and cooperation, still present themselves.  Law enforcement agencies are often 
hamstrung when it comes to sharing information with international partners, relying on traditional 
diplomatic channels such as Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATS) or Customs Mutual Assistance 
Agreements (CMAAs), in order to gather or exchange information on criminal or terrorist threats. These 
agreements are often lacking in scope and can take considerable time to execute the exchange of 
information.  Additionally, International trade transactions inherently occur behind multiple sides of 
international borders involving multiple parties and many layers of documentation and paperwork.  This 
complexity and lack of transparency make these transactions highly susceptible to fraud and exploitation.  
 
Another core issue is the disparity of the capacity and capabilities between different international law 
enforcement agencies.  A uniform understanding of the threat and threat space is a key starting point 
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amongst partnered countries, followed up by in-depth co-sponsored training that will eventually close the 
knowledge gap on TBML.  Law enforcement agencies must follow a uniform methodology in attacking 
TBML if they are to be successful.  Agencies must have adequate strategic, operational, and tactical 
intelligence capabilities.  Also, agencies must have a platform to share trade data across borders with 
partner countries. Finally, countries must have adequate prosecutorial authorities and arrest powers for 
their agencies to attack the threat.   
 
In 2004, United States Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) initiated the Trade Transparency Unit 
(TTU) to prevent, combat, and dismantle TCOs that engage in TBML. TTU develops partnerships with 
customs and financial agencies around the world to detect trade discrepancies and to investigate criminal 
violations including TBML.  TTU focuses on the sharing of trade information with international partners 
allowing each TTU to compare values reported on U.S. import/export declarations against the 
corresponding values reported on foreign counterpart import/export declarations.  Investigators are thus 
able to see both sides of the trade transaction, thereby adding a level of transparency.   
 
 
The process starts when HSI reaches out to jurisdiction representatives, to further discuss a potential 
partnership under the TTU umbrella.  Thereafter trade data of the partner jurisdiction is formatted. 
Agreements are signed and guidelines are established for the sharing of trade information. The access to 
the shared TTU trade software system is the key component that allows the TTUs to operate.  TTU has 
developed a proprietary computer-based system called “Data Analysis & Research for Trade 
Transparency System” (DARTTS) to host and analyse the combined international trade data, which 
allows the user to identify abnormal trade transactions that may indicate TBML, customs duty evasion, 
and other related customs and financial crimes. 
 
Direct communication amongst international partners is highly encouraged. Personnel assigned to the 
TTUs meet regularly to exchange ideas, discuss emerging trends and to provide each other support, 
guidance, training, and tools to combat TBML. 
 


 
129. The FATF Best Practices Paper 2008 urged for a stronger focus on training programmes for 


competent authorities to enhance their ability to identify TBML techniques which is also 
supported by the project team.  Such programmes, particularly those directed towards 
investigating and other allied agencies, must highlight the relevance of both financial and 
trade data to assist programme participants in detection of TBML cases.  


 
130. 40% of the jurisdictions indicated that Customs have received training on TBML.  Further, 


only 10% indicated that they provided training to others. Most of the jurisdictions have 
agreed on the need for better training and understanding of the techniques of TBML.  Even 
on the question of ‘challenges and obstacles for the Customs agency’, a common response 
was that besides the ‘lack of authority for Customs to investigate TBML cases’ (legal issue), 
‘lack of training and resource’ was indicated as a major challenge for Customs to identify or 
investigate TBML. 


 
131. 35% of the jurisdictions indicated that relevant ML enforcement agencies had received 


training on TBML.  Further, only 15% of the jurisdictions reported that they provide 
training to other agencies on TBML issues.  The main methods of training have been stated 
as, ‘attending local and overseas training and seminars’.  Most of the jurisdictions agreed on 
the need for better training and awareness of the techniques of TBML.   
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132. Only 35% of the jurisdictions have indicated that the FIU has received training on TBML.  
Equal numbers of jurisdictions have indicated that FIU is also providing training to other 
agencies on TBML issues.  The mode / method of training are through the participation in 
international conferences, seminars and overseas training.  Material relied upon in the 
training include annual reports of FIUs, typologies, sanitised cases and indicators linked to 
TBML latest studies & papers etc.  20% of the jurisdictions have informed that their Tax 
Authority received training on TBML. Further only 5% have indicated that their Tax 
Authority provides training to others on TBML issues.  Responses received from 
jurisdictions indicate that officers of Tax Authority are trained to conduct tax audits and no 
training with specific reference to audit in TBML cases has been received by the said 
officers.  


 
133. Training to those responsible for detection and investigation of TBML as well as to those 


who collect trade data and handle trade finance is critical to raise their awareness about 
TBML and build capacity to identify TBML.  Since in majority of jurisdictions those who 
handle trade data, who deal with trade finance and who investigate TBML belong to 
separate agencies the significance of building mechanisms for domestic cooperation cannot 
but be emphasized.  Sharing of trade data across trading countries supported by prompt 
exchange of information during investigation and for prosecution can be very important for 
preventing and curbing TBML. However, there are impediments in exchange of information 
both domestically and internationally.  


 
PATTERNS OF FINANCIAL PRODUCTS USED  
 
134. On the issue of financial or banking products used for TBML, responses received from the 


jurisdictions indicated that formal banking channels as well as alternative remittance system 
are being used.  Normal banking channels that have been used to finance trade are open 
accounting system and letter of credit mechanisms.  The gaps between declared trade 
transaction value and the true value of goods have often been filled-up through alternative 
remittance.  
 


RED FLAGS AND PATTERNS  
  
135. The last set of questions in the Questionnaire relate to eliciting responses from the 


jurisdictions about the indicators which can help discern the patterns of TBML.  The FATF 
Best Practice Paper 2006 has regarded making case studies and red flags available to 
competent authorities and financial institutions as a basic principle of guidance to foster the 
capacity to combat TBML.  The patterns and red flags help in identifying the occurrence of 
ML in trade and trade finance transactions. The jurisdictions which responded to the 
Questionnaire have listed a large number of patterns and red flags which this Paper has 
categorised in five broad groups: i) Trade Finance; ii) Jurisdictions; iii) Goods; iv) 
Corporate Structures;  and v) Predicate Offences. The last four categories have been dealt 
with in the past papers under the broad category of trade.   
 


136. TBML can take many forms and the distinction between it and other forms of ML which 
use the financial system is often blurred. Efforts have been made in the present section of 
this Chapter to identify and describe specific characteristics of TBML and hence this 
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Section has examined and analysed trade characteristics as patterns of jurisdictions, goods, 
corporate structures and predicate offences.  Red flags identify only possible signs of illicit 
activity and have to be considered in conjunction with the normal transaction activity 
expected.  
  


137. Based on the responses received from jurisdictions, red flags relating to financial & banking 
products may be categorized as follows: 


  
a) Use of letters of credit to move money between those countries, where such trade would 


not normally occur and / or is not consistent with the customer’s usual business 
activity. A Letter of credit is generally resorted to so as to accord more legitimacy to the 
transaction in order  to conceal the real facts. 


 
b) The method of payment requested by the client appears inconsistent with the risk 


characteristics of the transaction. For example receipt of an advance payment, for a 
shipment, from a new seller in a high-risk jurisdiction. 


 
c) The transaction involves the receipt of cash (or by other payment methods) from third 


party entities that have no apparent connection with the transaction or which involve 
front or shell companies or wire instructions / payment from parties which were not 
identified in the original letter of credit or other documentation. The transactions that 
involve payments for goods through cheques, bank drafts, or money orders not drawn on 
the account of the entity that purchased the items also need further verification.  


 
d) The transaction involves the use of repeatedly amended or frequently extended letters 


of credit without reasonable justification or that includes changes in regard to the 
beneficiary or location of payment without any apparent reason.  


 
e) Unusual deposits i.e. use of cash or negotiable instruments (such as traveller’s cheques, 


cashier’s cheques and money orders) in round denominations (to keep below reporting 
threshold  limit) to fund bank accounts and to pay for goods and services. The negotiable 
instruments may be sequentially numbered or purchased at multiple locations and may 
frequently lack payee information. Further, cash payments for high-value orders are also 
indication of TBML activity. 


 
f) Inward remittances in multiple accounts and payments made from multiple accounts for 


trade transaction of same business entity are indicators for TBML.  In this regard the study 
of foreign exchange remittances may help detect the offence. 


 
g) In the case of merchanting trade, the trade finance mechanism should be in place for 


both export leg as well as import leg of transaction. If the Trade Finance mechanism, for 
example, Letters of Credit, have been provided for only the import leg of the transaction 
and not for export leg, it also indicates the possibility of TBML. 
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PATTERNs OF JURISDICTION (FROM WHERE OR TO WHOM, GOODS ARE 
USUALLY SHIPPED/TRANSHIPPED)  
 
138. The Questionnaire also intended to ascertain patterns from jurisdictions as to or from where 


goods usually shipped. Responses received indicated that in 90% of jurisdictions, no such 
patterns had been identified to date, either because of the low numbers of TBML cases or 
due to other reasons such as a study of this type had not been carried out.  Responses 
indicated that existence of duty free zones or jurisdictions having high import tax / export 
tax rebate are most likely to be used for TBML. Volume of trade, value of trade, type of 
commodity or service traded and/or the domestic regulatory environment are the factors 
which determine the sensitiveness of a jurisdiction for TBML. Generally, all the factors 
combine to make a jurisdiction prone to high risk of TBML.  


 
RED FLAGS WITH REGARD TO JURISDICTIONS 
 


a) The commodity is shipped to or from a jurisdiction designated as ‘high risk’ for ML 
activities or sensitive / non co-operative jurisdictions.  


 
b) The commodity is transhipped through one or more such high risk / sensitive 


jurisdictions for no apparent economic reason. 
 
c) Presence of Free Trade Zones / Special Economic Zones also affects the sensitiveness of 


a jurisdiction as far as TBML is concerned. FTZs are also emerging as being especially 
vulnerable to TBML. FATF (2010: 4) defines FTZs as ‘designated areas within countries 
that offer a free trade environment with a minimum level of regulation’. In the said report, 
FATF noted that most zone authorities operate separate company formation services from 
those that exist in the rest of the jurisdiction and market the ease of setting up a legal entity 
in an FTZ to attract business. Many zone authorities request little or no ownership 
information of the companies interested in setting up in the zone. As a result, it is simpler 
for legal entities to set up the firms/companies in FTZs and hide the name(s) of the true 
beneficial owners. This lack of transparency has allowed companies located in FTZs to 
create layers of transactions that are difficult (if not impossible) for law enforcement 
agencies to follow (FATF 2010). It also reported that ‘goods introduced in a FTZ’ are 
generally not subject to the usual customs controls, with goods undergoing ‘various 
economic operations, such as transhipment, assembly, manufacturing, processing, 
warehousing’. FinCEN has identified TBML red flags that are specific to FTZs. In its 
2010 report, FinCEN (2010: 4) signalled that a number of red flags seen in conjunction 
with shipments of high dollar merchandise (such as electronics, auto parts and precious 
metals and gems) to duty free trade zones could be an indication of a trade-based money 
laundering activity. 
 
These include: 
i. third-party payments for goods or services made by an intermediary (either an 


individual or an entity) apparently unrelated to the seller or purchaser of goods. This 
may be done to obscure the true origin of the funds; 


ii. amended letters of credit without reasonable justification; 
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iii. a customer’s inability to produce appropriate documentation (ie invoices) to support a 
requested transaction; and 


iv. significant discrepancies between the descriptions of the goods on the transport 
document (ie bill of lading), the invoice, or other documents (ie certificate of origin, 
packing list etc) (FinCEN 2010). 


 
d) Circuitous route of shipment and/or circuitous route of financial transaction or Order 


for the goods is placed by firms or individuals from foreign countries other than the 
jurisdiction of the stated end-user. 


 
e) Transaction involves shipment of goods inconsistent with normal geographic trade 


patterns of the jurisdiction i.e. trade in goods other than goods which are normally 
exported/ imported by a jurisdiction or which does not make any economic sense e.g. 
Semi-conductor manufacturing equipment being shipped to a jurisdiction that has no 
electronics industry.  


 
PATTERNS OF GOODS INVOLVED IN TBML 
 
139. Most of the jurisdictions have responded to state that no definite pattern of goods involved 


in TBML is identifiable.  This is probably due to the vulnerability of almost all trade 
transactions for TBML, irrespective of the goods involved.  A few studies including that of 
Clare Sullivan and Evan Smith cited earlier, have emphasized the vulnerability of trade in 
services for TBML. Global trade in services provide greater opportunities for ML than trade 
in merchandise because fraud particularly in regard to valuation of services is more difficult 
to detect and prove. The intangible nature of services makes even facts of supply / delivery / 
provisioning difficult to determine. Unlike merchandise, services are also less likely to be 
standard, so anomalies in value and price are less apparent and more difficult to 
substantiate.  However responses do indicate that goods involved in TBML will be usually 
those goods, where it is rather difficult to identify true value, due to the nature of these 
goods.  Further responses also indicate that vulnerable goods are those which are subjected 
to higher taxes/ duties or are high turnover goods or are high valued goods. Examples of 
such goods are consumer goods, textiles, garments, engineering goods, electronics goods, 
illicit tobacco products, leather goods, luxury cars, precious metals, counterfeit products, 
diamonds, metal scraps.  Illicit trade in tobacco has been identified as prone to ML as such 
trade is cash intensive, profitable with low levels of risk, and the possibility of intermingling 
of illicitly generated funds with legitimate forms of business is high. 


 
RED FLAGS WITH REGARD TO GOODS 
 


a) Where significant discrepancies appear between the description, quality and quantity of 
the goods on the documents such as bills of lading, invoices etc and the actual goods 
shipped. The misrepresentation may also be in relation to or type / grade of goods. For 
example, a relatively inexpensive good is supplied but it is invoiced as being more 
expensive, of different quality or even as an entirely different item so the documentation 
does not accurately record what is actually supplied. This technique is particularly useful 
in TBML. Cheap cloth items / waste thereof are declared as premium quality garments to 
launder the criminal money.  
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b) Significant discrepancies appear between the value of the commodity reported on the 


invoice and the commodity’s fair market value. This is done either in conjunction with 
mis-declaration of the description / quality / grade of goods or without it.   This is also 
often associated with mis-declaration of the jurisdiction of origin. 


 
c) Consignment size or type of commodity being shipped appears inconsistent with the 


scale or capacity of the exporter or importer having regard to their regular business 
activities or the shipment does not make economic sense i.e. there is no reasonable 
explanation for the client’s financial investment into the shipment.   


 
PATTERN OF CORPORATE STRUCTURES  
 
140. To adduce information about the types of corporate structures i.e. Companies, Partnership 


Firms, Proprietorship, Offshore Companies etc. used by criminal syndicates in TBML, 
relevant questions were included in the Questionnaire. Responses indicate that both 
domestic companies as well as overseas companies are used by criminal syndicates.  Bogus 
registered companies (behave like true consignor / consignees of goods) and offshore 
companies located in tax havens have been reported as corporate structure misused by 
criminal syndicates. The use of offshore companies is also associated with complex schemes 
and methodologies utilized by established criminal enterprises. 


 
RED FLAGS WITH REGARD TO CORPORATE STRUCTURES 
 
a) The transaction involves the use of front or shell companies.  Both shell and front companies 


can be used to facilitate TBML but in different ways. A shell company has no real operating 
activity and is used to hide ML activity and the identities of individuals involved so as to 
obscure the money trail. If activity is traced to the company it is literally an empty shell. As 
FATF (2010: 20) explained TBML and other ML schemes rely on the ability of the 
perpetrator of the crime to distance themselves from the illicit proceeds. Shell companies 
enable illicit actors to create a network of legal entities around the world.  By contrast, a front 
company has real business whose legitimate operations are used as a cover for ML and other 
criminal activity. In many ways, front companies present a much more significant TBML 
threat than shell companies.  The characteristics of offshore companies, for example, 
convenient formation, free operation, tax exemption and financial secrecy, all provide rather 
good veneer to disguise ML 


 
b) Numerous sole proprietorship businesses/private limited companies set up by seemingly 


unrelated people (proxies) are found to be controlled by the same group of people. For the 
setting up of such businesses false addresses are registered.  


 
c) Trade transaction reveals links between representatives of companies exchanging goods i.e. 


same owners or management. TBML requires collusion between traders at both ends of the 
import/export chain. Related party transactions (ie transactions between entities that are part 
of the same corporate or business group) can possibly make TBML easier and more difficult 
to detect. Related party transactions, including transfer pricing, rely on mutual agreements 
between the parties, rather than free market forces. As the FATF (2006: 5) pointed out, over- 
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or under-invoicing of goods and services requires collusion between the exporter and 
importer.   Although there is a higher risk of related party transactions being used for fraud 
and for TBML, dealings between related parties are not necessarily illegal.  


 
d) Transfer pricing is a related party transaction that is commonly used by transnational 


corporation as part of their financial and tax planning strategy. Multinational organisations use 
transfer pricing to shift taxable income from jurisdictions with relatively high tax rates to 
jurisdictions with relatively low tax rates to minimise income tax. Similar strategies are also 
employed in relation to import duties and value added tax.  FATF (2006: 3) made it clear 
though that in the case of transfer pricing, the reference to over- and under-invoicing relates to 
the legitimate allocation of income between related parties, rather than customs fraud. 
However possibility of TBML originating in transfer pricing cannot be ruled-out.  
 


PREDICATE OFFENCES OF TBML  
 
141. 15% of the jurisdictions have reported that tax evasion is the predominant predicate offence 


in TBML cases whereas 10% of the jurisdictions have reported customs offences as the 
main predicate offence. Other responses indicate that predicate offences are often related to 
commercial fraud, IPR, Narcotics, human trafficking, terrorist financing, embezzlement, 
corruption, organized crime (racketeering), dealing in banned goods, conducting illegal 
business, speculation etc. One Reporting jurisdiction indicated that ML is considered to be 
an autonomous offence and there is no need to prove the existence or nature of the predicate 
offence in order to prosecute hence as a consequence, there is no systemic link between ML 
cases and other crimes. 


 
CONCLUSION ON RED FLAGS 
 
142. The attempt here to segregate Red Flags for different segments of TBML is to simplify the 


process of understanding the complex problem of TBML.  In real life situations the 
occurrence of more than one red flag is likely for trade transactions involving ML.  The red 
flags enumerated in this Chapter are by no means exhaustive. Annexure A to this Paper has 
enlisted ‘red flags’ from a number of sources. The process of developing red flags is 
continuous and requires more and more jurisdictions to contribute towards a common pool 
of knowledge.  
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CHAPTER III - TRADE FINANCE 
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF TBML 
 
143. TBML provides an important avenue for disguising funds of illicit origin and for moving 


value to finance illegal activities.   Chapter II on Statistical Analysis may have failed to 
show the extent and prevalence of TBML in terms of statistical results. However, the 
significance of TBML as a means of moving illicit value across the globe cannot be denied.   


 
144. Baker (2005: 25) has argued that because ‘anything that can be priced can be mispriced’ and 


‘false pricing is done every day, in every jurisdiction, on a large percentage of import and 
export transactions’ that TBML ‘is the most commonly used technique for generating and 
transferring dirty money—money that breaks laws in its origin, movement and use’.  


 
145. Preliminary examination of this statement would invoke acceptance by most AML 


practitioners as anecdotal evidence indicates that false pricing (under and over invoicing) is 
considerably widespread. It is considered by the project team to be particularly prevalent in 
trade within jurisdiction as a means of generating criminal wealth through deliberate 
avoidance of taxation commitments.  This is one of the reasons why domestic trade is not 
within scope of this paper.   


 
146. The project team believe that the geneses of TBML was to defeat the ability of jurisdictions 


to collect appropriate revenue as espoused by Baker but in more modern times, under and 
over invoicing has in fact become a ‘by-product’ of what has been identified as professional 
ML schemes involving very complex international TBML structures capable of moving 
billions of dollars of value with impunity.  In these instances, the commodity is as good as 
cash without the governance currently imposed on cash transactions around the world.   
Why this can be achieved is also because of the fundamental lack of regulation of Trade 
internationally which provides the money launderer with ample vulnerabilities to exploit. 


 
147. Using the cover of Trade is the most logical next step as it further frustrates the activities of 


regulators and investigators due to the sheer size of the trade mechanisms worldwide and 
the continuing introduction of new products to reduce supply line costs.  The vast number of 
trade transactions produces a high level of ‘noise’ about the level of legitimate trade and 
increased flexibility of the processes masks the criminal ML activity. Without specific 
information to help focus investigations, automatic monitoring becomes relatively 
ineffective. Legitimate Trade structures have a significant number of benefits to 
professional ML syndicates namely: 


 The large amount of value that is moved internationally in the guise of Trade; 


 The appetite of jurisdictions especially those that are developing economies to promote 
trade which in turn reduces red tape to create corporate entities; 


 The ability to mask true activity of corporate entities and ability to disburse concentrations 
of illegal currency through corporate entities disguised as ‘business as usual’; 


 The ability to engage in corrupt practices on the pretense of trade and trade negotiation; 
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 The existing trade based mechanism including ‘Trade financing’, International trade 
payments in foreign exchange; trade liberalisation, electronic commerce and other 
financial markets are susceptible to abuse; 


 Lack of international regulatory coordination; 


 Lack of data matching across sovereign states; 


 Inconsistent legal frameworks; and 


 Enhanced electronic communication. 
 
148. Unlike alternate remitters systems that are very mobile and operate on very small overheads, 


TBML structures, especially those that move large amounts of value, are expensive to 
create, expensive to maintain, leave a considerable evidentiary trail and are difficult to 
dismantle.  It is for these reasons that those responsible for their creation leverage as much 
criminal profits as they can.  These same structures can be used to: 


 Launder criminal profits and instruments of crime from criminal activity other than tax 
evasion and fraud; 


 Undertake large fraud;  


 Facilitate confidence and other financial scams; 


 Facilitate corruption payments; and, 


 Siphon money from aid and other Government assistance programs. 
 
149. Each can be undertaken as an individual activity or simultaneously if necessary.  For this 


reason the project team see TBML as the most difficult activity to detect and in turn 
successfully disrupt and dismantle. 


 
150. Further, professional money launderers do not need to utilise the traditional financing 


mechanisms used in International trade (for example credit documentation) as they are 
moving excess value (profit) or financing ongoing criminal activity (instrument of crime) 
and credit is not essential.  They do so however, to further disguise their activity.   The 
application of credit facilities also assist the criminals to defray their risk if it happens that 
their activities are detected as the credit partner has a legal right to at least some share of the 
funds that might be restrained for possible forfeiture.  


 
THE TRADE FINANCE ENVIRONMENT  
 
151. In order to better understand how TBML operates it is necessary to understand the 


environment in which it operates.  By understanding this environment, the ML investigator 
can better recognise the ‘red flags’ that help peel away the veneer considered paramount by 
money launderers in achieving their goals.  With this veneer in place, an investigator is 
unlikely to recognise TBML as a result of all the ‘noise’ of legitimate trade.  As stated, this 
paper attempts to provide investigators and in turn regulators with the insight to enable them 
to ‘crack’ that veneer.  
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152. Occurrence of trade in a Cash Based Economy can also open up possibilities for TBML 
which may throw up challenges of its own kind.  The contribution by Nepal in the box item 
placed below give succinct description of such challenges. 


 
CASH BASED ECONOMIES  
Less developed countries have economies which are largely cash based.  These countries also usually 
have manual system of records. Such records lying with different entities are in a fragmented state and 
are usually un-reconciled. Discreet access to such records becomes impossible. These two features viz. 
Pre-dominance of cash transaction and manual record keeping pose many challenges in combating 
financial crimes as it is difficult to follow the paper trail.  Cash based economies flourish in an 
economic environment which has a limited number of financial institutions in the formal financial 
sector. This situation makes the economy vulnerable to a number of financial crimes, including TBML.  


Predominance of cash transactions builds uncertainty in the financial system.  Transactions in cash 
allow for concealment of the true value of a transactions and/or the misrepresentation of true records. 
Cash transactions may even facilitate cash smuggling. Such transactions also fuel the underground 
economy and tax evasion.  


The manual system of records engenders its own set of problems.  There is difficulty in data collection.  
The data cannot be easily cross-checked, timely review of information is not possible and identification 
of any ultimate beneficiaries or ultimate suppliers and recipients becomes rather difficult.  Without a 
proper database, the customs authorities in these countries also have a major handicap in detecting and 
investigating TBML cases.   


The economic scenario is further compounded by the use of Alternate Remittance Systems (hawala / 
hundi) by workers of such countries who are located abroad and need to send their savings back home. 
Such an environment is quite conducive to TBML where proceeds of crime can be very easily 
structured as remittance for import/export and presented as legitimate funds. 


 
153. It has been said that trade finance can be seen as the precise science of managing the capital 


required for Trade to flow.  This chapter describes the most common of the Trade Financing 
Instruments used today in legitimate trade transactions and then attempt to identify the 
vulnerabilities of each of these.  


 
154. In its simplest form, an exporter and importer enter into an agreement to Trade.  This may 


be done in some developing regions by way of ‘countertrade’ but more often than not, it is 
achieved by way of a cash payment or some more complex form of financing.  


 
155. Traders require working capital (i.e., short-term financing) to support their trading activities. 


Exporters will usually require financing to process or manufacture products for the export 
market before receiving payment. Such financing is known as pre-shipping finance. 
Conversely, importers will need a line of credit to buy goods overseas and sell them in the 
domestic market before paying for imports. In most cases, foreign buyers expect to pay only 
when goods arrive, or later still if possible, but certainly not in advance. They prefer an open 
account, or at least a delayed payment arrangement. Being able to offer attractive payments 
term to buyers is often crucial in getting a contract and requires access to financing for 
exporters.14  


                                                 
14 Trade Facilitation Handbook for the Greater Mekong Subregion – Chapter 8: An introduction  to Trade Finance 
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156. The absence of an adequate trade finance infrastructure is, in effect, equivalent to a barrier 


to trade.  Limited access to financing, high costs, and lack of insurance or guarantees are 
likely to hinder the trade and export potential of an economy, and particularly that of small 
and medium sized enterprises.  Trade facilitation aims at reducing transaction cost and time 
by streamlining trade procedures and processes. One of the most important challenges for 
traders involved in a transaction is to secure financing so that the transaction may actually 
take place. The faster and easier the process of financing an international transaction, the 
more trade will be facilitated.15   


 
157.  Financial institutions play the critical role in trade finance. The trade finance products 


elaborated in this chapter are all derived from financial institutions.  Financial institutions 
have a role to play in efforts to prevent ML activity, holding a large amount of intelligence 
and information critical for TBML investigators.  Often however, these institutions are not 
aware of how critical the information they hold may be to an investigator.  Close interaction 
with financial institutions is seen by the project team as fundamental to success in 
dismantling TBML structures. 


 
158. The role of Government in trade financing is crucial especially in emerging economies. In 


the presence of underdeveloped financial and money markets, traders have restricted access 
to financing. Governments can either play a direct role like direct provision of trade finance 
or credit guarantees; or indirectly by facilitating the formation of trade financing enterprises. 


 
INSTRUMENTS OF TRADE FINANCE & THEIR VULNERABILITIES 
 
Bills of Exchange 
 
159. The drawing of a ‘bill of exchange’ (also referred to as a ‘draft’) is commonly used by 


exporters as a means of obtaining payment from buyers for goods shipped. Bills of 
exchange protects (reduces transactional risk) of both parties.  Documentary credits 
(discussed later) issued for buyers by banks usually require bills of exchange to be drawn, 
and frequently bills of exchange are drawn by the seller in terms of the commercial contract 
of sale with the buyer.   


 
160. The relevant financial institution has a vested interest in this transaction, as they are 


advancing credit to the buyer; and, given this advanced credit may be considerable in 
monetary terms, the due diligence by the institution is usually as comprehensive as is 
possible given the circumstances.    


 
161. The Draft or Bill of Exchange (not always required) provides formal evidence of debt under 


a letter of credit and is presented with all other documents unless stipulated otherwise. A 
Draft may contain information on:  


 Value of Draft, date of payment and payment terms e.g. "at sight", "30 days after sight", 
"60 days after Bill of Lading Date".  


                                                 
15 (http://www.unescap.org/tid/publication/chap8_2224.pdf 
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  Date Exporter presents documents to the "available with" Bank (not    normally 
required).  


  Letter of credit reference number assigned by the Issuing Bank (if required by  
 credit).  


  Date the letter of credit was issued (not normally found on a draft).  


  Name and address of the Issuing Bank (if the drafts are drawn on the issuing  bank).  


  Name and address of the bank on which the Drafts are to be drawn.  


  Signature of an authorised signing officer of the Company and the  Beneficiary's name 
as shown on the letter of credit.  


 


162. The Commercial Invoice is the accounting document through which the exporter charges the 
importer for goods and services purchased. The Invoice gives details about:  


  Merchandise weight, quantity and price and currency.  


  The name and address of Exporter and the Importer.  


  The number of copies presented and signed if required.  


  The trade term listed, e.g. C.I.F., F.O.B etc.  


 


163. The Transport Document (or Bill of Lading, Airway Bill, Railway Consignment Note) is a 
document issued by the carrier that describes the goods that have been accepted for carriage. 
In some forms, the Bill of Lading may also act as a document of title to the goods and 
should include information that is consistent with the letter of credit: 


   Information on the merchandise (usually a general description).  


  The points of loading and discharge.  


  To whom the Bill of Lading is consigned.  


  The date of shipment.  
 
164. The Insurance Document is a guarantee in part or in whole (depending on the terms and 


conditions) by an insurance company, specifying the goods shipped on a named vessel, 
indicating the applicable coverage, and showing to whom loss is payable.  


 
165. The Certificate of Origin notes the country where the goods were produced. The Certificate 


of Inspection offers an opinion that the specified quality and quantity related conditions 
have been met. These documents should be dated on or before the Bill of Lading date.  


 
166. A Packing List is usually supplied by the exporting shipper in cases where a diversified 


shipment is packed in several packages or containers. The list will show the contents of each 
box or case identified by a specific number. A Weight Certificate is supplied by the 
Exporter, at the request of the Importer. It certifies the weight of each large unit in a 
shipment or the net and gross weights of packages containing smaller units. It is of 
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particular value when the price of the goods is based on weight and, also, is often used by 
the carrier in arriving at the weight to be recorded on the Bill of Lading as a basis for the 
freight charges.  


 
167. The quantity of units/weights should match the Commercial Invoice (this may or may not 


agree based on how the weights are calculated by the various parties involved). The 
breakdown of merchandise/weight per carton, package or container should be shown if 
requested in the letter of credit.  


 
Vulnerabilities:  


 Undertaken and paid for without any form of due diligence by an intermediary in the 
supply chain because the parties are complicit.  


 Phantom trades maybe the cause of unrealistic timeframes or unrealistically short supply 
chains. 


 
Countertrade 
 
168. Countertrade exists where economies face the problem of limited foreign exchange 


holdings.  That is, they do not hold enough currency of the jurisdiction they are trading with 
to pay the outstanding debt and the cost of buying more foreign currency to service that debt 
makes the trade uneconomical. 


 
169. One way to overcome this constraint is to promote and encourage countertrade. It generally 


encompasses the idea of subjecting the agreement to purchase goods or services to an 
undertaking by the supplier to take on a compensating obligation in lieu of a cash 
settlement. The seller is required to accept goods or other instruments of trade in partial or 
whole payment for its products.  Some of the forms of counter trade include: 


 


 Barter – This traditional type of countertrade involving the exchange of goods and services 
against other goods and services of equivalent value, with no monetary exchange between 
exporter and importer. 


 Counter purchase – The exporter undertakes to buy goods from the importer or from a 
company nominated by the importer, or agrees to arrange for the purchase by a third party. 
The value of the counter-purchased goods is an agreed percentage of the prices of the 
goods originally exported. 


 Buy-back – The exporter of heavy equipment agrees to accept products manufactured by 
the importer of the equipment as payment. 


 
Vulnerabilities 


 The TBML vulnerabilities arise in determination of exchange ratios for the goods to be 
countertraded.  Such ratios may often be determined as a process of negotiation rather than 
market determined, giving scope to TBML.      
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Documentary Credit (Letters of Credit, etc) 
 
170. Generally the exporter requires an importer to prepay in cash for goods shipped. The 


importer naturally wants to reduce risk by asking the exporter to acknowledge through 
documents that the goods have been shipped. The importer’s bank assists by providing a 
letter of Credit (Documentary credits) to the exporter (or the exporter's bank) providing for 
payment upon presentation of certain documents, such as a bill of lading, either immediately 
or at a prescribed date.  


 
171. A letter of credit is a precise document whereby the importer’s bank extends credit to the 


importer and assumes responsibility in paying the exporter.  Aside from the letter of credit 
document, other documents used in legitimate Trade include shipping and insurance 
documents, and commercial invoices.  The documentary credit arrangement offers an 
internationally recognised and used method of attaining a commercially acceptable 
undertaking by providing for payment to be made against presentation of documentation 
representing the goods, making possible the transfer of title to those goods.  


 
172. Documentary credits (LCs, etc) are seen as a declining method of doing business, although 


small and medium enterprises often rely upon documentary credit basis for trade finance. 
Trade finance has been shifting away from this sometimes cumbersome and often expensive 
method of conducting business to that conducted on an open account basis.   


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Even in this simple form the true value of goods transferred between countries can be 
masked through misrepresentation of price, quantity and quality. Letters of Credit may be 
generated to create a veneer. 


 The documentation generated in the process leaves a paper trail which money launderer 
may rely upon to disguise illegal proceeds.  


 
Open Account Facilities  


 
173. Open account transactions can be described as ‘buy now, pay later’ and are more like 


regular payments for a continuing flow of goods rather than specific transactions. The 
pursuit of ‘supply chain efficiencies’ among larger businesses has encouraged their 
preference for open account trading, even as small and medium enterprises still rely upon 
documentary credit basis to conduct business of international trade. Ultimately these results 
suggest that trade finance should be flexible and that financiers will benefit by adapting 
product and service offerings to the needs of customers in different segments.16  


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Open account facilities have caused a disconnect between the movement of the underlying 
trade and the money used to finance it.   


                                                 
16 http://www.east.com.au/media/2009-09-16.pdf 
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 Payments against these facilities may or may not be undertaken through an international 
funds transfer instruction (IFTI) or SWIFT.  


 
174. A range of Open Account Facilities are set out below.  


 
Factoring 
 
175. Factoring, also known as invoice discounting, receivables factoring or debtor financing, is 


where a third party company assumes a debt or invoice from another company. This 
involves either the sale at a discount of accounts receivable or other debt assets on a daily, 
weekly or monthly basis in exchange for immediate cash. It can also involve the charging of 
interest on the debt.  The debt assets are sold by the exporter at a discount to a factoring 
house, which thereby assumes part of risks of the account receivable. Factoring in 
international trade is the discounting of a short-term receivable (up to 180 days). The 
exporter transfers title to its short-term foreign accounts receivable to a factoring house for 
cash at a discount from the face value. It allows an exporter to ship on open account as the 
factor assumes the financial liability of the importer to pay and handles collections on the 
receivables. The factoring house usually works with consumer goods. 


 
176. Factoring therefore relieves the first party of a debt for less than the total amount providing 


them with working capital to continue trading, while the buyer, or factor, chases up the debt 
for the full amount and profits when it is paid. The factor is required to pay additional fees, 
typically a small percentage, once the debt has been settled. The factor may also offer a 
discount to the indebted party. Essentially factoring transfers the ownership of accounts to 
another party that then chases up the debt. In the absence of private sector players, 
Governments can facilitate the establishment of a state-owned factor; or a joint venture set-
up with several banks and trading enterprises. The peak international body is Factors Chain 
International (FCI) which is a body that International Factors deal with17.  


 
177. Factoring is divided into import factoring and export factoring. Details of each are set out 


below.  
 
Export factoring 
  


178. In export factoring, the Factor deals directly with the seller of the goods.  In this case the 
debt is a ‘recourse' debt, and if the seller goes under, or the purchaser does not pay, the local 
Factor assumes the risk.  In Export factoring the local Factor, deals with a counterparty 
Factor, who will check out the creditworthiness of the purchaser.   
  


179. In this case the seller will provide documentation to show that the goods have been shipped 
prior to payment.  Payment is usually made on an 80/20 split, 80% is paid to the seller at the 
time of the invoice/goods shipment.  This amount is loaned to the seller by the Factor and 
interest charged until the purchaser pays.  When the purchaser pays the 100% of the invoice 


                                                 
17 http://www.fci.nl/about-factoring/how-does-it-work 
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the Factor pays the seller the other 20% of the invoice.  There is usually a small activity fee 
(around 1% of the invoice that is also charged, so it is typically a 80/1/19 split!) 


  
Import Factoring 
  


180. Import factoring is a reverse of the scenario set out for export factoring, but differs 
slightly.  The local Factor will insure the risk on a usually 80% basis, and will therefore 
carry a 20% risk.  This is called a 'non-recourse debt'.  The local Factor will check out the 
bona fide credit history etc. of the purchaser of the goods.  Credit lines etc are usually 
established. 


  
181. The foreign factor will examine the bills of lading shipping documents etc and confirm with 


the Local Factor.  International factoring (as opposed to domestic factoring) have more to do 
with the counterpart abroad and with insuring risk. 


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Often the factor may be left with losses after the so-called traders disappear, after having 
indulged in TBML, by moving illicit funds through ‘sham trade’. 


 
Forfaiting  
 
182. Forfaiting is the purchase of an exporter's receivables (the amount importers owe the 


exporter) at a discount by paying cash. The purchaser of the receivables, or forfaiter, must 
now be paid by the importer to settle the debt. As the receivables are usually guaranteed by 
the importer's bank, the forfaiter frees the exporter from the risk of non-payment by the 
importer. The receivables have then become a form of debt instrument that can be sold on 
the secondary market as bills of exchange or promissory notes.  Forfaiting is a method of 
trade financing that allows the exporter to sell its medium-term receivables (180 days to 7 
years) to the forfaiter at a discount, in exchange for cash. With this method, the forfaiter 
assumes all the risks, enabling the exporter to extend open account terms and incorporate 
the discount into the selling price. Forfaiters usually work with capital goods, and large 
projects.    


 
Vulnerabilities 


 These instruments (exporter's receivables) are capable of being sold on the secondary 
market as ‘bills of exchange’ or ‘promissory notes’, provides a money launderer with an 
enhanced mechanism to move value.   


 If the launderer, through collaboration inflates the value of receivables more value can be 
moved.   


 
Pre-Shipment Finance 
 
183. This is financing for the period prior to the shipment of goods, to support pre-export 


activities like wages and other costs. It is especially needed when inputs for production must 
be imported. It also provides additional working capital for the exporter. Pre-shipment 
financing is especially important to smaller enterprises because the international sales cycle 
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is usually longer than the domestic sales cycle. Pre-shipment financing can take the form of 
short-term loans, overdrafts and cash credits. 


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Pre-shipping finance especially its application to ‘inputs for production that must be 
imported’ provides the money launderer with an ability to engage a third party in another 
jurisdiction thus moving value to all venues in which the criminal syndicate are operating 
and thus widen the scope for TBML.   


 Short-term loans, overdrafts and cash credits may allow launderers to make business 
claims on the relevant revenue agencies in those countries thus supplementing their 
reasons for the value they hold. 


 
Post-Shipment Finance 
 
184. This is financing for the period following shipment. The ability to be competitive often 


depends on the trader’s credit term offered to buyers. Post-shipment financing ensures 
adequate liquidity until the purchaser receives the products and the exporter receives 
payment. Post-shipment financing is usually short-term. 


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Although this method of financing is short term by nature, cash is usually supplied at time 
of sale, hence such pretence would not raise suspicion unless intelligence arouse such 
suspicion. 


 
Buyer’s Credit 
 
185. A financial arrangement whereby a financial institution in the exporting jurisdiction extends 


a loan directly or indirectly to a foreign buyer to finance the purchase of goods and services 
from the exporting jurisdiction. This arrangement enables the buyer to make payments due 
to the supplier under the contract. 


 
Vulnerabilities 


 Financing of the importer by an institution in the exporter’s jurisdiction widen the scope 
for TBML, since to exercise due diligence in a foreign jurisdiction may be more difficult.  


 The money launderers seek this credit to help minimise risk of confiscation.   


 If a financial institution has a stake in the trade, law enforcement has to account for that 
stake in any ensuing action unless the law enforcement action can demonstrate that the 
financial institution in complicit.    


 
Supplier’s Credit 
 
186. A financing arrangement under which an exporter extends credit to the buyer in the 


importing jurisdiction to finance the buyer’s purchases. 
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Vulnerabilities 


 The utilisation of Supplier’s Credit  arrangements provide a mechanism to move 
significant amounts of value in most forms irrespective of whether or not the trade is 
legitimate, inflated or phantom.   


 This financing arrangement need not involve a financial institution, although to reinforce 
the veneer, engaging the third party may be undertaken in ML schemes. 


 If the buyer and seller are in collusion, this mechanism is a channel for TBML.  
 
Structured Commodity Finance 
 
187. Structured commodity finance (SCF) focuses on three main commodity groups: metals & 


mining, energy, and soft commodities (agricultural crops). It is a financing technique 
utilised by commodity producers and trading companies conducting business in the 
emerging markets. SCF provides liquidity management and risk mitigation for the 
production, purchase and sale of commodities and materials. This is done by isolating 
assets, which have relatively predictable cash flow attached to them so as to estimate their 
present value. The corporate borrowers use such assets to mitigate risk and secure credit 
from a lender. A corporate therefore borrows against a commodity’s expected worth. 


 
188. If all processes go to plan, then the lender is reimbursed through the sale of the assets. If not 


then the lender has recourse to some or all of the assets. Lenders charge interest on any 
funds disbursed as well as fees for arranging the transaction. SCF funding techniques 
include those techniques previously mentioned, namely, pre-export finance, countertrade, 
barter, and inventory finance. These solutions can be applied across part or all of the 
commodity trade value chain: from producer to distributor to processor, and the physical 
traders who buy and deliver commodities. 


 
189. As a financing technique based on performance risk, it is particularly well-suited for 


emerging markets considered as higher risk environments.18  
 
USEFUL TIPS FOR TBML INVESTIGATORS 
 
190. Whilst it is suggested that trade financing and especially open account facilities can provide 


a reasonable veneer for the activities of the money launderer, it is still costly to set up and 
maintain. It is important to emphasise that if the veneer protecting the criminal mischief is 
cracked the trail is relatively easy to follow.  In conducting Trade business, legitimate 
companies also require mechanisms to track their activity and example of this include: 


 
Export Credit Insurance 


 
191. In addition to financing issues, traders are also subject to risks, which can be either 


commercial or political. Commercial risk arises from factors like the non-acceptance of 
goods by buyer, the failure of buyer to pay debt, and the failure of foreign banks to honour 


                                                 
18 http://www.tradefinancemagazine.com/boutUs/tub/WhatIsTradeFinance.html  
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documentary credits. Political risk arises from factors like war, riots and civil commotion, 
blockage of foreign exchange transfers and currency devaluation. Export credit insurance 
involves insuring exporters against such risks.  Export Credit Insurance is not likely to be 
something of interest to either the professional or novice money launderer as it adds 
additional costs seen as unnecessary and therefore should be something actively examined 
by the TBML investigator. 


 
Trade Services Utility  


 
192. In response to the development of open account trading, the organisation SWIFT launched 


the TSU (trade services utility), a collaborative centralised data matching utility, which 
allows banks to build products around its core functionality to improve the speed and flow 
of open account trade. This is helping banks re-intermediate themselves into these trade 
flows.   


 
193. This development may in fact be of assistance to TBML investigators as it can help identify 


‘red flags’ discussed in this paper.  There are a number of other mechanisms capable of 
collecting data including revenue departments, customs departments, accountancy data, 
general financial data, market data, topography data and social media data.  The issue to 
date when it comes to investigating and prosecuting TBML is that this data is still stored in 
a dispersed way. 


 
194. TBML investigator will need to devise ways in which to gather this data, have it integrated 


and then analysed against the concept of time and distance and normality.  It is only then 
will enough criminal activity will be identified and actioned to cause a change in general 
attitude which is all that can be expected. 


 
195. The project team believes that two critical elements that might be used to crack the veneer 


created by the ML syndicates is for investigators to consider the concepts of time and 
distance in ML schemes.  Investigators need to commence building a time line of all known 
events surrounding the activities of the syndicates being investigated.  Information and 
intelligence gathering is paramount to this endeavour and interaction with the financial 
institution is essential.  These institutions have a vested interest in ensuring the trade in 
which they are engaged is legitimate. These discussions may be hampered by domestic 
privacy restrictions so legislative change may be necessary before significant headway can 
be made. 


 
196. Distance is the other key concept.  Inconsistencies in documentation, excessive 


complication and unrealistic time frames all contradict that path of least resistance and 
should therefore raise suspicion.      


 
Partnership with Private Sector 


 
197.  An outreach programme can help create awareness about the TBML vulnerabilities to 


which private business are exposed. Not only the private sector can install preventative 
measures but in turn disseminate useful information for the ML investigators. U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have introduced many new initiatives aimed 
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at analysing and combating the movement of illicit funds by bulk cash smuggling, TBML, 
courier hubs, money services businesses (MSBs), charities, and alternative remittance 
systems.  These initiatives include: 


 Operation Cornerstone, (founded in 2003 – a private industry partnership and aggressive 
outreach program) (http://www.ice.gov/cornerstone/). 


 Operation Cornerstone detects and closes down weaknesses within U.S. financial, trade 
and transportation sectors that can be exploited by criminal networks. Law enforcement 
entities share criminal typologies and methods with businesses and industries that manage 
the very systems that terrorists and criminal organizations seek to exploit. This sharing of 
information allows the financial and trade community to take precautions to protect itself 
from exploitation. In return, ICE receives information to more thoroughly investigate these 
complex and sophisticated criminal schemes. 


 
Inter-sectoral & cross border transaction data analysis 
 
198. Cross referencing of trade data with that of trade finance is useful to discover trade 


anomalies which can in turn lead to TBML investigations. It is important that such 
anomalies are investigated in the light of information obtained from international trading 
partners. In 2004, the US ICE established a number of Trade Transparency Units 
(http://www.ice.gov/trade-transparency/) to combat TBML and other import–export crimes. 
These TTUs rely on data analysis of international trade patterns to identify potential TBML 
activities. The TTUs in the United States use the ‘Data Analysis and Research for Trade 
Transparency Systems’ (DARTTS), which allows investigators to view totals for 
merchandise imports and then sort on any number of variables, such as jurisdiction of 
origin, importer name, manufacturer name, and total value (US DHS 2010: 3). Through this, 
DARTTS identifies trade and financial transactions that are ‘statistically anomalous based 
on known facts and user queries’, rather than being used to ‘predict future behaviour’ or to 
‘profile’ traders (US DHS 2010: 3) The data that DARTTS uses is collected from US 
Customs, the US Bureau of Census (where historical trade data is held), FinCEN and 
foreign government bodies, and consists of information gathered from those required to 
complete import–export forms (US DHS 2010).  From this collection of data, three types of 
analysis are conducted by DARTTS:  


 International Trade Discrepancy Analysis — US and foreign import/export data are 
compared to identify anomalies and discrepancies that warrant further investigation for 
potential fraud or other illegal activity.  


 Unit Price Analysis — trade pricing data are analysed to identify over- or under-valuation 
of goods, which may be an indicator of TBML or other import–export crimes. 


 Financial Data Analysis — financial reporting data (the import/ export of currency, 
deposits of currency in financial institutions, reports of suspicious financial activities and 
the identities of parties to these transactions) are analysed to identify patterns of activity 
that may indicate illegal ML schemes (US DHS 2010: 110).  


 
199. When conducting this analysis, the TTU in the United States relies heavily upon 


information gathered from other countries. 
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CHAPTER IV - CASE STUDIES 
  
200. Case studies best illustrate the complex and simple forms of TBML. The cases studies set 


out below, while being based upon the experience of various jurisdictions, present the facts 
in simplified manner, through narration and diagram, highlighting the modus operandi and 
red flags.  


 
201. The FATF Paper 2006 on the TBML focused on trade based techniques used in TBML. The 


techniques which have been mentioned are over/under invoicing of goods, multiple 
invoicing of goods, over/under shipments of goods and false description of goods.  Besides 
identifying these elements of trade that facilitate TBML, the seven case studies presented in 
this Chapter also bring-out the mechanisms of trade finance used in TBML.  


 
202. The cases studies have been presented in four parts. The first part comprises the modus 


operandi in several simple steps.  The second part demonstrates the essence of modus 
operandi though a diagram.  The third part relates to giving comments on the case study so 
as to highlight the essential features.  Finally, a list of red flags which can be inferred from 
the case study is included.  


 
CASE STUDY 1  (Information provided by India) 
 


 Company L located in India entered into a trade arrangement called merchanting trade 
with Company M located in Singapore and Company N located in South Korea.   


 Trade arrangement required that Company L act as an intermediary between Company M 
and Company N.  


 Trade finance arrangements required Company L to make payments to Company M and 
receive payments from Company N. 


 Goods involved in the transaction i.e. “Nickel & Copper Scrap” were to be directly 
shipped from Company M to Company N.  


 To secure payment for Company M, Company L got Letters of Credit (L/C) issued in 
favour of Company M (import leg).  


 Company L entered into an agreement with Company O in India to get such Letters of 
Credit issued by Company O in favour of Company M for a charge of commission by 
Company O (for the import leg of the transaction). 


 Company O secured receipt of payments for the export leg of the transaction (payment 
from company N) by obtaining bonds and guarantees furnished by Company L.  


 On the advice of Company L, Company O opened L/Cs in favour of Company M as & 
when Company M directly shipped scrap consignments to Company N.  


 Company M on shipment of the goods to Company N, got such Letters of Credit 
discounted with the bank.   
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 For the initial shipments, Company N accepted the goods and made payments to Company 
L. For payments made through Letters of Credit by Company O to Company M, Company 
L compensated Company O through payments received from Company N. 


 After the successful completion of the initial rounds of transactions, Company N defaulted 
on payments to Company L even though the Letters of Credit opened by Company O at 
the behest of Company L in favour of Company M had already been discounted by 
Company M.  


 The trade finance arrangement for the import leg of the transaction was completed 
between Company M & Company O by way of payment to beneficiary (Company M) but 
for the export leg of the transaction, due to non-acceptance of goods by Company N, no 
payment was received from Company N to Company O through Company L. 


 On investigations it was found that Company L was in league with Company M & 
Company N.  Company O was left with heavy losses.  


 Predicate offences of cheating and criminal conspiracy were involved and merchanting 
trade and its finance arrangements were used to launder the criminal proceeds.  


       


Factoring Company in India


MERCHANT TRADER
IN INDIA


Exporter of Ni and Cu Scrap
(Singapore)


Importer
(South Korea)


Cheap Metal Scrap Mis‐
declared  as scrap of Ni and Cu


Controlling Supplier  Controlling Buyer 


Movement of Goods


 
Commentary:  
203. This case study reveals the misuse of trade and trade finance to generate proceeds of crime 


and to launder funds. Unlike conventional methods of laundering the money in which 
generally, the proceeds of crime is structured into the financial system, in this case proceeds 
of crime were generated through mis-declaration of the goods, forgery of trade documents 
and the introduction of a third party in a jurisdiction other than the two trading countries.  
The techniques deployed to indulge in TBML were mis-declaration of goods and related 
party transactions which were not independent corporate structures.  


 
204. In this case study, Letters of Credit (trade finance) were arranged only for the import leg of 


the transaction and not for the export leg. Thus trade finance mechanisms became 
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vulnerable to laundering the criminal proceeds. The lack of proper due diligence by the 
factoring company in assessing and acknowledging the risks and the lack of duty of care by 
banks in undertaking the proper scrutiny of the documents facilitated the commission of 
crime and TBML.  


 
Red Flags 
 


1. Mis-declaration of the goods  -  both of quality and type. 
2. The third party located in a third jurisdiction acted as an intermediary, even though goods 


were in fact capable of being supplied from one jurisdiction to another jurisdiction 
directly.  


3. Both supplier and buyer of the goods are related to the intermediary or the buyer and /or 
the seller all belong to the same group of companies. 


4. Risk exposure of the factoring company was not commensurate with expected norms. 
5. Intermingling of different types of trade finance arrangements for different segments of 


trade transactions. 
 
 
CASE STUDY 2 (Information provided by Singapore) 


 Mr X was the managing director of a Company A listed on a stock exchange outside 
Singapore.  Company A indulged in trade of integrated circuit chips. 


 In 2001, Company A began experiencing cash flow problems due to an industry downturn.  


 Mr. X tied up with Supplier B located abroad and Customer C to collude in a fraudulent 
scheme.  


 Overseas Supplier B supplied worthless goods to Company A and raised grossly inflated 
invoices. 


 Company A submitted trade credit applications to Banker D for disbursing invoiced value 
to Supplier B.  


 Supplier B then transferred the funds corresponding to the inflated value to Customer C.  


 Company A then “sold” these worthless goods to Customer C again at inflated value.  


 In order to realise the invoiced value of the goods “sold” to its accomplice Customer C 
before the expiry of the credit period, Company A discounted the invoices raised to 
Customer C with Factoring Entity E.  


 The payment received by Company A was then used to repay the trade credit which it had 
obtained from its Banker D. 


 The Customer C paid the factoring company when the credit term was due. 


 Through this scheme, Company A and its accomplice suppliers and customers defrauded 
various banks and a factoring company into disbursing funds.  


 Mr X was charged with cheating offences for his role in defrauding bankers and the 
factoring company.    
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 Mr. X had also exploited the international trade system to channelize the disbursements 
from Singapore back to Company A after a series of cross border sham purchases / sales 
involving the same worthless goods. 


  
 


Mr. X (Managing Director)


Company  ‘A’
Singapore


Supplier  ‘B’


Overseas


Banker ‘D’


Singapore


Customer ‘C’


Use of Factoring  Entity E 


Sale of
Worthless goods


payment


payment


Repayment of Loan


Tra
ns
fe
r o


f  
Pa
ym


en
t r
ec
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ed
 


fro
m
 B
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Import of worthless 
goods at Inflated 
rate.


 
Commentary:  
205. In this case study, international trade was mis-used to fraudulently obtain funds from banks 


and from a factoring company and launder proceeds through trade channels. By resorting to 
cross-border transactions, it became easy to deceive the banks and the factoring company as 
it is generally difficult to verify the genuineness of the other end of the international trade 
transactions pipeline. Further, by using accomplice suppliers and accomplice customers, the 
entire movement of mis-declared goods was fully controlled by the main person Mr. X and 
thereby it escaped detection for six years. The trade finance channels of the bank, trade 
credit, open accounting and factoring were all used to circulate the funds.  


 
Red Flags 
  


1. Mis-declaration of value (over-valuation) of goods. 
2. Series of cross border transactions in the same goods between related companies. 
3. Use of factoring companies to finance trade transactions between related companies. 
4. Despite an industry-wide recession, the ability of a company to generate large funds from 


trade.  
5. Direct payment through open accounting from banks to overseas suppliers on trade credit 


application of the domestic trader.  
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CASE STUDY 3  (Information provided by USA) 


206. Authorities in US had information that Bank P in Lebanon had been extensively used by an 
international drug trafficking syndicate controlled by individual Q for moving the proceeds 
of narcotics sales through TBML across the globe. 


 The syndicate smuggled narcotics from South America to Europe and to the Middle East 
through West Africa.  


 The kingpin Q of the syndicate organised shipments of 100 Tonnes of Cocaine from South 
America and laundered the proceeds of up to US $ 200 Million per month, obtained from 
the sale of cocaine in Europe and Middle East. 


 Proceeds of drug trafficking were moved and laundered through-  
1. bulk cash smuggling (cash couriers) ;  
2. use of exchange houses including one owned by Q.  
3. use of accounts of family members of “Q” in several branches of Bank P ; 


 Bulk cash deposits were made by Q and his associates into exchange houses which in turn 
deposited the money into several accounts maintained in Bank P. 


 In fact Q owned and controlled one of the exchange houses located in the same building as 
a branch of Bank P.  Certain employees of Bank P were in league with Q.   


 Two distinct TBML schemes were used by the syndicate to move and launder illicit funds 
through trade.  


 
SCHEME A 
 


 In the first scheme, wire transfers from Bank P were sent to banks in U.S. for the purchase 
of used cars in the U.S.   


 The car dealerships were operated by individuals who had been separately identified in 
drug-related investigations. 


 The recipients of these funds purchased vehicles in the United States, which were then 
shipped to countries in West Africa and elsewhere. 


 The proceeds generated from sale of used cars were ultimately repatriated back to 
Lebanon. 


 The money generated from illicit drug trade was thus fully integrated into the financial 
system through TBML scheme involving trade in used cars. 
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Lebanon


Bank P


USA


West Africa


Sale proceeds of car


Export of 
used cars


Wire Transfer of drug
money to USA for
purchase of used cars


Bulk cash proceeds from Narcotic Drug 
Sale


  


 


 


SCHEME B 
 
 In the second scheme, Individual R, who owned a wide network of companies which were 


dealing in consumer goods in Asia and in other regions provided consumer goods for 
TBML. 


 Although based in Asia, individual R had centralized his banking operations in Lebanon, 
particularly through the use of over 30 accounts at Bank P. 


 Individual R received funds in his accounts from the kingpin Q and R also exchanged 
funds with the Latin American members of the drug syndicate. 


 In the TBML scheme used by them, the proceeds generated in local currency from the sale 
of imported consumer goods were deposited in individuals’ accounts in the local banks.  


 This completed the Latin America-based Black Market Peso Exchange ML cycle, and 
allowed for the repatriation of proceeds for the Latin American drug producers.  
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Commentary:   
 
207.  The proceeds of narcotics drug money were first placed into the financial system of a 


jurisdiction where the AML regime was not adequately strong. The syndicate targeted 
jurisdictions where the AML regime may not have been as strong as Europe. The criminal 
syndicate was able to influence individuals on the operations of its bank as well as those of 
the exchange houses. The proceeds of drugs was layered and moved through the use of 
international trade. Round tripping of the money and its laundering occurred through abuse 
of trade and trade finance (open accounting system). Interestingly, both the TBML schemes 
were being operated concurrently and funds were moving between the two schemes, by use 
of the Money Exchange House established by Q.  


 
Red flags  
  


1. Trade in commodities like used cars and consumer goods for which valuation can be 
manipulated.  


2.  Payment for imports received from banks located in a third jurisdiction, whereas goods 
are traded between two other countries. 


3.  Cash deposits made in bulk in certain bank accounts from high risk customers like 
exchange houses. 


4.  Cross border wire transfers from sensitive jurisdictions without adequate explanation of 
the considerations involved for such transfers. 
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CASE STUDY 4 (Information provided by India) 
 
208. Company X located in India received advance remittance from Company Y located in 


foreign jurisdiction for a promise to export consignments of diamonds. 


 Company X filed falsely declared and forged documents with the bank to show the 
overvalued exports of diamond without having made any shipment.  


 To give a colour of authenticity, Company X also fabricated purchase invoices to show 
local purchases of diamonds, whereas no purchases of diamonds had actually ever taken 
place. 


 Company X received export payments through trade finance arrangements via an open 
accounting system from Company Y.  


 Company X had received substantial cash deposits in India from the public on the promise 
of high returns via a fraudulent Ponzi Scheme. 


 Company X transferred large amounts of public deposits to company Y through hawala 
(Alternative Remittance System). 


 Company X indulged in round tripping by receiving back as export earnings the financial 
value which it had transferred abroad as hawala.  


 Predicate offences of cheating, criminal conspiracy and forgery of documents occurred.  


Company X  in    


India


Company    Y   


Abroad


Advance payment for Exports


Fraudulent  Export of Diamonds
(No actual Export)


Cash Deposit under
Ponzi Scheme


Hawala


Commentary: 
209.  In this case, the proceeds of crime were generated through the fraud perpetrated on general 


public under a Ponzi scheme which was then laundered through fraudulent and bogus 
exports. Such proceeds of crime were transferred abroad through alternative remittance 
system.  Money was received back from abroad through banking channels as export 
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remittance. Round tripping of money and its laundering occurred through TBML.  Company 
X had a network of associate companies established in many jurisdictions abroad. In this 
case, on the trade side, overvaluation of export goods and under shipment (no shipment) of 
goods was done. Proceeds of Crime were moved abroad by using alternative remittance 
system (hawala) and then round tripping occurred through open accounting system.  


 
Red flags 
 


1. Export of goods without any corresponding purchase of raw materials or finished goods. 
2. Sudden increase in volume of exports by a new exporter.  
3. Advance inward remittance against exports without justifiable reasons. 
4. Export documents which are not duly authenticated by export regulating  agency were 


accepted  by the bank.  
 
 
 
 
CASE STUDY 5    (Information provided by Macao, China) 
 
210. Criminal Syndicate S had a regional base in Jurisdiction A.  


 Syndicate S registered a Shell Company R in a tax haven jurisdiction. 


 Syndicate S set up a number of “supplier” shell companies in Jurisdiction B and 
Jurisdiction C. 


 Syndicate S opened accounts in more than 10 banks in Jurisdiction A and applied for high 
value loans.  


 Shell Company R claimed that the company dealt with cross-border trading activities, and 
thus purchased goods from Supplier Companies in Jurisdiction B and in Jurisdiction C.  


 Shell Company R obtained trade credit from the banks in Jurisdiction A on the strength of 
invoices for the purchases made from Jurisdictions B & C.  


 The banks in Jurisdiction A directly credited loan amounts at the behest of Company R 
into the bank accounts of the “supplier” shell companies in Jurisdiction B and in 
Jurisdiction C. 


 On receipt of funds the “supplier” shell companies immediately transferred the funds 
through a circuitous route to Shell Company R and to other accounts controlled by 
Syndicate S. 


 Shell Company R used the funds for part repayment of loans.  


 The fake transaction cycle engendered outstanding non-performing loans for banks in 
Jurisdiction A.  
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211. Commentary: In this case study, it is observed that cross border trade was mis-used by a 


criminal syndicate to move value between shell companies located in different jurisdictions. 
There was use of a Tax Haven jurisdiction to take advantage of relaxed AML regime and to 
avoid detection. The veneer of international trade was created to conceal collusion among 
related companies located in different jurisdictions.  The trade finance mechanism of raising 
bank loans (trade credit) against fake invoices could occur due to limitations to verify the 
credibility of overseas suppliers.  Wire transfers made to such related suppliers resulted in 
losses to banks.  Thus a Criminal Syndicate could indulge in TBML in the absence of cross-
verification of trade data and financial data.   


 
Red Flags 
 
1. Use of corporate structure of shell companies located across the jurisdictions.  
2. Registration of a trading company in a tax haven even though its business relates to another 


jurisdiction.   
3. Mismatch between trade documents like bill of lading, import bill, invoices and trade 


finance documents (trade credit applications). 
4. Direct payments by banks to overseas suppliers who are related parties without adequate 


verification of the authenticity of such suppliers and without verifying trade transactions.   
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CASE STUDY 6  (Information provided by USA) 
 
212. Toy Company T of Los Angeles, USA was receiving cash generated from trafficking of 


narcotics by Columbian drug cartel S.  


 Company T received such cash by two methods - in some cases, people affiliated with 
drug traffickers simply dropped cash at the  company offices in downtown Los Angeles; 
the second method involved cash deposits made directly into Company’s bank account, 
sometimes by individuals located as far away as New York. 


 During the four-year period, the investigation tracked more than $ 8 million in cash 
deposits into the accounts of the Company T, and not a single transaction was for more 
than $ 10,000. 


 The bank accounts of Company T, were used to pay for import of toys into USA.  


 The toys, viz. stuffed animals, including teddy bears and Topo Gigio dolls, were imported 
from Company U in China.   


 The toys imported into US from China were again exported from the U.S. to Company V 
in Colombia.  


 The Colombian pesos generated by the sales of toys by Company V were then used to 
reimburse the Colombian drug  trafficker. 


 TTU Colombia was deployed to investigate shipments of toys. 


 The TBML investigation brought out structuring transactions to avoid reporting 
requirements, bulk cash smuggling and intimidation of witnesses. In addition, the toy 
Company T was charged with conspiracy to launder money. 


 Five persons, including two owners of the Company T and a Columbia-based businessman 
were convicted and fined.   
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Commentary:    
213. Cash obtained from the trafficking of narcotics was first structured into financial system 


through smurfing. Money was then used to import toys, thereby converting the proceeds of 
narcotics trafficking into goods. The imported toys were then re-exported to move that value 
to the desired jurisdiction, in lieu of the value of narcotic drugs. Thus international trade was 
used for layering and integrating the crime money and to disguise its illicit origin. 


 
Red Flags 
   


1. Payment for import is made through multiple accounts. 
2. Credits into such accounts were made mostly through structured cash deposits, i.e. through 


smurfing. 
3. Re-export of goods to sensitive jurisdictions. 
4. Inadequate consideration received for re-exported goods. 
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CASE STUDY 7  (Information provided by India) 
 
214.  This is a complex case which involves multiple techniques of ML by misuse of trade as 


well as trade finance mechanisms. The kingpin of this ML racket, called “A” in this case 
study, was laundering funds for Narcotic Drug cartels in Asia and South America using 
various techniques including cash couriers, money service bureaus, alternate remittance 
system (hawala) as well as through formal mechanisms of trade finance.  


 
A. MISUSE OF LETTERS OF CREDIT (DOCUMENTARY CREDIT)  
 


 An Indian national “A” was based in Dubai and had established a number of companies 
there, say A1, A2, A3. 


 He also had a network which spread across many countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and 
USA.  


 In Dubai, he got Letters of Credit (L/Cs) opened by various companies A1, A2 & A3, 
which were controlled by him, for Importers I1, I2 & I3 in Dubai.  


 Exporters E1, E2 & E3 in India, as well as in other parts of the world, were the beneficiary 
parties for these L/Cs. 


 For opening of L/Cs, “A” used his networking with Issuing Banks (B1, B2 & B3), who 
tied up with the Advising Banks (B4, B5 & B6). Advising Banks were responsible for 
transmission of funds into accounts of Exporters E1, E2 & E3. 


 L/Cs were opened for amounts substantially higher than the real value of the actual 
consignments being traded.  


 “A” arranged for trade documents to be prepared so as to make such documents acceptable 
to the Issuing Banks B1, B2 & B3 and Beneficiary/Advising Banks B4, B5 & B6.  


 “A” in turn remitted the inflated value of exports to Exporters E1, E2 & E3 in India, as per 
the terms of L/Cs, after adding the drug money lying with him. Funds remitted to India 
were as per the terms of the L/C. 


 After receiving the higher remittances, the Exporters E1, E2 & E3 retained the actual price 
of the goods exported and transferred the additional amount to the family members (R1, 
R2 & R3) of “A” in India and to his associates in other parts of the world. 


 In a slight variation of this technique of misuse of L/Cs, “A” facilitated opening of L/Cs 
for importers (I1, I2 & I3), for commission. The L/Cs were opened at inflated values. He 
collected fair value of imports from the importers but remitted the inflated L/C amount of 
higher value to the Exporters E1, E2 & E3. The additional funds thus transferred were 
collected from Exporters, by associates of “A” 


 Thus, by misuse of Letters of Credit, funds were moved across countries, in the guise of 
trade finance, after intermingling of drug money of criminal origin. 
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MISUSE OF L/C


 
   
B. USE OF ALTERNATIVE REMITTANCE SYSTEM 
 


 “A” also utilised the services of alternative remitters (hawala operators) to move funds 
offshore.  


 The legal framework in Dubai allows hawala to operate after registration with the UAE 
Central Bank.  


 One way of use of Alternate Remitters by “A” was by funding those individuals who were 
visiting Dubai and were in need of funds in local currency, which he provided.   


 The flush of money arising from the narcotics trade was enough to cater to large demands 
of individuals as well as of companies. 


 On return to their home jurisdiction, these individuals made compensatory payments to the 
assigned agents of “A” located in their home jurisdiction, in currency of their home 
jurisdiction, thereby completing the clandestine movement of funds from Dubai to the 
home jurisdiction of these individuals.   


 In another technique of use of Alternate Remitters, “A” facilitated trade in prohibited / 
restricted goods by falsifying trade documents by using his network of associates in India. 
Fake documents were prepared to fraudulently export pulses from India, when such 
exports were banned. 


 To circumvent the restriction, the goods were mis-described in trade documents, which 
also enabled mis-declaration of value and thereby also enabled movement of excess funds 
to the exporting jurisdiction. 


 He used alternative remitters (Hawala operators) H1, H2 & H3 to settle differential 
payments arising out of such trade in prohibited / restricted goods. 


 Through the companies A1, A2 & A3 controlled by him, “A” first imported pulses into 
Dubai and made payments of contractual price to Exporters E1, E2 & E3, through banking 
channels / through L/C. 


 Through his companies A1, A2 & A3, he resold the imported pulses at higher prices to the 
real importers I1, I2 & I3, who were in fact the genuine buyers of pulses in Dubai and 
elsewhere.  
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 Since A had pre-dated the contracts to allow for export of pulses from India after ban, he 
earned huge profits on resale in foreign market facing shortage of pulses.      


 Profits earned on resale of pulses were also remitted to his agents R1, R2 & R3 through 
Alternate Remitters (Hawala operators) H1, H2 & H3.   


  


ALTERNATIVE  REMITTANCE SYSTEM
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C.   USE OF OPEN ACCOUNT 
 


 “A” organised exports of artificial jewellery from India to various importers (I4, I5 & I6) 
in Afghanistan. 


 Companies A1, A2 & A3 established in Dubai by “A” were declared as ‘Notifying Parties’ 
in trade documents for exports from India to Afghanistan.  


 Payment was sent by A1, A2 & A3 through banks B1, B2 & B3 in Dubai to the accounts 
of Indian exporters E1, E2 & E3 in banks B4, B5 & B6 in India.  


 The Indian exporters having received payments through open accounting paid the 
commission in cash for such exports to the agents of “A” in India, viz. R1, R2 & R3. 


 Thus, in exchange for drugs originating from Afghanistan, “A” arranged for delivery of 
goods in that jurisdiction, by indulging in countertrade through trade manipulation. 


 “A” used his companies A1, A2 & A3, by declaring them as ‘Notifying Parties’ in the 
trade documents to facilitate misuse of the trade finance mechanism of open account 
trading.   
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215. As stated at the outset, “A” was operating a very complex scheme of TBML, which can be 


summed up as follows:   
 “A” indulged in laundering of proceeds from Narcotics trafficking and was based in 


Dubai. He opened a number of associate companies (A1, A2 & A3) to place money into 
the financial system by using the services of Cash Couriers (C1, C2,& C3) or Money 
Service Bureaus (M1, M2 & M3) or Alternative Remitters or Hawala Agents (H1, H2 & 
H3). 


 To remit part of the proceeds of crime to his home in India, he tied up with Indian 
exporters (E1, E2 & E3).  


 The Indian exporters (E1, E2 & E3) overvalued the exports to earn export incentives. The 
individual “A” used letters of credit, open accounting as well as alternative remittance 
system for movement of money between importers (I1, I2 & I3) and the Indian exporters 
E1, E2 & E3.  


 The actual importers / users situated in the same jurisdiction as “A”, collected the goods 
exported from India and paid to “A”, the actual cost (true value) of the goods so imported.  


 “A” in turn remitted the inflated proceeds of exports either against the L/Cs opened in the 
names of Importers (I1, I2 & I3) OR through open account OR through alternative 
remittance system to Indian Exporters (E1, E2 & E3). 


 After receiving the higher remittances, the Exporters (E1, E2 & E3) retained the actual 
costs and conveyed the additional amounts to the associates (R1, R2 & R3) of “A” in India 
or elsewhere.   


 The Exporters (E1, E2 & E3) gained from excess export incentives on overvalued exports 
and from being able to export banned goods and to inaccessible destination.  The importers 
gained by acquiring goods which were not available through normal trade channel.   


 “A” succeeded to launder criminal proceeds through trade finance.   
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Commentary:  
 
216.  In this complex case study, the funds originated from narcotic drug sales and fraudulent 


export incentives. The proceeds of crime were laundered by mis-declaration of description 
of goods and forgery of documents.  


 
217. In the first illustration, the misuse of Letter of Credit mechanism of trade finance to disguise 


the movement of criminal funds in conjunction with overvaluation of goods, where both 
exporter as well as importers were in league, has been depicted.  


 
218. In the second illustration, use of alternative remittance system (Hawala) has been explained, 


wherein funds were moved in connection with trade in prohibited / restricted goods. Using 
the international trade system, the criminal organisation was able to transfer illegal funds by 
using trade transactions to justify payment through the financial system.  


 
219. In the third illustration, criminals have mis-used the open account trade finance system to 


launder the crime money. Movements of funds were disguised by using the third party 
remittance system. Mis-declaration of goods, over-valuation of goods and barter of goods 
were deployed, coupled with misuse of trade finance mechanisms of L/Cs and open account 
trading. Extensive use of Alternate Remitters was also resorted to move funds illegally 
across countries, at will.      


 
Red Flags 
 


1. Trade in banned/prohibited/restricted goods.  
2. Overvaluation of export goods.  
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3. Exports to sensitive destinations of a new commodity by a regular exporter of some other 
commodity. 


4. Introduction of notifying parties in trade documents without adequate explanation. 
5. Export Remittances received from third parties. 
6. Settlement of accounts for trade between two countries through a third jurisdiction. 
7. Movement of abnormally large sums of money in various accounts of the individuals and 


companies which are not related to the nature of their business. 
  
ALTERNATIVE REMITTANCE SYSTEMs: 
 
220. Some of the case studies have referred to Alternate Remittance System. Therefore a brief 


write-up on Alternative Remittance System by Bangladesh in the box placed below explain 
the basic features of such a system whereby accounts are settled across the nations through 
compensatory payments made in local currency of trading partners for differentials arising 
between true value of goods involved in trade and formal means of trade finance.  


 
  
 ALTERNATIVE REMITTANCE SYSTEM  


 
 Alternative Remittance System i.e. “Hundi” or “Hawala” is a way to transfer funds through 
informal channels.  Hundi means “trust” and hawala means “transfer related to money”. These are also 
often referred to as “underground banking system” or “parallel banking system” or “informal money 
transfer system”. Alternative remittance systems are financial services, traditionally operating outside 
the conventional financial sector, where value or funds are moved from one geographic location to 
another. (FATF Best Practice Paper 2006: Combating the abuse of Alternative Remittance System 
http://www.fatf-afi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations.)      
 
Under-invoicing / over invoicing of goods and services are used in TBML to move funds across the 
borders not only to disguise its illicit origin but also to evade taxes and duties as well as get undue 
export incentives.  To settle such over or under payments in international trade transactions, Hundi or 
Hawala mechanisms are used.  
  
Hawala Operators (Hawaldars) or Hundi Dealers operate their business under a global network which 
helps them to do their business worldwide. Generally Hawala Operators or Hundi Dealers have other 
formal businesses, like exchange houses, travel agencies, import/export or shipping companies, 
grocery stores, gold and jewellery shops, textile or apparel shops and many other business 
establishments. Often these operators arrange fund transfers for a large number of migrant workers and 
immigrants, who send back their savings to the home jurisdiction.  The popularity of their business lies 
in 3 C’s viz. certainty, convenience and cheap.  The transactions ensure that remittance reaches the 
beneficiary at an assigned address in definite time period, for a charge which is less than the transfer 
charges of formal system.  Moreover the accounts among the Alternative Remittance System operators 
are settled by making compensatory payments in local currency to persons in the home jurisdiction 
who have been assigned by the partner hawala operator located abroad.  


 
Since such hawala transactions remain largely unreported, there is no reliable data available on the 
magnitude of hawala / hundi / other alternative remittance systems. The significance of this trade 
finance mechanism as means to fill up the gap arising out of difference in actual trade value being 
exchanged and the amount transferred through formal mechanisms call-for larger awareness and 
focused training on the subject of Alternative Remittance System. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
221. The first case study relating to ‘merchanting trade’ reveals how a third party located in a 


third jurisdiction ostensibly to facilitate trade between two other countries introduces TBML 
vulnerability in such trade transactions. The financing of different segments of trade through 
diverse mechanisms of trade finance can introduce risks in the trade transactions which are 
difficult to assess by financial institutions.  


  
222. The second case study brings-out how the ‘carousel trade’ with the circulation of the same 


goods across the countries, call for close scrutiny of such transactions, for TBML.  The 
mechanisms of financing trade through factoring and through disbursement of trade credit to 
overseas suppliers are fraught with risks for financial institutions unless due diligence is 
exercised about the overseas trading partner.  


  
223. The third case study reveals how proceeds of crime can move to a jurisdiction where the 


AML regime may have weaknesses.  It also shows the vulnerability arising from trade 
finance mechanisms in a system wherein the integrity of financial institutions has been 
undermined by weak application of fit and proper controls.  The operations of ‘exchange 
houses’ owned and controlled by criminals coupled with ‘compromised’ working of a bank 
make trade finance mechanisms means for indulging in TBML.  


  
224. The fourth case study demonstrates how proceeds of crime generated out of a ‘ponzi 


scheme’ were moved abroad though a variant of alternative remittance system viz. hawala.  
The TBML allowed for integration of proceeds as legal remittance.   


  
225. The fifth case study reveals how the creation of veneer of international trade can help 


conceal the identity of true beneficiary from the financial institutions.  The use of a 
corporate structure of shell companies located in sensitive jurisdictions of a tax haven can 
hoodwink the institutions of trade finance.  


 
226. The sixth case study demonstrates yet another variant of alternative remittance system viz. 


Black Market Peso Exchange.  The use of international trade acts as a lubricant to facilitate 
the cycle of laundering of narcotic drugs funds. 


 
227. The seventh case study shows multiple forms of international trade and various mechanisms 


of trade finance which give inherent flexibility to criminals to adopt those forms and types 
which suit the demands of a situation.  Such adaptability of these forms makes the detection 
and prevention of TBML a very challenging task.    


 
228. The FATF Paper 2006 highlighted four basic techniques of TBML.  These basic techniques 


relate to abuse of trade transactions and combine with techniques which abuse trade finance 
mechanisms for TBML to occur.  Four of the trade finance techniques which can be inferred 
from the analysis in this Paper are following:  


 
a) Cash Inflow Based Payment: Cash is structured into formal financial system through 


smurfing and other processes so as to make payments for international trade transactions. 
Trade finance payments are funded out of cash receipts of the financial institutions.  
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Normally cash will be received in one jurisdiction and payment through trade finance 
mechanisms will be made in the jurisdiction of trading partner.  Thus the veneer of 
international trade is used to obliterate the signs of illicit origin of the payments.  


 
b) Third Party Payment:  A third party is introduced preferably in a third jurisdiction, in the 


payment channel between two trading partners.  Such third party may be a notifying party 
between consignor and consignee.  It can also be a facilitator who acts as an intermediary 
for trade transaction as well as for trade finance mechanism.  In still other situations such 
third party may either be a factoring or forfaiting entity.  The technique involves making 
the process of due diligence to be conducted by domestic financial institutions more 
difficult to succeed.  


 
c) Segmental Modes of Payment:  Instead of opting to finance single trade transaction as a 


whole, the trade transaction is split into parts so that each part is financed through different 
modes of trade finance. The segmental modes of trade finance are used to fund the trade 
transaction.  This technique is normally used wherein a third party is brought in between 
the exporter and the importer. For imports of goods, letters of credit mechanisms may be 
used and on the re-export of such goods to other jurisdictions wire transfers may be opted.  
The technique introduces different levels of risks for different segments of trade so that 
financial institutions are unable to make correct risk assessment of the trade finance 
payments.  


 
d) Alternative Remittance Payment:  Trade transactions which are vulnerable to TBML 


involve transfer of goods of which the true value does not correspond to the amount of 
payment transferred through formal mechanisms of trade finance.  To finance such gap the 
alternative remittance mechanisms are utilized.  The technique involves ‘squaring-off’ the 
‘differential gaps’ by making compensatory payments in local currency to domestic 
persons assigned by the trading partner located abroad.  


 
229. The techniques of trade finance abuse succeed only when they work in conjunction with the 


techniques of abuse of trade transaction.  The segregation of sectors of finance and of trade 
prevents investigators from having an integrated approach.  Isolated sectoral outlooks fail to 
raise ‘alerts’ about the TBML.       
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CHAPTER V - CONCLUSIONS 
CHALLENGES  
 
Growing Concerns 


230. This study on TBML, done six years after the landmark FATF Study of 2006, has 
reaffirmed the conclusion of the earlier study that TBML is an important channel for 
criminal organizations and terrorist financiers to move money or value to disguise its illicit 
origin and to integrate it into the formal economy. The rapid growth in the global economy 
has made international trade an increasingly attractive avenue to move funds through goods 
and services. There are instances brought out in this Paper where the veil of international 
trade was deliberately created so as to launder the proceeds of crime. A number of 
publications on TBML during the intervening period of six years, as reviewed in Chapter-I, 
reflect the growing concern about its potential as a form of ML.  


 
231. While various jurisdictions may have different levels of preparedness for identifying and 


investigating TBML, the general recognition of its existence and of its future potential 
underscore its significance. In fact, international trade remains a viable option for movement 
of value even in those jurisdictions that do not have a well-developed financial or banking 
sector. Thus, TBML is a concern for the international community even though it may 
presently impinge upon various jurisdictions without the same impact.  


 
Complex Phenomenon  


232. TBML is a complex phenomenon since its constituent elements cut across not only sectoral 
boundaries but also national borders. The dynamic environment of international trade 
imparts inherent flexibility for TBML to take multiple forms. To discern TBML from 
among the legitimate activities of international trade has become a daunting task. The 
features of the dynamic environment that also distinguish TBML from other forms of ML 
were identified in Chapter I. Such features include occurrence of TBML through 
intermingling of the trade sector with the trade finance sector in cross-border transactions.  
The foreign exchange market and the long supply chain make international trade more 
vulnerable to TBML.   


 
233. To assist in recognizing the multiple forms of TBML, Chapter II of this Paper has 


enumerated specific characteristics of TBML. These attributes of TBML have been 
categorized into those relating to trade finance and to trade.  For further simplification trade 
characteristics have been classified into four groups, namely: jurisdictions; goods; corporate 
structures; and, predicate offences.  This methodology has allowed the Project Team to 
identify some ‘Red Flags’ which relate to specific characteristic of TBML.   


 
Statistics and Data 


234. Very few cases of trade base ML were reported. Thus statistics on detection of TBML and 
on TBML related STRs were also very limited. One of the major obstacles in devising 
future strategy to tackle TBML has been the lack of reliable statistics relating to it. Most 
jurisdictions do not distinguish TBML from other forms of ML.  Hence they have reported 
that they do not maintain separate statistics for TBML.  Moreover, the data on trade which 
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is largely collected by the Customs Department in most of the jurisdictions are oriented to 
serve purposes other than those of TBML.  While the trade data is collected, maintained and 
analysed by the Customs they neither have a legal mandate to undertake TBML 
investigations nor do they have training and competence to utilize such data to combat 
TBML. Merely 25% of the jurisdictions have reported that TBML investigations were 
initiated on the basis of trade data.  


 
235.  As already pointed out in this Paper any strategy that focuses only on the trade sector 


leaving-out the corresponding elements of the trade finance sector would be inadequate to 
tackle TBML.  Having a warehouse of trade finance data within financial institutions 
without correlating such data to that of the trade sector will not allow effective targeting of 
TBML.  The Project Team holds that an isolated sectoral approach has not worked. An 
integrated holistic strategy to fight TBML is needed.  


 
Sharing of Information  


236. It is evident from the feedback from most of the jurisdictions that sharing of the information 
obtained domestically and internationally, has impediments.  These impediments relate to 
inadequate and delayed response, restrictions on the use of the information furnished and 
insistence on confidentiality or secrecy clause which hamstring its evidential value.  More 
than 50% of the jurisdictions reported having initiated TBML investigations on referrals 
from other agencies. Again, more than 50% of the jurisdictions reported seeking 
information from foreign jurisdictions.  Laying platforms for effective and prompt sharing 
of information domestically and internationally can go a long way to combat TBML.  


 
Trade Finance Vulnerabilities  


237. Investigators in many jurisdictions face  major challenges comprehending trade finance 
products and the implications of the use of trade finance in TBML.  Chapter-III of this Paper 
attempts to be a ready reckoner for investigators to assist them to better understand trade 
finance products. This should assist investigators to begin to incorporate trade finance 
analysis in their investigations.   


 
238. The trade finance products set out in Chapter III reveal a menu of choices that are available 


to genuine traders to facilitate trade.  While the various trade finance products reduce trade 
transaction costs, their accessibility have also made them vulnerable to abuse.  


 
239. Information relating to the trade finance products remain concentrated within the financial 


sector. Often the financial institutions are not aware of the significance of the information 
held by them to TBML investigators.  A TBML investigator would need to obtain crucial 
data from financial institutions and correlate that with the information available in the trade 
sector so as to sieve ‘TBML-laced’ transactions from the predominantly genuine trade 
flows, the ‘noise’.  


 
240. Chapter II of this Paper finds that jurisdictions were unanimous in highlighting a need for 


training to be provided to regulators regarding TBML vulnerabilities and risks associated 
with trade finance activities.  
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TBML Techniques of Trade Finance  


241.  The selection of Case Studies in Chapter IV has the intention of expounding the ‘modus 
operandi’ involved in TBML not only to throw light on the abuses in the trade sector but 
also to bring home the contributory anomalies of the trade finance sector.  Several of these 
Case Studies reflect the confidence of the criminal syndicates in the impregnability of the 
veneer of the international trade they have created to move illicit funds and indulge-in 
TBML.  The syndicates have not merely taken advantage of existing trade structures but 
have gone on to create new and additional structures for TBML.   


 
242. A number of ‘Red Flags’ have been enumerated from each of the 7 Case Studies.  The ‘Red 


Flags’ relate to trade as well as to trade finance.  These red flags also corroborate the 
patterns identified for TBML in Chapter-II.   


 
243.  On the basis of the analysis of patterns, modus operandi and red flags, four techniques of 


TBML relating to trade finance have been formulated. The four techniques are: cash inflow 
payments; third party payments: segmental modes of payment; and, alternative remittance 
payments. These four techniques are those which have been more commonly used by 
criminal syndicates to support the practice of abusing the trade sector.   


 
 
THE WAY FORWARD   
 
244.  Any strategy to prevent and combat TBML needs to be based on dismantling TBML 


structures, while allowing genuine trade to occur unfettered.  A holistic approach, with 
emphasis on inter-agency coordination and international cooperation, needs to be 
universally adopted by the policy-makers.  A comprehensive strategy which takes into 
account sectoral peculiarities, agency specialization and jurisdictional frameworks can only 
address the challenges in tackling TBML.  Some of the steps that can form part of the way 
forward are discussed ad seriatim.  


 
Standardization of Data and Statistics  


245. Presently, statistics relating to TBML are not distinguished from those of other forms of 
ML.  Data needed to combat TBML remain dispersed over various domestic sectors.  
Practices to compile and collate the statistics and data relevant to TBML vary among 
jurisdictions.  There is a need to have common formatting of how TBML statistics are to be 
recorded and maintained so that trends are more easily identifiable.  


 
246. If centralization of data and statistics is not presently possible then access of competent 


authorities to such statistics and data should be ensured. Cross-referencing data relating to 
trade and trade finance can be the starting point for adopting a risk based approach.  Such an 
approach will not only lead to prioritization of limited resources but will also facilitate 
genuine trade without compromising the necessary governance over TBML.  A risk based 
approach will help capture crucial trade data along with providing an ability to keep track of 
its corresponding payments data.  To ensure efficient real time delivery of analysis the 
adopting of an electronic platform may be essential.  
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247. Monitoring foreign exchange may be an option for some jurisdiction in identifying 
anomalies to detect TBML. one of the finding of the project team is there exists an acute 
need to correlate trade data with the foreign exchange data of a jurisdiction so as to detect 
TBML and in particular identify cases wherein value is moved across countries in the form 
of goods without corresponding outgo of foreign exchange as its payment.  


 
248. As an example, the development of a foreign exchange monitoring system by South Korea 


endeavours to cross-reference trade related data based on an electronic platform.  By 
working out trends and past performances the system conducts some risk analysis to select 
risk-prone foreign exchange transactions for more specific scrutiny.  There is a capacity to 
systematically target TBML.   


 
249. Capturing data on trade and trade finance in standard format across the jurisdictions will 


ease cross-referencing for discovering trade anomalies leading to detection of TBML.  
Correlating such findings with systematic compilation of foreign exchange data can foster 
efficient strategies to prevent and combat TBML.   


 
Domestic Task Forces  


250. Multiple agencies are associated either directly or indirectly in fighting TBML.  One way-
forward to combine the respective competencies of relevant authorities for combating 
TBML is to form domestic task-forces.  Task-forces focused on TBML investigations will 
need to have the ability to utilize the expertise of each agency without comprising its 
functional skills.  It is suggested that to be successful the task-force must set its modes of 
communication and interaction.  The operating platform should be electronic which allows 
for virtual exchange and management of large quantities of information.  If a manual 
operating platform is adopted then task-force members must ensure regular interaction.  The 
coordination achieved through a TBML task-force should go some way in providing 
effective support in intelligence, investigation and prosecution work relating to TBML.   
 


251. Customs agencies hold trade data in most of the jurisdictions surveyed.  Traditionally such 
data is used to detect and investigate Customs offences relating to smuggling and duty 
evasion.  The regulators in the trade finance sector issue alerts on the basis of the data 
available within the sector for the use of financial institutions.   


 
252. Law enforcement agencies responsible for investigating ML use the same tools to 


investigate TBML without any specialized training to undertake such investigations.  These 
agencies work in isolation without the necessary inputs from Customs and Regulators.  FIUs 
in most jurisdictions analyse and disseminate suspicious transaction reports on the 
information furnished by the financial sector without corresponding inflow from trade sector 
and foreign exchange control agencies (in those jurisdictions with such controls).  Tax 
authorities exclusively focus on investigation relating to tax evasion.  Transfer pricing audits 
conducted by such authorities do not identify implications for TBML.  


 
253. The competent authorities tasked with tackling TBML are more often than not focused on 


work mandated by the legislation as it relates to them.  They may have even achieved 
professional specialization and competence in such mandated work.  However, the strategy 
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to prevent and combat TBML requires expertise created through the combination of all such 
authorities.  It is recognized however that any necessary amendment in the given legal 
framework may not be easy and in some cases may impact on the respective professional 
efficiency that exists.  


 
International Cooperation  


254. International cooperation to combat TBML is difficult to achieve.  The formal and informal 
means of international cooperation used include treaties and agreements.  The Mutual Legal 
Assistance Treaty (MLAT) and the Customs Mutual Assistance Agreement (CMAA) are 
bilateral arrangements for exchange of information and are often deployed for combating 
TBML.  However, exchanges made through formal channels often result in delayed 
responses, inadequate information and limited or no further feedback.   


 
255. Informal channels include interaction with the representatives of foreign jurisdictions 


assigned for the purpose in the domestic jurisdiction.  Informal channels which exist as part 
of bilateral diplomatic arrangements can also be used to tackle TBML.  


 
256. The Project Team believes that there is an urgent need to strengthen the existing bilateral 


arrangements and to build multilateral mechanisms for international cooperation.  The 
bilateral arrangements must ensure prompt exchange of information with regular follow-ups 
which should result in more efficient delivery. The multilateral mechanisms may entail 
equal commitment of all trading jurisdictions for coordination in matters relating to TBML. 
Technological innovations for effective communication across jurisdictions can provide 
permanency to multilateral arrangements.  In this regard an initiative by the World Customs 
Organisation (WCO) to develop the concept of Globally Networked Customs (GNC) for 
exchange of information may turn-out to have significant strategic value.  


 
TBML Focused Training  


257. TBML focused training is an absolute necessity for the anti-TBML strategy to succeed.  
Customs, ML investigating LEA, FIU, Tax Authorities and Regulators have all identified a 
pressing need for more focused training so that their personnel can have an adequate 
knowledge base to detect, prevent and combat TBML.  Many of the jurisdictions have 
reported limitations with regard to resources which they can spare to provide training 
capable of mitigating TBML activities.  This study reiterates the findings of the FATF Best 
Practices Paper 2008 to incorporate a TBML focus in the existing AML training 
programmes.  


 
258. The sharper focus on TBML in existing training programs can be brought about by 


incorporating specific topics which relate to TBML.  The case studies, the red flags and 
typology papers on TBML may be disseminated during such programs. As trade essentially 
involves multiple jurisdictions, there is a need for Law Enforcement Officers to understand 
the legal and procedural aspects of other jurisdictions.  Training should be aimed at making 
use of trade data analysis as well as cross referencing trade data with trade finance data and 
understanding any useful tools developed to identify trade anomalies which may lead to 
investigation and prosecution of TBML cases.  Inter-linkages of tax frauds and customs 
violations with TBML also need to be explained.   
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259. The significance of domestic coordination and of international cooperation to tackle TBML 


must be conveyed during training programs.  Further, as a large number of private players 
are involved in international trade they need to be apprised of concealed TBML threats in 
any outreach programs that are conducted.  Thus, capacity building among all competent 
authorities and private industry is an important component of any successful strategy to 
prevent and combat TBML.  


 
Further Research  


260. The ongoing fight against TBML through the comprehensive strategy discussed in this 
Chapter should spur further research so as to meet emergent challenges.  The possible areas 
of such research may be briefly delineated as follows: 


 
a) Services: Treatment with regard to TBML vulnerabilities in trade of services shall require 


specialized tools. Services more than goods, give wide scope for manipulation in pricing, 
quantification and delivery time-schedule. It may therefore be imperative to undertake 
further research to develop case-studies and identify red-flags.  


 
b) Terrorist Financing: Moving of funds through trade to fund illicit activity of terrorism in 


an important issue confronting the global security.  Further research to look into aspects of 
such illicit fund movement through trade is called for.  


 
c) Financing the proliferation of WMD: Building on work undertaken by the FATF, there is a 


need to further consider vulnerabilities of trade finance to the financing of the proliferation 
of WMD.  


 
d) Risk Based Approaches:  Adoption of risk based approaches in the strategy to combat 


TBML is essential not only to maximise resources but to target TBML without inhibiting 
genuine trade flows.  Research should be undertaken to work-out models which could be 
practically adopted by various jurisdictions.  


 
e) Tax evasion: The work done by international bodies such as OECD, Global Financial 


Integrity, have brought into focus trade-mispricing and transfer pricing as well as their 
correlation with poverty.  With continued enhanced focus on tax evasion, or use of tax 
havens and on evasion of customs duty, it is essential to do research to explore their inter-
linkages with TBML.  


 
261. A comprehensive strategy to meet the growing concern about TBML has been 


recommended in this Chapter.  Challenges in formulating such a strategy have been 
identified.  Ways forward for addressing some of these challenges have been suggested.  
International trade needs to be kept free of TBML so that the full benefit from effective and 
efficient global trade can be realised by the community of nations.                        
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ANNEX A - TBML RED FLAGS FROM CURRENT & EXISTING 
STUDIES 


 
262. The Red Flags which have been mentioned in the existing studies have been categorized as 


per the scheme adopted in Chapter II of this Paper.  Annex A sets out red flags gleaned from 
existing studies, as well as those identified in the current study. In many cases there is a 
correlation between previous studies and the present study.  


 
263. The Red Flags set out in this section of Annex A are derived from studies by the FATF, US 


(FINCEN  & ICE), Australia (AIC) the Wolfsberg Group and studies by BRANNIGAN 
(2010) and Brown (2009).  


 
Red Flags relating to Trade Finance: 
 


 The transaction involves receipt of cash (or other payments like wire transfers, checks, 
bank drafts or postal money orders) from unrelated third party entities or an intermediary 
(either an individual or an entity) apparently unrelated to the seller or purchaser of goods. 
This may be done to obscure the true origin of the funds  (e.g. Wires where no apparent 
business relationship appears to exist between the originator and the beneficiary) ; 


 
 The transaction involves the use of repeatedly amended or frequently extended letters of 


credit without reasonable justification or for reasons like changes of the beneficiary or 
location of payment ;  


 
 A customer’s inability to produce appropriate documentation (e.g. invoice or any other 


document) to support a requested financial transaction or bank finds double invoicing or a 
Customer fails to provide adequate information about the originator, beneficiary, and 
purpose of the wire transfer; 
 


 The method of payment appears inconsistent with the risk characteristics of the 
transaction; (For example, the use of an advance payment for a shipment from a new 
supplier in a high-risk country or Frequent transactions involving rounding or whole dollar 
amounts). 
 


 Phantom shipping – no goods are shipped and all documentation is completely falsified to 
move funds in the guise of trade  
 


 Negotiable instruments (such as traveller’s checks, cashier’s checks and money orders) in 
round denominations under $3,000 used to fund domestic accounts or, alternatively, 
smuggled from a jurisdiction for placement into accounts at foreign financial institutions. 
The negotiable instruments may be sequentially numbered or purchased at multiple 
locations and may frequently lack payee information or contain visible broker markings or 
symbols. These negotiable instruments may also be used to pay for goods and services.  
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 International wire transfers received as payment for goods into bank accounts or processed 
through correspondent or intermediary accounts in a particular country, especially where 
the ordering party (importer of goods) of the wire does not live in the country from which 
the wire originated. (e.g. Wires originating from jurisdictions which have been highlighted 
in relation to black market peso exchange activities),  


 
 Sudden onset and equally sudden cessation of payments – typically wire transfers – within 


a short duration. This could be an indication that the account is temporarily being used to 
launder illicit proceeds.  


 
 A foreign based importing entity with accounts in exporting country receiving payments 


from locations outside the areas of their customer base.  
 


 Unusual deposits occurring in combination with one or more of the following indicators:  
 


o Multiple deposits occurring in various locations when the account owner resides 
elsewhere, for example, deposits made in various cities when the account owner 
resides in a different city.  


o Multiple bank accounts held by a customer individually or along with closely 
related family members. These accounts may be held at one or more financial 
institutions. Such accounts may be used to facilitate the placement and layering of 
illicit funds.  


o Checking accounts receiving cash deposits in amounts under $1,000 as frequently 
as several times per month. These deposits may be followed by ATM withdrawals 
in foreign countries. This method, sometimes referred to as micro-structuring, is 
used by “smurfs” to deposit cash which may then be used to purchase goods.  


 
 Foreign visitors opening multiple bank accounts at one or more financial institutions. 


Individuals may travel to a foreign jurisdiction with instructions to establish multiple bank 
accounts as a straw party. Upon return to their home country the straw account owner 
signs all of the blank checks and relinquishes control of the checkbooks and ATM cards 
tied to the accounts to the beneficial owner who now has control of the accounts. The 
following are examples of activity common to these accounts:  


 
o Cash deposits received using over-the-counter deposit slips since the checkbooks 


containing the pre-printed deposit slips as well as ATM cards are located out of 
that country;  


o Deposits which are frequently made in multiple cities / jurisdictions; 
o Withdrawals made via foreign ATM transactions; or  
o Withdrawals via check transactions that exhibit a difference between the 


handwriting for the signature and the payee portions of the check.  
 


 Unusual activity in established bank accounts for non-resident aliens, such as structured 
cash and monetary instrument deposits; checks written from the domestic account to 
foreign businesses with no apparent relationship to the account holder; and international 
wire transfers to entities that do not appear to have any relationship with the originator.  
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 Sequentially numbered checks drawn on domestic bank accounts negotiated through 


foreign money services businesses. 
 
264. It is important to remember that no one activity by itself is a clear indication of trade-based 


ML. Due to some similarities with legitimate financial activities, financial institutions should 
evaluate indicators of potential trade-based ML in combination with other red flags and 
expected transaction activity for its customer before making determinations of suspiciousness. 
Additional investigation and analysis may be necessary to determine if the activity is 
suspicious, based on information available to the financial institution.   


 
Red Flags relating to Jurisdictions: 
 


 The commodity is shipped to (or from) a jurisdiction designated as “high risk” for ML 
activities; 


 The commodity is transhipped through one or more jurisdictions for no apparent economic 
reason; 


 Customers conducting business in high-risk jurisdictions. Although not specifically 
identified by the authority handling AML work or FATF ; FTZs may be added to the list 
of high-risk jurisdictions given that there is an argument that FTZs exacerbate the risk  


 Customers shipping items through high-risk jurisdictions, including transit through non-
cooperative countries  


 Unusual shipping routes or trans-shipment points  


 Funds transferred into a country’s domestic accounts that are subsequently transferred out 
of the account in the same or nearly the same amounts. Origination and destination 
locations are frequently high risk jurisdictions.  


 
Red Flags relating to Goods: 
 


 Significant discrepancies between the descriptions of the goods on the transport document 
(i.e., bill of lading), the invoice, or other documents (i.e., certificate of origin, packing list, 
etc.).  


 Significant discrepancies appear between the description of the goods on the bill of lading 
(or invoice) and the actual goods shipped; 


 Significant discrepancies appear between the value of the commodity reported on the 
invoice and the commodity’s fair market value; 


 The size of the shipment appears inconsistent with the scale of the exporter or importer’s 
regular business activities; 


 The type of commodity being shipped is designated as “high risk” for ML activities; [e.g. 
high-value, low-volume goods (e.g. consumer electronics, diamonds), which have high 
turnover rates and which present valuation difficulties]. 


 Shipment locations or description of goods that are inconsistent with the letter of credit  
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 Documentation showing a higher or lower value or cost of merchandise than that which 
was declared to Customs or paid by the importer (i.e. commodity over-valuation or under-
valuation ) 


 Customers involved in potentially high-risk activities, including those subject to 
export/import restrictions such as equipment for military or police organisations of foreign 
governments, weapons, ammunition, chemical mixtures, classified defence articles, 
sensitive technical data, nuclear materials, precious gems, or certain natural resources such 
as metals, ore and crude oil  


 Obvious misrepresentation of quantity or type of goods imported or exported  


 A shipment that does not make economic sense (e.g. the use of a forty-foot container to 
transport a small amount of relatively low value merchandise) 


 The type of commodity being traded appears inconsistent with the exporter or importer’s 
usual business activities (e.g. a steel company that starts dealing in paper products, or an 
information technology company that suddenly starts dealing in bulk pharmaceuticals)  


 Carousel transactions: the repeated importation and exportation of the same high-value 
commodity  


 Packaging inconsistent with commodity or shipping method  


 
Red Flags relating to Corporate Structures used: 
 


 A transaction involves the use of front (or shell) companies. 
 


 Companies or Money Exchange Bureaus located in third countries used as intermediaries 
for transfer of goods or money. 


 
 A transaction structure that appears unnecessarily complex through introduction of 


corporate entities so that it obscures the true nature of the transaction. 


 
 Companies operating out of foreign countries, especially when it is difficult or impossible 


to determine ownership or controlling persons of the company, or when the business 
purpose is not fully apparent.  
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RED FLAGS CONFIRMED IN THE APG TBML PAPER 
 
265. The present paper has categorized the Red Flags received from various jurisdictions in 


response to the questionnaire into following five broad categories.   
 
TRADE FINANCE 


 
266.  Based on the responses received from jurisdictions, red flags relating to financial & 


banking products may be categorized as follows: 
  


a) Use of letters of credit to move money between those countries, where such trade would 
not normally occur and / or is not consistent with the customer’s usual business 
activity. A Letter of credit is generally resorted to so as to accord more legitimacy to the 
transaction in order  to conceal the real facts. 


 
b) The method of payment requested by the client appears inconsistent with the risk 


characteristics of the transaction. For example receipt of an advance payment for a 
shipment from a new seller in a high-risk jurisdiction. 


 
c) The transaction involves the receipt of cash (or by other payment methods) from third 


party entities that have no apparent connection with the transaction or which involve 
front or shell companies or wire instructions / payment from parties which were not 
identified in the original letter of credit or other documentation. The transactions that 
involve payments for goods through cheques, bank drafts, or money orders not drawn on 
the account of the entity that purchased the items also need further verification.  


 
d) The transaction involves the use of repeatedly amended or frequently extended letters 


of credit without reasonable justification or that includes changes in regard to the 
beneficiary or location of payment without any apparent reason.  


 
e) Unusual deposits i.e. use of cash or negotiable instruments (such as traveller’s cheques, 


cashier’s cheques and money orders) in round denominations (to keep below reporting 
threshold  limit) to fund bank accounts and to pay for goods and services. The negotiable 
instruments may be sequentially numbered or purchased at multiple locations and may 
frequently lack payee information. Further, cash payments for high-value orders are also 
indication of TBML activity. 


 
f) Inward remittances in multiple accounts and payments made from multiple accounts for 


trade transaction of same business entity are indicators for TBML.  In this regard the study 
of foreign exchange remittances may help detect the offence. 


 
g) In the case of merchanting trade, the trade finance mechanism should be in place for 


both export leg as well as import leg of transaction. If the Trade Finance mechanism, for 
example, Letters of Credit, have been provided for only the import leg of the transaction 
and not for export leg, it also indicates the possibility of TBML. 
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JURISDICTIONS (ORIGIN OR DESTINATION OF GOODS) 
 


a) The commodity is shipped to or from a jurisdiction designated as ‘high risk’ for ML 
activities or sensitive / non co-operative jurisdictions.  


 
b) The commodity is transhipped through one or more such high risk / sensitive 


jurisdictions for no apparent economic reason. 
 
c) Presence of Free Trade Zones / Special Economic Zones also affects the sensitiveness of 


a jurisdiction as far as TBML is concerned. FTZs are also emerging as being especially 
vulnerable to TBML. FATF (2010: 4) defines FTZs as ‘designated areas within countries 
that offer a free trade environment with a minimum level of regulation’. In the said report, 
FATF noted that most zone authorities operate separate company formation services from 
those that exist in the rest of the jurisdiction and market the ease of setting up a legal entity 
in an FTZ to attract business. Many zone authorities request little or no ownership 
information of the companies interested in setting up in the zone. As a result, it is simpler 
for legal entities to set up the firms/companies in FTZs and hide the name(s) of the true 
beneficial owners. This lack of transparency has allowed companies located in FTZs to 
create layers of transactions that are difficult (if not impossible) for law enforcement 
agencies to follow (FATF 2010). It also reported that ‘goods introduced in a FTZ’ are 
generally not subject to the usual customs controls, with goods undergoing ‘various 
economic operations, such as transhipment, assembly, manufacturing, processing, 
warehousing’. FinCEN has identified TBML red flags that are specific to FTZs. In its 
2010 report, FinCEN (2010: 4) signalled that a number of red flags seen in conjunction 
with shipments of high dollar merchandise (such as electronics, auto parts and precious 
metals and gems) to duty free trade zones could be an indication of a trade-based ML 
activity. 
 
These include: 
i. third-party payments for goods or services made by an intermediary (either an 


individual or an entity) apparently unrelated to the seller or purchaser of goods. This 
may be done to obscure the true origin of the funds; 


ii. amended letters of credit without reasonable justification; 
iii. a customer’s inability to produce appropriate documentation (ie invoices) to support a 


requested transaction; and 
iv. significant discrepancies between the descriptions of the goods on the transport 


document (ie bill of lading), the invoice, or other documents (ie certificate of origin, 
packing list etc) (FinCEN 2010). 


 
d) Circuitous route of shipment and/or circuitous route of financial transaction or Order 


for the goods is placed by firms or individuals from foreign countries other than the 
jurisdiction of the stated end-user. 


 
e) Transaction involves shipment of goods inconsistent with normal geographic trade 


patterns of the jurisdiction i.e. trade in goods other than goods which are normally 
exported/ imported by a jurisdiction or which does not make any economic sense e.g. 
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Semi-conductor manufacturing equipment being shipped to a jurisdiction that has no 
electronics industry.  


 
NATURE OF GOODS 
 


a) Where significant discrepancies appear between the description, quality and quantity of 
the goods on the documents such as bills of lading, invoices etc and the actual goods 
shipped. The misrepresentation may also be in relation to or type / grade of goods. For 
example, a relatively inexpensive good is supplied but it is invoiced as being more 
expensive, of different quality or even as an entirely different item so the documentation 
does not accurately record what is actually supplied. This technique is particularly useful 
in TBML. Cheap cloth items / waste thereof are declared as premium quality garments to 
launder the criminal money.  


 
b) Significant discrepancies appear between the value of the commodity reported on the 


invoice and the commodity’s fair market value. This is done either in conjunction with 
mis-declaration of the description / quality / grade of goods or without it.   This is also 
often associated with mis-declaration of the jurisdiction of origin. 


 
c) Consignment size or type of commodity being shipped appears inconsistent with the 


scale or capacity of the exporter or importer’s having regard to their regular 
business activities or the shipment does not make economic sense i.e. there is no 
reasonable explanation for the client’s financial investment into the shipment.   


 
 
COPRPORATE STRUCTURES  
 


a) The transaction involves the use of front or shell companies.  Both shell and front 
companies can be used to facilitate TBML but in different ways. A shell company has no 
real operating activity and is used to hide ML activity and the identities of individuals 
involved so as to obscure the money trail. If activity is traced to the company it is literally 
an empty shell. As FATF (2010: 20) explained TBML and other ML schemes rely on the 
ability of the perpetrator of the crime to distance themselves from the illicit proceeds. 
Shell companies enable illicit actors to create a network of legal entities around the world.  
By contrast, a front company has real business whose legitimate operations are used as a 
cover for ML and other criminal activity. In many ways, front companies present a much 
more significant TBML threat than shell companies.  The characteristics of offshore 
companies, for example, convenient formation, free operation, tax exemption and financial 
secrecy, all provide rather good veneer to disguise  ML 


 
b) Numerous sole proprietorship businesses/private limited companies set up by 


seemingly unrelated people (proxies) are found to be controlled by the same group of 
people. For the setting up of such businesses false addresses are registered.  


 
c) Trade transaction reveals links between representatives of companies exchanging goods 


i.e. same owners or management. TBML requires collusion between traders at both ends 
of the import/export chain. Related party transactions (ie transactions between entities 
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that are part of the same corporate or business group) can possibly make TBML easier and 
more difficult to detect. Related party transactions, including transfer pricing, rely on 
mutual agreements between the parties, rather than free market forces. As the FATF 
(2006: 5) pointed out, over- or under-invoicing of goods and services requires collusion 
between the exporter and importer.   Although there is a higher risk of related party 
transactions being used for fraud and for TBML, dealings between related parties are not 
necessarily illegal. d) Transfer pricing is a related party transaction that is commonly 
used by transnational corporation as part of their financial and tax planning strategy. 
Multinational organisations use transfer pricing to shift taxable income from jurisdictions 
with relatively high tax rates to jurisdictions with relatively low tax rates to minimise 
income tax. Similar strategies are also employed in relation to import duties and value 
added tax.  FATF (2006: 3) made it clear though that in the case of transfer pricing, the 
reference to over- and under-invoicing relates to the legitimate allocation of income 
between related parties, rather than customs fraud.  


 
PREDICATE OFFENCES OF TBML  
 
267. 15% of the jurisdictions have reported that tax evasion is the predominant predicate offence 


in TBML cases whereas 10% of the jurisdictions have reported customs offences as the 
main predicate offence. Other responses indicate that predicate offenses are often related to 
commercial fraud, IPR, Narcotics, human trafficking, terrorist financing, embezzlement, 
corruption, organized crime (racketeering), dealing in banned goods, conducting illegal 
business, speculation etc. One Reporting jurisdiction indicated that ML is considered to be 
an autonomous offence and there is no need to prove the existence or nature of the predicate 
offence in order to prosecute hence as a consequence, there is no systemic link between ML 
cases and other crimes. 
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ANNEX B - SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO THE APG TBML 
QUESTIONNAIRE  


 
268. 19 jurisdictions responded to the questionnaire: Anguilla, Australia, Belgium, Belize, Bhutan, 


Cambodia, Canada, Fiji, Hong Kong,China, India, Japan, Macao, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, OCO, 
Pakistan, Singapore, Vietnam and USA. Oceania Customs Organisation also responded to the 
questionnaire.    


 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 


 
SECTION A.  COORDINATING AGENCIES 
 
 Yes No 
1A. Reason for very few cases of TBML reported up to 2011:   
i. It is not an issue; 4 1 
ii. It is a policy/law, issue that results in no detection; or 8  
iii. Other Issues (Training, awareness / other)that results in no detection; 9 


 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (1) 
2A. Did the FATF 2006 & 2008 papers describe all types of TBML? 11 


 
4 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (5) 
3A. Whether any Government department records information on goods 
imported and exported into your jurisdiction? 


19 
 


- 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (1) 
4A. Does this agency, if Customs, has dedicated financial investigators with 
experience in trade related offences and or ML investigations?  


5 
 
 


10 
 
 


Does this agency, if other than Customs, has dedicated financial 
investigators with experience in trade related offences and or ML 
investigations? 


 5 
 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (2) 
6A. Does your jurisdiction use any database to identify the value of goods, ie 
under/overpricing?  


12 
 


5 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (3) 
7A. If your jurisdiction has identified cases of TBML?  9 8 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (3) 
8A. Has your jurisdiction undertaken any of the following:  


a. A typologies study on TBML , or Abuse of the Trade Finance 
sector in the jurisdiction?  


2 14 
 


b. A risk assessment of TBML or Abuse of Trade Finance sector in 
the jurisdiction? 


2 
 


14 
 


c. A risk assessment on Transfer Pricing. 2 14 
d. A risk assessment of the use of Alternative Remittance Sectors in 


trade finance. 
2 
 


14 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (4)  
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SECTION B. CUSTOMS AGENCIES 
 
 Yes No 
1B. Does Customs conduct investigations into TBML or Transfer pricing?  8 


 
11 


 
If so, does the Customs agency also conduct the ML aspect of this investigation? 4 4 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (1)   
 
2B.   Statistics on the number of TBML investigations in the past 5 years.  
Details 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Nos of TBML investigations initiated / 
identified / referred 


- - 5 8 219 


Amount involved in such offences - - - - Not available 
Result of investigations  - - - - - 
Value of assets attached / frozen  - - - $90 million#  Not available 
Value of assets confiscated  - - - - - 
Not Available/ Not Maintained separately / Nil:  (17) 
  # US reported TBML investigations completed in 2010 resulted in approx US$90 million in seizures.  


 Yes No 
3B. Is Customs part of any joint financial investigation/ML task force that 
conducts investigations into these offences? 


9 
 


9 


Not Available/ Not Maintained separately:  (2) 
4B. Has Customs received training on TBML? 8 10 
Does Customs provide training to other agencies on TBML issues? 2 10 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (2) 


 Yes No 
5B. Whether any impediments encountered when conducting investigations?  Eg 
impediments regarding the release of FIU data to the agency or agency unable to 
share trade information etc. 


6 
 
 


6 
 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (8) 
 Yes No 


6B. Whether information is collected on type of goods, value of goods, 
importer, exporter, owner, receiver, shipping company etc? 


17 
 


 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (3) 
7B. Do you conduct analysis of trade information that could be used to 
identify, investigate or prosecute TBML? 


10 
 


9 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (1)   
8B. Has your jurisdiction identified patterns of goods that are involved in 
TBML?  


5 13 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (2)   
9B. Are goods in TBML usually trans-shipped?   1 5 
And is there any pattern of jurisdiction of origin (ie where are the goods 
usually shipped from, or are there some jurisdictions more prevalent than 
others as a point of origin)? 


2 2 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (14) 
10B. How are the investigations into TBML usually initiated? ie information from intelligence, law 
enforcement, FIU data, STRs, trade data etc.  
On the basis of inter-agency intelligence 8 
On the basis of intra-agency intelligence 8 
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information 
from 
intelligence 


information 
from law 
enforcement,  


information 
from FIU 
data 


informatio
n from 
STRs,  


informati
on from 
trade data 


information from other sources 


6 9 7 6 5 3 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (9) 
 


 Yes No 
11B. During your investigations do you seek information from your international 
counterparts?  


11 3 
 


During your investigations do you seek information from your WCO? 10 3 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (6) 
12B. During your investigations do you seek information from Domestic LEAs? 10 


 
3 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (7) 
13B. During your investigations do you seek information from international LEAs ? 8 


 
4 
 


During your investigations do you seek information from FIUs? 8 3 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (8) 
14B. Is there any impediments to the receipt or dissemination of this information?   8 5 
Is there any legal requirements for the dissemination of information related to trade 
(ie MoU)? 


4 4 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (7) 
15B. Does your agency maintain an intelligence database on import and export of 
goods?  


15 4 


Do you cross reference this information with other government databases, i.e. 
companies registry, tax records, criminal records etc.? 


6 7 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (1)   
16B. Whether any indicators and red flags of TBML identified? 7 5 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (8) 
17B. Have you shared any TBML related intelligence with your foreign 
counterparts?    


6 10 
 


If so are you aware of the results of that dissemination, i.e. aid in investigation, 
result in prosecution etc. 


3 
 


 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (4) 
18B. Are there any challenges and obstacles for your agency to identify or 
investigate TBML? 


8 
 


3 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (9) 
 


SECTION C. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY MANDATED TO 
INVESTIGATE ML (MAY INCLUDE CUSTOMS / INVESTIGATIVE FIUS) 
1C. Statistics on the number of TBML investigations in the past 5 years  


 
Details 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
No. of TBML 
investigations initiated 
/ identified / referred 
from other agencies 


1 18 27 20 223  


Amount involved USD 2.17 
Million 


USD 6.16 
Million 


USD 420.59 
Million 


USD 46.88 
Million 


USD 
81.52Million 
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Result of investigations  
- - 


Prosecution 
pending 


Prosecution 
pending 


Prosecution 
pending 


Value of assets 
attached / frozen  ( US 
$) 


USD 2.17 
Million 


USD 6.16 
Million 


USD 44.98 
Million 


USD 91.04 
Million # 


Under 
investigation 


Value of assets 
confiscated  


- - - - 
 
- 


 No Report / Not Applicable etc/ Nil : (15) 
 
#: In addition to above as per report of USA: 208 investigations. TBML investigations completed during 
2010 resulted in approximately $90 million dollars in seizures.


 
 Yes No 


2C. Does the law enforcement agency conduct investigations into TBML or 
Transfer pricing?   


11 
 


4 


If so does the law enforcement agency also conduct the ML aspect of this 
investigation? 


11 
 


3 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (5) 
3C. Is the law enforcement agency part of a joint financial investigation/ML task 
force that conducts investigations into these offences?  


9 
 


6 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (5) 
4C. Has the law enforcement agency received training on TBML?  7 10 
    Does it provide training to other agencies on TBML issues? 3 9 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (3) 
5C. Are there any impediments encountered when conducting investigations? 6 9 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (5) 
6C.  How are TBML investigations initiated? i.e. referrals from other agencies etc.? 


1. From Internal intelligence:  (7) 
2. Referrals from other agencies: (11) 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (7) 
7C. Of the TBML matters investigated what is the average size, in dollar 
terms, of the offence?  


USD 557.3 Million in 19 cases. 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (15) 
8C. What are the predicate offences that have in the past been associated with TBML? 


1. Narcotics 
2. Domestic  Crime / Organised Crime 
3. Corruption 
4. Customs Violations 
5. Tax Evasion 
6. Manufacturing, stockpiling, transporting and/or trading in banned goods 
7. Conducting business illegally 
8. Speculation   
9. Commercial fraud 
10. IPR 
11. Human Trafficking & Terrorist Financing 
12. Embezzlement 
13. Fraud  


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (12) 
9C. What types of goods are involved in TBML matters? 


1. Metal scrap. 
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2. Textile materials. 
3. Zero duty goods like Diamonds. (2) 
4. Precious metals. 
5. Luxury watches 
6. Good where the taxes are high or which are heavily controlled 
7. Electronic goods  
8. Illicit tobacco products 
9. Counterfeit Products 
10. Bulk Commodities.   


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (14) 
10C. What types of corporate structures are used by criminal syndicates in TBML investigations?   


1. Companies:  (6) 
2. Offshore Companies: (5) 
3. Others: joint-venture companies registered in developing countries (1) 
4. Criminals don’t use Corporate Structure. (1) 


 Yes No 
Where such offshore companies are registered? 
Is there any pattern to jurisdictions that they are registered?   


3  


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (16) 
Yes 
No 


11C & 12C. Whether you receive information from the Customs agency?  12 1 
Are there any restrictions on the use of this information? 7 5 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (7) 
14C. Does your agency have specialist financial investigators who conduct the 
TBML investigations?  


9 
 


7 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (4) 
 
 Value in USD 
15C. What was the value of any assets forfeited as a result of the investigation?  USD 72.66 Million  
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (17) 
16C. What red flags or indicators of the TBML activity have you identified? 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (12) 


 Yes No 
17C. Have investigations of Alternative Remitters identified instances of TBML?  3 7 
Have investigations of Alternative Remitters identified instances of abuse of trade 
finance? 


2 7 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (10) 
 


SECTION D. FIU 
 
1D.  Statistics on the number of TBML STRs in the past 5 years   
Details 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Nos of TBML STRs received 15 49 186 690 1054 
Nos of TBML STRs disseminated 7 28 130 474 699 
Value of STRs received (USD) $756 $15462 $164614 $486256 $7315 
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (15)  


 Yes No 
2D. Is the FIU part of a joint financial investigation/ML task force that conducts 3 15 
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investigations into these offences?    
No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (2) 
3D. Has the FIU received training on TBML?    7 11 
Does it provide training to other agencies on TBML issues? 7 11 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (2) 
4D. Are there any impediments encountered when conducting intelligence gathering? 
For example, impediments regarding the release of FIU information, unable to 
receive law enforcement information, lack of access to databases etc.   


5 11 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (4) 
5D. Can Customs agencies receive financial information from the FIU?   18 - 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (2) 
6D. Have requests been made for sharing financial intelligence (FIU to FIU, FIU to 
LEA etc)?   


14 
 


4 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (2) 
 


SECTION E. TAX AUTHORITIES 
 


 Yes No 
1E.  Do you have any estimates of the size of (detected and undetected) TBML and 
transfer pricing in your jurisdiction?  


2 9 
 


If yes, what is the size? USD 19 Million (1 Jurisdiction)  
No Report / Not Applicable etc: (9) 
2E. Does the Tax Authority conduct investigations/audits into TBML or Transfer 
Pricing?  


3 10 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (7) 
 
3E. Statistics on the number of TBML/transfer pricing detections in the past 5 years 
Details 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


No of TBML/transfer pricing 
investigations initiated / identified 


  1 1 3 63 


Amount involved in such offences 
(USD) 


  USD 234.6 USD 111.8 USD 49.3 USD 240.9 


Result of investigations    Not 
prosecuted 


Not 
prosecuted 


Not 
prosecuted 


Not 
prosecuted 


Assets attached / 
frozen/confiscated  
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Nil /No Report / Statistics not maintained for TBML cases /Not Applicable etc: (18) 


 Yes No 
4E. Is the Tax Authority part of a joint financial investigations/ML/Task Force that 
combats TBML?   


5 6 
 


If so, is there a lead agency? 2 3 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (9) 
5E. Has the Tax Authority received training on TBML?  4 9 
Does it provide training to other agencies on TBML issues? 1 10 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (6) 
7E. Does the Tax Authority receive FIU data for the purpose of investigation of 
administrative issues?  


6 5 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc: (9) 
 


SECTION F. AML REGULATOR 
 


 Yes No 
1F. Has the regulator or supervisor provided guidance to reporting entities regarding 
TBML vulnerabilities and red flags?  


11 
 


5 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (4) 
2F. Does the regulator or supervisor provide training to reporting entities and their own 
staff on TBML?   


8 
 


8 


 Does the regulator have experts in the area of Trade Finance? 5 7 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (4) 
3F. Does AML supervision include trade finance aspects of compliance?   10 6 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:  (4) 
4F. Does your jurisdiction have foreign currency controls? 11 4 
No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (5) 
5F. Do foreign currency controls have a role in identifying abuse of trade finance or 
TBML?  


5 
 


4 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (11) 
6F. Have investigations of Alternative Remitters identified instances of TBML or abuse 
of trade finance?  


3 
 


9 
 


No Report / Not Applicable etc:   (8) 
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